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I.

JAMES McC(3SH AS THINKER AND EDUCATOR.-

I.—As Belfast Professor.

A SCOT, born in Ayrshire, on the banks of the “Bonnie Boon,”

Ajl of sturdy and God-fearing ancestry, who had played the

man more than once in the struggle of the Covenanters against

oppression—a scion of the great middle class of Scotland, made up

so largely of cultivators of the land, who through the exercise of the

proverbial thrift and intelligence of the “canny Scot” had forced an

unwilling soil into fertility and had achieved easy circumstances

—

James McCosh inherited all the virtues of his class and ancestry.

These formed the basis of his character, and held the secret of his

unvarying success in the larger spheres in which he was destined to

become ali actor. Born of highly intelligent and conscientious

parents, who possessed in full measure that tough moral fibre and

that firm adherence to high ideals of religion and duty so character-

istic of the Scotch, the parental traits entered as so much clean grit

into the constitution of the boy and gave a pledge of the force he

was to become in later years in his own and other lands. ATung

McCosh was fortunate in his home-life and training, thanks to a

* The sources from which the materials used in the following article have been

obtained are (1) The Autobiography of James McCosh, so ably and gracefully

edited by William M. Sloane; (2) the works of McCosh, including books, pani-

plilets and addresses, a complete bibliography of which has been made out by
Joseph H. Dulles, Librarian of the Princeton Theological Seminary, (3) and most
important of all, a personal acquaintance ranging over twenty years, in whicli,

as pupil and later as teacher in the department of Philosophy at Princeton, llie

witer had abundant opportunity to stud}' McCosh’s many-sided life.
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father who combined a Roman strength and simplicity with the

warmer traits of an earnest Christian piety, but thanks above all to

a mother of equally sterling parts, to whom the early death of the

father left the full care of the j’oung family and who nobly responded

to the charge. The years from six to thirteen were spent in the

jjarochial school in the home neighborhood, imder the tuition of

an able master, a l\Ir. Quentin Smith, from whose jurisdiction he

l^assed to the University of Glasgow, in which he was m.atriculated

as a student in 1824. At Glasgow he remained five years, not dis-

tinguishing himself in any special way, but devoting himself with

commendable diligence to his studies and laying the fovmdations

of a solid and liberal education. There were at Glasgow at this

time no teachers of distingui.died reputation, but that University

had been, a generation or two before, the theatre of the work of

Thomas Reid, the father of the Scottish school of philosophy, and

it was in the doctrines of this school that the young student received

his first philosophical grounding.

It was the year 1828, however, when, at the age of eighteen, young

IMcCosh entered the University of Edinburgh, that marked the real

beginning of his intellectual life. Entering as a student of theologjq

his interest in philosophy and science led him to take a wide range

of reading and study. He was fortunate here in coming imder

the influence of several really great teachers. In the theological

faculty he was especially attracted to AVelch and Chalmers, getting

from the latter in particular an impulse which powerfully affected

his whole after career. In philosophy he fell under the spell of the

brilliant Hamilton, then rising into eminence as a teacher and

thinker. To Chalmers he was largely indebted for that earnest

evangelical spirit which was so pronounced in him, as well as for

the warm interest he took throughout his life in ecclesiastical politics

—an interest that displayed itself in his connection with the Free

Church movement in Scotland, and at a later date, with the move-

ments for the better education of the ministry and the organization

of the forces of evangelical Christendom. The most powerful mental

stimulus was derived, no doubt, from Sir AVilliam Hamilton, who

was opening up to his generation, in a living way, the larger

problems of philosophy, and treating them with a logical

grasp and acumen as remarkable as was the learning with which

his conclusions were enforced. A student of McCosh’s calibre

could not but be stirred by such a master, and his interest

was only intensified by the strong aversion he began to feel for

some of Hamilton’s favorite doctrines. While ranking as easily
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the most eminent of the Scottish philosophers since Reid,

and far surpassing Reid himself in logical power and scholar-

ship, Hamilton had also become, to a degree, an adherent of the

critical system of Immanuel Kant. His characteristic aim as a

thinker was to effect a union between the common-sense Realism of

the Scottish school and the negative metaphysics of the Critical

philosophy, a marriage of incompatibles which was foredoomed to

failure, and which in the end brought about a complete rupture

between reason and faith. From the negations of Hamilton young

McCosh strongly reacted, and one effect of the revulsion was to bring

him into closer sympathy with the Intuitionism of Reid and the

Scottish school. The importance of this passage in McCosh’s history

can scarcely be overestimated, since it, more than all other causes

combined, contributed to fix his intellectual attitude toward the

leading ciuestions of philosophy and religion.

As a result of the stimulating forces of his Edmburgh environment

young McCosh became, for the first time in his career, thoroughly

aroused, and one effect of the awakening was the liberation of

unsuspected energy and the rapid advance of the young student to

leadership among his fellows. Achieving prominence in the debat-

ing circles of the University, as well as taking rank as a leading scholar

in his classes, he became a man of mark to his instructors as well

as to his student compeers, among whom were several who after-

ward attained distinction in various walks of life. After five

years of this active student life, during which he not only laid

the foundations of his philosophical and theological scholarship, but

also made large excursions into the physical and natural sciences,

an intelligent appreciation of which was a marked characteristic

of his mind throughout life, he was presented to the Edinburgh

faculty for the Master’s degree by the personal nomination of Ham-
ilton, an honor which he owed to a prize essay on the Stoic Philosophy

written by him and highly praised by Hamilton.

The next seventeen years of McCosh’s life were spent in the active

work of the ministry, first as a member of the Established Church

of Scotland, and after the disruption of 1843, into which he threw

himself with characteristic energy and singleness of purpose, as an

active and prominent minister of the Free Church of Scotland.

These years of active service were important, not simply for the stir

ring events with which they filled the outer life of the young pastor,

but also for the inner mental and spiritual growth by which they

were marked. MTiile at Edinburgh the problems of geology and

biology claimed his attention and he carried his interest in these
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subjects with him into the scenes of his ministry, where he found

time to follow with a prescient sense of their importance the new

advances in these sciences and the speculations to which they were

giving rise. His chief intellectual concern was, however, with the

philosophical and religious bearings of the movements of the time.

Brought up in the school of Reid and Stew'art, to which his revul-

sion from Hamilton seemed, as we have seen, to strengthen his

adherence, he was a firm believer in the intuitive powers of the

human mind. As a student of theology the problems of the Divine

government of the world and its relation to man and his spiritual

destiny were naturally urgent, while as a j^astor dealing with the

everyday experience of his people he was confronted at every

turn with the presence and ravages of evil. Years later, in his

Princeton lectures, he was at special pains to emphasize the gravity

and baleful effects of evil in the world. He marveled at the blind-

ness of the majority of philosophers to the serious character of the

issues w’hich sin and evil have given rise to in the lives of men, and

was in the habit of arraigning his owm coimtrymen of the Scottish

school especially for their too optimistic views of things. His sense

of the tremendous import of evil, together with the impending

eclipse of religious faith which the advance of science seemed to

tlu-eaten, led him to ponder deeply on the problems of religious

philosophy. To these motives we may add one that was sup-

plied by the naturalistic tendencies of the time. Stuart Mill’s

great work in logic had appeared in 1843, and to many of his con-

temporaries seemed to involve a view of nature that virtually

excludes the supernatural from the course of the world. McCosh,

to some extent, concurred in this opinion, but in dealing with the

issue displayed characteristic penetration as well as good judgment.

Distinguishing between the formulated doctrines of Mill’s work and

its underlying naturalism, he sought to vindicate against natural-

ism the necessity of referring the Avhole realm of nature to a

supernatural groimd.

The result of it all was the appearance of McCosh’s first book.

The Method of Divine Government, Physical and Moral, a work that,

in spite of a certain looseness of construction, and other minor

faults that could be pointed out, took rank immediately as the

freshest and one of the most luminous presentations of the theistic

doctrine of the world. It was the work of a philosopher and a

religious thinker who, in a style that at times was more hortatory

perhaps than the most rigid canons of logic would approve, brought

the resources of a rich erudition, a commanding intellect and a
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fervent spirit to bear on the most vital questions of the time. It is

perhaps the most original of McCosh’s writings, and contains in germ

most of those doctrines to the exposition and defense of which he

was to devote so large a proportion of the energies of his life. It

brought him into immediate prominence, calling forth the praise of

such men as Hamilton and Hugh Miller, and attracting the favorable

notice of Lord Clarendon, on whose recommendation the author

was offered the Chair of Logic and Metaphysics in the new Queen's

College in Belfast. The acceptance of this position in 1852 ended

McCosh’s pastoral experience and fairly launched him upon that

career of educator and thinker in which the chief distinction of his

life was to be won. From the outset Prof. McCosh took high rank

as a teacher. Always a man of commanding presence and mag-

netic personality, he carried a degree of living force into his class-

room that would have been a novelty even at Edinburgh in the

time of Hamilton. He had himself suffered at Glasgow from the

divinity that sometimes hedges around a professor and holds the

student at a distance. He had also been witness to the bad effects

of the laissez faire principle when applied to the moral life of the

student body, and this experience led him to covet a closer relation of

more living sympathy with his pupils. We have it on good au-

thority that Prof. McCosh was a most brilliant and inspiring lec-

turer, and that his whole soul was in his work. Standing more

than six feet high, the impersonation of physical strength and

energy, the regal head resting on shoulders with but a touch of

the scholarly stoop of later years, and an eye always bright, keen

and kindly, now lighted with an unwonted fire—no wonder the

Scotch professor, imported into an Irish university, overcame all

the national prejudice against him and became a marked and

central figure in the institution.

In some respects the induction of James McCosh into the Belfast

chair marked a new departure in methods of university teaching.

He entered upon his work with pretty well-defined ideas as to what

the function of a university instructor ought to be. To him the

current methods were far from being satisfactory. They were not

sufficiently stimulating to the pupil. To meet this difficulty he

magnified the oral lecture and made it central in his scheme of instruc-

tion. But he refused to believe that the responsibility of the teacher

ends with the mere delivery of the lecture, however effective, and a

final examination. The lecturer must supplement his work with

some kind of Socratic quiz calculated to test the knowledge of the

student and to stimulate him to more complete mastery of his sub-
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ject. Moreover, the teacher should aim to become the intellectual

guide of his pupils, directing their activities into fruitful lines of

inquiry and leading them on to independent and original investiga-

tion for themselves. Nor can he wholly absolve liimself from respon-

sibility for the practical life and the moral and religious welfare of

those under his charge. He ought to cultivate personal relations

with his pupils and be ready, on occasion, to give them friendly

counsel and admonition. And in case of need he ought to be ready

to extend a helping hand for the overcoming of difficulties and the

attainment of success in life. The Belfast professor exemplified his

faith very fairly in his everyday practice. To speak here only of

his effectiveness as a teacher, his classroom was a stranger to dead-

ness, inertness and indifference. His prelections were always fresh

with living spirit, logical in form and arrangement, masterly in

grasp, solid and scholarly in content, finished and often beautiful in

style. The student, as a rule, listened with kindling interest and

came av'ay intellectually stimulated and edified. At intervals there

was a recitation or quiz, which served to test the students’ pro-

ficiency, and aided him materially in his efforts to overcome diffi-

culties. To these features w’ere added the occasional setting of

themes for essays to be carefully prepared by the pupil and examined

and commented on by the instructor. The professor was always

ready to consult with his pupils, to give them friendly counsel and

advice, to help them over difficulties, and in general to perform the

part of a personal friend and adviser. The instruction in the

classroom culminated in a written examination which, as the final

test of proficiency, he sought to make rigid and thorough. In all

his relations with his students his aim w’as to call out what was best

in them, to stimulate them to high ideals of scholarship and manhood,

to lead them on to make the best use of their lives. There are those

on both sides of the Atlantic who have risen to important places as

scholars and men of affairs, who can bear witness to the power of

his teaching and example.

The largeness and intensity of Prof. McCosh’s life during the six-

teen years of the Belfast period cannot be adequately realized with-

out taking into account his work as a thinker and wu-iter, as well as

certain extra-university functions which he w’as called on from time

to time to perform. It was characteristic of him, more than of most

men, that he lived pen in hand, and that he was able to combine

successfully the activities of classroom and man of affairs with the

quiet and systematic reflection of the thmker. The Belfast period

was the most fruitful for his own development. It was the period
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when most of the elements of his philosophical creed were taking

their final shape. As an author he produced several important

works: The Examination of J. S. Mill’s Philosophy, called forth by

Mill’s destructive criticism of Hamilton; Typical Forms and Special

Ends in Creation, brought out jointly with Prof. George Dickie;

The Intxiitions of the Mind, and The Supernatural in Relation to the

Natural. Of these works, The Intuitions of the Mind and The

Defense of Fundameyital Tridh are treatises of comprehensive scope;

and permanent value. The Intuitions appeared in 1860, and immedi-

ately stamped its author as a strong, original thinker, and one who

was master of a good philosophical style. The Intuitions reasserted

the characteristic doctrine of the Scottish school, that there are

certain constitutional principles in the human mind which deter-

mine the form of its experience, and at the same time guarantee the

objective authority of its fundamental beliefs. But McCosh showed

himself to be much more than a mere follow'er of Reid. His opposi-

tion to the negations of the Hamiltonian school had led him to an

independent study of Kant’s Critique of Pure Reason, in which he

foimd a kind of a priori Intuitionism employed to buttress the nega-

tive logic which had so completely mastered the mind of Hamilton.

His study of Kant led him to the belief that the root of the whole

difficulty was to be found in the a priorism of the critical philosophy,

and to meet this he developed one of the most characteristic as well

as original features of his system. He denied that Intuitionism in-

volves any aloofness from experience, contending on the contrary,

that intuitions arise and unfold in experience, and that they may
be inductively tracked from a beginning in simple cognition, where

they take on singular and concrete forms, into the realm of our

higher judgments and beliefs where they become universal and neces-

sary principles. This vital relation to experience is a pledge of

their validity. But he does not rest their authority alone or even

mainly on experience, but appeals to certain credentials with which

they come accredited, namely, self-evidence, necessity and catholi-

city; among which self-evidence holds, in his opinion, a chief and,

in fact, a unique place. That intuitive principles are essential

elements in a growing experience, and that they bear intrinsically

the evidence which substantiates their claims, are the chief grounds,

he contends, on which the negations of Kant and Hamilton are to be

refuted and a positive philosophical creed built up.

The Defense of Fundamental Truth appeared in 1866, ten years after

the death of Hamilton, the posthumous publication of whose lectures

on Logic and Metaphysics had greatly enhanced its author’s reputa-
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tion as a thinker, and had marked an important epoch in the thought

of Great Britain. One of the effects of the publication was to call

the attention of John Stuart iNIills, then at the zenith of his fame, to

the work of Hamilton as a philosopher, and the result was the ap-

pearance in 1865 of Mill’s famous Examinatim of Sir Williavi Ham-
ilton’s Philosophy, a work so uncompromising in its tone and so

destructive in its criticism that it appeared to have struck a death-

blow to Hamilton’s reputation. McCosh was not the only one of

Hamilton’s friends who rallied to the defense of the dead tliinker, but

he seems to have been the only one who was able to make any for-

midable breaches in IMill's bulwarks or to produce a work of perma-

nent value. He did not, in fact, undertake to champion Hamilton,

with whom he was himself at variance on many vital points, but

he cherished the broader aim of restating and defending the Intui-

tional position against the Empiricism which IMill sought to erect

upon its ruins. AVith this larger purpose in view he attacked Mill’s

theory at every important point—in its sensational psychology, in

its empirically grounded logic, in its utilitarian and hedonistic ethics,

in its negative metaphysics, and in its nescience in the sphere of re-

ligious thought. Never was a task more conscientiously performed.

McCosh, in this work, is more than critical : he is broadly and intel-

ligently constructive. His powers show here at their best, and the

Defense of Fvnclamental Truth will take rank as a most luminous

statement of the case of the Intuitional philosophy versus ptwe

Empiricism at a critical period in the conflict of these two schools.

This literary work not only won for Prof. AlcCosh a high place as a

thinker, but also exemplified one of the important articles of his peda-

gogical creed, namely, that the university teacher must also be an

original worker, and that he will be able to accomplish his best re-

sults as an instructor onl,y when he combines teaching with investi-

gation or production. In his own case even this twofold activity

did not exhaust all his energies, but left him time and strength for

other pursuits. AVe find him in the midst of this activity taking an

active jjart in organizing the Alinisterial Support Fund for the Irish

PresbA'terian Church, advocating with cogent arguments the dises-

tablishment of the Irish Church and taking a leading j)art in the or-

ganization of the Evangelical Alliance, which held its first meeting

in London. He was at the same time serving as examiner for the

(Queen’s University of Irelaiul, a member of the Board of Examiners

that conducted the examinations for the civil service in India, and

acting as examiner for the Fergus.son scholarships, open to the grad-

uates of all the Scottish universities. Going out.=;ide of the circle of
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university education, he interested himself in the founding of

intermediate schools for the jireparation of students for the miiver-

sities, and also in the building up of the system of elementary

national schools in Ireland.

The mere enumeration of the causes in which the Belfast pro-

fessor was interested, and in all of which he bore an honorabh' part,

is sufficient to prove his many-sided capacity and his exhaust less

energy. He lived the threefold life of philosophical thinker, edu-

cator and man of affairs. As a philosopher he had taken his place

with the leaders of thought in Great Britain and America. As a

teacher and educator he stood easily in the front rank. His interest

in education led him in 1858, in spite of his multifarious activities,

to spend a few months visiting and studying the schools and univer-

sities of Prussia, where he was brought into intimate relations with a

number of leading German thinkers and educators. In 1866 he

visited the United States, where he spent several months in observ-

ing the work of our leading colleges and seminaries. In the mean-

time his own students were rising into eminence and reflecting

credit on their teacher. The Belfast professor had already made
his mark on his age and generation. He had done much toward

shaping the institution which had been the scene of his first profes-

>;orial work. As an educator and thinker he ranked with the most

noted men of his time. He had proved his right to be heard on the

great questions of the day. As a philosophical critic he had made a

l:)reach in the negative metaphysics of Hamilton, and his strictures

on the empiricism of Mill had revealed more than one weak point

in that thinker’s armor. As a constructive philosopher he had

fortified the intuitional position by showing that it could, on the

one hand, articulate with experience, while providing, on the other

a firm basis for morality and religion and a solid defense against

agnosticism. On the most burning issue of the time, that raised by

Darwin’s Origin of Species, he had made up his mind that neither

morality nor religion have anything to fear from evolution,- and had

set about to prove that the natural origin of species is not incon-

sistent with intelligent design in natiu'e or with the existence of a

])er.sonal Creator of the world. Having settled these points, he could

possess his soul in patience, in the meantime looking hospitably

on the progress of science and counseling the friends of religion

to have faith in God and the final outcome.

II. As Prixcetox’s Presidext.

James McCosh became President of Princeton in 1868, and just

twenty years from that date laid down the reins of government
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and retired into private life, having in the meantime developed

the old college into the proportions of a university, and added to

the ' history of American education one of its most imique and

splendid chapters. From Belfast, in his letter of acceptance, he

VTote, dedicating himself and his remaining life, under God, to old

Princeton and the religious and literary interests with which it

was identified. The Princeton he came to was only just beginning

to recover from the effects of the Civil War, by which it had been

severely crippled. Besides, it had become evident at the time of

Dr. McLean’s retirement from the Presidency of the college that,

in order to keep it abreast of the educational progress of the coun-

try, the policy of the institution must be adapted to the altered

conditions of the times. The new President must be a man
courageous enough to make innovations where necessary, wise

enough to see that no progress can be permanent that does not

in the true sense conserve the old traditions, and strong enough

to overcome mountains of difficulty in carrying out his plans.

These recpiirements were almost ideally fulfilled in James McCosh.

Fresh from a European university, and acquainted with the best

educational experience of his time, he saw the futility of attempting

to force the American college into conformity with European

models. “I have seen enough of the American colleges,” he said^

in his inaugural address, “ to become convinced that they are not

to be ra.shl)'’ meddled with. They are the spontaneous growth of

your position and intelligence; they are associated with your

history and have become adjusted to your wants, and whatever

improvements they admit must be built on the old foundations.”

The Inaugural Address was a luminous and statesmanlike di.s-

cussion of university problems in their general bearings and in

their special relations to the existing condition of American colleges.

It foreshadowed a new era for Princeton, and promised much for

higher education in this comitry. The new President regarded it

as a pledge of which his administration was to be the fulfillment.

The task he had undertaken required abilities of the highest order.

Princeton was not only small and poor, but it had become in a

sense dispirited and demoralized by its misfortunes. The spirit

of the old time was not dead, however, but only needed the hearten-

ing impulse of a new hope. There were friends and lovers of the

old college who were ready to come to its help, if they could be

assured that Princeton was not a moribund institution. This

assurance came with the new President. “Princeton College,”

said Dr. McCosh in his farewell address twenty j^ears later, “ had
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suffered—not, however, in honor—but she had numerous friends,

and nobly did they gather around her, and they said, as it were, in

language loud enough for me to hear, ‘Do you advance and we
will support you/ In those days I was like the hound in the leash,

ready to start, and they encouraged me with their shouts as 1

sprang forward to the hunt.” The figure was none too strong.

One who was a member of the faculty at the time has said that

McCosh’s touch communicated, as it were, an electric shock that

was felt instantaneously throughout the college. Under its stimu-

lus inertia gave place to activity, indifference to interest, despon-

dency to hope. Everybody was awake, the alumni and friends of

Princeton began to feel the new impulse and a general atmosphere

of expectation pervaded the college.

How amply the pledges of the Inaugural were redeemed does

not need to be ,told. Territorially Princeton held the key to a

commanding influence in the educational movements of the great

middle belt of States. She was the oldest of a constellation of

academic sisters among whom her history, which was glorious and

inspiring, gave her a kind of natural leadership. Dr. McCosh saw

the opportunity and conceived the purpose of developing the old

college into a great university. Starting with few buildings and

an equipment far from adequate to the then existing requirements,

he left a campus dotted with buildings of unrivaled utility and

beauty. The spiritual growth, if less showy, was commensurate

with the material progress. It included a faculty and student

body trebled in number and greatly improved in esprit de corps,

and a curriculum of studies developed into true university pro-

portions. There had also been a great development in methods

of instruction and a large increase of libraries and laboratories and

instruments for experimental research. So great had been the

transformation that at the close of Dr. McCosh’s administration

Princeton had come into line with the leading imiversities of the

country.

It is true, of course, that McCosh did not achieve all this result

by his own unaided efforts. He was simply the leader and was

ably seconded by friends both inside and outside of Princeton

circles, who came to his aid with their wealth and influence, their

personal effort and friendly counsel. He owed not a little also to

the devotion and unfailing tact of Mrs. McCosh, the devoted wife,

who stood by his side through all these years and in numberle.ss

instances smoothed the way for his ruder strength. But no one

will dispute that his was the master intelligence that planned and
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coordinated and his the energy that builded the materials into

shapely structures. For this work his natural endowments and

his experience had admirably fitted him and he was able to bring

to it all the resources of a well-trained mind. That he had studied

the university question profoundly and that he had reached in

his mind a clear distinction between what he conceived to be the

essentials of a university and its accidents is shown in the Inaugural,

and still more clearly in an address delivered years later on What

an American University Should Be. In these dicourses he essays to

distinguish the functions of college and university in order to deter-

mine the relation that should subsist between them. A college,

he says, is distinctively a teaching body, while a university has for

its aim “ to promote all kinds of high learning in literature and

science, in the liberal arts and in philosophy.” While, therefore,

the college should subordinate all its energies to the instruction

and training of its students in the elements of a liberal education,

the university must enlarge its scope so as to include the functions

of scholarly research, original investigation and literary production.

This wider aim is to be secured through the development of the

studium generale, a scheme of studies embracing all the important

branches of learning and constituting, in his view, the essential

feature of a university. The studium generale, to use his own
figure, is to form the body of the building, to which wings may be

added representing law, medicine, theology, architecture, engineer-

ing, music. But these wings are, strictly speaking, accidental

features which may exist or not according to the varying demands

of time and place. Any college that has developed a true studium

generale is already a university in substance if not b}’ chartered

right.

Him.self a })roduct of European education, McCosh nevertheless

opposed the tendency in this country to ape foreign models. The

European universities are the products of special conditions and

present a variety of types. The American university should take

a character of its own, suited to the circumstances of its birth and

growth. It is not necessary that the American universities should

all be of one type. “They will have common features, but along

with these they may adapt themselves in form to a variety of

circumstances. ’

' What he insisted on as the essentials of a univer-

sity were breadth of studies, embracing practically all the important

branches of learning, and breadth of aim, including liberal culture,

scliolarly investigation and research. Professional schools, though

important adjunct.^, are not indispensable to the existence of a
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universit3\ An institution may exercise true university functions

without them, although where practicable these schools ought to

be established in connection with a university. But it is important

to observe in this connection that in McCosh’s ideal scheme the

university was to be achieved by the extension of the curriculum of

studies beyond the limit of the college, by the development of

graduate departments, and ultimately the organization of these

into schools. This he regarded as truer university work than would
be the organization of technical training for the professions, and it

was the realization of some such ideal as this that he kept in view

in all his labors at Princeton. This ideal he pushed with a per-

sistent and sagacious energy that seldom failed of its aim. He
combined with the virtues of the Scottish character some of its

most conspicuous faults. In dealing with the smaller proprieties

of life he was often deficient in tact. He was hot-tempered and

impetuous, disposed to be imperious and to override opposition by

rude strength. He occasionally alienated forces which might have

been saved for the good of the college. But he seldom committed

any large blunders and he pursued his main purpose with an energy

so resistless, an activity so incessant, a vigilance so sleepless and a

foresight so unerring that it was not to be wondered at if there

gathered about him in time something of the tradition of infalli-

bility.

At Princeton McCosh carried the convictions and aims of the

Belfast professor into the larger sphere of the college Presidency.

He was not satisfied to simply administer the affairs of the college,

but coveted a closer relation with the student body and a more

direct part in shaping the culture they were receiving in its halls.

If he was a born administrator he also proved himself a great

teacher and became the leading professor in his own college,

instructing large classes in various branches of philosophy and

seeking in this relation to practically realize the ideal of intellectual

friend and guide. In his Princeton classrooms he displayed all

those qualities that had made him famous at Belfast. He suc-

ceeded in rousing his students to real living interest in the subjects

he taught. He stimulated them by precept and example to the

pursuit of advanced and independent study. And in this connection

he was able fairly to realize what he regarded as the dual peda-

gogical aim of university teaching, namely, to conserve the interest

of the average student, while at the same time stimulating the best

men to put forth their highest efforts. No teacher was ever more

scrupulous than he in adapting the ordinary classroom methods
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and requirements to the capacity of the average man, while it is

safe to say that few teachers have ever been more inspirmg to

bright and ambitious students. For the latter systems of prizes

and fellowships were foimded, graduate com'ses were established

leading to the higher degrees, and the organization of schools in the

leading departments was foreshadowed. His scheme of instruction

involved complete university organization, and he contemplated

many things which could not be fully carried out in his day because

the means were inadequate and the time was not 3’et ripe. One
of the results of this emphasis upon the universit}' function was that

during McCosh's administration Princeton trained an imusually

large number of specialists in several departments of learning.

The old President, on retiring from office, had the miique satisfac-

tion of leaving a score of his o^n pupils in the Princeton facultjq

while upward of threescore more were holding high educational

positions in this countiy and abroad. This result had been

seemed, moreover, without in an}' sense diverting interest or

resources from the work of college traming proper. The policy of

the institution remained true to the conviction that it is the chief

business of a college to give a good general education to the large

body of its students, few of whom aim to become high scholars or

original investigators, but rather to obtain that measure of mental

discipline which is needed to give them a fair degree of self-mastery

and fit them for entering upon practical pursuits or professional

study. McCosh sought to hold Princeton true to this as one of the

main purjDOses of her existence. He was thoroughly democratic on

this point, refusing to sacrifice the many to the few, and, in fact,

going farther and executing a kind of dialectical coup in the claim

that this general education needed by the many is also an indis-

pensable condition of intelligent specialization. Unchecked spe-

ciaUsm he looked upon as an eAul that could be escaped only by

holding the imiversity strictly to the college basis and insistmg that

our investigators shall first qualify at the court of general culture.

It might be supposed that all tliis labor of organization, adminis-

tration and teaching would be more than sufficient to exliaust the

energies of the strongest man, but ^IcCosh found time and strength

amid it all for the acti^ity of a very prolific authorship. In addi-

tion to an ever-flowing stream of pamphlets, essays, reviews,

sermons and addresses on topics of current interest he produced,

during the period of his Presidency, several important works which

materially enhanced his reputation and influence as a thinker.

He published a wofk on Logic, a volume of lectures on Christianity
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and Positivism, a History of the Scottish Philosophers, a series of

small books on Realistic Philosophy which were afterward issued in

two volumes, a two-volume treatise on Psychology and a meta-

physical work entitled First and Fundamental Truths; as well as

shorter issues from time to time on topics of current interest.

Besides the Logic, which commanded favorable attention on account

of its elaborate treatment of the notion, three of the works of this

period are worthy of special mention. The two volumes of Psy-

chology embody the results of many years’ study and lecturing in

the classroom. McCosh accepted, but materially modified, Ham-
ilton’s scheme of mental powers, laying more stress than Hamilton

had done on the immediate acthdties of apprehension, and rejecting

altogether Hamilton’s Regulative function, for which he substituted

Intuition as supplying the ground-principles of judgment and belief.

Into this fabric his observational spirit wove the materials of a

growing science, and kept him in touch with the advancing investi-

gations of his time, the best results of which he was able to utilize.

His Realistic Philosophy first appeared in the numbers of a phil-

osophical series, which will account for any apparent lack of unity

in the discussions. On the whole, however, a definite plan is

followed in the volumes, the first being mainly historical, and select-

ing |as representatives of prevailing types of thinking, Locke,

Hume. Berkeley, Kant and Herbert Spencer. The second volume

is, in the main, a critical and constructive attempt on the part of

the author, to state and vindicate the fundamental doctrines of a

Realistic creed. To whatever criticism this work may be open in

either its critical or its constructive parts, and it is no doubt

assailable at both points, it yet remains, I think, the clearest and

best exhibition of the realistic quality of ]\IcCosh’s thought. It

evinces that love for concrete and solid verity which, while at

times it rendered speculation leaden-winged, yet saved its possessor

from many of the pitfalls that ordinarily beset the path of the

philosopher. The metaphysical treatise on First and Funda-

mental T'lniths is not in any sense an original work. It is little

more than a revised edition of the Intuitions, and while falling a

little short of the earlier treatise in force and lucidity, the progress

of discussion and the ripe experience of the author have enabled

him to give in it a most complete statement of the essential doc-

trines of his philosophical system. First and Fundamental Truths

was McCosh’s last great literary undertaking; but no account of

his work in philosophy would be complete that failed to notice

his address at Chicago in 1893 on The Philosophy of Reality, and
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his little treatise on Our Moral Xature, published in 1892. The

address was an earnest and impressive plea for a more realistic

spirit in our American thinking, and was regarded by its author

as his valedictory to the philosophical public. In the little book

on Ethics he gives a simple and noble utterance to his matured

convictions on the fundamental questions of morality.

III. Valve of His Work.

For a final judgment on the value of ^IcCosh's contributions to

philosophy or Education the time is not yet ripe. What is at-

tempted here is rather a statement of some of the most salient

features of his work in these fields. His efforts as a thinker no

(.loubt failed of the full measure of success they would otherwise

have achieved, by reason of the strong reaction against Intuitionism

wliich set in with Mill’s criticism of Hamilton, and received a

powerful reinforcement from the Evolution philosophy of Herbert

Spencer. There is, too, an important respect in which much of

McCosh’s thinking was transitional in its character. The formative

period of his own education fell at a time when there were many
portents of a new order of conceptions that were, however, only

foreshadowed in the thought of the time. Darwin’s Origin of

Species and Spencer’s First Principles belonged as yet to the secrets

of the future. MTien the former appeared and revolutionized

biology, and the latter heralded a corresponding change in the

concepts of philosophy, McCosh was penetrating enough to see

that the old truths could be adjusted to the new forms, and he

showed the largeness of his mind in the hospitable attitude he "was

able to take toward the new concepts that had invaded science and

philosophy. This attitude is all the more remarkable in view of

the fact that he never became an evolutionist himself in his funda-

mental thought, and was never able to enter into and fully possess

the new territory that had been opened up. But his services to his

time were no doubt all the more valuable on that very account,

since the age itself was a period of transition, and what the major-

ity of men most needed was some wise guidance that would enable

them to preserve the old wine while transferring it to the bottles

of the new order. McCosh supplied such guidance, for his insight

led him to deny the necessity of any ultimate conflict between the

idea of evolution and the theistic conception of the world. He
thus fomid it possible to avoid completely that attitude of uncom-

promising hostility to evolution, founded on the belief that it was

atheistical, whicli unfortunately characterized so much of the reli-
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gious thinking of the age. In a very important sen.se i\IcCosh

mediated the conflict of opinion in this country, and helped many
a young man who had accepted evolution on scientific grounds to

avoid religious skepticism. Another instance of this kind of ser-

vice and of the largeness of vision that prompted it is furnished in

his ready acceptance and advocacy of the claims of the then new
science of Physiological Psychology. While never for a moment
wavering in his opposition to Materialism, he yet recognized the

intimate dependence of conscious activity on the nervous system

and the possibility, in some measure at least, of formulating these

activities in terms of the movements of the nerves. And it was

his fortune to lead the way in this country in introducing to the

attention of American students such pioneer works as Carpenter’s

Mental Physiology and Perrier’s Functions of the Brain, and in

impressing on the mind of his pupils and readers the value of such

investigations in the light they were likely to shed on the activi-

ties of the human mind.

Aside from services of this kind it will be conceded, I think, that

McCosh has contributed several elements of distinct value to the

thought of his time. One of these is to be found in his treatment

of the Intuitions. Since Plato, Intuitionism in some form has

always had a large following in Philosophy. It seems to embody

an insight which the world is not willing to let die. Now McCosh

has not only been one of the ablest and most impressive of the re-

cent exponents of intuitionism, but he has done more than any

thinker of his time to reconcile that theory with the just claims of

experience and development. After McCosh it will always be

possible to combine adherence to an intuitional creed with the most

absolute loyalty to fact and experience.

The one point on which IMcCosh was most strenuous was that of

Realism. He was realistic not only in thought, but also in temper.

He had a kind of phobia for all idealistic or phenomenalistic theories,

and was wont to huddle them together anti smite them all with a

somewhat indiscriminate slaughter. But whatever his failings as

a critic of Idealism may have been, there was no ambiguity as to

his own point of view. He was the doughtiest kind of a realist,

ready at all times to break a lance in defense of his belief. Here as

elsewhere, however, in e.stimating the value of his work, a distinc-

tion needs to be made between the principle he is defending and the

form in which he is pleased to state it. Perhaps few thinkers

of the present time would find the unmodified form of his realism

altogether to their liking. But the positions he had most at heart

—

23
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namely, that thought must start with reality if it would end with

truth, and that philosophy misses its true aim if it stops short of

positive knowledge commensurate with the moral and religious

needs of man’s nature—these are positions which lie very close to

the hearts of a large body of earnest thinkers. His realism is,

moreover, a tonic to the spirit that comes into contact with it,

indisposing it to any sort of indolent acquiescence in a negative

creed.

In his love for plain Thomas Reid, iilcCosh was recognizing intel-

lectual kinship in more ways than one. The spirit of Reid, while

positive and dogmatic, was also inductive and observational.

Reid hated speculation and would not employ it except at the

clear behest of practical needs. McCosh was a man of kindred

spirit. His distrust of mere theorizing amounted at times, I

think, to a positive weakness. But his shrewd common sense,

combined with a genius for observation and an intense love of fact,

constituted, perhaps, the most marked quality of his mind. It

served to keep his work fresh and interesting, packed his books

with new and stimulating facts and illustrations, and made them

rich treasure-houses for those who came after him. This is espe-

cially true of his psychological work. Here where, on account of

the rapid advance of psychology in both method and content, the

work of his generation is fast becoming obsolete, it ought not to be

forgotten that McCosh was a pioneer in the new departure of Psy-

chology in this country; that his was one of the first and most potent

voices in the advocacy of that marriage of the old science of intro-

spection with Physiology, out of which the new movement arose;

that his example was most influential in leading to the substitution

of an observational for a closet Psychology, and that while he may
not have entered completely into the spirit of what is technically

called experimental Psychology, yet his own method was largely

experimental, and the influence of his spirit and teaching was

strongly against the a priori practices of the older school.

Perhaps in the end it will be found that McCosh rendered his

most lasting service in the sphere of Religious thought. In view of

the tendency in many quarters to divorce philosophy from religion

and to insist that philosophy has no legitimate business with the

problems of religion, his attitude is reassuring. That the interests

of religion are vital to humanity and that its problems are the su-

preme and final issues in philosophy, that no philosophy can be

adequate that is unable to find some positive answer to the ques-

tions of religion,' were points on which he ever insisted as cardinal.
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His penetrating mind saw with the utmost clearness the need of

a metaphysical grounding of both ethics and religion. Apart from

this, morality has no adequate defense against the shifting sands of

expediency, and religion will almost inevitably fall into a mere

humanistic mold.

Taking into account his thought as a whole, it will be found

to present a number of distinct and fixed points of departure.

From the broad psychological point of view he was a natural

Dualist, maintaining the substantial distinctness and reality

of both mind and matter. In his theory of knowledge he was
Realistic, holding to the trustworthiness of the senses in the sphere

of ordinary cognition
;
while in respect to the higher verities that

lie beyond the field of sense, he was an Intuitionist, teaching that

the fundamental truths of metaphysics, religion and morality are

secured to us in a faith that is rationally guaranteed by the testi-

mony of self-evident and necessary principles. In his ultimate

metaphysic he was a Spiritualist, believing that the constitution

of things is, in the last analysis, not material, but spiritual. In

his Philosophy of Religion he was a convinced Theist, and so firm

was he in his faith in the Divine origin and government of the

world and albeit so hospitable to every real advance of the science

of his time, that he came to rank as a representative religious

thinker, and was able to lead many others who were more or less

troubled with skepticism on to the solid ground of his own belief.

As an educator McCosh’s chief monument is, of course, his work

at Princeton. It will not be considered any derogation from the just

claims of any of the other actors in the drama of Princeton’s life to

say that the university ideals which McCosh labored to realize

are likely, taking them in the large, to remain the true touch-

stones of her future educational progress. I do not claim, of

course, that he held, even in his day, anything like a monopoly of

these ideals, for they were, in a sense, common property, shared in

by his co-workers and compeers in the educational field. But no

one will dispute the proposition that a certain well-defined type

of educational policy was more clearly conceived by him than by

any of his contemporaries; or that during his life he stood before

the public as its leading exponent and champion. How to conserve

in our colleges and universities the interests of general education

without interfering with the free play of specialization; how to

include every important branch of learning in the university scheme

and at the same time avoid the danger of reducing our university

curricula to mere chaotic aggregates of unrelated and unorganized
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parts; how to make effective the wisdom of collective educational

experience and yet permit a reasonable degree of liberty to the

student in the choice of his studies; how to conserve the moral and

religious welfare of the student body and yet leave scope for that

degree of personal liberty which is essential to true manly develop-

ment—these were the pivotal questions in dealing with which his

educational policy gradually shaped itself.

It would be claiming too much to say that Dr. IMcCosh was uni-

formly successful in his efforts to realize his aims. There were

opposing forces and convictions which were sometimes strong

enough to thwart his efforts. It happened more commonly, how-

ever, that modifications were effected through discussion and

friendly criticism. The measures he proposed came, as a rule,

before both faculty and trustees for discussion and adoption.

The faculty or trustee meeting was the scene of many a hard-fought

battle, the doughty President ordinarily carrying his main point,

but very often at the expense of serious modifications. This

ordeal was an important one, sometimes rubbing off elements of

value, but in general stamping the emerging measure with the

educational sense of the whole academic body. But when due

allowance has been made for all other forces and agencies, the fact

remains that he stood as the central figure in the inception and

early development of what has been fitly called the new Princeton,

and that he supplied in the main both the effective energy and the

constructive ideas of the movement. When he retired from office

in 1888 the task he had conceived was far from being accomplished,

but there was abundant evidence that a mighty work had been

performed. His twenty years of leadership had laid the founda-

tions of the university and had determined the broad lines of

Princeton’s growth for the future.

No part of IMcCosh’s educational work is likely to prove of more

permanent value than that which he devoted to the organization

of the course of study. The soul, of a university is its curriculum,

not simply the aggregate of subjects open to students, but the

organization of these into rational schemes of systematic work.

He had this central problem well in hand. He recognized the

fact that everything depends in the last analysis on the correlation

and organization of elements, and to this task he devoted all the

resources of a wide experience and a well-trained mind. His aim

was to devise a scheme that would admit of indefinite expansion

without dangei’ of breaking up into fragments. In handling this

crucial problem he drew on his reserves as a philosopher, as a psy-
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chologist and as a student of education; and it is not too much to

say that he held the leadership among the educators of his time,

not only in insisting on the importance of maintaining organic unity

in the rapidly expanding curricula of our universities, but also in

the effort to realize this end in practice. It was mainly due to his

agency that Princeton came to stand, on this cardinal issue, for

the idea of unity in education. He scented disintegration in un-

checked specialization, but was too wise to suffer himself to be

driven by fear of this extreme into the ranks of the reactionaries.

He was impelled rather to seek a way out of the difficulty by taking

a great step in advance and laying down the principle that, while

specialization is to be left free to develop normally in accordance

with its own natural laws, yet the specialist himself must be re-

quired to qualify for his work by the broadening and humanizing

process of a liberal education. The general and the special were

thus grasped together m the terms of a conception that is likely for

generations to determine the course of true educational progress.

There can be no doubt that in thus placing the supreme emphasis

on the organization of the course of study McCosh was inspired by

the insight of true statesmanship. For the question that claimed his

chief attention is still the most important issue our educators have

to meet. The problem, as we have to face it, has no doubt changed

its form, and in some respects become more complex, but the

fundamental lines of cleavage are the same, and the contemporary

educator must choose between unchecked specialism and a

policy that aims to make specialization the flower of an underlying

liberal culture. To have one’s mind settled on this cardinal point

may be regarded as a prime requisite of educational competence.

But this is not the whole secret of pedagogical wisdom. We may
work out perfect systems on paper, but how shall we guarantee

their translation into practice? It is not enough, in McCosh’s view,

that we present the organized results of even the best educational

experience to the individual pupil if he is to be left free to select

from it only what will commend itself to his present whim or prefer-

ence. Next to the evil of unchecked specialism is that of unbridled

choice, and this arises, not from any special moral need of limiting

the “ unchartered freedom” of the student, but simply from his in-

tellectual incompetence. Taking as the basis of judgment the

callow youths who form the rank and file of the two lower classes

in our colleges and universities, it would be unsafe to presume

that in general they are otherwise than ignorant of the educa-

tional value of most of the subjects of the curriculum. Then,
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as a matter of fact, the group of studies called disciplinary and

admittedly indispensable to a good education—to any education,

in fact, that is worthy of the name—are the very subjects that on

accoimt of their intrinsic difficulty would be most likely to be

passed over in favor of a more tempting bill of intellectual fare.

It is in view of the fact that unbridled freedom of choice in the

field of disciplinary education is pretty sure to mean the sacrifice of

its essentials, that educators like McCosh have insisted on making

the disciplinary subjects largely compulsory, while allowing to the

student, outside of this limit, an increasingly large scope for rational

freedom of choice. We come at this point, indeed, upon a line of

fundamental cleavage in the theory and practice of education, and

educators find that they have to choose between the sacrifice and

the maintenance of the disciplinary factor in schemes of study. On
this issue McCosh was an uncompromising defender of the latter

alternative. While favoring the utmost catholicity in the extent

and comprehension of university studies and the greatest freedom

of specialization consistent with the maintenance of the unity of

education as a whole, he Avas firm in his belief that the disciplinar}"

studies should be made compulsory, and this conviction was

adhered to throughout his persistent and successful effort to extend

the scope of the elective principle in the later stages of college and

university study.

Aside from the questions of the course of study and the student’s

relation of choice to the subjects of the curriculum, there is one

other question of first-rate importance in educational policy and

that is the question of method. How shall the subjects of the

curriculum be taught in order that the student may receiA^e the

greatest benefit from his course of study? The teacher stands

between the pupil and the subject-matter of his education, and the

mediating instrument is the method of instruction. I haA'e already

pointed out how McCosh stood from the outset of his university

career for the reform of methods of instruction. He Avas following

the dictate not simply of conviction, but of underlying temperament

when he sought to make uniA^ersity instruction more Autal by mak-

ing it more stimulating and by seeking to bring teacher and pupil

into more personal and man-to-man relations. He had a high sense

of responsibility for the moral welfare of his pupils and for the

whole effect which his relation to them was to exercise on their life

and character. And this he formulated into a principle not simply

for his own individual guidance, but when he became the head

of an institution he labored to instill it into the minds and con-
I
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sciences of those who worked under his leadership. That the prin-

ciple is sound will be admitted, I am sure, by those who see the

greatest difficulty in the way of carrying it out. The conditions that

prevail in our university have changed greatly in the last twenty

years, and the tendency of numbers to outgrow organization and

the means of disposing of them in the most effective way, has

rendered it more and more difficult to maintain in our classrooms

even the semblance of the old Socratic man-to-man relation in

methods of instruction. But this is no doubt due in great measure to

the mere pressure of numbers in our universities, and when correctly

understood it only emphasizes the need of such a reform of method

as wdll make it once more possible for the educator of the present

to do his work as effectively as it was done a generation ago

under simpler conditions and with smaller bodies of students.

In the working out of his policy in connection with such vital

issues as these, as well as in the part he took in solving the mooted

question of the place which religion ought to hold in our colleges

and universities, McCosh’s w'ork could not be confined to the limits

of Princeton, but became a possession of the country at large.

In his generation he stood before the public unquestionably the

foremost representative of that educational policy which values

religion as an instrument of culture and is at pains not only to

assign it a place in a course of study, but also to bring it into vital

relation with the life of the student body. When old age and

finally death forced him from the walks of life, the cause of good

education lost its doughtiest champion and American public life

one of its most commanding and beneficent figures.

The genius of James McCosh w’as cast in a mold that w^as emi-

nently practical. He felt with Bacon that knowdedge is to be tested

chiefly by its fruits. He believed that theory is to be held in strict

subordination to practice. But it must not be forgotten in this con-

nection that to him the supreme practical values were the moral

and spiritual. The life and well-being of the spirit was more to

him than mere theoretic correctness. I do not mean to say that

he showed any disposition to undervalue theoretic knowledge.

On the contrary, it w^as the chief business of his life to enforce the

need of knowledge and mental discipline as conditions of the sound-

est practice. But he refused to regard knowledge as an end in

itself. Science is for man, and not man for science. For this

reason even the formulated doctrines of his philosophy did not hold

the supreme place in his affection. The very tenacity of his

adherence to them, and the all but truculent obstinacy which he
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was wont to display in their defense, could be traced back of mere

pride of opinion, back of his belief in their theoretic soundness,

even, to a sincere conviction that they were vitally related to the

moral and religious welfare of men. The theoretic interest was

never the last thing with him. He had scant respect for what

some one has irreverently called “the patient whimsies of the

philosophers,” and he was accustomed to draw a pretty sharp line

at what he looked on as fruitless speculation. That things of value

sometimes found themselves on the wrong side of this line was not

an event of such frequency as to greatly militate against the general

sanity of his judgments.

The ruling motives in his many-sided activities are to be found in

certain fundamental attitudes of spirit which lay back of the sphere

of his formulated opinions and vitalized all his energies. These

were, belief in God, faith in the deeper intuitions of the human spirit,

loyalty to fact and objective reality. Provided these things of car-

dinal value were respected^ he could look with equanimity on opin-

ions that differed widely from his own. As philosopher and edu-

cator he combined in a remarkable degree progressiveness with

true conservatism. He was an embodiment of the living spirit of

his time, and yet tenacious in clinging to whatever had borne the

test of experience and proved itself permanently worthy. The fac-

tor of highest significance in his work is to be found, I think, in

that strong and wise balance which he strove to maintain every-

where between opposite tendencies and in his firm belief that in

such balance lies the secret of all true and healthy progress. This

quality had its roots deep down in the personality of the man,

and manifested itself in many complementary traits of character.

Strong and masterful in thought and action, there was that in him

which called forth love as well as respect. Princeton knew some-

thing of the home in whose charmed circle the strong man was

wont to yield to the dictates of a generous and loving nature.

While there was something of Roman severity in his life, there was

a more than Roman warmth and human interest in his friendship.

Firm as a Stoic in his ideas of justice, he knew how to temper that

virtue with a mercy whose quality was not strained. Unyielding

as the moral law or the granite of his native hills in matters of con-

science and duty, he was no stranger to the tenderest feelings of

the human heart. Endowed to an unusual degree with the pro-

verbial inflexibilit)' of his race, and never relaxing in his attachment

to Scottish traditions, he was able to respond to the demands of his

ado{)ted countrt with a loyalty so whole-hearted as to become in
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the best sense an American citizen. Bred in the culture and

spending a large part of his life in the atmosphere of European

universities, he became an exponent of the best tendencies of our

American education. A well-poised nature in which complemental

forces thus blended their effectiveness, it was mainly this balance

of forces that preserved him from erratic tendencies and made it

possible for him to translate so much of his energy into beneficent

and enduring results.

Princeton University. Alexander T. Ormond.



II.

THE QUESTION OF THE AUTHORSHIP OF THE
BOOKS OF SCRIPTURE : A CRITICISM

OF C'URRENT YIEAVS.

F the three problems with which the Higher Criticism deals,

one is that of Origin. Of the three principal phases of this

problem, one is the question of authorship or personal origin. The

primary purpose of this paper is to direct attention to the condition

of opinion at present prevailing in reference to this question. It

is hardly extreme to describe it as chaotic. Obviously, the exist-

ence of such a condition of things must be established prior to any

inquiry into either its causes or its effects. Perhaps the simplest

and fairest method of getting at what is the present state of opinion

will be to hear from a number of representative men sufficient

to assure ourselves that we are in no danger of a hasty generaliza-

tion. It will be best also to rigidly separate our citations from

our criticisms.

The first writer, then, who shall be permitted to declare his

opinion is the Rev. R. Payne-Smith, Dean of Canterbury. The

Dean is a conservative. Indeed, the paper from which his views

are to be cited is nothing else than a vindication of the Mosaic

authorship of the Pentateuch. In introducing his discussion, he

says:

“The question of the authorship of the books of the Old Testament is usually

one of secondary importance, until we reach the prophetic writings. Even of

all the Old Testament Scriptures, we may say that as regards our faith little

depends upon their human origin. For if they are what they claim to be, they

are a message from God to our souls. Many of course deny this claim; it is,

they say, a thing impossible. God never has and never could speak to man.

But if he has spoken to man—and for believing this there are many valid reasons

—no books have so manifest a claim to be His word as those of the Bible. Their

human authorship, therefore, sinks into insignificance compared with the mo-

mentous question whether they are a revelation of God’s will to man. And
it is worth observing that the writers themselves attached no value to the part

which they had taken in the matter. There is no pride of authorship about

them. They usually make no reference to themselves, but are solely occupied

with the great message which they were commissioned to bear.’’*

*Living Papers, Vol. Ill, Paper XV, p. 3. Fleming H. Revell Company.
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So speaks the Dean. This, however, according to our plan, is not

the place to analyze his statements or to estimate their signifi-

cance. Indeed, for other reasons it would be out of place to do

so, since the Dean himself is not done speaking to the matter under

consideration. He has not got through with his introduction

until we hear him say:

“Occasionally the matter” (i.e., the question of the authorship of the books

of the Old Testament) “has become one of large importance, because of the

course of modern criticism. It is a question of great value in our days whether

the Book of Isaiah is an anthology, made up of fragments culled from lost works
composed by numerous writers, or the composition of one man. And so with

the Pentateuch. Modern criticism has made the most of all the difficulties

found in connection with a book of such extreme antiquity. It has used these

difficulties to discredit the book, and even to tear it to pieces and assign the frag-

ments to a host of nameless persons. But though Moses himself followed the

same impersonal manner as was usual with all primitive writers, yet there is in

Exod. xxiv. 4 the assertion that Moses wrote all the laws at that time given,

and, as we think, in the Book of Deuteronomy words which ascribe to him the

whole Pentateuch. If this interpretation be correct, it bcomes no mere archaeo-

logical question as might be that of the authorship of the Books of Judges or of

Samuel. The veracity of Holy Scripture is at stake; and besides this, the

authorship of Moses, for which there is ample proof, gives a solid foundation for

the genuineness of aU the Old Testament Scriptures. If there be strong and
abundant evidence for this conclusion, most of the remaining difficulties, debated

so warmly, sink into minor importance.”*

I have cited thus at length under the feeling that it was due to

the Dean and desirable for the reader that the context should be

given with sufficient fullness to insure the latter against misunder-

standing and the former against being misunderstood.

Next, and more briefly, let us hear from the Rev. J. J. Lias, a

scholarly rector of the Anglican Church. Like Dean Payne-Smith,

Mr. Lias is a conservative. The passages to be cited are from his

excellent but not very happily named little book. Principles of

Biblical Criticism,. Their special significance for us lies in the

fact that the very object of Mr. Lias’ book is to contravene the con-

clusion of that school of English critics represented by Drs. Driver

and Cheyne. And yet w'e find him also, like the Dean of Canter-

bury, introducing his discussion of “ The Genuineness of the Penta-

teuch” with these, under all the circumstances, remarkable words:

“We must also admit that Christians are in no way committed by their

belief in Divine revelation to any particular theory of the origin or date of the

books of the Old Testament in their present shape, but only to the general

accuracy of their contents.”!

*Ibid., p. 6.

iPrin. Bib. Crit., p. 84.
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A few pages farther on he repeats this statement, saying:

“It has been admitted that the date and authorship of the Pentateuch, as

it has come down to us, is a matter of comparatively little importance. But
it does not follow in the least that we can accept theories, for instance, like those

of Dr. Driver. The question which to us is of vital importance is the historical

accuracy of the contents of the narrative.”*

Again, the tone of the following is significant:

“Xot only do many persons allow themselves to suppose that the contro-

versy” (between the radical critics and their opponents) “only affects the date

and authorship of the Mosaic books, etc.”f

In the same vein is the following concession:

“The conclusion of sober reason on the question” (of the genuineness of the

Pentateuch), “it may be confidently affirmed, will eventually be this, that

while we know not precisely who wrote the Pentateuch, nor when, nor how it

was written, it contains what must be regarded as in all essential respects an

accurate historical record of the provisions of the law given by Moses, and of

the circumstances under which the laws were promulgated.”J

To bring out fully the views of Mr. Lias, it will only be necessary

to call attention to his position upon the question of the author-

ship of the prophetic books. This appears from the following

words, with which he concludes his discussion of the theories of the

radical criticism with reference to the authorship of the Book of

Isaiah

:

“There is, therefore, strong reason to suppose that if these magnificent

prophecies” (viz., those in chaps, xl-lxvi) “had been by another hand” (than

that of Isaiah), “the name of the author would have been handed down to

posterity. The question is not, however, like that of the origin of the Penta-

teuch, a vital one.”§

And now still another Anglican divine shall be permitted to

speak. Unlike the first two heard from, however, he cannot be

considered a conservative. Xor would it be fair, on the other

hand, to call him a radical. Prof. A. F. Kirkpatrick, to whom refer-

ence is here had, may probably best be classed as a critic of the

mediating or “progressive school.” Much might be said in praise

of his little book, The Divine Library of the Old Testament, which

in this instance is to furni.sh us a statement of the Canon’s views.

Four out of the five lectures of which it is composed were deliv-

ered, we are told, “ to a gathering of clergy and laity.”
1|

In style

*Prin. Bib. Crit., p. 87.

fibid., p. 92.

tibid., p. 1.33.

ybid., p. 74.

II
Div. Libr. oj the 0. T., Pref. to 1st ed., p. v.
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it is a model for those who have to present an intricate subject in

popular form. Its tone is not only conciliatory, but gracious and

persuasive. The reader must be prejudiced indeed who does not

lay down the book impressed with Prof. Kirkpatrick’s personal be-

lief in and reverence for the Old Testament. But after all has been

said that can be said in recognition of Prof. Kirkpatrick’s amiable

temper and personal piety, and in praise of the literary and other

merits of his book, its purpose is to commend to popular approval

and acceptance the conclusions reached by critics of the school of

Driver in regard to the origin of the books of the Old Testament.

This simple fact, taken in connection with the fact of his personal

reverence for the Old Testament, is conclusive evidence that Prof.

Kirkpatrick regards the question of the authorship of the books of

the Old Testament in the same light as Dean Payne-Smith and Mr.

Lias, or rather that he regards it as of even less moment than they.

For to him the question of the authorshipof the Pentateuch is of

no more moment than that of Isaiah, nor that of Isaiah of more

moment than that of any of the other books of the Old Testament.

But we are not left to this kind of evidence. Seeking the causes

for “the comparative neglect of the Old Testament” characteristic,

it would seem, of those whom he is addressing, the Canon says:

“But in addition to these causes there is a third which is beginning to be

widely operative. There is a vague suspicion floating about that the ‘higher

criticism’ has raised a host of questions about the date and composition and

character of the books of the Old Testament, which must be settled before

we can use it with confidence Such an attitude is, as I have already

shown, a desertion of the teaching and example of the New Testament.”*

Still more significant is the following:

“The Bible has been compared to a great church which it needed some
fifteen centuries to build Now, if I ma)' develop that figure, it is not

essential for the ordinary spectator to know at what precise date each part of

the church was built, still less from what quarry the stones were brought,

or whether old materials from some earlier church were incorporated in parts

of the buildings. He can learn the lessons of grandeur and beauty, of holiness

and devotion which the whole building teaches, he can see how it reflects

the mind and purpose of its architects, even without this detailed knowledge,

though the knowledge may add to his intelligent wonder and appreciation,

and is essential for the study of the histor}' and development of architecture.

And so surely it is with the Old Testament. It is important, with a view to

the study of the history and development of the religion of Israel, to fix the

relative dates of the writings contained in the Old Testament and the student

must labor patiently at the task. But there is much, very much, that the

Old Testament has to teach us which is independent of the questions of date

and authorship.”!

*Div. Libr. of the O. T., p. 120.

^Ibid., p. 122.
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To make this statement of current views touching the matter

of the authorship of the books of Scripture complete, it onh'^

remains to hear from some representative of a single branch of

another school. The school referred to is that of the radical

criticism. The branch of this school from which we are now to

hear is composed of those who may fairly and without offense be

described as radical critics of evangelical antecedents and predilec-

tions. For while their critical principles lay the axe to the very

roots of the conservative tree, their personal predilections for cer-

tain important evangelical truths—predilections, in most instances,

received by tradition from their fathers—distinguish them honora-

bly from others of the same school who have no such inherited or

acquired prejudices. Prof. C. A. Briggs shall speak for them. His

attitude toward the question of authorship may be easily gathered

from the following statements taken here and there from his

writings. In Whither we find him saying:

“The Reformers found the essence of the authority of the Scriptures in the

Scriptures themselves and not in any traditional theories about them. Hence
theyiwere not anxious about human authorship.”*

The context will show that he uses the Scriptures here as a term

designed to cover both Testaments, the Xew as well as the Old.

In the same vein, in his speech made in answer to certain charges

preferred against him before the Presbytery of Xew York, with a

fervor not unnatural to his circumstances, but evidently not con-

ducive to his own insight into the matter of which he was speaking,

we hear him propoimd this rhetorical question:

“But is it true that an infallible rule of faith and practice can only come

from these (those?) holy penmen whose names history has preserved to us?”t

In his Inaugural Address, treating of the authorship of the Scrip-

tures—not of any particular portion of the Scriptures, and, of

course, wholly unconscious that he was both missing and obscur-

ing the main issue—he had already said

:

“ We desire to know whether the Bible came from God, and it is not of any

great importance that we should know the names of those worthies chosen by

God to mediate His revelation. ”+

The sweep and significance of these words will stand out more

clearly in the light of the following statements with which Dr.

Briggs had prefaced them:

^Whither, p. 87.

\The Defense of Prof. Briggs before the Presbytery of Xew York., p. 121.

%The Authority of ,The Holy Scriptures: Inaugural Address by Charles

Augustus Briggs, D.D., p. 33.
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“The only authenticity we are concerned about in seeking for the divine

authority of the Scriptures is divine authenticity” {i.e., divine authorship),

“and yet many theologians have insisted that we must prove that the Scrip-

tures were written by or under the superintendence of prophets and apostles.”*

Again analysis and discussion must be reserved. Ambiguous as

are some of the most important terms employed, the language

quoted is sufficiently clear to give us Dr. Briggs’ attitude toward the

question of the authorship of the books of Scripture. Nothing

would be easier than to multiply quotations of substantially the

same import from other writers of note.f This, however, would

be superfluous. The above statements are entirely sufficient to

put us in possession of the present drift of opinion in reference to

this question of the “human origin” of the Scripture writings.

Now with these statements before him the reader is asked to

notice with what unanimity—a unanimity which, under all the

circumstances, is surely singular enough—the conservatives, the

“progressive” and the radical alike, agree to minimize and to be-

little the importance of the question of the authorship of the books

of the Bible. In their respective ways of presenting the matter,

they do, to be sure, differ widely and most significantly each from

the other. And yet the Dean of Canterbury, the most cautious

and reserved of them all, says:

“Even of all the Old Testament Scriptures, we may say that as regards our

faith little depends on their human origin.”

Mr. Lias also, even while seeking to impress us with the momentous

importance of the issues presented by the radical criticism, singles

out this question of authorship and by the very terms that he em-

ploys depreciates both its relative and its absolute importance.

He says:

“Not only do many persons allow themselves to suppose that the contro-

versy” (between the radical critics and their opponents) ‘‘only affects the date

and authorship of the Mosaic books,” etc.J

This leaves us to infer that if the contention of the radical criti-

cism affected “only” “the date and authorship of the Mosaic

books,” Mr. Lias would regard it as much ado about nothing.

And as for Prof. Kirkpatrick, the main object aimed at in his lec-

tures was to allay popular alarm, caused by recent discussions upon

*The Authority of The Holy Scriptures, etc., p. 32.

fSee, for instance, C. H. H. Wright’s Introduction to the Old Testament, p. 76;

The Expositor, Second Series, Vol. V, pp. 401-403.

t Italics mine.
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this very question of the date and authorship of certain of the books

of Scripture. Dr. Briggs says roundly and boldly

:

“ The only authenticity ” (i.e., authorship) we are concerned about in seeking

the divine authority of the Scriptures is the divine authenticity ” {i.e., the divine

authorship). “ The Reformers,” he assures us. “ were not anxious ” about

the “ human authorship of the books of Scripture.”

In a word, I think that, after reading any one of these four

writers, no one can fail to feel that, whatever the archaeological

and “critical” interests that may gather aroimd the question of

authorship, its practical bearings, if, indeed, it has any in other

than exceptional cases, are for the ordinary Christian quite re-

mote. It is to be feared that some such notion is only too wide-

spread.

That this view can be rendered exceedingly plausible is evident

from Prof. Kirkpatrick’s illustration. Why should the worshiper

whose eyes are satisfied with the stately beauties of the temple

permit his attention to be distracted by curious questions regard-

ing the architects who framed it and the sources from which they

took their material? Why should one who has the Word of God
in his hands and whose soul is reveling in its beauties worry him-

self about “dates” and “the names of the worthies through whom
God mediated” this precious revelation? Is not the anonymity of

numerous books of the Old Testament evidence enough of itself

that no special importance attaches to this question of authorship?

It is unquestionably true that what we want to know regarding

the Bible is whether God is its author—why, then, should certain

theologians insist that it is necessary to show that “ the Scriptures

were written by or under the superintendence of prophets and apos-

tles?” How are those, alike without learning and without leisure,

to do this? Besides, if the “ essence of the authority of the Scrip-

tures is in the Scriptures themselves,” what need have we to be

anxious about their “human authorship?”

This is all so very specious that it is hard for one to persuade

himself that it is all utterly fallacious, especially when it comes to

him with the endorsement of men of such diametrically opposite

schools as that represented by ^Ir. Lias and Dean Payne-Smith

on the one hand, and that represented by Dr. Briggs on the other.

And yet, with the passages cited above before him, he would be

a rash or careless reader indeed who did not find in them what

must give him pause before accepting the conclusion to which they

all apparently converge.

For one thing; the most casual reading reveals the fact that the
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consensus of opinion apparently obtaining among these four repre-

sentative scholars is, after all, superficial, rather than real. First

of all, it is noticeable that the Dean of Canterbury, Mr. Lias, and

even Canon Kirkpatrick, speak of the books of the Old Testament,

and of those alone. “ Even of all the books of the Old Testament,”

says the first. “We admit,” says Mr. Lias, “that Christians are

in no way committed .... to any particular theory of the origin

and date of the books of the Old Testament.” And so the alarm,

to the allaying of which Canon Kirkpatrick addressed himself,

has to do with “questions about the date, composition and char-

acter of the books of the Old Testament.” So far as these gentle-

men are concerned, then, it would be hasty to conclude that they

would affirm that “the question of the authorship of the books”

of the New Testament “is usually one of secondary importance”;

or that “even of all the books of the New Testament” “Scrip-

tures, we may say that as regards our faith little depends upon

their human origin.” Somehow, when it is the New Testament

that is under consideration. Dean Payne-Smith’s “For if

they are what they claim to be, they are a message from

God to our souls,” etc., seems hardly to meet the case. But

why not? Doubtless it is as true of the New Testament

books as of the Old that “ ij they are what they claim to he, they

are a message from God to our souls.” Still, if the Gospels, Acts

and Epistles were second-century documents from authors of

the same calibre and character as the supposititious J, E, D and P
of the radical criticism, not a few of us would begin to ask. Are

these books what they claim to be? Can they be a revelation

from God? Why may not similar troublesome questions emerge

in connection with the matter of the authorship of the books of

the Old Testament? Canon Kirkpatrick tells us that a host of

just such questions has arisen over them in connection with this

very subject of their authorship. Indeed, it is to prove that the

fears which express themselves in these questions are groundless

that he writes. It is to quell them that he introduces his telling

illustration of the temple.

But if it is noticeable that three out of four of these scholars, when

they affirm that the question of “human origin” is of “secondary

importance,” refer only to the books of the Old Testament, it is no

less to be noted that Dr. Briggs attaches no such limitation to his

statement. For him the question of “human origin” is of “second-

ary importance,” not only in the case of the books of the Old

Testament but in that of the New as well. He chides those theo-

24
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logians who insist that it is a matter of consequence to prove that

the books of the Xew Testament were written by or under the

superintendence of apostles, equally with those who lay stress upon
proving that tlie books of the Old Testament were written by or

under the superintendence of prophets.

Here, then, is ground for pause. With whom shall we go? With
Dean Payne-Smith, Mr. Lias and Canon Kirkpatrick, or with Dr.

Briggs? Suppose we are ready to say that the question of the au-

thorship of the Pentateuch is not a matter “ of any great import-

ance,” are we ready to say the same of the Pauline epistles? That

is Van Manen’s verdict, and no doubt ^"an Manen is a pious and

reverent scholar. Why, then, has Chicago University cried, “ Fie

upon him!” Is there to be one doctrine on this subject for the

Old Testament and another for the Xew? If so, why so? At

any rate, if one wishes to know where the army is moving he has

only to keep in touch with the head of the column; and he who
fears the splitting butt of the wedge may well beware of admitting

its thin edge.

But it is further to be noted that even those of our scholars who
confine their doctrine of the “secondary importance” of the ques-

tion of authorship to the books of the Old Testament are not as

well agreed among themselves as might be expected. Canon

Kirkpatrick's illustration of the temple is intended to cover the

whole ground—Pentateuch and Prophets as well as the historical

books. For him the authcrship of the Pentateuch is as truly a

“ mere archaeological question as might be that of the authorship

of the Books of Judges or of Samuel.”

Xot so, however, with ^Ir. Lias. He is prepared, it is true, to

make concessions, if necessar}’, in regard not only to Judges and

Samuel, but also as to the prophets. That Isaiah, for instance,

should prove to be an “anthology” would not greatly disturb him.

But when it comes to the Pentateuch, he regards the question of

its origin as “a vital one.” Here, however. Dean Pajme-Smith in

his turn dissents. Xot only does he assure us that “ the veracity

of the Bible is at stake” in connection with the question of the Mo-

saic authorship of the Pentateuch ; not only does he regard erroneous

views upon this question as possibly imperiling “the genuineness

of all the Old Testament Scriptures,” but he declares that “ it is a

question of great value in our days whether the Book of Isaiah

is an anthology, made up of fragments culled from lost works coin-

nosed by numerous writers, or the composition of one man.”

So that again we find that there is ground for pause before yield-
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ing a too facile assent to the proposition that “ as regards our faith

little depends upon the human origin” of the books, even of the

Old Testament. According to Mr. Lias, the question of the “ human
origin” of the Pentateuch is a “vital one.” According to Dean
Payne-Smith, nothing less than “ the veracity of the Bible ” is staked

upon it. This looks serious enough.

It begins to be evident that there is confusion of thought and

looseness of statement somewhere. For while these scholars all

agree in minimizing and belittling the importance of this matter

of authorship in the general, no sooner do they begin to be specific

than the gravest disagreements emerge.

Before seeking for the causes of this confusion, it will be well

for us to dwell in somewhat more of detail upon the evidences and

the extent of it.

Take, for instance, the statement of the Dean of Canterbury. No
sooner does one, so to speak, scratch its surface than antimonies

and contradictions appear. He starts by assuring us that “the

question of the authorship of the books of the Old Testament is

usually one of secondary importance, until we reach the prophetic

writings.” This is cautious language, to be sure. It prepares us to

expect that even in the case of the non-prophetic books cases may
arise when the question of their authorship will demand serious at-

tention. Growing bolder, however, the Dean immediately adds:

“ Even of all the Old Testament Scriptures, we may say that as

regards our faith little depends on their human origin.” And yet he

has not gone three full pages before he informs us that “ occasionally

the matter” “of the authorship of these Old Testament books has

become one of large importance, because of the course of modern

criticism.” Suppose now we ask: What has “modern criticism”

(lone to invest this matter of the authorship of the books of the Old

Testament with this new and large importance? The only answer

that we can possibly give is: It has raised a question as to the au-

thorship of the Pentateuch, Isaiah and other Old Testament books;

treated it as a real question and as an open question; answered it

differently from the way in which Dean Payne-Smith and others

before and since have felt bound to answer it. What more than

this has the most revolutionary of modern radicals done? But

as soon as “modern criticism” dissents from the view that Moses

wrote the Pentateuch and Isaiah the whole of the book bearing his

name, the Dean declares that it is imperiling the very “foundation”

of the “genuineness of all the Old Testament Scriptures,” and,

more than this, is impugning “ the veracity of the Bible” as a whole.
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And I think he is clearly right in these last positions. But, if so,

he just as clearly nodded when he permitted himself to say that

“ the question of the authorship of the books of the Old Testament

is usually one of secondary importance, until we reach the prophetic

writings.” If such is the case it is so only because “usually” the

question is not raised. For as soon as the question is seriously

debated the Dean is seriously concerned that the answer to it be

what he correctly, regards as the proper answer.

The case is not different with Mr. Lias. As soon as we begin to

compare his statements one with another we discover grave incon-

gruities. He tells us “that Christians are in no way committed

by their belief in divine revelation to any particular theory of the

origin or date of the books of the Old Testament in their present

shape.” The distinction implied here is, of course, just and ob-

vious enough. But it is unavailing and misleading. For Mr. Lias

himself tells us that the question “ of the origin of the Pentateuch

is a vital one.” If, now, he refers to the “ origin of the Pentateuch ”

in its present form, clearly he has contradicted himself. Let us

suppose, however, that the reference is to the origin of Pentateuch

in some form no longer known. If the character and qualifications

of the author of this unknown original are vital to its value, are not

the character and qualifications of him who gave it its present form

equally vital to its value in its present form? What other guaran-

tee have we that we are getting the real ideas of the original. Mr.

Lias has convicted himself here by his own illustration. Having

just said: “It has been admitted that the date and authorship of

the Pentateuch, as it has come down to us, is a matter of compara-

tively little moment,” he at once proceeds to disprove the correct

ness of so much of this proposition as relates to authorship by-

saying ;

“We accept as accurate a book like Prof. Freeman’s History of the Norman
Conquest, though written eight centuries after the events recorded, because

we know that he had access to contemporary authorities, and that he has

treated them fairly.’’*

It appears, then, that Mr. Freeman’s character and qualifications

are what warrant us in accepting with confidence a history written

long after the events of which it treats. If this be so, then the

question of “ the authorship of the Penetatuch, as it has come down

to us, ” can hardly be reckoned “ a matter of comparativley little

moment.” For just as clearly as in the case of Mr. Freeman’s

History of the Norman Conquest, the authorship of the Pentateuch,

*L. c., p. 87.
'
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as it has come down to us, conditions “ the historical accuracy of

the contents of the narrative” as it has come down to us. But, as

Mr. Lias clearly perceives, “the historical accuracy of the con-

tents of the narrative” in “ the Pentateuch, as it has come down to

us,” is “of vital importance” to us. Mr. Lias, therefore, illustrates

the justice of one of his own observations, viz.

:

“The late Dr. Pusey used very frequently to remark that English people

were very prone to make admissions without seeing how far they would lead

them.”*

How stands the case with Canon Kirkpatrick? His architec-

tural illustration is very plausible. Does it evidence really lucid

and coherent thinking upon this matter of authorship? Let the

reader turn back to it and re-read it, that it may be fresh before his

mind.f The implications of the illustration constitute at once

its strength and its weakness. In effect Canon Kirkpatrick says

:

The Church is here to speak for itself. Centuries of use witness to its

stability and safety. The grandeur and beauty thrust themselves

upon the eye of the beholder. Why bother ourselves, then, about

“quarries” and “architects”? Does our sense of beauty and

security wait upon the names of the men who planned and framed

such a structure, or upon a personal visit to the places from which

they got their material? Certainly not. But Canon Kirkpatrick

is very much mistaken if he supposes that all this proves that the

question of “quarries” and “architects” is of no practical import-

ance to the user of the “ great Church.” Indeed, it seems to me that

in affirming what he does of the “great Church,” Canon Kirk-

patrick has unwittingly affirmed a great deal more than he himself

has any idea of as to its architects and the quarries from which

they had their material. Or do men gather architectural figs from

architectural thistles? Buildings of grandeur, beauty and stabil-

ity are not produced by bunglers who built without plummet or

line, and used wood, hay and stubble as their material.

Moreover, Canon Kirkpatrick’s personal reverence for the Old

Testament has blinded him to the real issue with which he has

undertaken to deal. To adhere to his own figure, a question has

been raised as to the character and competence of the architects

who planned and framed his “great Church” and also as to the

value and quality of the material they employed. Now unques-

tionably it is true that, even under these circumstances, we may
appeal to the building itself and to its history for a refutation of the

*Prin. Bib. Crit., p. 87.

'\Vide, sup., p. 36.5.
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aspersion thus cast upon its long-dead architects and their long-

closed quarries. But we can hardly admit the soft impeachment

brought against the architects and the .sources of their material

without sooner or later bringing the building into ill-repute. In

other words, you may, if you please, reason from the safety, grand-

eur and beauty of the building to the worth and quality of the

material of which it is composed, and also to the competence and

skill of the architects who framed it. Or, reversing the process,

we may reason from the value and quality of the material and the

competence and skill of the architects to the safety, grandeur and

beauty of the “great Church.” But no subtility of analysis can

dissever the relation that exists between material and producer,

on the one hand, and product on the other. Certainly it is impos-

sible to prove that the material used was base and worthless, and

the architcts who planned and framed the building were bunglers,

without leading thoughtful people to beware of the “ great Church.”

Hence it is only when there is no question raised about authorship

that the question of authorship can be made to seem to be one of

no great importance.

But, all such considerations aside, Canon Kirkpatrick, like the

Dean of Canterbury and Mr. Lias, is a swift witness against him-

self. For the blotter had hardly dried the ink with which he

penned his illustration until he writes;

“It is important, with a view to the study of the history and development

of the religion of Israel, to fix the relative dates of the writings contained in

the Old Testament.”

But what function, one may ask, has the Old Testament that is of

more supreme practical importance than just this of putting us

in possession of a correct conception of the origin and character of

“the religion of Israel?” The “religion of Israel” is nothing less

than the root from which our religion sprang. If the question of

the temporal origin {i.e., the date) of the several books of the

Old Testament is important in order to a just estimate of the

“religion of Israel,” much more is the question of the personal

origin of these books a matter of the gravest practical importance.

And now we come to Dr. Briggs. He has gone farthest of all in

disparaging the importance of the question of authorship. And
yet in his book. The Higher Criticism of the Hexateuch, we find

him saying:

“The Higlier Criticism of the Hexateuch vindicates its credibility. It

strengthens its historical credibility (1) by showing that we have four parallel

narratives, instead of the single narrative of the traditional theory; and (2)
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by tracing these narratives to their sources in the more ancient documents

buried in them.”*

If, then, the “historical credibility of the Hexateuch” be a matter

of practical importance. Dr. Briggs is witness to the fact that the

(piestion of the unitary or multiple authorship of this so-called

“Hexateuch” is of equal practical importance.

t

How can it be otherwise? The greater or less “ historical credibil-

ity of the Hexateuch” turns, according to Dr. Briggs, upon this

matter of its authorship. So, then, neither does Dr. Briggs agree

wdth himself; but after he has belittled the question of the “human

origin ” of the Scriptures, he turns around, and in the passage quoted

makes the credibility of the “Hexateuch” hinge to a greater or

less degree upon the question of its single or its multiple authorship.

He also, therefore, joins the others in contradicting himself.

But we are not yet at the end of the confusion that character-

izes current o])inion upon this (question. This appears again and

very strikingly when we are at the pains to bring to clear state-

ment the assumptions, sometimes contradictory and sometimes

bizarre, which underlie the position under review^ For instance,

w'e find Mr. Lias saying;

“The truth is that the Scriptures are received as inspired not upon the au-

thority of the Church, but on the authority of Christ As regards the

Old Testament, Christ has repeatedly set His seal to the contents of the Jewish

Canon as embodying a true account of God’s revelations to the Jews. As

regards the New, its authority is derived from the fact that it contains either

authentic records of the words of Christ, written by men who had access to

sources whence they could obtain satisfactory information, or an account of

His doctrine by men commissioned to proclaim it to the world.

And in substantial agreement with this Canon Kirkpatrick declares:

“And when we pass from the consideration of the history of Israel and the

revelation made to Israel to the consideration of the documents in which the

history of Israel and that revelation are recorded, we cannot but accept

them on the same authority” (viz., that “of our Lord and His Apostles”), “as

possessing a Divine Element, as being, to use our own ordinary word, inspired.” §

Obviously these statements give us the assumptions that underlie

and determine the view, as held by these twm writers, that the

question of authorship in the case of the books of the Old Testament

is one of little practical importance. They are three. Both these

WTiters assume—and, as I believe, correctly enough—that Christ

* Higher Crit. of the Hex., p. 6.

tin saying this, I do not, of course, endorse the very remarkable logic of

the passage cited.

%Prin. Bib. Crit., p. 22.

^Div. Libr. O. T., p. viii.
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and His apostles knew and endorsed the canon of the Old Testament

as we have it to-day. They also assume that this endorsement

of the books of the Old Testament settles the question that they are
“
a message from God to our souls,’’ or, “ to use our ordinary word,”

that they are “inspired”—and that, let it be observed, apart from

all questions as to their “huryian origin.” They assume, finally, that

in view of this endorsement by Christ and His apostles, “ as regards

our faith, little depends upon the hmnan origin” of the books of

the Old Testament. But even the fact that these last two assump-

tions are certainly plausible, and seem greatly to honor Christ and

His apostles, ought not to hide from our eyes the fact that they are

rationally untenable. Let one reflect for a moment upon what

is involved in the assumption that the endorsement even of Christ

is sufficient to validate the claims of a book to be a message from

God to our souls, opart from all questions as to its “hmnan origin.”

Let us suppose, for example, that Dr. George F. ^loore has given

us a true account of the “human origin” of the Book of Judges,

would we be honoring Christ by regarding Him as capable of

endorsing the puerilities, anachronisms, and questionable morals

of such a book as “a message from God to our souls?’’ Would

His endorsement eradicate the indelible stigma fixed upon the

book by its “ human author,” and by him made a part of its very

fibre? Christ’s endorsement has no magic virtue. It would not

change the Koran into “a message from God to our soul.” And

if that which Canon Cheyne tells us about Deuteronomy, Paul

Haupt about Canticles, Dr. Driver about Chronicles and Daniel,

Prof. George Adam Smith about the prophets of the Persian period

were only true, were only the last word of scholarship about these

books, Christ’s endorsement would avail as little for them as it

would for the Koran. That there is confusion of thought behind

this assumption is palpable. It lies in overlooking the fact that in

endorsing the books of the Old Testament as “a message from

God to our souls,” what Clu’ist really endorses is the commission

and the competence of their respective human “authors” to draw

up and deliver such a message. It is unthinkable that one should

endorse a history, for instance, without endorsing the candor and

information of its “human author,” or that he should endorse a

prophecy without endorsing the official status of its “human
author.” But these questions of character, qualification and

official position are the very core of the question of authorship.

The assumption that because Christ and His apostles have en-

dorsed the books of the Old Testament as “ a message from God to
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our souls,” therefore “as regards our faith, little depends upon

their human origin,” is equally an evidence of mental confusion.

The fact is that certain positions in reference to the “ human origin”

and “human authorship” of the books of the Old Testament will

in spite of the endorsement of Christ not only jeopardize “our

faith” in them as “a message from God to our souls,” but because

of the endorsement they have received from Christ must jeopaulize

“our faith” in Christ Himself. Why should we hide our eyes to

the fact that in making Christ sponsor for- the Old Testament we

make Him responsible for these writings in such a sense that, if

they are proven by “criticism” to be marred by incongruities,

grave and palpable historical inaccuracies, and a lack of what

Avould now be considered correct ethical standards and moral per-

ceptions, we make Christ responsible for these also. If with full

knowledge of the maii}^ astonishing peculiarities of method and

matter which “modern criticism” flatters itself that it has discov-

ered in these writings, Christ gave them His unqualified endorse-

ment “as a message from God to our souls,” then the problem with

which we are confronted is grave indeed. If, on the other hand,

Christ’s endorsement of the Old Testament was based upon His

ignorance of the phenomena, literary, historical and moral, which

“modern scientific scholarship” professes to have discovered in

them, then the case is no better, but, if possible, worse. For the

questions will press for an answer. Had he known what that which

calls itself “modern criticism” professes to know concerning these

books, would He, could He have endorsed them as he did? But

could he, on the other hand, have failed to endorse them without

denying Himself? At any rate, such ignorance, if it existed, cannot

be overlooked in making up an estimate of Christ’s character and

claims.

Still another set of statements from i\Ir. Lias and Prof. Kirk-

patrick reveals the confusion in which the}q and those who with

them minimize the importance of the question of the “human
authorship” of the books of Scripture are wont to involve them-

selves. Thus the former, in the very breath after that in which

he admits that the date and authorship of the Pentateuch, as it

has come down to us, is a matter of comparatively little import-

ance, adds:

“The’question which to us is of vital importance is the historical accuracy

of the contents of the narrative. But for this, on Prof. Driver’s theor}^ we
have no guarantee whatever. We accept as accurate a book like Prof. Free-

man’s History of the Norman Conquest, though written eight centuries after

the events recorded, because we know that he had access to contemporary au-
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thorities, and that he treated them fairly. But in Prof. Driver’s theory of

Hebrew history there are no contemporary authorities to consult, and w’nat

authorities there are have been subjected to a thorough revision by men domi-
nated by a preconceived idea.”*

The discriminating reader perceives at once that both the illus-

tration here used and the charge brought against Dr. Driver derive

all their force from the fact that date and authorship condition the

“historical accuracy,” and this in turn conditions the inspiration

of the Pentateuch and, for the same reasons, that of all the other

historical books of the Old Testament.

And Canon Kirkpatrick also, after quelling the fears of the “ ordi-

nary Christian” by his “great Church” illustration, finds it useful

to add, in another connection, that there

' are no cogent reasons for referring the compilation of the Books of Samuel

to a late date;”t

and to assure his readers that

“ the primary- authorities for large parts of the histories in the Books of Sam-
uel and Kings were the narratives of contemporary prophets.

All of which shows, of course, that, despite their admissions and

their illustrations to the contrary, these writers themselves have

not been able wholly to suppress their consciousness of the funda-

mental and paramomit importance of the “human origin” of the

books of Scripture.

With what is implied in the above statements of Mr. Lias and

Canon Kirkpatrick as to the relation between “date and author-

ship” and “historical accuracy” on the one hand, and between

“historical accuracy” and “inspiration” on the other, before his

mind, let the reader note the assvmiptions underlying the following

remarkable statement of Dr. Briggs:

“ We desire to know whether the Bible is from God, and ”—that is, and so,

or consequently—“ it is not of any great importance that we should know the

names of those worthies chosen by God to mediate His revelation.”!

At first blush, this seems to be rather singular reasoning. It is

about as if the Cabinet at AVashington, having before them a docu-

ment purporting to be from the Court of St. James, should dismiss

the cjuestion of the credentials of the person presenting the docu-

ment with the sapient remark: AA'e desire to know whether this

document comes to us from the British Crown, and consequently

*L. c., p. S7.

tDir. Libr. 0. T., p. 15.

Xlbid., p. 14.

^Inaugural Address, sup., p. 363.
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it is not of any great importance that we should know by whom
the document is signed or examine the credentials of the person by
whom it has been presented. For even though it may not be the

only way of deciding the question as to whether the document is

from the British Crown, it must be admitted by all that, as it is

the most usual, so it is also a most natural, simple and effective way
of settling it. But the reason for Dr. Briggs’ position and the

assumptions underlying it come to light clearly enough when we
turn to a passage already cited from Whither? It reads

:

“The question of the authorship of the Bible is whether God is its author:

whether it is inspired. This cannot be determined by the Higher Criticism

n any way, for the Higher Criticism has only to do with human authorship

and has nothing to do with divine authorship, which is determined on different

principles.”*

Now will the reader please note, not merely the implications of

this language, but its explicit and emphatic statements? Dr.

Briggs does not deny that the Bible is inspired. The question

here before him is as to the function of the Higher Criticism in

determining, or in helping to determine, the question of the inspira-

tion of its several books. He tells us what the Higher Criticism

can do. He tells us with equal clearness what it cannot do. He
tells us that it can settle the question of the human authorship of

the books of Scripture, either positively, or negatively, or approxi-

mately. He tells us that it cannot settle the question of their

inspiration. Not content with this, he is careful to add that it

cannot determine the question of their inspiration “in any way”

—that is, either directly or indirectly, positively or negatively.

Further still, he is at pains to tell us why the Higher Criticism is

impotent to deal with the matter of the inspiration of the books

of Scripture. It is becau.se it “has only to do with human author-

ship and has nothing to do with divine authorship.” That is to

say, these two questions, namely, the question of the inspiration

of the books of Scripture and the question of their human author-

ship, are so little related the one to the other, or, possibly I should

say, are so totally dissociated the one from the other, that no inqui-

ries or conclusions anent the latter can be expected to throw any

light upon the former, which, he tells us, “ is determined on different

principles.”

The sum of the whole matter, then, is briefly this; Dr. Briggs

believes that the Bible is inspired. He thinks that he can establish

its inspiration. “The principle” by which he determines that of

*Whither? p. 89.
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two books, both claiming inspiration, one is and one is not inspired,

he does not here imfold. But he does with perfect distinctness deny

that there is any argument from the human authorship of a ^^Titing

to its inspiration. Of those who argue the inspiration of Scripture

from the authorship of its several books he says

:

“These theologians seem altogether unconscious of the circle of reasoning

they are making. They prove the authority of the Bible from the authority

of its authors. But what do we know of the authors apart from the Bible

itself?”*

This is not the place to expose the fallacy of Dr. Briggs’ logic. We
should not fail, however, to note that we now have before us one

of the assumptions underlying and conditioning Dr. Briggs’ esti-

mate of the small importance of the question of authorship. It is

this: The questions of authorship and of inspiration are not only

distinct from each other, but are absolutel}’ independent, the one

from the other, so much so that no amount of light upon the former

throws any light upon the latter.

To say the least, this is a somewhat startling assumption. What-

ever higher origin they may claim, the books of Scripture are un-

questionably human productions. Doubtless, therefore, they pro-

ceeded from human authors. But if these vTitings are indeed

from God, it can only be because their human authors were com-

missioned by God to produce them. If so, it will be found that

any acceptance of them as inspired must be based either upon

the evidence or upon the assumption that they proceeded from

men thus commissioned of God. Having proved a divine com-

mission for the authors of these books, we would have proved a

dh’ine origin for the books themselves. And whatever renders it

impossible to prove such a commission for their authors renders

it equally impossible to accept the books themselves as of divine

origin.

This, however, is not the only startling assumption that under-

lies Dr. Briggs’ position as to the comparative unimportance of

the question of authorship. As already noticed, we find him saying

;

‘“The Higher Criticism of the Hexateuch’ indicates its credibility. It

strengthens the historical credibility (1) by showing that we have four parallel

narratives, instead of the single narrative of the traditional theory; (2) by trac-

ing these narratives to their sources in the more ancient documents buried in

them.”t

We have here, as the reader perceives, a comparison between the

^Inaugural, p. 32.

^Higher Criticism of the Hexateuch, p. 6.
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traditional view of the authorship of what is called the “Hexa-

teuch” and the view proposed by the radical criticism. The

proposition boldly maintained is that the view of the authorship

of this portion of Scripture proposed by the radical criticism tends

to produce greater confidence in its historical credibility than the

view hitherto current in the Church, and here called “the tradi-

tional” view. The latter view’, briefly stated, for the Pentateuch

is, that it w’as wuitten by one Moses, a man specially called, qualified,

and commissioned by God to lead Israel out of Egypt into Canaan

;

a man, moreover, w’ho was himself an eye-witness of the events

and principal actor in the transactions which he records, and the

very channel through whom God w’as pleased to communicate

the laws contained in the Pentateuch; a man, finally, whose char-

acter and competence as a witness are certified to us by numerous

waiters of the Old Testament, by the apostles and by Christ Him-

self. Such, in brief, is what Dr. Briggs calls the “traditional

theory.”

The theory of the radical criticism, on the other hand, is that

the primary sources of the material embodied in what we call the

Pentateuch are traditions, for the most part, if not wholly, oral tra-

ditions; not only so, but inconsistent and conflicting, not to say

contradictory traditions. These traditions were first reduced to

writing some five or six hundred years after the occurrence of the

events to which they relate. The divergent traditions thus gath-

ered up and repeatedly edited to meet the personal or partisan

ends of four “schools” of wHters, whose work drew itself out over

as many centuries, were put into the shape in wEich w’e now’ have

them by a wHter living after the exile. These writers all and sev-

eral are nameless—a truly surprising fact—hut not unknown. It is

true that neither the writers of the Old Testament nor those of

the New have aught to say of them. Christ bears no witness to

them because, ex hypothesi, He was in ignorance of their existence

and of their work. But for all this they are knowm—by their

fruits. For me to attempt to describe them would have too much

the appearance of caricature. For a portrait of them and for a

portrayal of their methods and of its results, the reader is referred

to the pages of Dr. George F. Moore’s Commentary on Judges

or to Dr. Driver’s and Cheyne’s well-meant and much-needed,

but ethically most surprising defense of the “'Deuteronomist”

from the suspicion and moral opprobrium to which they have

exposed him.

Now, as stated above. Dr. Briggs affirms that of these two theo-
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ries the latter furnishes a stronger ground for confidence in the his-

torical credibility of the present Pentateuch than the former. If

so, then it can only be upon the assumption that in the case of

these particular writings there is no connection—shall I say?—cer-

tainly no such connections as obtains in the case of other writings,

between historical credibility and authorship. For, upon every

principle usually relied upon to test the historical credibility of a

writing, other things being equal, of two documents, one from a

contemporary and one written four hundred years after the event,

that document is more trustworthy which proceeds from the con-

temporary and because it has proceeded from a contemporaiy. On
the other hand, the “historical credibility ” of pseudonymous writ-

ings by writers living long after the events, writing not to reveal

but to conceal the real sequence and significance of events and in-

stitutions, is usually regarded as nil.

Here at last we appear to have reached a limit beyond which

it is impossible for confusion itself to be or to become more con-

founded. If there is no connection between authorship and “his-

torical credibility,” then indeed the Dean of Canterbury, Mr.

Lias and Canon Kirkpatrick are justified in uniting with Dr. Briggs

to minimize and to belittle the importance of the question of the

“human origin” of the books of Scripture. But perhaps there

can be no more convincing refutation of their position than to

show, as I have shown, that it has for its ultimate and only logical

basis the astonishing assumption that there is no necessary connec-

tion between authorship and historical credibility, nor any between

historical credibility and inspiration.

It only remains to try, if we can, to put our finger upon the causes

of tliis disastrous confusion. I do not think that they are obscure,

or far to seek.

For one thing, it is evident that not one of the four scholars whose

statements we have been considering has thought it worth while

to consider the question of authorship on its own merits. Canon

Kirkpatrick and Dr. Briggs write as apologists of what they would

call “critical freedom.” They are both committed to “critical”

positions that make it absolutely essential their peace of mind as

evangelicals that they should not see what is involved in “critical”

assaults upon long-accepted views of the date and authorship of

the books of the Old Testament. The Dean of Canterbury and

Mr. Lias are dominated apparently by a desire to appear as liberal

and as up-to-date as possible.

But more- influential than this is the failure of all these gentlemen
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to see that the question of authorship, as to its essence, is not a question

us to the author’s name. This leads them to misinterpret the sig-

nificance of the anonymity of certain Old Testament books. They

all show that they construe this phenomenon as evidence of the

at least relative unimportance of the matter of authorship. This

can be shown to be an error.

Finally, and most influential of all as a source of the confusion

at present prevailing in reference to this always and vitally import-

ant matter of authorship, is the notion that to show that there are

other, and, for “ ordinary Christians,
” more available ways of prov-

ing that the books of Scripture are “a message from God to our

souls,” is to show that that (jiiestion of the “ human origin” of these

writings is, “as regards our faith, a matter of at best but secondary

importance.” That there are ways of proving the inspiration and

authority of Scripture which for the “ordinary Christian” are more

<lirect and not less satisfactory than by dealing directly with the

often intricate and delicate question of authorship, I freely admit.

But let the reader note the word directly. It furnishes the key to

the difficulty. For when I accept the Old Testament on Christ's

endorsement I am simplv shifting the determination of the charac-

ter, qualifications and commission of the authors of its several books

from my shoulders to His. I do not, however, try thus to sever the

indissoluble connection between root and fruit, between fountain

and stream, between begetter and begotten. I can reason from

either to the other: but I cannot reason away, or think away, or

believe away the connection between them. Let it not be for-

gotten, then, that those who, playing upon our reverence for our

adorable Redeemer, seek to thrust upon Him and upon us through

Him the productions of the literary, intellectual and moral nonde-

scripts of the radical criticism are only adding insult to their injury;

betraying Him, and requiring us to stultify ourselves. Let them

stultify themselves. It cannot last long.

Columbia, S. C. W. M. McPheetees.



III.

MISSIONARY POLICY IN THE LEYANT.

OT more work, but better work: not to multiply outstations,

but to maintain a firmer grip on the apparatus in our regular

stations: not more sermons numerically, but a higher type of ser-

mons in spiritual zeal and intellectual vigor.

Experience is costly; life is precious; resources are limited; and

we are bound to draw all possible profit from the lessons alike of

failure and of success. The apostle bids us “ think soberly ”
;
and

we find that methods tell in mission work, even as strategy counts

in war. While the Church is heartily agreed on some fundamental

principles, yet it is always safe to scrutinize carefully the details;

and at the present time we may incjuire as to the working of our

theory thus far, and w’hether that theory ought to be modified.

First.—How does the System of Missioxary* Preaching

ACTU.YLLY' WORK?

The point of view in the present article may be indicated by state-

ments of our own missionaries. Dr. David T. Stoddard, of the

Oroomiah Mission, Persia, was a noble man and a useful preacher

in the modern Syriac. And he, while claiming that the American

clergyman, under favorable circumstances, could produce a strong

impression on a native audience, yet declares that any such for-

eigner attempting to preach in an Oriental language is at best but

a “stammerer.” This assertion is made in earnest, and it points

to a very serious drawback in our work. Much testimony of a

similar character might be cited, but one further example need be

given. In the History of the American Mission in Egypt, by the

Rev. Andrew Watson, D.D., the following statement is made on

page 422: “Not one of the missionaries at present on the field can

be called an Arabic scholar, and no one has any right to boast in

this matter, though most of the older ones speak it profitably and

acceptably. Perhaps some of the younger missionaries may yet

become scholars, but if they do it will be after much study and

practice, even, if they should have considerable linguistic talent.”
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Is it not a great pity that the mission has not a single Arabic

scholar after half a century of toil? Dr. AVatson’s entire chapter

is filled with facts that are deeply significant. He is himself a

member of that mission, yet feels keenly the importance of doing

better work in future.*

In giving a certain weight to criticism of this nature, we are not

hauling down any flag, nor do we propose to submit the Gospel to

hostile tests at the hands of men who are in the service of the enemy.

Sneers of open foes we may ignore, but the honest criticism of loyal

friends we are bound to consider in simplicity and good faith.

'They may help us materially. There is on our part no disposition

to belittle either the sacred work or the devotion of the workers,

but unfortunately the language used in regard to our brethren

who go abroad is often extravagant, unmeasured praise, or else

excessive censure. This is unwise, and we may well plead for a

calm estimate of the real facts. The men of consecrated genius

are not forgotten. The annals of our foreign work are bright with

their names, and we are all proud of them. It is a pleasure to add

our tribute, and to testify that these heroes have earned undying

fame. It is indisputable that some of the volunteers who entered

our mission field possessed intellectual faculties of the very highest

order. AVe rejoice to honor their names, and to note the perma-

nent value of their triumphs, especially in the difficult and pro-

longed task of translating the Scriptures. Some of them also have

been thorough in mastering the language of popular address, so

that they could converse easily with educated natives on equal

terms, and could stir a native audience to the depths. No tongue

can express the good that they have done. Such were A'erbeck

and Hepburn, in Japan; C. A. A’an Dyck,- in Syria; Long and

Byington, in Bulgaria; Herrick and Pratt, in Turkey. AA^hen Dr.

Andrew T. Pratt was at work on the Turkish New Testament in

Constantinople, in 1872, a remark was made in regard to him

which is worth quoting as a tribute from a Alohammedan who was

qualified to judge. Ahmed A>fik Effendi, an educated man but

not a Christian, said, “ Oh, yes. Dr. Pratt knows Turkish.” That

was high praise considering its source, but there is a background!

to the picture.

It has been assmned as self-evident that the missionary is to be

* Compare the speech of General Chaffee at the Savoy Hotel, March 20, 1903

;

reported in the Tribune, March 21, 1903.

t See testimony of Rev. W. E. Griffis, D.D., as to the use of the Japanese

language, in the Homiletic Review for July, 1888, pp. 20, 21.
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ordinarily a preacher, and that so long as he devotes his energies

to preaching this is the best possible economy of our resources.

Ought not this assumption to be reconsidered? If a man can

speak to an audience under the most favorable conditions a strong

impression is possible. But any one of a dozen disadvantages

may neutralize the effort, and make all his foreign learning useless.

This is especially true of a clumsy or stumbling use of the native

language. Nearly a century has passed since the era of modern

mission effort began, and the results have not come up to our

expectations. Is it presumptuous in the face of facts for us to

inquire as to the reasons?

The work which has been undertaken is the A'ery essence of

Christianity, the ideal of duty, and the practical link imiting

the source of grace and the objects of grace. We receive a

benediction and we transmit a benediction. The heart of

the Church is sound on this point. Whence, then, comes the

flutter of uncertainty, the paralysis of doubt? From defective

methods, surely. Ardent champions of this enterprise make state-

ments in regard to the linguistic powers of missionaries which are

clearly exaggerated. At the opposite pole in sympathy stand those

who belittle the attainments of the evangelists, and declare that

they are ignorant of the local vernaculars, and hence, of course,

a failure. The truth lies between these extremes. The average

missionary is not a great linguist, a prodigy of learning; but, on the

other hand, if he has a fair chance and time enough, he can learn

a language so as to employ it acceptably in religious work. But

time is required; this demand is inexorable, and failure here is a

fatal mistake. Acrid or merely destructive criticism is poor busi-

ness. But constructive work may have in it a critical element.

As society passes from lower to higher levels of activity certain

features disappear, and on the same principle Christian zeal will

display new phases. This change is inevitable, even though some-

thing which has been prized should pass into eclipse. Good yields

to better, and better }’ields to the best. The preaching of the mis-

sionary, which is good, must in time give place to that of the edu-

cated native brother, which is better.

There is no question that good lias been accomplished by the

preaching of men in languages other than their own. But it is a

grievous burden and disadvantage that they should be required

to preach in that way. Look at the nature of the case. Children

learn languages easily, both in respect to syntax, vocabulary and

accent. But adults find it a very different matter. The real
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mastery of a foreign language is the exception, even among culti-

vated people. Ask the professor of any modern language. The

eagerness of the missionary himself is one of those faults which

“lean to virtue’s side”; nevertheless it may be a serious mistake

and an occasion of stumbling in the event. For it is poor policy to

go into battle ill prepared. It is quite natural that the messenger

of Christ should be eager for the active work, but if he yields to

impatience he is sure to regret it, laying himself open to the gentle

rebuke, “Wherefore wilt thou run, my son, seeing that thou hast

no tidings ready?” (2 Sam. xviii. 22). He who attempts to speak

in a language he does not really know, will not only fail to accom-

plish that which he has in mind, but he is likely to do something

else, quite outside of his plans. He may seem to his native audi-

tors to say something which he would earnestly repudiate if it

were given in a form that he could grasp. Mistakes as to the mean-

ing of words, or as to the association of words, may absolutely mis-

represent the Gospel. It may be so even where there is a close

approximation to accuracy, as in the case where “Rock of Ages”

was rendered “Very old stone.”

Eagerness is commendable; it may be noble, a trait that links

the missionary with a long line of prophets, apostles and martyrs;

but it is not difficult to point out obstacles, and to prove that we
must take account of such stubborn facts. It is not every preacher

who is really interesting, even when he employs his native tongue,

and to use a foreign language acceptably is no small attainment.

Theoretically a preacher should handle the terms familiar to his

hearers as easily as a coachman swings his whip. The standard

of measurement is not merely grammatical accuracy, but includes

as well the vocabulary, and facility in this respect is acquired

only by wide reading and long practice. Before attempting to

preach the speaker should be perfectly at home in all ordinary

prose. A missionary in Turkey once objected to the reading of

the newspapers, on the ground that they were printed in “High

Turkish” and therefore unsuitable. If the newspapers were unin-

telligible to the people of ordinary intelligence, there would not be

many of them sold, and the remark quoted was really a confession

that the objector did not know Turkish well enough to read the

papers.

It has been said at times, in answer to this argument, that what

we need is not eminent scholars, but men who will come into close

touch with the people. This assumes that the people are indiffer-

ent to the proper use of their own speech by a foreigner. It is
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far otherwise, and it is also a mistake to assume that the spiritual

is always identical with the emotional. This dangerous error

works havoc in our home churches when they imagine that no

good is accomplished except by that type of preaching which stirs

the feelings to tearful expression. Undoubtedly there is a time

for tears, but it is a sad blunder to discredit the presentation of

truth so as to appeal to the understanding. It is just so in our for-

eign fields. Shall we assume that no work is worth doing except

that which brings an immediate harvest in additions to the Church?

Regard must be had to the future as well as to the present. Any
toil is to be approved by which the way is opened for a future

harvest, for a full)'’ trained native Luther or Moody.

This is not a plea in behalf of pedantry. That is to be deprecated

in all lands. There are those who dread any pressing of the intel-

lectual life as a peril to the faith. It may be a fair question for de-

bate just how far we .should aim in our home churches at “schol-

arship in the pulpit” or at anything like a uniform standard of

mentality. In this land of many churches and of unrestricted

rivalry between them, this problem will settle itself for obvious

reasons. But the case is different abroad. One fact above all

others makes it so, namely, the language. The mi.ssionary must

possess the mental vigor to do double work; to do what he would do

at home, and at the same time to carry the heavy armor of foreign

.speech. This is usually a medium that was unknown to him until

after he arrived at adult years, and hence the demand for intel-

lectual vigor is imperative. Often the mistakes of the missionary

are made the occasion of witticism, and the painful stumbling of a

novice is laughed at in the funny column. Many real occurrences

ar given, such as that of the man who, being confused in mind, re-

cited the baptismal formula in place of the apostolic benediction;

and the case of him who preached about “carrots” when he in-

tended to say “mankind,” the two words being but slightly dif-

ferent. But such incidents are not funny in reality. They are

the index of a failure that is distressing, because it shows that the

burden was too heavy for the man, and that energies are wasted.

It is not enough that a man should use a language : he must use it

easily and accurately. Mark those two words. It is comparatively

a simple matter in that language in which a man has been educated.

Our own school and college training is supremely valuable to us in

this particular, namely, that, whatever else we learn or fail to learn,

we learn our another tongue. The process is so long and the ascent

so gentle that each man takes his knowledge of his own language as
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a matter of course, and he thinks it “easy” to speak good English.

Is it so? That word “easy” represents twenty years of training.

The present postulate is that something like this ought to be real-

ized by the missionary in his acquaintance with a foreign speech

before he attempts to use it in public religious discourse. It will

not require so long a time, becau.se the mind is more mature, and

ambitions are better concentrated. But in any case it will inexor-

ably require time, patience and faithful practice.

It may then be asked. Is it really worth while? Yes. For one

missionary who knows a language is worth many who are stumblers.

Not quantity, but quality is what we need. The remark is often

made on mission ground in regard to any new recruit, “ If he does

not learn the language in three years he will never learn it at all.”

This remark must not be pressed, yet, exceptions aside, it gives an

impression that is correct. As a rule, a man will fix his habits in

the first three years, and if they are slovenly, careless and inaccu-

rate, he will pay the penalty through life. But if his start be

correct, then he will go on unto perfection, becoming a “scholar”

by slow degrees. Statements such as that quoted above from

Dr. Watson are sometimes made by a friend or by a hostile critic,

without due appreciation of the facts so confessed. It seems to

the casual passer-by a matter of little consequence whether the

preacher is only a sciolist in the language he professes to employ.

If such is the case it is simply a calamity. And it rests with the

Christian public at home to devise a better .system, one that should

render such a condition impossible. Perhaps it is true that a high

grade of intelligence is not required in every case, as, for example,

among the degraded savages of the i\Ielanesian seas. Yet the rule

ought to look in that direction. He who is to go into battle

in heavy plate armor must be muscular, or faint under the load.

And the missionary preaching in a language that he did not learn

in childhood is in just that position—fight and carry the armor

beside! Many and various topics come up in homiletics, not

so much in the doctrine as in the illustration, and it is not easy

to hold the interest of an audience. To do so continuously and

to bring spiritual results to pass thereby is a task of no small

demands. The speaker ought to be so at home in the mere verbal

tools that he could give all his brain power to the handling of

doctrine. Think gf our own succe.ssful ministers of the Gospel

in America, and .see if Dr. Watson’s remark could be applied to

them. Think of Edwards, Bushnell, Dwight, Rice, Hitchcock,

Beecher, of Gardiner Spring and Vrilliam Adams, of Edward Dorr
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Griffin and Robert J. Breckinridge, and then ask, Can we imagine

any one saying of them that they were not “scholarly” in the use

of the English language? It would be grotesque. For those men
knew English and could use it to perfection. It ought to be so

with the missionary, so that he could be after a reasonable time

absolutely master of his weapon. For him to confess ignorance is

just so far to confess failure.

I bring no charge of culpable ignorance against the missionaries

themselves, for that would not be just. They are not to blame;

they toil over the problem with sighs and tears but the system

involves a contradiction, and the missionary is not allowed time

enough to do his work properly. Each man hopes to master the

language quickly, and so allows himself to be overloaded with all

sorts of miscellaneous duties which encroach on his time for study

.

It is an interminable series, and each item by itself seems to be

imperative. Station bookkeeping in English; superintendency of

schools; correspondence with the authorities in the United States

or the American Consul; teaching children music; business growing

out of the erection of some building; tedious journeys to various

places for business reasons—all these and a host beside are barriers

in the way of study, and the net result is that deficiency to which

attention is called by Dr. Watson. In those instances where a

missionary has really learned any native language so as to use it

with power, the results justify the distinction pointed out already.

Second.—Ought the System to be Modified? and if so, in

What Way?

The suggestion now offered is of a resolute concentration of our

available energies in two lines, namely, (1) Education and (2) Pub-

lication. This is because we need a strong class of educated native

preachers and a sound Christian literature. The routine duties

of preaching to regular congregations and of village evangelization

should be passed over to the native brethren, because they can

do it as a rule better than we can, and the trained energies of edu-

cated foreign missionaries should be wisely husbanded, setting

them to the discharge of duties for which the native brother is as

yet unprepared. The theory is that the Gospel must be proclaimed

to all mankind. But who is to be the spokesman? In the early

stages it was absolutely necessary for the foreigner to preach, even

though he could do so very imperfectly, and the work thus done

had its value. But this is no longer either needful or desirable.

The intelligent natives can now do it better, and very much more
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cheaply. The argument is very simple : let the work be turned over

to them. Yet we find that the missionary clings to his preaching,

and points out the fact that the native pastor is by no means uni-

formly successful. Some of these native evangelists begin well,

but after a time they lose their hold on the people. Is it not plain

that a more thorough system is required for their education ?

Ministers of the Gospel in Protestant countries are trained from boy-

hood, yet even so they sometimes run into the same perplexities

that distress our Oriental brethren. Note the fact that a young

man is selected and set to work at his books, in many cases when he

is already well grown and he has already lost much precious time,

from the point of view of our own schools. Nevertheless he begins,

and is at last ordained as a preacher over a small congregation. He
is enthusiastic and makes a very good start, but presently a shadow

creeps over his sky. He begins to feel those disadvantages that

are inherent in the nature of the case. He becomes conscious that

his training in childhood was ver}' imperfect, his studies were

painfully restricted, his range of books read narrow, and his notions

of life extremely shallow. How could it be otherwise? This

difficulty has been felt from the very outset, and various schemes

have been devised to meet it. It sounds so simple to say
“ Estab-

lish schools,” that many theorists have supposed the problem was

solved. But if one difficulty has been met in some degree another

one yawns before us. Shortly after the missionaries of the A. B. C.

F. M. began their work in the Turkish Empire this matter began

to press for a practical answer, and the plan was deliberately

adopted of sending some of the more promising youth to America

for a thorough Western education. It seemed for a time as if

this would be the true method, but it did not prove so in the event.

Several reasons soon became apparent for the failure. One was,

that the young men so trained did not return to their native land

at all. They took root in the land of their adoption. This was

true of some of the very finest. But a more important reason lay

in this fact of human nature: A man should be educated in the

language which he is to use through life, so that his mode of thought,

lines of familiar argument, habits of feeling, all should be germane

to the life of the people to whom he is finally sent. A foreign

education creates an artificial barrier and renders the native almost

like the foreigner. The experiment was fully tried, on a very ex-

tensive scale, and the result was a confessed failure. More than

fifty young men were sent to America, and as a whole they w^ere lost

to the mission cause. It was then proposed to continue the sys-
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tern, but in a modified form, by means of schools established in

the Levant, in which English should be taught. The Rev. Cyrus

Hamlin, D.D., was the most conspicuous representative of this

theory in Turkey, as was Dr. Alexander Duff in India. One out-

growth of Dr. Hamlin's efforts may be seen in the well-known

Robert College, Constantinople. It is a noble institution, doing a

splendid work, yet quite inadequate to the wants of a whole

empire. Each boy who enters that college must learn English

first, and then get his etlucation through the medium of the Eng-

lish. This is a slow process and expensive, but it has worked well

for those who can perse's'ere in it. There were, however, man}' who
did not share Dr. Hamlin’s views on this question. Among these

was Dr. Rufus Anderson, Secretary of the A. B. C. F. M., a man
of very resolute character, and his influence went far toward the

establishment of a new system. Dr. Anderson thought that

education was overvalued, that the mission should be held in check

in regard to these schemes, and that a very simple elementary kind

of education was all the case required. This may be called the

first great reaction against the plan of the early missionaries. It

was a mistake in many ways, and put back the final triumph not

less than twenty years. For unless we have a considerable body

of educated native Christians we shall have no suitable candidates

for the pulpit, nor any class of men who can prepare a vernacular

Christian literature. Thus these two vital interests suffer. Some

schools were disbanded at the time referred to, and then the same

old problem began to press again, How shall the native churches be

supplied with preachers? The wisdom of Dr. Anderson’s rigid

pruning was sharply questioned, and the missions began steadily

to work their way back toward the former position. Station-classes

were organized for preparatory study, and the Theological Semi-

naries of ^larsovan, Marash and Samokov were organized. In all

these efforts there was one serious drawback, the lack of a suitable

native literature, ^'ery slowly and painfully the beginnings were

made, but a vast lack in this department is still the millstone

about the neck of mission work. From the lowest classes in village

schools up to the theological seminaries the case is the same. “ No
suitable text-books,” is the wailing cry.

Xow, let us turn back for a moment to the point where we left

the missionaries. They are still preaching, and some of them are

very useful in this way. But if they were gathered into the vari-

ous institutions, and there set to the preparation of text-books

for students, ^here would be a great relief in this particular.
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The inissioiiavy's place as a preacher could soon be supplied, but,

on the other hand, he can do a u'ork in education that the native

brothers cannot possibly do under present circumstances. Let the

overworked staff of the college or seminary be properly reinforced,

so that each man might have his own department, and not be bur-

dened with two or three departments, and then we should see new

life in the work done. Let the cultivated missionary prepaie lec-

tures on subjects germane to his work, and after a few years these'

lectures could be worked over into a volume that would be a per-

manent addition to the literature of the subject. Beginnings

have been made in the various colleges, and the devoted toilers

merit our heartiest praise, at Aintab, Harpoot and Marsovan. But

they are painfully shorthanded. This is the second great reaction,

by which the missions are reoccupying positions abandoned a

generation ago. It is this i)lan that we would see sustained and

developed into a complete system. For it seems to the writer

obvious that the missionary can be more useful in a college than

he can be in a village. The student who pursues a course of sys-

tematic training in such a place will be more of a force in the

world than the peasant or tradesman who listens to preaching and

then goes back to his sheep or his stall.

One great source of loss and injury to the work of Christ even

in our own land has been the undue scattering of forces. The

excessive multiplication of feeble village churches in this country

has vTOught mischief. In the average village two good healthy

churches could accomplish more for the honor of God than seven

of the conventional type. For it is usually the case that the more

there are, the less they love one another. There is a frantic rivalry

in many cases, and a sad struggle for existence. Is it not very

much the same in our foreign work? ShouUl not the available

forces be so concentrated as to avoid a waste? A strong station

is a power. The cost of maintaining such a station is greater, may
be said to increase in the ratio of the square; but the moral value of

the work done increases in the ratio of the cube.

The value of a college education to any young man does not

consist wholly in the contents of books read. It lies largely in

the relationship established between student and professor. If

the professor be a strong man and a noble, generous spirit, he

will exercise a mighty influence in molding the character of any

youth in the direction of large views, worthy aims, sincere think-

ing, pure living and ripe taste. It is just here that the mission

may well plead for the very choicest men as instructors in the
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colleges. Xot only could they teach Western science, but they

can richly bless the young men under their care. -\nd it is better

that there should be five or six professors in each college than two

or three. It is obvious that the strong Faculty of a real live college

would be a power never to be forgotten in the subsequent experi-

ence of the graduates. For the Turkish Empire needs men—men
who will both think and act—men who will dare to do the right

and to stand for principles that are not yet popular. It is said

that the “storm-centre” has shifted from Constantinople, Cairo

and Herat to the shores of the Yellow Sea. Perhaps so. It may
shift back again. The world is not yet through with the trouble-

.some “Eastern Question.” Again and again Russia felt confident

of her prey, but was foiled. Disappointments, calamities, wars,

heart-burnings—the problem is still' before us. An English naval

officer said some years ago in regard to the Eastern Question, “ The

.\mericans are solving it with their colleges;'' and this remark

points the way in which the happy result ought to come. Unfortu-

nately, the colleges are painfully weak, and there cannot be in them

the vital force that is essential for the working of this moral mira-

cle. Note the complexit}’ of the enterprise as it confronts alike

the missionary and the statesman to-day in the Ottoman Empire.

The question is not a simple one of territorial sovereignty. If

that were all we might pray that any one of the great powers

should assume charge and so close the case. But the territorial

question is one small portion of a remarkable whole. Racial in-

terests clash; religious ambitions come into direct collision; ancient

feuds refuse to lie buried, and there is a latent bitterness in the

community which may at any moment be wakened into a frenzy.

A cold and selfish nature, saturated with ignorance and isolated

b}' various antipathies, may slumber long and quietly, but there is

.sure to be an upheaval at last. And when a community of that

type does wake up, it is the waking of a maniac. Some of the

Orientals do themselves feel this in a degree, and hence they shrink

from an)’ change, or anything which seems to point toward revolu-

tionary consequences. Hence the extreme conservatism of the

East. It may be partly the stupid indolence of which European

writers tell us with scorn. But it is also the instinctive clinging

to facts as they are, the “peace at any price” doctrine that is popu-

lar among cultivated and uncultivated peoples. They dread any

movement that may .swing wide open the flood-gates of destruction.

In view of these facts special attention is called to the argmnent

in behalf of a sound, evangelical and liberal education. Our plea
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is for grand strategy as over against petty tactics. Let the results

be compared, and see if a large system and a far-reaching policy

would or Avould not justify itself. For we must take into view

not only immediate results but final effects. The isolated piety

of individuals scattered over the empire cannot be the barrier

against evil that a class of educated men who know each other and

pull together would be.

A certain degree of intellectual vigor is required if one is to play

a game of checkers, in which every piece has the same rights on

the board and makes the same sort of move. But a far higher

degree of intellectual force is necessary if one is to play chess, in

which the knight does not make the bishop’s move, nor can the

pawn sweep across the board like the castle. In our free AVestern

civilization our problems are simple. There are fixed points of

established truth and relationship on which we can rely, and we
can study one thing at a time. But the East is not so. If the

tangled network of prejudices and hatred known as the Eastern

Question is ever settled at all, it must be settled by men who are

keenly alive to the facts, historical, racial, ecclesiastical, political.

How may a regiment of such men be sent out into the field, unless

there be strong colleges to train them? In pleading for education

it is not implied that mere mental acuteness will suffice. Far from

it. It is for an evangelical spirit that we plead in our schools, and

therefore the missionaries ought to man them. A very curious

fact may be noted in this connection. In the recent controversy

in the United States as to the relative merits of the great univer-

sities and the “small colleges” one thing has been made very plain.

Many noble men were trained in these small colleges years ago,

and it is willingly conceded that they have done magnificent work

in the race of life. But why? AA"as it because the colleges were of

the “small” type? Or was it because the Faculties in those early

days were largely made up of ministers? It is well known that the

typical New England college of a few years ago, and many of the

older institutions in the AA^est also, offered professorships freely

to clerical representatives of classical and historical learning. In

some cases a majority of the professors came to their chairs directly

from the pulpit, and in a college of that order the student was under

the constant influence of men v'ho imparted to them some defi-

nite religious impulses, whether they intended it or not. Each

professor is partly what his text-books make, and partly what he

was before—the compoimd outgrowth of lifelong habits. The reli-

gious impulses given to students in that way may be silent, but they
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are nevertheless potent in many lives. True in America, true in

Turkey. Hasten the reinforcements to the weak spot.

The anxious and jealous dislike which the Turkish Government

manifests toward oiu' colleges is clear proof that the men of rank

realize how the case now stands. They know that such a Christian

education is a mighty solvent. They know that if the Robert

College is to be duplicated all over the empire, the days of the

old regime are numbered. -And hence they fight uS and our schools

with every weapon they can command. Keen and thoughtful

natives not connected with the Government have often noted the

same thing. A striking remark was once made in an Armenian

newspaper about Dr. Washburn, President of the Robert College.

Dr. Washburn had formerly been the Treasurer of the ]\Iission,

and in the course of dut}’ he sat at his desk in the Bible House

and handled money in considerable sums. After he became

President of the college an Armenian editor in an unfriendly article

referred to him thus: “This man Washburn is a great manager.

He used to sit behind a desk paying out money to make men Prot-

estants; but he has found a better trick than that. Xow he sits

behind a desk taking in money to make men Protestants.” This

was a very shrewd remark, and perfectlj' true so far as the net

result is concerned, though it does not quite do justice to the

motives of Dr. Washburn in the matter.

It has been suggested that education may be trusted to take

care of itself, and we are reminded that the Mohammedan univer-

sity at Cairo, called El Azhar, has ten thousand enrolled students.

We cannot allow that such reasoning has much force. The influ-

ence of that institution is entirely hostile to evangelical life, and

furthermore, one peculiar feature in the case must be kept in

sight. All the students of El Azhar are occupied with ^lohammedan

theology and canon law, and are looking forward to ecclesiastical

positions. Hence, according to the Moslem system, they are ex-

empt from service in the army, and this makes a vast difference in

each case. The average Egyptian dreads military service more

than amdhing else except death, and he goes to the universitj'

as the lesser of two evils. He may have small zeal for knowledge,

but the thought of the press-gang settles the question for him

instanth*. He may regard Mohammedan theology as a nauseous

dose, but even that is preferable to the terrible “koorbash” of the

company guardhouse. Inasmuch, then, as the task is great, the

field wide, and the qualified workmen are so few, let them be con-

centrated into a limited number of hish-class institutions, where
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the native preachers and other leaders can be thoroughly trained

under holy influences.

Reference has already been made to the lack of suitable text-

books in these various schools. It is -worse still. There is a painful

lack of pure literature of any sort in all these Oriental languages.

A few books have been prepared, but they are quickly exhausted

by the reader, and then he calls in vain for more. In conversation

with the missionary he gets a vague impression of a vast world of

good books of which he knows nothing. But his eager cra-vings

are not met, because the missionary has no leisure to translate or

to write original matter. It is true that there is a considerable

mass of native, classical literature already in print. But for various

reasons very little of it is available in Protestant schools. Much of

it is in the ancient languages, and the attempt to use it in school

would be like trying to teach an American boy Natural History by

setting him to read Pliny in Latin. How would the modern pro-

fessor of biology regard such a plan? Some of these classical

books are objectionable on grounds of taste, and some on moral

grounds. In short, they cannot be employed. In the meantime

a strong desire to read has been developed, and the native press is

beginning to issue cheap and inaccurate translations of French

novels and other light literature. Of course the most crude

notions prevail, and the most acrid and unwholesome books are

likely to sell best. In such a state of things shall we let things take

their course? Does not the responsibility for a better literature

rest on the mission? As we must assume the duty of providing

preachers for the Levant, so by the same line of reasoning we ought

to give the people a sound, dignified and varied literature. Not

simply to provide reading matter, but to honor God, to save souls,

to forestall the devices of the enemy, and to equip our schools

with an apparatus of an indispensable sort. But why cannot

natives do this? Let the Christian men who have already studied

under missionary teachers with marked satisfaction set themselves

to this task. Is is generally impracticable, partly because these

men are loaded with other duties, and still further because they

have not the full qualifications requisite. To use a familiar figure,

they have not the “mountain outlook.” It is not strange. In-

deed, it would be a miracle if the case were otherwise. It is helpful

to compare the present emergency with that which pressed on the

early Church after all the apostles were called to their reward.

There we find a long period of intellectual sterility. The Apostle

John died about the end of the first century, and it was a hundred
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years after that when the preaching of Tertullian began to impress

the world. But during that interval of a full centuiy' very little

was written by any Christian that could be called literature. It

is freely admitted that Tertullian did write something worth

reading, but he represents the slow gathering of a new vitality and

a new method. As for the sub-apostolic fathers, those who fall

in the space referred to. Dr. R. D. Hitchcock used to say: “They

were orthodox, indeed, but terribly nerveless. They do not show

any real intellectual virility. The}- are loyal to Christ, but show in .

all they wrote that they had come out of an emasculated civiliza-

tion, from which all snap and fire was departed.”

\"ery much the same may be said of the converts of our own day

who have souls to be saved, but who also unfortunately have the

mischievous traditions of centuries to unlearn. Any book there-

fore which is to possess power over men must be prepared by some

person who occupies higher ground, and who, having the mountain

outlook, can survey the field of literature with a bold, broad

look, seeing ever}’ problem on both sides. Are there any who pos-

sess these qualifications ? Yes
;
the missionaries.* Xot all of

them, but some do in a very high degree, and others in a some-

what less degree. If so, why have they not produced more of this

lofty Christian literature that is needed? They are hopelessly

overloaded with routine work. This state of mission effort is

a hea^’}’ loss in every sense. Those men who are capable of doing

the higher grade of work ought not to be tied down to a lower sort,

and much of this routine duty could be turned over at once, or

by certain steps, to native brethren, while the missionar}" would

be thereby released and so enabled to give his mind to something

else. The mature and scholarly missionary who has been twenty

years on the field can look at a problem in many ways; he sees

at once with AVestern eyes and with Oriental eyes. He has the

wealth of English libraries to ransack in search of material, and

at the same time he possesses an mside knowledge of the Orient.

The true missionary is a unique person. He is very unlike the

mere traveler, or even the resident merchant. For the latter,

however much he might desire it, cannot really know the people.

* However intelligent the native may be there is still a wide gap between him

and the missionary. It is a question of the moral background, and of the general

survey. The educated foreigner knows at the first hand a great many things

which can only be a dream to the Oriental. He knows commeree and ships,

foreign customs and Western life and feeling, and he has a bird’s-ej'e \'iew of all

science and literature. Even if he is a little rusty in these matters he knows

exactly where and how he can find all the material necessary. To the native it

is an unknowi world.
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His time is spent in his office or in journeyings, and not in the

homes of the people. And his central motive is to conduct a

certain business enterprise, and not to vindicate any moral prin-

ciple. An honest and pious merchant may be a wholesome and

helpful influence in the country, but he never can know it in its

inner workings as the missionary does. It is for this reason that

a certain responsibility must rest on men of foreign birth in the

matter of religious literature. The “let alone” policy has this

fatal weakness, that weeds grow much faster than wheat; and the

books that do harm are likely to pay better than those which do

good. Hence the obvious trend of affairs from the publisher’s

point of view.

It is not the books that stand on shelves, but the books that

are really read, which affect the life of a nation. And our

anxiety in this ca.se is to get the minds of men and boys all over

the East in a real contact with literature worthy of the name.

We cannot afford to wait for the rare man of genius. The world

has produced but one Homer, but one Shakespeare, and it may
be a thousand years before we shall see another. But those books

which represent true and patient toil are not to be despised.

If the author be a man of noble spirit, with high motives and

adequate information, he may produce a valuable work. But

he must know three things—the facts, the people and the language.

If these three points be secured, a safe and useful book may be

given to the world. All this is true in a measure of our own
countr)’, but in a far greater degree is it true of the Levant, where

there is a famine of really high-grade reading matter.

^"ery few physicians or lawyers become famous men, yet they

are useful, and we call upon them in eager haste when we need

their services. In a like sense the work of genius is scarce, but

the output of faithful study and patient toil may be a boon to

such a community as that in the Ottoman Empire. Skill in high-

class writing is an art that may be acquired by the student. No
one can deny that the missionary has a good start and a fair

initial opportunity. Let him cultivate his gifts, devoting so much
time to the facts and to the language as the nature of the case

demands, and so produce a book of which he viii not be ashamed,

and to which multitudes will turn with delight.

It will doubtless be argued that genuine literature is a growth,

not a creation. Sometimes. Both principles enter into a sudden

development. In one sense the books of the New Testament

were a growth, the outcome of a thousand years of Llebrew religious
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life. Yet in another sense those books were a creation, a new fact

in the histor}’ of human thought and feeling. The apostles did

not stop to consider details of mere literary finish, but shot forth

their books with a volcanic energy and so turned the world upside

down. In some particulars the work of our missionaries may be

fairly compared to that of the apostles. The printing press must
take the place of pentecostal power, and books prepared under

the influence of the Holy Spirit must do the work once assigned

to the gift of tongues.

The rule of common life is that we are required to pay for what

we get in some way, either in money, toil or suffering. This law

is still more inexorable in the moral relations of mankind. It is a

curious inquiry to study out the source of any grand moral blessing.

How did the race of men come to be the proprietors of this noble

poem or of that superb oration? All great work has cost some-

thing. Lowell says, “Each ounce of dross costs its ounce of gold,”

and we may add that each line of goocl common sense costs some-

thing; each page of history, each stirring ballad, each doctrinal

tenet in the Confession, each text-book in science, has been a burst

of sorrow or pride or joy of the sort which hurts to some struggling

soul. The work which lives in the souls of men is not usually made

up of mere sordid pot-boilers. Those books which we ourselves

really prize are the labor of love on which some one gladly lavished

time and perhaps tears. If, then, the Orient is ever to have a

pure and stimulating literature that will prove its worth in ages

to come, it must be earned, paid for, wought out on the anvil of

severe effort. How could all this be better done than by the noble

men who possess the varied qualifications? In each case where a

good book has been produced some one is sure to complain that too

much labor was expended on it, that it is not worth what it

cost. Criticism of that sort must be faced. Who can tell how

much any good book is worth? Furthermore, we may produce a

hundred volumes, and one of them may outrank in downright

educating power all the others put together. It is impossible to

foresee that, and labor must be bestowed on all alike in the original

effort of preparation. Thomas of Celano may have given far more

of mental toil to his other writings, but it is the sublime Dies Irw

that makes his name imperishable. Hence the argimient is for

unstinted labor and outlay of time on the books, tracts, hymns,

biographies, histories, sermons and symbolic summaries that may

be needed.

In all this it is assumed that common sense is to be consideretl
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at every point. No missionary who is already doing his best

possible work should be torn away from it. Nothing should be

forced, but rather the processes of nature gently fostered. In

speaking of the writing of any document, it is not meant that the

foreigner should disregard native taste in questions of style or go

counter to native judgment in many matters where an individual

might be one-sided. Our plea is that the trained faculties of

educated men ought to be so employed as to get the best service

from them which the case will admit. The object is to avoid

waste, to prevent the needless duplication of tasks, and to economize

in mere matters of mechanical toil. For example, in the endless

journeys of some missionaries there is a dire loss of time and

strength. That process which is technically known as “touring"

should be avoided in great measure. When Dr. Hepworth returned

to New York after his trip in the Turkish Empire, he said to a

reporter: “I am glad I went out there, but I wouldnT take that

ride again for ten thousand planets." Did Dr. Hepworth realize

and do our churches realize that our missionaries are compelled

to drag back and forth along those weary rides year in and year

out? We do not contemplate any violent or revolutionary changes.

That would work mischief. But in the ordinary course of events

there are inevitable transfers, removals and substitutions. An old

missionary dies, and forthwith another takes up his work, but that

again makes a vacancy in another section. Let these changes

be so coordinated as to gather the available men into strong

stations, strong Faculties, and into centres where the work of pub-

lication might be carried forward to advantage. Such cities as

Constantinople, Beyrout, and Athens should become more and

more the foci of a new intellectual life for thp Eastern world. At

least one of the most capable men in each mission should be set

apart so that he might be a scholar in that sense to which Dr.

Watson refers, and so command the native language in a fashion

to meet educated native gentlemen on equal terms. Unfortu-

nately this is rare even in our oldest missions.

If such a plan should be adopted, what would be the actual

result? In the first place, there would be a closer and a better

cooperation between the various branches of the work. At

present the colleges are entirely outside of mission work in the

narrower sense, and this is awkward, to say the least. The bless-

ings of education and of a new zeal for reading and study would

all be guided and coordinated by one great plan, and there would

be a new impulse felt for good in all parts of the empire—power

26
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economized, talents directed, results conserved, and a broad foun-

dation laid for future triumphs. It is not a putting of literature

in place of the Gospel, but it is the inspiring of literature with the

Gospel before it is forever too late. And in that land where one

boy can now attend the Robert College, learn English, and so

acquire knowledge through that language, there will be a thousand

boys who will gladly drink at a pure fountain of wisdom, if the

books are given to each in his own mother tongue.

East Orange, N. J. James F. Riggs.



IV.

EVOLUTION AND THEOLOGY TO-DAY.

I
DEAS, said the philosopher Comte, rule the world or throw it

into chaos. For the past thirty years the idea of evolution

has ruled the world of scientific thought, or as some believe, has

thrown it into confusion. Certainly the influence which the evo-

lution theory has exerted since the publication of The Origin of

Species is one of the most remarkable facts in the history of

modern thought. The idea of evolution—that of derivation or

descent—was known to ancient Greek and to modern German

philosophy, and scientific precursors of Darwin were not wanting

in the biological field
;
but it is doubtless to Darwin’s skillful

advocacy that the present influence of the evolution theory,

both in its scientific and its philosophic form, is mainly due.

The peculiarity of Darwinian evolution is, of course, its hypothe-

sis of natural selection. To the arguments drawn from compara-

tive anatomy, embryology and palffiontology, and favoring the

common origin of all organic forms, Darwin added an hypothesis^

attractive in its simplicity and supported by familiar analogies,

of the method by which new species were actually formed—the

method of natural selection. In framing his hypothesis he wove

together ingeniously the Malthusian theory of an overproduction of

population and a consequent struggle for the means of subsistence,

and the method of artificial selection of favorable variations, em-

ployed by breeders and horticulturists in the production of new

varieties. In Darwin’s application of these principles to organic

nature as a whole, natural species take the place of artificially pro-

duced varieties, and the struggle for existence, taking the place of

the horticulturist or breeder, results in a natural selection of those

variations which are favorable for survival. The accumulation of

such variations secured by heredity and continued struggle for

existence would, it was argued, give rise to a new species. All

that we need to assume, then, in order to account for all the forms

of animal and vegetable life is a primitive living germ (or at most

a very few of them) with power of excessive reproduction and
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u’ith minute, apparently chance, variations in the offspring. Nat-

ural selection would do the rest.

Such in barest outline is Darwin’s theory of natural selection.

Evident!}' it is easiest of application, and of proof or disproof, in

the sphere of morphology or physical structure; but if it is to

cover all the changes within the sphere of organic nature, it must

account also for the development of consciousness, of instinct, of

intelligence, and, in the case of man, of morality. To this task

Darwin stood committed, and he attempted it, though, we believe,

with doubtful success, in his Descent of Man. If a single law can

account, not only for all varieties in organic structure, but for the

origin and development of sentience, intelligence and conscience,

it is but a step to suppose that a single law, not necessarily of course

that of natural selection, can account for all changes in the universe

whatsoever. It seems inevitable, then, that Darwinism should

have developed into a sort of cosmical evolution, or philosophy of

the universe, even though Spencer’s Synthetic Philosophy, which

avowedly contained such a system, had never been written. At any

rate, this extension of the idea of evolution soon took place in popu-

lar thought, and it was regarded as not simply a biological hypothe-

sis, but a comprehensive doctrine of change or progress, explaining

as due to the operation of a definite law all the changes in nature

or history—the change from chaos to cosmos, from nebula to solar

system, from the inorganic to the organic, from protoplasm to the

varied forms of organic life, from the unconscious to the conscious,

from sentience and instinct to reason and conscience, from the

fetish-worshiper to the worshiper of God. While few departments

of human thought or investigation have remained uninfluenced by

the dominance of the evolutionary idea, the influence has been espe-

cially strong in the so-called anthropological sciences, and psy-

chology, ethics, sociology and the history of religion have been

largely rewritten with evolution as their avowed constructive

principle.

Christian apologetics perforce trimmed its sails to meet the new

gales blowing down from the hills of scientific thought, and the

bearings of the evolution doctrine in its various forms upon the doc-

trines of religion has been, for the past thirty years, one of the main

topics of apologetic discussion. The attitude of theology toward

evolution was, first, that of pronounced, or even violent, antag-

onism; then that of partial acceptance and incorporation; and there

is now evidence that we have pas.sed into a third stage, which may
be called that of Comparative indifference. It must be admitted
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that those throe stages are logical rather than strictly chronolog-

ical, yet it is believed that they do represent roughly the real history

of the successive attitudes of theology toward evolution. Evolu-

tion was first denounced as atheistic and immoral; then it was sup-

posed, in some cpiarters, to supply new arguments and sanctions

for religion and morality, and finally it is seen that the fundamental

problems of theology, of metaphysics and of morals are not settled,

but only set in a new form, by the account of the cosmic process

which evolution attempts to give.

Let us look at the three successive attitudes a little more in detail.

We cannot wonder at the inhospitable reception which theology

at first accorded to the new teaching. Evolution, in the hands of

some of its most powerful champions, was claimed to be destruc-

tive of cherished articles of faith in religion and morals. The

design argument was declared to have received its death-blow;

chance took the place of intelligent purpose, natural selection of

election, and spontaneous generation of creation. The simian

pedigree of man, it was assumed, forbade him to aspire to any lofty

destiny, and threw doubt upon the validity of spiritual belief.

Morals seemed to have lost their divine sanction, and the new

moral teaching showed a tendency to crawl upon its belly and eat

the dust of the earth. And even if the moralist still advised us

to be good as a matter of expediency, he was heard to add in an

emphatic aside, “Be not too good!”*

The period of hostility was succeeded by one of rapprochemerd

and conciliation. It was found that scientific men could adopt

evolution without losing their religious faith. As the evidences

were weighed and the outlines of the theory became familiar, it

was (with qualifications) endured, and then largely embraced by

the theological world. New light, it was thought, had been' thrown

upon the methods of Providence, and the Scriptural idea of grad-

ual development in the growth of the kingdom of God seemed to

have received new emphasis and illustration from the facts of

nature. If Paley’s argument from the watch had to be modified,

Mr. Huxley could be appealed to as admitting that evolution made
more teleology than it destroyed. AVe could, it was seen, look for-

ward as well as backward for the meaning of the developing pro-

cess. If man had evolved so far already, who was to deny the

possibility of further advance? Evolution could plainly be viewed

so as to kindle, rather than quench, man’s fairest hopes. The

jewel is no less beautiful or valuable because dug out of the

* See Leslie Stephen, The Science of Ethics, p. 41S.
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mine. Descent became ascent, and immortality but evolution at

the end of its journey. We could believe, with ^Ir. Fiske, that

“from man’s origin we gather hints of his destiny, and the study of

evolution leads our thoughts through nature to God.”*

That evolution should be thought to lead to these opposite

conclusions aroused the suspicion that the inferences drawn were,

in each case, due to the standpoint from which the theory was

viewed, and were not necessarih" corollaries of the theory itself.

Evolution by natural selection, as taught by Darwin, may be re-

garded as a process in which chance or “ happy accident ” plays the

principal role, or it may be viewed as a striking illustration on a

large scale of intelligent purpose. Darwin himself, as we learn from

his letters, wavered between these two views, and confessed himself

to be in a “muddle” the more he balanced the arguments. As to

the broader or cosmic type of evolution, its chief exponent, Mr.

Spencer, significantly says in the last edition of his First Prin-

ciples.'j

“An account of the transformation of things .... is simpl}' an orderly

presentation of facts; and the interpretation of the facts is nothing more than a

statement of the ultimate uniformities they present, the laws to which the}' con-

form. Is the reader an atheist? The exposition of these facts will neither jneld

support to his belief nor destroy it. Is he a pantheist ? The phenomena and the

inferences as now to be set forth will not force on him any incongruous imphca-

tion. Does he think that God is immanent throughout all things, from con-

centrating nebula to the thoughts of poets? Then the theory to be put before

him contains no disproof of that view. Does he believe in a Deitj' who has given

unchanging laws to the universe? Then he will find nothing at variance with

his belief in an e.xposition of those laws and an account of their results.”

This authoritative pronouncement from a leader of evolutionary

thought, certainly not to be accused of theological bias, is of im-

portance as indicating one, at least, of the “ limits of evolution.”

The fundamental questions at issue between atheism and panthe-

ism and theism cannot be decided in the court of evolution. The

same seems to be true of the ethical problem. If we regard the

mathematical-mechanical view of the world as the most funda-

mental, we shall be inclined to exclude from all stages in the pro-

cess of development anything which goes beyond mechanical

necessity, and deny to man the possession of powers which would

raii^e him above the course of nature. On the other hand, if we

hold an ethical-spiritual view of the world, our conviction that

“ Man hath all that nature hath, but more,”

* Through Xature tq God, p. xii.

t Ed. 1900, p. 129d.
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will be strengthened by the study of a progressive development

whose obvious goal is the production of a free moral personality.

In both cases, of course, our interpretation of evolution is deter-

mined by the presuppositions which we bring to the interpretation.

If Mr. Spencer’s contention, quoted above, is true—and we believe

its truth will be generally conceded—it is apparent that theology

and morals have not so vital an interest in the doctrine of evolution

as has, in the past, been generally supposed.

Not only do the fundamental questions of religious philosophy

present a limit to the application of evolution, but the history of

religions seems to do the same. The evidence collected by Mr. Lang

and confirmed by other testimony points to the survival among

savage tribes of an early and comparatively pure belief in a Great

Spirit, superior, if not supreme, and desiring righteous conduct on

the part of men. Other evidences of religious decline may be found

in the Greek, Egyptian and Hindu religions, and show that degene-

ration is as familiar a law in religious history as is progress. Mo-

hammedanism, again, and to a less degree Confucianism, are

examples of religions which have remained practically stationary

for centuries. No single law, such as that of a change from the

simple to the more complex or from the lower to the higher, can

be applied indifferently to cases of degeneration, stagnation and

progress. Hegel, in Germany, taught long ago that the evolution

of religion took place according to the dialectic law of thesis, antith-

esis and synthesis; and Comte, in France, traced a development

within his “theological” stage of human thought, from fetishism

through polytheism to monotheism. It does not appear that the

later applications of the evolutionary idea to comparative religion

have been more fruitful than the earlier, nor that later writers

have been any more successful in comprehending the varied forms

which religion has assumed within any definite scheme of develop-

ment.* As a striking example of religious progress we have only to

go to the history of the Hebrew religion as set forth in the Old Tes-

tament; but an arbitrary reconstruction of that history which denies

to a Moses or an Abraham the possibility of monotheistic faith is

certainly far from being justified by wdiat we know of the develop-

ment of ethnic religions.

* Commenting on Prof. Jastrow’s remark in his Study of Religion— that schol-

ars are pretty well agreed on two points: that the religious development of man-
kind proceeds in accordance with definite laws, and the development is, on the

whole, upward”—Dr. G. W. Ivnoxsays: “Scholars cannot agree as to the definition

of religion, nor as to its classification, and least of all can they set forth any definite

laws in accordance with which it develops” (Am. Journal of Theology, October,

1902 ).
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The most outstanding fact, perhaps, in the history of religion is

the influence of great men who have impressed their beliefs for

generations upon multitudes of their followers. All the great

ethical religions (leaving Christianity out of account)—Judaism,

Zoroastrianism, Confucianism, Buddhism and Mohammedanism

—

have been founded by such men. Were these men wholly the pro-

duct of their time, so that the credit for their work may be trans-

ferred to the account of their ancestry and their environment? Or

did they make a truly personal and original contribution to his-

tory? The answer to the question depends upon our metaphysics

of personality. We wish here simply to point out its bearing upon

our theory of the development of religion. If there is in the indi-

vidual a unique element not to be accounted for by general laws, as

Prof. Royce has contended in The World and the Individual, then,

a fortiori, in the appearance of the men who have been the found-

ers of the world’s great religions we reach a limit of science and

so of evolution.

The naturalistic attack in the name of evolution upon the

strongholds of religion and morals has met with vigorous resistance

of late from the side of the idealistic philosophy. Prof. Howison’s

Limits of Evolution, the interesting series of essays by a group of

Oxford men entitled Personal Idealism, and notably Dr. Ward’s

Naturalism and Agnosticism are examples of this apologetic

method. The idealist proposes a “short method” with evolution..

You “cannot get to mind as an ultimate product of matter,”

says Edward Caird, “ because in the very attempt to do so, you

have already begun with mind.” Brief!}', the Neo-Kantian

insists that mind cannot be the product of evolution, but is rather

its presupposition, because mind supplies those principles of order

and connection—such as unity, continuity, causation—without

which evolution would be impossible. The very weapons of nat-

uralism—such as the unity of nature, the universal reign of law, the

unbroken continuity of development, in fact, the very conception

of nature as an orderly system—were all forged in the camp of

idealism, and are the ultimate products of thought. This is the

epistemological limit of evolution, and is used to prove that man
in his higher spiritual faculties is not the product of nature, but

is really, in a sense, its maker.

We may recognize the force of the idealist’s argument against

materialism without being convinced adherents of the Neo-Kantian

faith. Whether the mind really constructs nature, as the idealist

insists, or only interprets nature, as intuitionists of the school of
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Dr. McCosh and Dr. IMartineau would fain believe, we must hold

that the organizing principles which science finds in nature are

rational principles, and so are ultimately referable only to Intelli-

gence. Nor is it possible to regard the mind as a mere “pensioner

on outward forms,” a sort of mirror which nature has fashioned

and polished in order to reflect herself. The sensational theory

of knowledge, even with the aid of heredity and of the unlimited

time which evolution has supplied, has not succeeded in bridging

the gap between sensation and thought. At any rate those who be-

lieve that there are intuitive factors in knowledge—necessary prin-

ciples not the result of the experience either of the individual or of

the race, because underlying all orderly experience and making it

possible—will believe, with the idealist, that in those synthetic

principles of knowledge which we employ in the very framing of

our evolutionary hypothesis, we have an element for which natural-

istic evolution cannot account.

The limit of evolution which has been most often urged in apolo-

getic discussion is the alleged failure of its attempt to bridge certain

chasms in nature. The attractiveness of the evolution theor}- is

largely due to the fact that it views natural history after the analogy

of the growth of a plant from the seed. The oak is different from

the acorn; its structure is more complex, and its myriad leaves and

mighty branches could not have been foreseen from any examina-

tion of the acorn itself. Yet we find no break in the continuity

of development between the acorn and the full-grown oak, and we

say that wrapped up in the acorn is the potentiality of all stages

of the oak’s growth. So in organic nature, according to Darwin,

the primitive germ was endowed with the capacity of developing,

under the existing conditions of environment, into all the various

forms of plant and animal life. So, according to Tyndall, the

primitive atoms contained the seminal principle of cosmic develop-

ment—“ the promise and potency of all terrestrial life.”

The question properly arises. How far downward and upward

does the analogy of the growth of the plant from the seed extend?

Can we extend it downward into the inorganic world, and upward

into the sphere of conscious, moral or social phenomena? Darwin

would extend it downward only to the beginnings of life, to the

“one primordial form into which life was first breathed."* Later

evolutionists have quite generally regarded this primitive germ

itself as the product of evolution. Let us see how the case stands.

Scientists are generally agreed that there was a time when the tem-

* Origin of Species, p. 419.
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perature of our globe was so high that no life could be maintained

upon it. How, then, did it make its appearance?* If we exclude

“the operation in time of an ultra-scientific cause,'' or special

creation, we have left the alternative of spontaneous generation

—

life from the lifeless. In spite of the confidence now often expressed

that Ihing matter will yet be manufactured in the laboratory, it

must be said at present that the case for spontaneous generation,

or abiogenesis, has not been made out. What, then, is meant

when we speak of the evolution of life from inorganic matter, or

spontaneous generation? Here at last we must carefully distin-

guish between two uses of the word evolution—evolution as de-

scription, and evolution as explanation. A passage from Prof.

K. Pearson’s Grammar of Science may make this distinction clear:

“On the hj-pothesis of spontaneous generation we must conceive life as reap-

pearing and again disappearing when and wherever the phj'sical conditions are

suitable. Tlie In-pothesis does not in the least explain the appearance of life;

it merely formulates its appearance as a routine on the occurrence of certain

phenomena. Whenever a planet, passing through the azoic stage, begins to

consohdate and cool, then begins the chemical evolution which ends in the firs t

stages of hfe; but why this succession of stages takes place is no more a subject

of knowledge than why the sun rises dailj'. As we describe the latter so we could

describe the former, were we capable of closely watching for miUions of years

the phj-sical historj' of a planet.”t

The difference between description and explanation is, in short,

the difference between the how and the why of any occurrence,

and it is only with the how, according to Prof. Pearson, that science

should pretend to deal. A formula of science is merely an expres-

sion in “conceptual shorthand” of the routine of our perception,

“a resume in mental shorthand” of the sequence of sense-impres-

sions. The law of gravitation, for instance, sums up concisely

a multitude of our perceptions, but does not in the least explain

why bodies fall to the earth. But is the spontaneous generation

of life entitled to take rank with the ordinary formulas of science,

even on this descriptive level? Does it tell us how life was evolved?

^^’e have here no routine of perceptions which we can sum up in

conceptual shorthand, not even one observed case from which

to infer imder what conditions other cases might be observed. The

succession of stages in the evolution of life has to be hypothetically

constructed, and millions of years and an unknown intermediate

substance between inorganic matter and protoplasm have to be

* The curious suggestion of Lord Kelvin that the first living germ was brought

to the" earth by some meteorite only pushes the question further back. As

is well known, Lord Kelvin has recently asserted his belief in the creative

origin of life. i

t The Grammar of Science, pp. 416, 417.
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assumed. Even so we are not sure that “chemical evolution/’

however long carried out, would, under any possible conditions,

end “ in the first stages of life.” When the conditions are most

favorable, when the earth “ passing through the azoic stage begins

to consolidate and cool,” we should expect an abundant evolution

of life, but, according to Prof. Pearson, the laboratory of nature

produced on our planet only a single “ protoplasmic drop or grain;’

for he has told us that the evolution of all forms of life from some

such “simple unit” is a scientific formula “so powerful as a means

of classification and description that no rational mind is likely to

discard it.”* Spontaneous generation seems, indeed, so frail a

bridge that we ought not to wonder that it has only been crossed

but once. Plainly, the “ evolution of life
’

’ is not a descriptive

formula comparable to the ordinary generalizations of science.

W'hen evolution is regarded as explanation—that is, assignment

of an adequate cause—its difficulty in accounting for the origin

of life is even more apparent. No vera causa has been assigned.

Biological laws, such as the struggle for existence, do not apply in

the inorganic world, nor do physical laws, such as “ the integration

of matter and dissipation of motion,” suggest even faintly how life

came to be evolved. The only mode of explanation is one which

Prof. Pearson rightly condemns—the assumption as a property of

inorganic matter of “ something-which-is-not-yet-life-but-which-de-

velops-into-life.” This mode of explanation, though familiar, does

not help us much, as we shall notice further on. Our analogy

of the growth of the plant from the seed seems to be stretched too

far when we carry it back into the inorganic sphere. We may
agree with Wallace that no “verbal explanation or attempt at

explanation—such as the statement that life is the result of the

molecular forces of the protoplasm .... can afford any mental

satisfaction, or help us in any way to a solution of the mystery.”!

Perhaps Darwin was right when he suggested many years ago

that the origin of life was as little explicable by science as the

origin of matter.

i

The origin of consciousness is another point where a limit to

evolution may be assigned. One difficulty which meets us at the

outset is to determine the exact point in natural history at which

consciousness emerges. From the biological side the tendency has

been to describe the reactions to stimuli not only of plants, but of

* Op. cit., p. 410.

t Darwinism, p. 475.

J See Life, Vol. Ill, p. IS. Quoted, Ward, op. cit., Vol. I, p. ix.
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the lower animals, in such chemical terms as “heliotropism,” etc.,

ignoring a possible conscious concomitant.* On the other hand,

ps^’chical functions, as memory, choice, volition, have been ascribed

to the protozoa; and protoplasm, or even inorganic atoms, have

been endowed with consciousness.! We may begin either with

chemical properties of molecules or with our own experience of

voluntary action, and analogy will carry us a long distance up or

down the stream, as the case may be.

Leaving this quest ion of the time of appearance, there are

but two theories of the origin of consciousness: it was specially

created, or it was evolved from matter or energy. If conscious-

ness be regarded as an invariable property of organized matter, then

it was specially created with life, or together with life evolved from

matter or energy. If it be regarded as a concomitant of all matter,

as some hold, then again it was created with matter, or it existed

forever, or indefinitely, no origin being assigned it. The only two

theories of origin, we repeat, are special creation (unless it was

created with “matter,” when the creation would not be special)

and evolution from something previously existing, which we may
call energy or matter.!

If we regard the appearance of consciousness as coincident with

the appearance of life—a view now popular with psychologists—we

merge the two problems into one, and the chasm between the

unconscious-lifeless and the conscious-living is made wider and

more difficult to cross. If we go further back and regard conscious-

ness as an invariable concomitant of all matter, we must trace the

passage from this diffused semi-consciousness, if we can conceive

of such a thing, to the kind of miitary consciousness which we know

of—a transition on the conscious side corresponding to the transi-

tion from the inorganic to the organic on the unconscious side:

and, further, the problem of the ultimate origin of this primitive

“consciousness” is only pushed further back. This method of

tracing the development of consciousness back to the vanishing

point—to a consciousness, as some one has suggested, “ as much
below that of the amoeba, as the consciousness of the amoeba is

below that of Shakespeare"—while it may formally satisfy the

* Loeb, Physiology of the Brain.

t5?ee Baldwin, Mental Development, p. 273.

t Prof. Lloyd Morgan would add a third alternative, the evolution of con-

sciousness from “ infra-consciousness” {Comparative Psychology, p. 331). But

this ' infra-consciousness ” must be either unconscious, and so incapable of pro-

ducing consciousneSjS, or else conscious, so leaving the problem of origin still

open.
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<leniand for continuity, does not really help us to understand the

origin of either this primitive “consciousness” or that of conscious-

ness as we know it.

When matter is ruleil out of the universe there is, of course, no

question of the evolution of rniml from matter, although mind

may be deriveil, as in the theory of Prof. Clifford, from a primitive

“mind-stuff,” which approaches in its conception infinitely near to

that of matter, while it never theoretically reaches it. It has often

been remarked that idealism and evolution make a strange part-

nership. Neo-Kantian idealism, as we have noticed, holds that

mind is the presupposition of evolution, not its product. When a

thorough-going idealism (phenomenalism) is sought to be combined

with a thoroughgoing doctrine of evolution, the antagonism becomes

acute. The cart must be put before the horse, for matter and

motion, which have no existence except as modes of a developed

consciousness, must be the causes from which this consciousness

has developetl. “ Let idealism (in this sense) be true, and evolu-

tion is a dream!”

The attempt to show that consciousness is derived from uncon-

scious energy or matter is now quite generally discredited. Psy-

chologists generally are content to trace the origin of conscious-

ness to some lower or primitive form, rather than essay the logical

feat of deriving it from unconscious matter. Until it is shown

more clearly how the integration of matter and distribution of

motion can explain the rise of consciousness, the derivation of

mind from matter must remain a logical generatio ceqidvoca.

We must notice briefly one more instance of the limitations of

the evolution philosophy when applied to the problem of origins.

There seem to be inevitable “hitches in the evolutionary deduc-

tion ” when the attempt is made to show that the moral sentiments

and convictions have been evolved out of non-moral elements,

such as love of pleasure and fear of pain. Pleasure and pain,

rewards and penalties, associated constantly with certain actions,

may produce a strong tendency to the performance of some and

the avoidance of others; and this tendency may be strengthened

by habit and heredity, and, if useful for survival, be perpetuated by

natural selection. It seems quite possible, then, for an outward, or

objective, morality to be developed from pure motives of expe-

diency. It is different, however, when we pass to the subjec-

tive side, the side of the ethical sentiments and ideals. How
does it happen that the thought of natural consequences should

pass ovei into reverence for a moral ideal; or that the language of
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expediency should become pitched to the key of the categorical

imperative? Between expediency and morality proper, or obliga-

tion, there is no thoroughfare: at least, no logical path leading

from one to the other has, to our knowledge, been indicated.

The progress of morality is really the evolutionist's proper field.

Given morality to start with, evolution, by showing that moral

conduct is life-preser\dng conduct, and so that nations and men
who practice morality are better fitted to survive than nations

and men who do not practice morality, may account for the

growring efficiency of moral law, its wider application and finally

its universality. It may account, in short, for the progress of

morality, but not for its genesis. By ignoring this distinction,

and by seeking to show that morality has been evolved out of that

which, by hypothesis, contains none of it, the evolutionist, as

Prof. Hyslop remarks, is led to assert the very “ creation out of

nothing” which he denies.*

In all the attempts to pass from one order of existence to another

apparently distinct, certain common features may be observed.

Let us suppose that we wish to show how* B has been evolved out

of A. We may first imconsciously assimilate the two, and suggest

that they are not so different after all. Mind may be evolved out

of matter, because they have this at least in common, that we do

know much about the ultimate constitution of either. So extension

may pass over into thought. Or we may assume an intermediate

term X between A and B, a sort of “ double-faced entity,” which

may be thought of indifferently as of the nature of A or of B, and

enable us to make an easy transition in thought from one to the

other. Thirdly, we may insist that A will develop into B if you

only allow it time enough, spreading the logical difficulty out so

thin that at any given point it may be overlooked. Or, finally,

we may in thought endow A with certain potencies or capacities, so

that it becomes not A simply, but A plus the capacity to produce

B. Thus the homogeneous is endowed with instability to account

for the diversity’ of things, and the primitive star-dust endowed

with “the promise and potency of all terrestrial life.” As Dr.

Fairbairn has remarked, “ If we attempt to conceive what was

before life and mind as the condition or cause or factor of their

being, we must invest it with qualities which enable it to do its

work. -\nd what is this but turning it from dead matter into

living spirit?”!

*Elemenis of Ethi<^, p. 332.

t Philosophy of the Christian Religion, p 48.
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The resort to these questionable logical methods is clue, we
believe, to an undue extension of the evolutionary theory. Within

a given field, that of inorganic matter, or of organized matter, or

of mental life, the evolutionist may be able to trace the modifica-

tions to which his original material has been subject, and to formu-

late the laws of its behavior; but in no case has he been able to

account for the origin of his material or for the laws of its develop-

ment. This is only saying that the limit of evolution here indicated

is a limit of science, which deals, not with the original source nor

with the end of things, but with the successive processes by which

they have arrived at their present condition. Evolution is the

name of the method which these processes have followed, not of a

force creative or even directive. “Logic compels the evolutionist

to assume a force that was not evolved, but which existed before

evolution began.”*

If we interpret this Power behind evolution in the theistic

sense, and believe that God is immanent in nature and in the

life of man—that He is at once the source, the guide and the goal

of evolution—we are not, indeed, as psychologists or biolo-

gists absolved from the task of tracing as far as possible the nat-

ural history of life and mind, but we may view that history from

a standpoint from which both origin and progressive development

become intelligible. The theistic postulate secures at once in the

unity of an intelligent Purpose the continuity which, as we have

suggested, naturalistic evolution has sought in vain. At the same

time it explains the teleological or progressive character of cosmic

development—the appearance, at various points, of wholly new
forms and capacities of life.

If an evolution theory is to explain the whole history of the world

and of man, it must be hospitable to the ideas both of continuity

and of progress. The principle of continuity alone may account

for change, but not for any real progress in the order of being.

Progress may again be secured by abrupt transitions at the expense

of continuity and of rational order. No scientific hypothesis, as

we have seen, whether of the redistribution of matter and motion,

or of the struggle for existence, or of natural selection, is equal to

the task of carrying us all the way from homogeneous ether or

“ concentrating nebul® to the thoughts of poets.” A theory of the

universe which shall do justice to the conceptions both of contin-

uity and progress can be framed only with the aid of the category

of purpose. In no other way can the earlier and lower stages of

* F. H. Headlej', Problems of Evolution, p. 155.
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existence be logically bound together with the later and higher ex-

cept in the unity of a plan. The emergence of new powers and

capacities demanded by progress is not imconnected with the pre-

ceding stage of development. It takes place only in the fullness of

time, and when we pass from the inorganic to the organic, from

the unconscious to the conscious, from the conscious to the moral,

the earlier stage is both taken up by the later and transcended by

it. But the earlier stage contains the “promise,” rather than the

“potency,” of the later. Again, the notion of progress is insepar-

able from that of aim or purpose. In a world where atoms shift

unceasingly, but without the guidance of intelligence or will, there

could be no question of progress. Any mass of dots and lines

would be as high in the scale as the arrangement of an alphabet in

the form of the Iliad, for there would be no standard by which

relative rank in the scale could be determined. Progress is es-

sentially a teleological conception, and if the history of the world

and of man presents any real progress, it can only be because it is

in so far the expression of purpose.

The view of evolution which sees in it the gradual and progress-

ive unfolding of a plan (admitting that it should be called evolu-

tion at all)* has obvious advantages, both for science and

theology. It views nature as an orderly system, and the natural

forces with which science deals as definite and definitely limited in

their operation, while monistic philosophy, on the other hand, in

its dread of transcendence, is compelled to ascribe to the original

constituents of nature—the bare abstract matter or mind-stuff

—

the predicate almost of creative power, in order to account for life,

mind and history. Again, from the theological side, it avoids both

the pantheistic and the deistic extremes. It does not merge the

Infinite into the finite and identify God with nature, nor does it

revert, as a consistent application of the “re.sident forces” theory

seems to do, to the old deistic view, which evolution in its religious

implications was supposed to have discredited. If creative power

was exhausted in a single moment, or if its exercise at least was

confined to a single period, and to the primitive atoms was trans-

ferred the task of bringing into being life, consciousness, freedom,

love, we come very near to the idea of a Deity who is not immanent

at all, but touches the world, to use Goethe’s phrase, only with his

finger-tips.

Turning now from these philosophical considerations, let us look

* “Evolution, then, depends on increments of force plus continuity of plan”

(Dr. A. H. Strong, Christ in Creation, p. 165).
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briefly at the application of evolution in its proper sphere of biol-

ogy, especially with reference to the cpicstion of the descent of man.

If we accept the general theory of “ descent with modification,” it is

difficult to see how man in his physical nature can be an exception

to the general principle. The difference between his physical

structure, with his erect posture, his greater weight of brain, etc.,

and that of the other primates is indeed striking, but does not

exclude the hypothesis of common origin. In many of his

mental characteristics again man shows a kinship with the

brutes. It is when we look at man as a whole, however, and

at his capacities as shown in his history, that the tlifficulty of

a thoroughgoing theoiy of descent which refers his endowments

to animal progenitors becomes apparent. Recent investigations in

comparative psychology, while proceeding on the assumption of an

unbroken line of development from the animal to the human con-

sciousness, yet emphasize strongly the difference between them.

It is the general conclusion that the earlier investigators, Darwin

and Romanes, ascribed to animals a higher order of mentality than

they are entitled to, and their conclusions are frequently quoted

with amusement, not to say derision, by later writers. The prob-

lem of the transition from the animal to the human is much the same

as that of other lacuna, or rather ascents, which we have seen in

nature. Prof. Lloyd Morgan says :
“ If the dividing line between

seirse-experience and reflection is to be drawn between the lower

animals and man, then we may say that there is a breach of continu-

ity of development at this stage of evolution analogous to the breach

of continuity between the inorganic and the organic phases of devel-

opment. This is the view to which I myself incline. But we have

.seen that such breaches of continuity are natural incidents in the

ascending curve of evolution. If, therefore, they do occur in men-

tal evolution, this does but bring this phase of development into line

with the inorganic and the organic phase.” Without doubt the

hypothesis needed here is the one which can successfully heal the

other breaches referred to. The breach is widened when we add

to mental superiority the moral, esthetic and spiritual capacities

of man not possessed by brutes. Even sin, whether we call it

“arrested development” with Emerson, or “refusal to evolve”

with Dr. Lyman Abbott, implies a capacity of moral arrest or

refusal not pos.sessed by brutes. “We may perceive,” says Wal-

lace, “ that the love of truth, the delight in beauty, the passion for

justice and the thrill of exultation with which we hear of 'any act

of courageous self-sacrifice, are the workings within us of a higher

27
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nature -u-hich has not been developed by means of the struggle for

material existence.”* M hen we compare man's higher capacities

of thought, feeling and conduct with what we know of the brutes

we have, perhaps in an intensified form, the same difficulty which

we have met with before—something in a new form of existence

not to be accounted for by anything in the lower form. AVallace’s

partition of man into a part due proximately to natural agency (nat-

ural selection) and a part due immediately to supernatural agency

seems at first arbitrary. Yet we may find analogies for it. In

living matter the laws of chemistry and physics are not suspended;

and consciousness, when it appears, works in intimate connection

with a nervous system. So it is perfectly possible that a lower

or animal and a higher or spiritual part has been combined in a

being as complex as man, and that, while the ultimate cause of

both is the same, the spiritual element finds its proximate cause

in the spiritual rather than in the natural world. Such a view of

the cooperation of causes which may be distinguished as natural

and spiritual—the view that God works both through nature and

above nature—is familiar to theology, and has for centuries been

applied by the “ creationist
”

school to the analogous case of the

birth of every babe. But we are told that such a blending of

natural and supernatural in the origin of man is excluded by the

facts of brain-physiology. Man, in his origin, cannot be a child of

nature as to his body and a child of God in his spirit, because all his

thoughts, even the highest, all his aspirations, his ideals of truth,

of beauty and of goodness, have their exact physical concomitants

in his brain, and these brain movements are determined by physi-

cal forces. The question of man’s origin may be thus entangled

with the psycho-physical question. If consciousness is a mere

effect or “ epiphenomenon,” if it is a boat which can only

float, oarless and rudderless, upon the stream of physical change,

then for the origin of man we will look for the origin of his

body. He may well be descended from the animal, for he

jiossesses no spiritual nature, no power of control over action

or even over thought, which would raise him above the brutes.

The facts of man’s history suggest that this view of man’s body as

a purely natural product, and of his mind as in a relation of one-

sided dependence upon his body, cannot be correct. Though

partly subject to his physical environment and dependent on it

"or life, man shows an incalculable power to change it and mold

it to his own uses. He exterminates the larger animals who dispute

*Daru'inism, p. 474.
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with him the possession of the earth, or tames them to be his ser-

vants or his playthings. He covers the continents with the pro-

ducts of his civilization, and changes the face of the earth. He
struggles against the lower tendencies of his natm-e, and aspires to

the loftiest of all destinies—a life with the God whom he worships.

If the mere variation in bodily structure was the cause of these

new and wonderful capacities in man, surely a variation fraught

with such potentialities must have been due to some factor trans-

cending the animal world. Special creation, in fact, would be our

only adequate theory of the change in bodily structure, if the

bodily change carried the psychical differences along with it.

The intimate relations between mind and brain, whatever they

may be exactly, clearly show an established, and doubtless also, in

some sense, a pre-established, harmony between them. It seems rea-

sonable then, to refer both body and soul either to the natural or to

the supernatural mode of the divine working. AVhen we reflect,

however, that man’s bodily nature and spiritual nature belong to

different and apparently incommensurable spheres, we may not be

unprepared to admit that a proximate and relative diversity of origin

is possible. If “ man still bears in his bodily frame the indelible

stamp of his lowly origin,”* he bears in the framework of his mind

and moral nature the indelible stamp of his spiritual origin. The

human body in its processes of growth, nutrition and decay is a

part of nature. As regards the structure of his body, without

respect to its origin, man is classed Tvdth the primates of the animal

kingdom. In our physical life we are now under the restraints of

natural law, and, as Lotze has said, we “ should gain but little by

rescuing the origin of our species from the grasp of this necessity.”!

But the most significant characteristics of man are those which

differentiate him from the animal creation. The story of his com-

plex social life and progress, his power to mold the forces of nature

to his own uses, the reach of his thought, the products of his genius,

his moral ideals and spiritual hopes—these are the marks of his

sovereignty over nature, and are evidences not of his animal

descent, but of his divine sonship.i If the unity of man, physical

and p.sychical, is emphasized, and we are sharply confined to the

alternatives—an origin of the whole man due to natural forces

latent in the animal world, or the origin of the whole man through

supernatural agency—we venture to say that, enthely apart from

* Descent of Man, p. 619.

t Microcosmos, Vol. II, p. 136.

t Dr. Fairbairn dwells impressively on this contrast. Op. cit., pp. 43-45.
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exegetical reasons, the decision must be in favor of the latter

theory.

While the doctrine of a common physical descent “from a few

forms, or from one,” is now the working hypothesis of most biolo-

gists, it must be remembered that there is by no means agreement

as to the methods by which the change from one species to another

has been accomplished. i\Iuch that Darwin wrote favored the

so-called “happy-accident” theory, that all that was needed for

the production of a new species were indiscriminate or “acci-

dental” variations in the offspring, and that the natural selection of

favorable variations, and their perpetuation and accumulation

through heredity, would in the end lead to the formation of a new
species. Chance or accident was thus given a leading role to play,

but criticism from within the evolutionary school has pointed out

that natural selection in this sense can hardly be the sufficient or

even the leading cause of the origin of species. Huxley and Asa

Gray suggested that the variation must be in a definite direction

to lead to a new species. Darwin himself admitted that if a vari-

ation favorable to survival was to be perpetuated, and not

“swamped” by the effects of intercrossing, the variation must

occur simultaneously in a number of individuals of the given group.*

In his Descent of Man he emphasized the influence of “ sexual selec-

tion”—a conscious factor—and admitted even that of the use and

disuse of organs. Into the technical points in the discussion be-

tween the Neo-Darwinians, who exclude the influence of conscious-

ness, and the Neo-Lamarckians, who make it the most prominent

factor in the production of species,! we cannot now enter; but

may notice that of late years, especially among American biologists,

the pendulum has swung in the Lamarckian direction. To the

modern Darwinian of the extreme type, who hold that all variation

is chance variation, the origin of the highly complex instinctive

movements of animals, such as the balancing of a frog upon a float-

ing object, becomes a problem. On this point Prof. H. W. Conn

has lately said :

“ It is frankly admitted that to put the burden of

explaining instincts upon natural selection alone, unaided by intel-

ligence, is to lay upon it a load too heavy for it to carry. This is

admitted even by those who feel that they cannot use the inheri-

tance of acquired character to help them out of the difficulty.”!

* See “Darwinism in the Light of Modern Criticism,” by Prof. T. H. Morgan,

Harper’s Magazine, February, 1903.

t An intermediate theory, called by Prof. Baldwin “organic selection,” has

lately found much favor. See his Evolution and Development, and the article

in his Dictionary of Philosophy.

X The Method of Evolution, p. 275.
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Prof. N. S. Shaler, in a recent article of much interest, intimates

that the doctrine of natural selection has been unreasonably ex-

tended by Darwin’s followers;

“In a conversation I had with him (Darwin) about two years before his death,

he said that he was by no means sure as to the limits that would be, in time,

assigned to the theory, and that the satisfaction he had personally won from it

was the knowledge that it had made men think It is not yet satisfactorily

proved [continues Prof. Shaler] that a single species of the two or three millions

now inhabiting the earth have been established solelj’’ or mainly by the opera-

tion of natural selection.”*

Ou top of the critical attack upon the theory of natural selection

have come the experiments and inferences of Prof. Hugo de Vries,

of Amsterdam. Variability, De Vries holds, is not unlimited, and

always returns to its starting-point. Thus the sugar beet in Ger-

many, while it has been improved and its sugar-producing capacity

increased by many years of artificial selection, yet without the

utmost care will soon lose all that has been gained, and revert to the

original type. Natural selection, he claims, has nothing to do with

the origin of species, only with their survival in their rivalry with

other species. New species always appear abruptly, from unknown

causes, and show no tendency to revert to the original form. Of

his observation of the appearance from seed of new forms of prim-

roses he says: “Nothing indicates their appearance in advance,

there is not even a hint of transition; once formed they are perfect,

and retain, even after several generations, their original character.

They originate with a shock or jump and then are constant.”!

The acceptance of this theory of abrupt (sprungweise) transi-

tion from unknown causes, and its application to the origin of all

organic forms, would evidently be serious both for Darwinism and

Lamarckism. Darwin based his theory upon the change wrought

through artificial selection
;
De Vries, on the contrary, argues nega-

tively from the non-persistence of artificially selected variations,

and then points positively to one case at least where a new species

has arisen suddenly from an unknown cause, and without the aid of

natural selection. As to how far the inferences of De Vries are

legitimate, and as to how generally they will be adopted, we cannot

undertake to say. His experiments, thus far, seem to furnish

a slender basis on which to found a universal theory of descent.

Darwin claimed—and we believe the claim is not disputed—that

the popular acceptance of the theory of common descent was due

* “Faith in Nature,” International Quarterly, Dec.-Mar., 1902-1903.

t “Origin of Species,” Popular Science Mo., April, 1903. See also Deutsche

Revue, December, 1902.
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to his advocacy of natural selection as the method of transition from

one species to another. Xow suppose, as seems not unlikely, that

the claim of natural selection to be the key which will unlock the

mystery of the origin of species becomes generally discredited.

Will the general theory, then, of the derivation of one species from

another, and of all species from one, be able to maintain itself?

Its obvious advantages as a unifying hypothesis are so great that

it would seem rash to suggest that its abandonment is either

probable or desirable, yet the discussions to which we have alluded

show that its final form has by no means been fixed. “That it

(the evolution theory) is settled once for all,” says Prof. T. H. Mor-

gan, in the article quoted, “ no scientist who knows the history of

scientific theory and its significance would wish to claim.” What
the final form will be only the future “evolution of evolution” can

show.

It cannot be denied that evolution still proposes to the apologist

and the exegete some cpestions whose answer as yet can only be pro-

visional. Our thesis has simply been that recent discussions, both

from the theological and the scientific side, have emphasized the

“limits of evolution,” and so tended to minimize its importance for

theology. It has not given us the key with which the mysteries of ex-

istence can be unlocked. It has thrown no light upon the question

of ultimate origin, whether of matter, of life, of mind, of conscience,

of .sin. It has left unsolved the fundamental metaphysical ques-

tions differently decided by atheism, pantheism, deism and theism.

In its philosophical form it postulates an unbroken continuity,

but, apart from theistic evolution, cannot reconcile this continuity

with the progress it describes. In the citadel of its strength—the

biological field—it renounces, in its most recent form, all attempt

to explain the origin of species, that is, to assign a vera causa for

their appearance.

Darwinism has made men think. It has given a remarkable

stimulus to the investigation of nature, has quickened human

thought even in fields where its application has not proved fruitful

and has supplied new insights to theology. The outcome of forty

years of scientific investigation and apologetic discussion, is, how-

ever, the growing conviction both among scientists and theolo-

gians that evolution as a scientific theory and theology have very

little to do with each other, and that evolution neither increases

materially the theologian’s difficulties, nor helps him to solve

them.

Ossining, X. 5". WiLLi.^M Hallock Johxsox.
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riAHE question, Is the Christian religion the result of revelation

JL or discovery? is pushed to the front by the steady gain of the

theory of evolution within the last quarter of a century. Into the

merits of evolution as a working hypothesis, either from the point

of view of general science and philosophy or from that of theology,

it is not the purpose of the present paper to enter. That in some of

its forms it is workable and that it gives an account quite reason-

able and satisfactory of some aspects of Christianity, even its bit-

terest enemies concede, and its advocates triumphantly claim as a

demonstration of its truth. There should be nothing to take

offense at in the search for, and the discovery through historical

methods, of the origins and imfoldings of the Christian religion.

Christianity is nothing if it be not a historical religion, that is, a

religion which challenges investigation as to its appearance and

progress in the world. It is willing to submit its credentials to

any fair court of scientific research. It fears no harm for itself

from a trial before the tribunal of history.

But the most manifest fact of the growth of the Christian reli-

gion is its gradualness. The Gospel does not claim to have come

from the skies like the fabled image of Diana at Ephesus, all carved

and finished to its finest lineaments. It begins with small, simple

and crude elements, and grows through additions, eliminations and

alterations, very much like an organic being, until it has reached

a definite ideal stature of fullness and completeness. From the

point of view of science, this process of growth may be called its

evolution as a religion
;
from the point of view of its divine origin,

it is the cumulative delivery of its content. In any case, the

method of its formation is gradual and progressive.

Investigations and presentations which centre about this feature

of it offer no stumbling block to the stalwart Christian thinker.

He anticipates no harm from them. On the contrary, every

certain result of natural science and philosophy will only set out

more clearly the beauty and charm of his faith and commend its

imiqueness and nobility. The question of most importance is
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not, how does Christianity grow, but to what does it owe its origin?

What is its efficient cause? Has it been reached up to by man,

or has it been handed down by God? Is it a discovery or is it a

revelation? This is the real question of the supernatural. Too

often in the past the questions of the supernatural and the pre-

ternatural have been confused with one another. Because there

is a resemblance between the formation of Christianity and other

historical developments, it is quite easy to conclude that, like all

other things, it is a natural production from below, a discovery

of the human mind. Because, further, so much of the preternatural

element in the mode of its emergence in the world, and of its course

in history turns out to be on closer examination analogous to all

else in the course of nature and may, therefore, from one point of

view, very properly be called natural, it is easy to pass on to the

inconsequential position that its cause also is one of the forces of

nature in its broad conception, namely, the human mind and the hu-

man experience. The preternatural is an element of secondary im-

portance to the life of Christianity, and may be left for purely his-

torical processes to sift, to vindicate and in part to expunge. But

the supernatural can never be thus relegated to an unimportant

place or consideretl a matter of indifference to the Christian

thinker. On the contrary, it has always been and must always

remain a pivotal point, and a distinctive feature of the Christian

religion. Whether the system he accepts as of divine origin and

authority was given by revelation or discovered by human effort,

cannot be other than vital to the believer. For if given it .implies

a giver and a motive, a purpose and end for the gift. But if sim-

ply found, it leaves these and many other matters in a clouil of

uncertainty and practical uselessness.

The answer to the question, Is Christianity the result of a reve-

lation or a discovery? may need to be carefully reasoned out. ith

this reasoning we do not purpose to concern ourselves in the present

article. Our contention is that for the believer in Christianity that

answer can only be the familiar one: Our religion is directly the

gift of God to us. Apart from his initiative we could not have

conceived of it, framed it, or guessed its existence.

In explanation of this position let it be remarked that it is the

platform occupied by the men through whom Christianity came

into the world. The Biblical claim from the beginning includes the

idea of revelation. It is always Gotl that seeks man and strives

to make Himself known to him. Man has but to open himself

and receive God's revelation. Such a claim, it would not be
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unsafe to say, is not made outside of the realm of Biblical religion

except by derivative and counterfeit systems like Islam and Mor-

monism. In all purely pagan religion, man is seeking after the

highest good, whether he calls the object of his search by the name
of God, or by any other. God stands aloof, and must be sought

after and placated b}'’ prayers, by proj^itiatory sacrifices and self-

denials. Man is never looked upon as needing to be reconciled

to God, but always God as needing to be reconciled to man. Chri.'<-

tianity alone regards God as providing for man a mode of pro-

pitiation, and beseeches man to be reconciled to God.

God does indeed require to be propitiated for the sin of man-

But it is He who provides the way of propitiation. We need not

deny or minimize the insistence of the Bible on the supremacy of

moral law and the necessity of expiating every violation of it in order

to call attention to the feature just noted. But is it an insignifi-

cant fact that the apostle who makes the most of the judicial figure

in his presentation of the Gospel never uses the expression “ A recon-

ciled God,” that he never mentions explicitly the reconciliation

of God to man, but constantly urges men to be reconciled to God?

Are we wrong, then, in drawing the line between the Biblical and

the extra-Biblical religions just here? The former plants itself

S(iuarely upon the principle of revelation, and is willing to stand

or fall with it. The latter are content to rest on the principle of

discovery.

But, it may be asked, are these two platforms contradictory?

Are they mutually exclusive? Is it not possible that revelation

and discovery may combine? Indeetl, must they not? Certainly,

if revelation is the impartation of knowledge, the reception of that

knowledge as a new thing must be, in a sense at least, a discovery.

There is no revelation which does not in this sense involve a cor-

responding discovery, just as there is no discovery which is not at

the same time a revelation. But the use of terms in these propo-

sitions is rather rhetorical than exact. Discovery in the true

sense is knowledge attained in consequence of the initiative and

positive effort of the discoverer. Revelation in its turn is the im-

partation of knowledge as a consequence of effort on the part of

the revealer. A true synthesis of these two could only be accom-

plished by an accidental simultaneity of initiative and effort on

the part of God the revealer and man the discoverer. In other

words, we should have to conceive of God and man as starting at

the same moment of time, but independently, the one to make
Himself known and the other to know. But this, which is an
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abstractly conceivable coincidence, is philosophically inadmissible

and from the historical point of view cannot account for the facts

of man’s religious life upon earth. And the question must recur,

Who first takes the first step, God or man? To say that the two

are one is to use words without meaning.

If we set aside this effort at a synthesis between the pagan and

the Christian views, the question remains as above in a sharp alter-

native, “Discovery or Revelation?” Is Christianity in the right

when it conceives the idea of revelation as a necessary part of

itself, or may it look on itself as the result of human achievement,

the fruit of pure investigation? We shall study the question mth
better results if we institute a comparison between Christianity

and the greatest and most successful of the pagan religions whose

fundamental principle is the opposite of that of Christianity—

Buddhism.

Christianity and Buddhism may be said to divide the vast mass

of the human race between them. The first claims some 475,-

000,000 of adherents and the second is reputed to have 400,000,000.

In many points these two great religions are quite similar. Each of

them is centred about a great personality, each presents an ideal

and embodies its teaching in an example, each furnishes an object

for personal attachment and sets the power of personal love and

loyalty at work in the heart of believers. As far as applies to

Buddhism, this characteristic explains the power and hold of that

religion over men, and at the same time shows how indispensable

the element of personality is in religion. But to return from this

thought, which is somewhat of a digression, to the parallel between

the two great religions, both Christianity and Buddhism incul-

cate through the lives and labors of their founders the beaut}' of

the law of self-sacrifice. Buddha is represented as freely enduring

the severest afflictions, and voluntarily renouncing final beatitude

for ages in order to work out the salvation of others. How much

like the self-sacrifice of Christ his self-renunciation is may be real-

ized from the effective use of it made by Francis Xavier in his

missionary efforts. As soon as he portrayed Christ as a greater

Buddha, that is to say, a mild, loving and self-sacrificing teacher and

leader into blessedness, he found Buddhists accepting his message

in large niunbers. But, further, and finally, both Christianity

and Buddhism address themselves to all men. Race, caste and

all other distinctions are disregarded by both. The low-caste

Sudra as well as the proudest Brahmin, the Jew and the Gentile,

the barbarian, the, bond and the free, are all entitled according to

both to receive the glad tidings.
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But here the resemblances end and the differences begin. The

most fundamental and radical difference is that summed up in

the words “revelation” and “discovery.” Christ comes from

above to make known the love of God, and to remove all obstacles

to the fellowship of the Father with Ilis children. Buddha, rising

out of humanity, through patient labor, through pain and suffering,

through meditation and self-sacrifice, seeks for himself and others

the way of escape from misery and death.

The story of Buddha’s search for the light is a familiar one,

and has often been told. But so pertinent is it as an illustration

of the difference between the Biblical and the pagan ideas of

religion that its main outline must in this connection be traced

again. The prince Siddartha had everything in his paternal home
to create contentment in the heart of a human being. But he was

not happy. From early youth the fact of human misery pro-

foundly impressed him. It moved him to look upon human
life as a vain show whose pleasures could make no adequate atone-

ment for its ills and pains. He desired to become a hermit, to cast

off from himself the state and dignity of the palace, to put on the

yellow garments of a mendicant, beg his bread, wandering up and

down the world, and thus find peace from the soul-devouring

thoughts that possessed him. His parents were grieved by the

manifestation of these gloomy tendencies. They thought to

distract his attention, cure his melancholy, and fix him to his

home and station by giving him the charming Yasodaya for a

wife. For ten years the plan proved a success. He lived in rela-

tive happiness. But just as this happiness seemed to be enlarged

and intensified by the birth of a son, thoughts of the misery of

the world returned to him with greater force. Walking in his

garden, he meditated on old age, sickness and death; and the desire

to solve the problem of suffering revived within him. But to do

this, he must leave his home. The new-born son, instead of hold-

ing him, only precipitated his resolution to escape out of the world.

“ See,” said he, “ here is another tie, alas, a new and stronger tie,

that I must break.” And so in the dead of night, to avoid the

pangs of farewell, and the difficulties that would surely be put in

his way, he took his leave. To show the depth of his convictions,

the story weaves at this point a thread of pathos into the trans-

action. Before he departed, he looked cautiously into the apart-

ment in which his beautiful wife and his infant son were peacefully

asleep. One of her hands was lying on the face of the babe. A
longing came over the prince to see the child. But, to see him,
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he said, “ I must remove the hand of his mother, and she may awake,

and if she awakes, how shall I depart? I will go, then, without

seeing my son. Later on, when all these passions are faded from

my heart, when I am sure of myself, perhaps I shall be able to see

him. But now I must go.” And so he went.

But the struggle was not ended with such a simple act as flight

from home. Every step he took brought him a new temptation

to retrace his course. He thought of his father and mother, of

his wife and child. “ Return,” said the Devil to him. “ What
seek you here? return, be a good son, a good husband, a good

father. Remember all that you are leaving to pursue vain

thoughts. You are a great man; you might be a great king as

your father wishes, a mighty conqueror of nations. The night is

very dark, and the world before you is empty.” But he resisted.

He passed out of the realm where his father held sway. He took

on himself a hermit’s garb. He begged his food from door to door

in a wooden bowl, and adopted all the loathsome modes of life of

the mendicant, hoping that through holiness he might attain the

truth. All in vain. After some time spent in this way he was

persuaded that the quest would not be successful. Instead of

rising to a higher plane, he was being lowered by these practices

to the level of the beasts. He could not raise his mind to medita-

tion and thought when his body was crying for the satisfaction of

its necessities. He realized that self-denial of this sort was just as

much submission to the flesh as self-indulgence. He reached

the conclusion that if human misery was not to be put out of sight

by living in a palace, neither was it to be overcome by coming

into close touch with it and adopting its garb. If the allopathic

method would not cure the disease, the homoeopathic was just as

impotent. Wisdom was not to be found either with the hermit

in the cave or with the king in the palace.

And yet he was convinced that truth was a reality, and that

the search for it must not be given up. His next thought was of

nature. Perhaps by communion with the great forces of the inani-

mate universe he would find what communion with man had not

given him. For six years he lived in the woods, with the streams

that came down from the snowy summits, and the tall forest

trees that had outlived twenty generations of men, and the rocks

tliat had silently witnessed the coming and going of even these

long-lived trees. What he did in his search we are not told, but

tlie result was again a failure. Communion with nature brought

him no nearer ,his goal than life among men both high and low.
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And he acknowledged his defeat by leaving nature and going back

into the town.

Still he did not despair. There was one more trial to be made.

He could look into himself. For forty-nine days, we are told, he

sat under a Bo-tree thinking, thinking, thinking, and looking

within himself. And within himself he finally saw the light.

We have given these details of the story of this search in order

to show how slow, painful and difficult to reach is the truth of life

according to the standpoint which makes the attainment of it a

discovery. It has been hidden away where it escapes all ordinaiy

search. IMiat avails it that it proves to be within one’s own self,

so long as it is so carefully disguised and so deeply buried that

only one man in the histoiy of the world succeeds in discovering

it, and he after such patient and painful experience ?

The unsatisfactoriness of this uniqueness of the Buddha led,

it is true, at a later stage in the history to the elaboration of the

doctrine of many Buddhas. But this idea is extraneous to the

system and can only be held as a part of that mythological luxuri-

ance which has grown about Buddhism in the popular mind.

Contrast with this the standpoint of Revelation. From the

day of the creation of man he is made to live in communion with

the source of all life. If he has ceased seeing it, it is because he

has blinded himself by his .sin. And even in his blindne.ss, he is not

allowed to continue without effort on the part of his Creator to

break the darkness that man has made for himself and flood him

with light. God not only speaks to him in the many voices of na-

ture, but he speaks to him personally, directly and clearly. He speaks

as a father to his child, at first in simple and elementary forms, in

signs and pictures and actions, later through articulate words.

At sundry times and in divers manners He spake to the fathers

through the prophets, modulating his revelation to the capacity of

the man to receive it. And when the fullness of the times was

come, “He spake” in the clearest and fullest forms “through

His Son.” The Incarnation is not merely in order to revelation,

but from the nature of the case it could not but be as complete a

revelation of God as man could receive. But both incarnation

and revelation are in order to the reconciliation of man to God.

Thus we are led to a second question. What does man find ac-

cording to the standpoint of discovery, and what is revealed to him

according to the standpoint of revelation? Does he find what his

heart craves in either or in both? Does he attain to the knowl-

edge of God and to eternal peace and blessedness? Buddhism,
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in which the standpoint of discovery is maintained on this point

also more elearly and consistently than anywhere else, may serve

to answer the question. Buddhism disclaims attaining to the

knowledge of God. It is a question whether it involves any idea

of God. It has often been represented as a system of pessimism.

.Most of its expositors do not hesitate to say that it is essentially

atheistic. Those who have watched it in its practical workings

among its adherents and have observed the existence of a mode of

worship in it, who have seen the instmctive appeals and prayers

of Buddhists imder the stress of need to a Supreme Bemg, do not

hesitate, on the contrary, to call it theistic But these practical

manifestations of a belief in God are no more a part of Buddhism as

a religion than the superstitions of Christians are a part of the

Gospel of Jesus Christ. In reality. Buddhism has nothing to do

with God. As a philosophy, it leaves room for an unknown primal

cause of all things; as a religion of life, it is not coneerned with the

Cjuestion of the existence or non-existence of the being known in

other religions as God. It is neither atheistic nor theistic. It

is agnostic. It leaves one free to be a deist, that is, to believe in a

God who is the ultimate and perhaps personal cause and ground

of all things, but who will not, and possibly cannot enter into rela-

tions with human beings or be reached by them.

What, then, was that which Buddha discovered ? Buddhists

call it The Way of Peace. The great light which he saw under the

Bo-tree opened the secret of the universe to him. He realized

that there was a law at the heart of the world. As far as this

law affects human life, it may be expressed in the inevitable con-

nection of life and misery. To be rid of misery one must be rid

of life. But he must not to be rid of life by dying; for that were

simply to change from one condition of misery to another. Life

and death are not antagonistic; they are complementary. Nor is

the cessation of life annihilation; that is unthinkable. Life and

existence are not synonymous. The great peace which must be

attained is not death and it is not annihilation, but mere lapse

into pure existence without life and without death. Because the

prince Siddartha saw this, he was called the Buddha, the Illumined.

But how shall one lapse into this Nirvana? Not by suicide,

for that would be worse than avoiding the devil in order to fall

into the deep sea. Suicide would plmige the perpetrator into

severer misery because it is essentially wrong. The way to escape

misery is not so short and easy. On the contrary, it is very long

and arduous. On^ must do good deeds and think good thoughts.
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He must follow the Eight-fold Path. He must be honorable and

just; he must be kind and compassionate; he must love truth and

hate iniquity. The moment one begins to do these things, he is on

the way to Nirvana. It may take long, but if he persists he will

surely arrive there. The whole way he will not see from the

beginning, but every step will lead him to another, and he will

know the next as he advances.

This is the Law. It is a law in the strictest sense of the word.

No infractions of it are to be thought of. Modern naturalism is

supposed to be the originator of the idea of unalterable sequence

of cause and effect As far as such sequence is postulated in the

physical world, it may be true that modern natural science has

most strenuously insisted on it. But in the moral sphere Buddhism

anticipates modern science by two millienniums and a half. It

used the inexorable law as an explanation of many dark facts of

the present as well as a ground for foreshadowing some features of

the future.

For everything that happens to a man in this life the law furnishes

an explanation by pointing some deed in a past state of existence.

A Brahmin is about to kill a goat for a feast. The intended

victim itself had once been a Brahmin and for killing a goat for a

feast had been doomed to have his head cut off in five hundred

births. It warns the Brahmin that a similar fate awaits him if

he should commit the same sin.* Kunala, a son of the famous

king Asoka, had beautiful eyes which awakened sinful desire in a

woman, who, like his mother, was one of Asoka’s wives. Being

repulsed she conceives and without delay carries out the cruel

design of putting out his beautiful eyes. The Buddhist’s con-

ception of the Law compels him to seek for the explanation of such

an experience And he finds it in a story about Kunala. Once

upon a time, in a previous life, the prince had been a huntsman.

Coming upon a herd of five hundred gazelles in a cavern he had put

their eyes out For that deed of cruelty he had suffered for many
hundred thousand years in hell and in addition had his eyes put

out five hundred times in as many human births.

t

But the Law is used also as a ground of forecasting the future

and as a motive to uprightness in the present. This is done in

the familiar doctrine of Karma. Karma is the passage of character

attained in one state of existence to future states. There are

experts in the sphere of Buddhistic lore and philosophy who claim

* Rhys Davids, Buddhist Birth Stories, No. 18.

t Burnouf, Introduction d I’kistoire du Buddhism Indien, pp. 360-370.
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that Karma is something different from the transmigration of souls;

that the transmigration of a personal identity is not a part of the

teaching of Gotama Buddha. Whether this be so or not, it is

certain that Karma represents the inexorableness of the law that

whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap,” at least in the

sphere of ethical realities. That law is relentless, no violations of

it are conceivable. God is no factor in the process. Miracle is

impossible. As God had nothing to do with the origination of

life and miseiy, he has nothing to do with their abolition. If He
exist at all. He stands outside the sphere of life and has no connec-

tion with it, nor desire and power to interfere in its course. The

Buddha is honored and loved because he discovered for himself

and made known to others this great law. He saves no one.

Every man must save himself by his conduct. He must change

his Karma.

Contrast the idea of Revelation with that of Discovery on this

point. Revelation brings to man in his misery the knowledge of

an infinitely loving Person. It does not minimize the idea of law.

Indeed, in its exaltation of law, it shows ho^y the misery of mankind

originates in its disregard and violation, that is, sin. But if law is

exalted, it is because it is the thought of a loving Father for the

administration of His household. Neither is misery a necessary

element of life. Life is a positive good. It is because men have

not enough of it that evil comes. Christ comes to give “more

abundance.”

Superficial thought at this point might raise the query. Is

Buddhism the inevitable path that must be trod by the standpoint

of discovery? May not discovery lead to the Heavenly Father

instead of the inexorable Law? But closer scrutiny will show that

if God be the Heavenly Father, He could not leave the fact to be

casuall}'^ discovered by His children. He could not allow them to

grope in the dark seeking Him if haply they might feel after Him.

He is pleased to be sought after, but He must Himself take steps

to make Himself known. If religion be a discovery, the object of

it can never be higher than the Buddhist’s Way of Peace, or the

inexorable law of righteousness.

Moreover, if the standpoint of discovery cannot be harmonized

with the idea of religion as a personal relationship, worship and

prayer cannot be true elements of religion. And with the loss of

these, the social element goes also. Religion is reduced to the

simple pursuit by the individual of the right path, which if it lead

not to the Buddhist’s Nirvana, leads no one knows whither.
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Once more, the two standpoints differ irreconcilably in their

answer to the question, How is the truth apprehended by man?
To the standpoint of discovery, religion is a matter of the mind

pure and simple. It is the quest and attainment, through the intel-

lect, of knowledge. Its place is among the sciences. Just as

Sir Isaac Newton through thought reached the law of gravitation,

so Buddha, or whoever may be the discoverer of the Way of Peace

or of the Summum Bonum, through meditation reached the ulti-

mate reality of religion. The heart has nothing essential to do

in the case. It may make its complaint to the intellect and stir

it up to imdertake the search. It may receive the news of the

discovery with joy or with indifference, but as far as the discovery

is concerned, it is outside of its sphere.

Revelation, on the other hand, calls not for a mere intellectual

apprehension of a fact or for a law, but for the response of the

whole man to a personal approach. Religion is a matter of faith,

and faith is the movement of the whole rational nature, intellect,

sensibility and will toward God; the simultaneous recognition of

and surrender to the Divine.

It is not our purpose to pursue the contrast to its end, or to

construct an argument in behalf of the standpoint of Revelation.

What has been said will sufficiently illustrate the difference be-

tween the two standpoints. When this difference is realized the

question must naturally arise. Can Christianity abandon its stand-

point without committing suicide? Can it pass from supernatural-

ism to naturalism without losing its character as a life-principle

which grows out of the self-imparted knowledge of God and right

relationship with Him, and which issues in a perfect and eternal

blessedness in His presence? Whatever else we may or may not

insist on as of the essence of the Gospel, whatever else we may regard

or refuse to regard as a part of the citadel, this, certainly, is the very

heart of it. Biblical religion must stand or fall with the claim that

it is a revelation of God’s love to man, to the end that man may
be brought into communion with Him.

McCormick Theological Seminary. Andrew C. Zenos.
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THE LAWS PECULIAR TO DEUTERONOMY.

The Book of Deuteronomy forms the basis of the Higher Criti-

cism of the Old Testament, which has been growing in popu-

larity and gaining acceptance during the past twenty or thirty years.

The basis, as laid by the critics, can scarcely be said to be trust-

worthy. The origin of Deuteronomy, proposed by advanced critics,

and required for their reconstruction of the history of Israel, has

not yet been proved. Graf’s view, which has been followed more

or less closely by higher critics since his day, rests on an assumption.

Of course, an assumption may be reasonable, and may furnish a

working hypothesis which, upon the whole, appears to suit the

facts and phenomena of the case in hand. The question is,

“Whether the Grafian hypothesis regarding Deuteronomy is sup-

ported by the historical circumstances of the Jews at the time to

which the book is assigned?” To that question advanced critics

reply, generally, in the affirmative. But the reply must be tested.

.\nd this involves a careful examination of the Old Testament

books, with the view of ascertaining the historical situation in

Jerusalem when Deuteronomy is supposed to have been produced.

The investigation thus suggested is wide, and, if it is to prove satis-

factory, must condescend to details. In the present paper only

one subject can be taken up, and the one which has been chosen is,

“The laws peculiar to Deuteronomy in relation to the historical

situation in Jerusalem during the last quarter of the seventh

century B.C.”

A preliminary remark may be inserted here. According to

the present critical view, Deuteronomy was produced in the days

of Josiah (Dr. Driver says, during the reign of Manasseh), and was

used to support the reformation under Josiah. So Wellhausen,

who is the popular authority at present in support of the advanced

view: “In all circles where appreciation of scientific results can be

looked for at all, it is recognized that it (Deuteronomy) was com-

posed in the same age as that in which it was discovered, and that it

was made the rule of Josiah’s reformation, which took place about a

generation before the destruction of Jerusalem by the Chaldaeans”
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{Prolegomena, Eng. Trans., p. 9). Accordingly, the laws that are

found in Deuteronomy alone will be examined in connection

with Josiah’s reformation, which, according to the advanced criti-

cal view, they were used to support.

There arc some twenty-five laws which are not found save in

Deuteronomy. The most important law in the book—that which

determines the place for the offering of the statutory sacrifices—is

not peculiar to Deuteronomy. In JE (Exod. xx. 24) there is a

prescription which, according to advanced critics, sanctioned the

worship of Jehovah at the local sanctuaries throughout the land,

and was the only law on the subject till the Deuteronomic code was
brought into operation. It may be noted that in the ancient

Elohistic document now designated PC (or Driver, P) there is a

law on the same subject (Lev. xvii. 1-7), which agrees with the

Deuteronomic rule in the appointment of a single sanctuary for

the offering of the statutory sacrifices. This law of the central!

sanctuary as found in Deuteronomy forms the most important >

factor in the critical view as to the origin of the book. The pre-

scription is regarded as lying behind Josiah’s reformation, and

supplying the requisite sanction for the overthrow of the High

Places. But it is obvious that such an ordinance would have

been equally suitable and of equal value for Josiah’s reformation,

although it had been prescribed centuries earlier. Indeed, in the

case of such a people as the Jews, it is not unreasonable to argue

that it would have served the purpose of Josiah better if the pre-

scription had been ancient rather than recent—if it had been actu-

ally promulgated by Moses, and not fictitiously in the name of the

great lawgiver, by an \inhiown prophet, in the days of Josiah. If

the author of Deuteronomy was really an unknown member of the

j)rophetic order who lived in the latter half of the seventh century

B.C., it is a very grave question whether the name of Moses could

have been used by him with the view of establishing the authority

of his book, and securing adherence to its teaching. No true

prophet of that period sought to authenticate his message by

such means. For centuries Israel had been familiar with the pro-

phetic claim which was made in the name of Jehovah. At the

time when the work of this unknown prophet is supposed to have

seen the light, Jeremiah was on the field, addressing Israel viva

voce, and in the name of Jehovah, as his prophetic predecessors

had done. The religious point of view of the author of Deuteron-

omy suggests a more probable explanation of the use of the name
of Moses than that offered by the critics. To the author, obviously,
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the ideal period for the promulgation of a prescription centralizing

the cultus—intended, as the prescription undoubtedly was, to

save the chosen people from idolatry—was the time when the laws

and ordinances were framed by which the life of Israel was to be

regulated in Canaan. The situation in which he finds this ideal

origin of the law is noteworthy. The Israelites are encamped on

the east of the Jordan. The land of promise is within easy view.

They are about to cross the Jordan and take possession of the land.

Their great leader is about to be withdrawn from them. He is

not to be permitted to put them in possession of their inheritance

of promise, or even to enter the land with them. In these cir-

cumstances he delivers to them a last charge in which, on the one

side, his great affection for them has free play, and, on the other,

his experience of them—the fruit of the forty years’ wandering be-

tween Egypt and the plains of i\Ioab—reveals itself in the warnings

he addresses to them, as well as in the ordinances he issues for their

observance in Canaan. In this last solemn address to Israel, by

their great leader and lawgiver, the unknown author of Deuter-

onomj", in the days of Josiah, professes to find the ideal origin of

the law which centralizes the cultus for Israel. The question is,

Is the origin merely ideal? Is it not actual?” If Moses was such

a man as the advanced critics admit him to have been—as their

critical theory requires him to have been; if Israel’s experience of

their Semitic neighbors in the plains of Moab was such as is recorded

in the Book of Numbers—is it possible that the great leader uttered

no word of warning regarding the idolatrous and immoral influ-

ences to which the chosen people were about to be exposed in

Canaan? The question presses itself, “May not the ideal origin of

the central-sanctuary ordinance, suggested by the critical view of

Deuteronomy, be the actual origin?” It would certainly be difficult

to find a more suitable or probable origin. If the Israelites received

a supernatural revelation with a view to the fulfillment of their

functions in behalf of the other nations, any time after it became

apparent that the idolatrous practices of the high places were prov-

ing too strong for them would have offered a suitable occasion for

the promulgation of such an ordinance. A prescription of this

kind must be presupposed in connection with Hezekiah’s reforma-

tion. And the question is, “ To what period in the history of Israel,

between Moses and Hezekiah, can such an ordinance, with any

reasonable probability, be assigned?” It may very well be that,

after all, the ideal is the actual origin.

Passing from this law which, as determining the place where the
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statutory sacrifices were to be presented, is not peculiar to Deuter-

onomy, we come to the laws which are found in that book alone.

And for our present purpose, these laws are to be regarded as

reformatory in character, used, as they were, according to the criti-

cal argument, in the interest of Josiah’s reformation. It would

serve no useful purpose to attempt to group these laws. Some
are quite individual. Others have a certain relation to one another,

dealing, as they do, with subjects or interests more or less akin.

1. We may begin with two ordinances the object of which is

practically the same as that contemplated by the law of the central

sanctuary, viz., the Prohibition of Idolatry.

The first of these laws forms the subject of chap, xiii (cf. chap,

xvii. 2-7). The second is found in chap, xxiii. 18, 19 (E. V. 17, 18).

The latter obviousl}’^ refers to practices connected with the sensuous

worship which prevailed in Canaan at the time of the Exodus. An
ordinance of this kind would be well fitted to help a movement of

which the object was to reform religious practice from the sensuous

excesses of idolatry, and to purify the morals of the community.

Accordingly, it is fair to urge that this law is in accordance with

the critical hypothesis. But the question is, “When did the state

of things contemplated by the enactment exist in Israel?” Ac-

cording to chap, xxiii. 18 (E. V., 17), there was to be neither

nor in Israel. The njinp, the religious prostitute,

was known in Canaan in the patriarchal period (cf. Gen. xxxviii.

21, 22). Even if it is a mere tradition that is recorded in this

passage of Genesis, it remains true that the writer of this part of

the book held the conviction that, in Canaan, before the descent

of Israel to Egypt, the n^’lp had a place in the life of the com-

munity. If that was actually the case, a prohibition such as is

found in Deuteronomy would be eminently suitable when the

chosen people were about to enter Canaan. Accordingly, for this

law also, the ideal date is that professedly claimed for it in Deuter-

onomy. And it becomes a reasonable question, “Whether the

ordinance was not issued at the time of the Exodus?” The sub-

sequent history shows that the foul practice of Canaanitish wor-

ship condemned by this law gained a hold in Israel. In Jerusalem,

in the days of Rehoboam, there were (1 Kings xiv. 22-24,

XV. 11-14). Under the patronage of Jezebel the Phoenician

Baal-worship rooted itself in the northern kingdom, and hurried

the ten tribes to overthrow and exile. Through the influence of

Athaliah, the same Baal-worship was established in Judah (2 Kings

xi. 17, 18, xii. 4ff.). In view of this, is it probable that the law
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against the and the HCHp was first heard of in the days

of Josiah? On this point it should be noted that, from the days

of Ahaz, it was the idolatry of Assyria and Babylonia that threat-

ened Judah (cf. the references to the worship of the sun, the moon,

and all the host of heaven in 2 Kings xxiii and 2 Chron. xxxiii;

also Jer. xliv. 16ff. for the worship of the queen of heaven). Note-

worthy, also, is the language in which these Deuteronomic ordi-

nances are expressed. The form of the expression in chap, xxiii.

18, 19, agrees with that used in the Decalogue, and is more suitable

for a general ordinance for all time than for a special enactment

bearing on the state of things in Judah in the days of Josiah.

In chaps, xiii and xvii the expression is conditioned. If, whenever,

such and such a thing takes place, then deal with the matter in

such and such a way. The cases contemplated had, in essence,

frequently occurred in the course of the history before 622 B.C.

*\nd probability is entirely against the view that the punishments

threatened in these chapters were first heard of in the days of Josiah.

If they were first promulgated at that late period, it is very doubt-

ful whether it would have been possible to carry them out. Ordi-

nances and penalties of this kind find a more suitable and natural

origin at the outset than at the close of the independent history

of Israel in Canaan. No doubt they may be regarded as reforma-

tory in character. But if they were specially intended to promote

Josiah’s reformation, we should expect the language to be very

different. Long before B.C. 622, the prophets were accustomed

to denounce b}'^ name the idolatrous and immoral practices which

threatened the ruin of Israel. If Deuteronomy was prepared by

a prophet in the latter half of the seventh century B.C., and was

intended to deal with practices which were contrary to the faith

and the true interests of Judah, we should expect the author to

speak as directly to the times as his contemporary Jeremiah does.

It may be replied that this line of observation overlooks the point

of view of the author. He has thrown himself back into the period

of the Exodus. He has put his message to Judah into the lips of

Moses, and he must be true to the situation. But that simply

raises questions such as the following: “Whether the hypothesis of

advanced critics is a reasonable one?” “Whether the point of view

assigned to the writer is the correct one?” “Mhether a prophet,

about whom absolutely nothing is known, was raised up to produce

a prophetic book in which prophetic precedent and practice, as

exhibited for centuries, were ignored and departed from?” If

Deuteronomy was a prophetic message prepared and delivered to
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Judah in the days of Josiah, the form of the message was fitted to

perplex the people; and it is not probable that prophetic authority

would be used to press such a message on the young king and to

make it the basis of a serious attempt to reform the religious and

moral life of the chosen people. With regard to the ordinances

under consideration, the probability is that they were actually

issued in the Mosaic period, to which Deuteronomy professes to

assign them, and that they were available for the life of the Israelites

from the time when they were settled in Canaan, and were exposed

to the seductive influences of a sensuous and debasing idolatry.

2. Admission to the Membership of the Church. Passing from

these laws, the object of which was to preserve the Church from

idolatry, we may refer next to the provision by which admission

o the membership of the Church was safeguarded (Deut. xxiii.e

t2-9 [E. V., 1-8]). It is very difficult to discover any reasonabl

support for the opinion that this prescription was first issued

toward the close of the seventh century B.C. Ten of the tribes had

been under the dominion of Assyria for a century. Judah was

about to become the prey of Babylonia. In Josiah’s day the

question for Judah was, “How to save the Church from invasion

and subjugation by the armed forces of the world-powers.”

Surely the proper time for the promulgation of an ordinance of

this kind was the period of the Exodus, when Israel entered on

their mission as an independent nation, and the Church was set

up in the midst of idolatrous peoples. Specially noteworthy are

the conditions under w'hich Ammonites and Moabites on the one

side, Edomites and Egyptians on the other, were to be admitted

as members of the congregation. The former were excluded to

the tenth generation, the latter only to the third. Is it probable

that the restriction as to iVIoab first appeared in the days of Josiah?

Moabitish blood flowed in the veins of the young king. On the

other hand, at that late period of the history, no people was more

bitterly hostile to Judah or more unlikely to become part of the

Church than Edom. The language of this ordinance is incom-

parably more suitable to the period of the Exodus, when Moab
hired Balaam to curse Israel, and at Shittim seduced the people to

immorality which threatened them with ruin—while Edom merely

refused a passage through its territories—than to the days of Josiah,

who himself was of Moabitish descent, while Edom had passed into

the category of Israel’s deadliest foes. How an ordinance of this

kind could be expected to gain the royal house of Judah to support

a party reformation which practically amounted to a revolution
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in the practice of worship, must be left to the imagination of the

higher critics to explain.

3. The Administration of Justice, and the Government of the

People : The judges (chap. xvii. 8-13; cf. chap. xvi. 18-20, xix. 16ff.)

and the king (chap. xvii. 14-20).

It is extremely difficult to believe that the supreme court of

justice referred to in chap. xvdi. 8-13 was appointed to deal with

the affairs of Judah shortly before the conquest of the country by

Nebuchadnezzar. The words professedly contemplate an arrange-

ment for the settlement of disputes when the Israelites have en-

tered Canaan. And it is in the highest degree improbable that

at the time of Josiah, a court of this kind was constituted with a

view to a reformation in Judah. The ordinance ignores the

king—unless the judge (ver. 9) is an official title of the king—and

assigns the settlement of affairs to the priests and the judges. In

the Introduction to his Commentary on Deuteronomy (p. Ivi), Dr.

Driver speaks of this law as having the appearance of being an

“accepted application of a long-established principle.” And in

the commentarj" on chap. xvii. 8-13 he says (pp. 206-7) that the

tribunal “ is conceived by the m-iter as composed partly of Levitical

priests, partly of lay ‘judges’”; and that “it was thus similar in

constitution to the court appointed, according to 2 Chron. xix. 8-11,

by Jehoshaphat at Jerusalem” (cf. Commentary, p. 200). And

he adds :
“ It is to be observed, however, that this supreme tribunal

is not here instituted for the first time; it is represented as already

existing, and its constitution is supposed to be known; the law of

Deuteronomy is limited to defining its powers, and specifying the

class of cases of which it is to take cognizance” (p. 207). That is to

say, the author of Deuteronomy knows that a supreme tribunal

exists for the trying of a certain class of cases, but he nTites to his

contemporaries in the latter half of the seventh centwy B.C. as if

the place of meeting of this court was still unknown—waiting the

choice of Jehovah. The language bears a striking resemblance

to that employed in the prescription of the central sanctuary in

chap. xii. There is this difference: The disputes referred to in

chap, xvii may or may not occur, and therefore the language is

conditional. There is nothing conditional about the offerings

referred to in chap. xii. These are obligatory. The only uncertain

element has regard to the 'place,—that Jehovah has still to choose.

So in regard to the place of meeting of this supreme tribunal: that

place has still to be determined by Jehovah. It will, of course, be

replied that the, linguistic form is determined by the point of view
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from which the author writes. The critical hypothesis requires

that answer and admits of no other. But the writer’s contem-

poraries in Judah to whom his message is addressed have to Ije

considered. What would the Jews in Jerusalem, especially those

(and the history shows that there were many such) who were not

disposed to favor Josiah and the reforming party, think or make

of an ordinance of this kind addressed to them in such terms?

Dr. Driver holds that the tribunal was instituted and known be-

fore Deuteronomy was written. If the passage in 2 Chron. xix is

trustw^orthy, the constitution of the court was ancient. According

to Exod. xviii. 13-26, a court was constituted in the wilderness to

try petty cases in order to relieve Moses. If the narrative is trust-

worthy, this arrangement was made soon after Israel left Eg\’pt.

The traditional view is that Deuteronomy is (as it professes to be)

the last message of Moses to the chosen people. If there is any-

thing to be said for this traditional view, may not the great law-

giver, in the words employed by him in Deut. xvii. 8ff., have before

his mind the court whose constitution is reported in Exod. xviii.

13ff.? That seems to be a great deal more probable than that a

writer, in the days of Manasseh or Josiah, should assume the actual

existence of a tribunal of this kind (partly, perhaps, on the ground

that a similar tribunal was set up in the days of Jehoshaphat),

and refer to it in language fitted to produce the impression that

the place where the court w^as to sit was not yet determined.

But in regard to Dr. Driver’s explanation, something more niay

be said. When was the principle adopted of which this law is the

accepted application (Introd., p. Ivi)? In his Commentary on

Deuteronomy (p. 200), Dr. Driver does not dispute the trustworthi-

ness of the statements in 2 Chron. xix, that Jehoshaphat set up a

court similar to this in Deuteronomy. On what authority did

Jehoshaphat proceed in the constitution of his tribunal? Did

he, perchance, found his procedure on this law in Deuteronomy?

Or did this prophetic author, shortly before the overthrow of

Judah, and the close of the independence of the chosen people,

issue an ordinance which could really be of no practical value in his

own time, and which had no more satisfactory basis than an arbi-

trary enactment of a king of the Davidic line centuries before?

If the court was really established in the days of Jehoshaphat,

w'hat does Dr. Driver mean by saying that we have in this law,

peculiar to Deuteronomy, in the days of Josiah, the accepted appli-

cation of a long-established principle? Is a tribunal actually con-

stituted and brought into operation a principle? And what is to
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be understood by a principle of the kind being long accepted by a

people like Israel before effect was given to it in legislation? The

main point, however, is this: Supposing that the principle embodied

in this law had been established long before, what would be the

practical value of this accepted application of it in favor of Josiah’s

reformation? The king appears to be ignored, j’et the king is the

supreme judge. And it is obvious that the success of the reform-

ing movement depends (under God) on him. Is it in the least

likely that at this late period of the history, in order to carry out

a drastic measure of reformation, a prophet was raised up (about

whom not a particle of information has been given) to demand
obedience to a law which had no place in the legislative code

hitherto in operation—a law which could really be of little prac-

tical use in the straitened circumstances of Judah, in the days of

Josiah, with the world-powers closing in on her, but which, at the

same time, from the very terms of promulgation, was obviously

intended to fill an important place in the administration of the

affairs of the chosen people? Ah! but the writer’s point of view

must not be overlooked! Of course not. And the question is,

“For a law of this kind, is not the iMosaic period, when the chosen

people were about to enter Canaan, incomparably more suitable

than when they were about to lose the land to the idolatrous

world-powers after centuries of possession?”

Tlie King (chap. xvii. 14-20).

Ver}’ perplexing is the language regarding the king, if the ordi-

nance was first heard of in the days of Josiah. Years ago this

law was wont to furnish one of the strongest arguments in favor

of the late date of Deuteronomy. And, at first sight, it may
appear strange that, in the final address of their great leader, the

suggestion should be thrown out that the day may come when

Jehovah’s kingK people will wish an earthly king to rule over

them. But a reasonable explanation is not far to seek. The

Israelites had been trained for their national life in a country

ruled by a king—perhaps the most powerful of the time. They

were to be planted among tribes or peoples of their own race,

ruled by kings. Under the hardships of the wilderness they had

risen against their great leader and proclaimed their desire to

return to Egypt and place themselves under its king. It was in

their blood, apparently, to desire to be like other nations around,

with a king to judge them in peace and lead their armies in war.

Hence came the offer of the crown to Gideon when he had delivered

them from the .oppression of Midian. And the desire reached
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fruition when n king was insisted on in the days of Samuel (1 Sarn.

viii. 4ff.). On the other hand, critics allow that Moses was a

legislator so distinguished and far-seeing that tlie legislation of

Israel to the latest period may fairly be traced back to him and

promulgated in his name. He had forty years’ experience of the

l)eople before his farewell discourse was delivered to them. It

woidd be more than surprising if at the end of those forty years>

.Moses was not well aware of the hopes and desires of the peoj)le

regarding their future place among the nations. In these circum-

stances, why should it be counted incredible or even improbable

that Moses (even without any special divine guidance in the matter)

should foresee a time when Israel would be likely to insist on having

a king like the nations around them? So much for the difficulty

arising from the suggestion of a king in any legislation belonging

to the Mosaic period.

But, further, the language employed in this prescription also

demands careful consideration. Here, again, the grammatical

form is conditional. The conquest of Canaan is represented as

still to be achieved. The possible demand of a king is contemplated

as arising only after Canaan has been won, and the Israelites have

been settled in that land as an independent nation surrounded by

peoples under kingly rule. What can be the practical purpose of

a prophetic message expressed in such terms in the closing quarter

of the seventh century B.C.? The reference to horses, to many
wives, and to a return to Egypt is supposed to point to Solomon with

his large harem (including an Egyptian wife), and his fondness for

luxury and military display. But Egypt was only one of the coun-

tries from which Solomon drew the inmates of his harem. And
the reference to Egypt and to a polygamous court and horses is

not difficult to explain in connection with Moses and the Israelites

who had just left Egypt. Dr. Driver admits the probability of

a reference to Solomon; but the design of the law, as it appears in

Deuteronomy, is “to check the moral and religious degeneracy

which the monarchy, as a fact, too often displayed” {Com., p. 210).

That is a practical purpose of the kind which true prophets strove

to accomplish. In working toward their end they addressed their

contemporaries straight out of their own times. If the mission with

which the supposed prophetic author of Deuteronomy was charged

was to further the interests of a genuine reformation in the days

of Josiah, we should expect obvious references to the condition of

the country under Manasseh, not “ a covert reference to the policy

inaugurated by Solomon.” The people would be quick to appre-
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date the former; probably not one in ten thousand would under-

stand the latter, and no argument founded on a hypothetical point

of view can be allowed to override the serious practical question

thus raised.

Still, further, what is to be made of an order, in the days of

Josiah. not to place a stranger on the throne of Judah, but to assign

the sceptre to one from among the tribes of Israel, and that one

the man on whom the choice of Jehovah should fall? Dr. Driver

regards the prohibition of a stranger as a remarkable one. Scarcely

less strange is the limitation in regard to Israel, if the law first saw

the light in the days of Josiah. David had been chosen b}' Jehovah

and the kingdom confirmed to his house four centuries before the

suggested date of this ordinance in Deuteronomy. Around the

house of David all the Messianic promises gathered. It is scarcely

possible to believe that this law of the king was first promulgated

toward the close of the seventh century B.C., in language fitted to

produce, in the minds of the people, the impression that, at that

late date, there might possibly be a choice of a king who did not

belong to the family of David. In any case a prophetic author,

inflamed with the zeal of reform, could have little hope of gaining

for his enterprise the legitimate descendant of David, who occupied

the throne, by an ordinance of such a kind.

Dr. Driver gives no proper explanation of the conditional form

of expression in this ordinance. “ The aim,” he says {Com., p. 210),
‘‘ of the law is to show how the monarchy, if established, is to con-

form to the same theocratic principles which govern other de-

partments of the community; and how the dangers with which it

may threaten Israel’s national character and Israel’s faith, may be

most effectually averted.” What is the practical value of a pro-

vision against injury to the theocratic people through the appoint-

ment of a king, issued when the kingly rule had already for a cen-

tury been overthrown in the northern kingdom, and when the last

of the independent kings of the house of David was soon to pass from

the scene? Where does common sense come in?*

4. The Prophet.

Next to the ordinance regarding the king, we may consider that

which deals with the prophet (chap xviii. 15-22; cf. chap. xiii. 1-5

[Heb. 2-6]). This declaration regarding the prophet is made in

* In regard to the limitation of the throne to the house of David, it is quite

true that the ten tribes chose a king for themselves who did not belong to the

Da^^dic family. But this action was regarded by Judah and the house of David

as apostacy. And the Messianic promises attached themselves to the house of

David alone.
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immediate connection with the ordinance bearing on necromancy

{vide chap, xviii. 9-14). It cannot be questioned that the art of the

necromancist was practiced in Judah during the later period of

its independent existence (cf. Isa. viii. 19). But such practices

were common from the time of the Exodus downward (cf. Num.
xxii.ff.—the Balaam episode

;
1 Sam. xxviii.—the case of the

so-called Witch of Endor). For our present purpose, the perplex-

ing thing is that this ordinance in Deuteronomy should have first

seen the light in the days of Josiah. Prophecy in Judah had nearly

run its course. Its most brilliant days were past and gone. Was
it only at that date that a safeguard was provided for the Church

against those who might claim to be prophets but were not? No
doubt there were false prophets in Judah during the latter half of

the seventh century B.C. But it will scarcely be contended that

it is to these that we owe the Deuteronomic ordinance under con-

sideration. False prophets had appeared long before the seventh

century (cf. 1 Kings xxii. 5ff.). When Micaiah answered the threats

of the king of Israel in the words :
“ If thou return at all in peace

Jehovah has not spoken by me” (1 Kings xxii. 28), the claim

underlying the words presupposes a provision such as we find in

the passage of Deuteronomy before us. Was the Church left

without any word of warning or guidance on so important a matter

till the time had come when instruction could be of little use?

That is exceedingly improbable, if Jehovah made known his will to

the Church through the prophets. But the practical question

with which we are especially concerned still remains: “How was

this provision likely to assist Josiah in his work of reformation?”

Here regard must be had to Jeremiah who was actively engaged in

his prophetic ministry at the time when Deuteronomy is said to

have been discovered and submitted to Josiah. Jeremiah applies

the test of fiUfillment to the false prophets of his day. “The

prophet,” says Jeremiah (chap, xxviii. 9), “which prophesieth of

peace, when the word of the prophet shall come to pass, then shall

the prophet be known, that Jehovah hath truly sent him.” (The

immediate reference is to Hananiah who, at the opening of Zede-

kiah’s reign, had predicted that Nebuchadnezzar would be over-

thrown, and Jeconiah, the young king of Judah, would be brought

back from exile, with the spoil which the king of Babylon had

carried away from Judah.) Jeremiah is an awkward personage

for advanced critics. He applies the test of fulfillment in accord-

ance with the Deuteronomic ordinance (Deut. xviii. 22). But in

regard to the ministry of the prophets, he has another message to
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the Church of the seventh century. He sets that ministry on a

spiritual basis which is not referred to in Deuteronomy, which,

apparently, was not within the range of vision of the author of

Deuteronomy. Long before Jeremiah’s day the Jews were famil-

iar with the essential character of the message of a true prophet.

That message demanded from those to whom it was addressed a life

of spiritual obedience and service. When that was not rendered

the people addressed fell under Jehovah’s judgments.

In Deut. xiii the test is simple, easily applied and effective. A
true prophet could never counsel Israel to turn away from the

worship of Jehovah who had redeemed them. If any one claimed

to be a prophet and advised Israel to worship any other God than

Jehovah, his message proved him to be a false prophet, and he was

to be put to death. In Deut. xviii the prophet is contemplated as

delivering a message which of itself cannot determine the character

of the prophet. In this case the fulfillment or non-fulfillment of

the prophet’s words is the test—an external and mechanical test,

it may be said. Contrast with this the principle laid down b)^

•leremiah in the eighteenth chapter of his prophecies. The chapter

opens with the illustration of the potter. Jehovah has absolute

power over the house of Israel as the potter has over the clay.

But He is merciful
;
He delights to show mercy, and, when the way

is open, mercy will be shown. “At what instant I shall speak

concerning a nation, and concerning a kingdom, to pluck up, and

to pull down, and to destroy it; if that nation, concerning which

I have spoken, turn from their evil, I will repent of the evil that I

thought to do unto them. And at what instant I shall speak

concerning a nation, and concerning a kingdom, to build and to

plant it; if it do evil in nw sight, that it obey not my voice, then I

will repent of the good wherewith I said I would benefit them”

(Jer. .xviii. 7-10). According to this passage in Jeremiah, a

true prophet may speak in the name of Jehovah and his words

may not be fulfilled, either in the case of promised blessing

or of threatened judgment. Israel are the elect people; but the

blessings promised to them will be bestowed only on condition of

their obedience to the law of Jehovah. On the other side, the

judgments threatened for disobedience will be withheld on condi-

tion of repentance. In the passage just quoted, Jeremiah gives full

expression to this spiritual teaching. He applies, it is true, the

Deuteronomic test of fulfillment or non-fulfillment to Hananiah.

That is the proper test in the circumstances. And no long time

is required to show that Hananiah was a false prophet. He him-
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self dies, according to the word of Jeremiah, within the year. In-

stead of Jeconiah being brought back to Judah (as Hananiah

had predicted), Zedekiah goes to join him in exile (2 Kings xxv. 6, 7).

But Jeremiah gives a prominent place to the spiritual conditions

connected with prophetic utterances. He has a message for the

Jews, hastening on to doom, like that with which Luther awak-

ened the conscience of Germany when he denounced Tetzel and

his indulgences, and preached the love of God and His forgiveness

of the penitent sinner. It had been the melancholy duty of the

prophets from Amos onward to threaten judgment against back-

sliding Israel and Judah; but, at the same time, it had been their

privilege (and they delighted to exercise it), to proclaim the com-

passion of Jehovah, and His delight in showing mercy to His peni-

tent children. In the confusion and hopelessness of the closing years

of Judah’s independence, the message of Jer. xviii. 7-10 was emi-

nently suitable, and well fitted to produce a good effect on such of

the people as were not utterly hard of heart. According to ad-

vanced critical opinion the author of Deuteronomy was a prophetic

contemporary of Jeremiah. His mission was of supreme import-

ance. No prophet had been raised up for a purpose of more vital

interest to the Church. Yet, when dealing with the teaching of

the order to which he belonged, he confined his message to the speci-

fying of the external test or tests by which the true prophet was

to be distinguished. It may be enough to simply note this somewhat

striking contrast between the so-called prophetic author of Deuter-

onomy, writing in the days of Josiah or Manasseh, and Jeremiah,

about whom there is no dispute. Suppose the higher critics are

right in their view that these two prophets appealed to Judah at

the same time. The one is utterly unknown. He proposes

—

nay, he orders, under the authority of Jehovah, in language suitable

to Moses at the time of the Exodus, a revolution in religious prac-

tice. But so far as the prophetic ministry is concerned, he is

entirely out of line with the prophets from Amos downward. The

other is well known. In the form as well as the substance of his

prophetic message, he is in completee accordance with his prophetic

predecessors. He continues the spiritual teaching of the previous

one hundred and fifty or two hundred years. If this was really

the state of things, how was the Church in Jerusalem to deal with

the two prophets, and their ill-agreeing messages? Is there a rea-

sonable probability that she had to deal with them, or to decide

between them.
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5. Laws Regarding Slaves.

Among the laws peculiar to Deuteronomy there are two bearing

on slaves (Deut. xxi. 10-14, xxiii. 16, 17 [E. V., 15, 16]). The

latter prescription would suit any period. A slave who succeeded

in escaping from his master was not to be given up by those among
whom he sought refuge. This ordinance furnishes a good example

of the humane character of the Mosaic legislation. But how was

it to help Josiah’s reformation? In Jerusalem about 620 B.C. the

prevailing consideration must have been to devise means to save

Jehovah’s chosen city from capture, and His people from being

carried away as slaves by the Gentiles. That the prescription was

suitable to the Exodus period, when the thought of their ovm bond-

age in the land of Egypt was still fresh in the minds of the Israelites,

scarcely needs more than the statement. The former ordinance

raises a very interesting point in connection with the late date

of Deuteronomy. The conquest of other nations by Israel is

contemplated. A female captive, taken in war, is supposed to

gain the affection of an Israelite. He is allowed to make her his

wife on certain conditions, under certain obligations to treat her

well. The nation to which the woman belongs must, of course,

be one into which the Israelites are free to marry. Accordingly

the nations of Canaan are excluded. The language is distinct

and emphatic on that point. The nations of Canaan were to be

destroyed. No covenant was to be made with them. Any friendly

relationship with them would prove a snare to Israel (cf. Exod.

xxiii. 23, 4; xxxiv. 11-16). On the question of marriage the author

of Deuteronomy leaves no room for doubt. After ordering the

destruction of the nations, as in Exodus, he adds: “Neither shalt

thou make marriages with them; thy daughter thou shalt not give

unto Iris son, nor his daughter shalt thou take unto thy son. For

they will turn away thy son from following me, that they may

serve other gods; so will the anger of the Lord be kindled against

you, and destroy thee suddenly” (Deut. vii. 3, 4). It is one of the

gravest charges against Solomon that he ignored this salutary

prescription and thus prepared the way for the troubles which

culminated in the ruin of the kingdom (vide 1 Kings xi).

In view of the charge just quoted from Deut. vii, it is impossible

to think of a captive of any of the Canaanitish nations in coimec-

tion with the ordinance of Deut. xxi. 10-14. Accordingly this

prophetic author (whose main, if not sole, object is to promote a

somewhat drastic reformation in Judah in the days of Josiah), with

a view to the succqss of his purpose, issues an ordinance to regulate
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the treatment of women taken captive by tlie Jews in a war beyond

the bounds of Canaan. The question springs to one’s lips, " What
foreign nation was likely to be invaded, and its daughters carried

in triumph to the harems of the gallant warriors of Judah, when
Assyria had occupied the northern kingdom for a century, and

Nebuchadnezzar was so soon to appear, with his victorious legions,

at the gates of Jerusalem?” The vital question for Judah was;

“How to prevent the ladies of Jerusalem from filling the harems

of Nineveh or Babylon, and the princes of the royal house from

serving as eunuchs at the court of their conquerors, as Isaiah had

predicted” (Isa. xxxix. 6f.)? The truth is that, after the days of

David, there was no serious attempt at foreign invasion, through

which the case in view in this prescription would have become a

practical question. And this prophet, in the latter half of the

seventh century, who has so serious a mission in hand, loads his

pages with an ordinance which has no relation to the state of things

existing in Judah, or ever likely to exist. Is that, on any reason-

able ground, probable? No doubt it will be answered that the

writer must have regard to his point of view. If he is a true prophet,

whose message is intended to save Judah in the days of Josiah, the

first and all-important consideration is that he should use language

and arguments which obviously and directly apply to the circum-

stances of the Jews in his day. The ordinance regulating the treat-

ment of women taken captive in a foreign war can have no appli-

cation to the life of Judah in the days of Josiah. And it is a great

deal more probable that the law was actually promulgated at the

period of the Exodus—the date which Deuteronomy professedly

assigns to it—than that a reforming prophet in the latter part of

the seventh century should run the risk of interfering with the

success of his effort by the issue of an ordinance which had no

reference to the circumstances of the time.

6. Laws Bearing on Family Life.

Several laws peculiar to Deuteronomy refer specially to family

life: (1) The ordinance regarding the first-born (xxi. 15-17); (2)

the Levirate law (xxv. 5-10); (3) the law of divorce (xxiv. 1-4).

The first of these arises from polygamy which was permitted. The

case contemplated is parallel to that which occurred in the house-

hold of Jacob (cf. Gen. xxix. 30-32; xlix. 3). Leah was despised

and Rachel loved. But Leah’s first-born son, Reuben, was the

legitimate heir of his father Jacob. In connection with this law,

it should be remembered that Palestine was a comparatively small

country. The territory to be divided was limited. If the families

29
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were to continue in the districts assigned to the fathers at the settle-

ment in Canaan, land laws of a somewhat stringent character were

required. The point to be determined at present is, whether it is

probable that this prescription was first issued in legal form a

century’ after ten of the tribes had been dispossessed of their

inheritance by the Assjuians, and when Judah was about to fall

a prey to the power of Babylon. What practical help could such

a law render to Josiah’s reformation? And why should the pro-

phetic author of Deuteronomy, with so sacred a work on hand, bur-

den his message to Judah with a prescription which had no rela-

tion to the pressing difficulties of the situation, and was, therefore,

in no respect fitted to further, but likely to frustrate, the author’s

purpose? Says Dr. Driver :
“ The present law does not institute the

right of the first-born, but invests with its sanction an established

usage, and guards it against arbitrary curtailment” {Com. on

Deut., p. 247). If this law does not formally institute the right of

the first-born, what law does institute it? Was it ever legally

instituted unless by this prescription in Deuteronomy? This

Deuteronomic law, it seems, sanctions an established usage: when

was the usage established? There is the case of Jacob with his

Leah and Rachel. The case of Elkanah, with his wives Peninnah

and Hannah, also suggests itself. What is wanted is reasonable

evidence that an ancient patriarchal usage came to be established

in Israel—in other words, became part of the common practice of

the people—but did not obtain legal sanction till the last genera-

tion of the seventh century B.C. If the unlegalized practice was

sufficient throughout the history of the northern kingdom, and in

Judah till the days of Josiah, what was it that occasioned legal

sanction at so late a date? Some explanation must be given. A
code of law is not a product of spontaneous generation. It is not

by mere haphazard that an important law finds itself placed in a

code. The critical explanation of the origin of the Deuteronomic

code is that the book in which it is found was prepared with a view

to a reformation in Judah in the latter half of the seventh century

B.C. The only serious attempt to secure such a result was that

made by Josiah. The law under consideration is foimd in Deuter-

onomy alone, and, on the critical hypothesis, should be such as

would favor Josiah’s reformation. But the historical situation in

the days of Josiah suggests no proper occasion for a legal prescrip-

tion defining the rights of the first-born. If, in the interests of the

chosen people, it was desirable or necessary that there should be a

legal enactmention the subject, the proper time was when the tribes
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of Israel were settled, or about to be settled, in their possessions in

Canaan—not when Ass}'ria had already for a century occupied

and administered the affairs of the greater part of the country.

For the codification of this prescription, the historical conditions

require another date than the early years of Josiah’s reign.

The Levirate Marriage Law.

The Levirate law appears as operative in Gen. xxxviii. It is

presupposed in the Book of Ruth (chap. iv. 5, lOff.). David, the

national hero, the ancestor of the Messiah, is the offspring of this

marriage custom. Dr. Driver’s explanation of the form of this

law in Deuteronomy is the same as in the case of the first-born:

“The law of Deuteronomy does not create a new institution, but

merely codifies an old one” {Deut. Com., p. 281). The question at

once arises, “ If the institution was to be codified at all, should the

codification not be early rather than late?” The effect of this law

is to secure the legitimacy of persons born under its operation.

In view of the descent of David through the i\Ioabitess, Ruth, it

is reasonable to ask, “ Whether the reforming party, in the days of

Josiah, would be likely to gain the young king and the court, by

giving a place in their new code to a law which might fairly be

interpreted as an ex post facto legitimation of the reigning family?”

The ultimate object of the law is to prevent the extinction of any of

the families of the tribes of Israel, and the alienation of the soil

from the descendants of those to whom it was first assigned. In a

comparatively small country like Palestine, such a law was obvi-

ously fitted to prove of high value. Is it a reasonable view that

a prescription of such importance found no place in the statutory

code of the land till a century after Assyria had occupied the

territories of the ten tribes, and Judah was about to become the

prey of Babylon? If this was an ancient institution of the tribes

of Israel, which had found a place in the common practice, but not

in the law-book of the nation, what led the prophetic author of

Deuteronomy to codify it in a book through which a drastic refor-

mation was to be carried out for the saving of Judah in the days

of Josiah? Some reason must be given for the late codification.

What is the reason? How was this late codification to help Josiah’s

reformation? The historical situation suggests no probable reason.

The only explanation is the Mosaic point of view arbitrarily

assigned to the author.

The Ordinance Regulating Divorce (Deut. xxiv. 1-4).

In the Deuteronomic prescription divorce is assumed as well

known in Israel. The use made of the law by Jeremiah (chap. iii.
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Iff.) presupposes a familiar acquaintance with it on the part of

those addressed by the prophet. When was the law first promul-

gated? In the days of Josiah? If it had not appeared till the

post-exilic period of ]\Ialachi, the life of the Jewish community

would have supplied an occasion for the prescription of such an

ordinance as is contained in Deut. xxiv. 1-4. Divorce, at that

time, had become so common that it was necessary to deal sharply

with the practice, if the chosen people were to be saved. In the

days of Josiah no such explanation lies to hand. And between

Josiah and Moses it is not easy to find in the history of Israel a

suitable occasion for the origin of such a law. According to

Malachi, Jehovah hates divorce (Mai. ii. 16). Our Saviour declares

that divorce was simply permitted to the Old Testament Church

through the hardness of the people’s hearts (Matt. xix. 8). And
taking the history of the Old Testament books as substantially

trustworthy, the most natural date for the Deuteronomic prescrip-

tion is the time when the tribes of Israel were about to be planted

among the peoples of Canaan, and provision had to be made for

the family life of Jehovah’s people, exposed to the attractions of the

sensuous customs of the Canaanites

7. Laws Regulating Punishment.

The eleven (twelve, if the central-sanctuary prescription is

included) laws which have been cursorily examined are, perhaps, the

most important of those peculiar to Deuteronomy. Belonging to

the same category, there are other fourteen laws. Space does not

allow any detailed reference to these. Nor is this necessar)\

Enough has been vvitten to make plain the question proposed for

answer in this paper, viz., “Whether the laws which are foimd in

Deuteronomy alone were fitted or likely to help forward Josiah’s

reformation?” It is a reasonable view that, if Deuteronomy was

used as the chief force in the last reformatory movement in Judah

before the exile, the special legislation of the book should bear a

character suitable to such a reforming enterprise. How far such a

character may be reasonably claimed for the laws already exam-

ined must be left to the intelligence and good sense of the unpreju-

diced reader of the Book of Deuteronomy.

With regard to the remaining laws peculiar to Deuteronomy,

thej" can be little more than mentioned. Three of these refer to

punishment. And it may be noted that in all these laws—as in

others to which reference has been made—the language is condi-

tional in form. The case contemplated in each law is regarded

as one that may or may not occur. Would such language be likely
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to be used by a writer in the days of Manasseh or Josiah, in the

case of the laws just mentioned? The first law is that of hanging

and the disposal of the body of the person hanged (xxi. 22, 23).

It Gen. xl. 22 is historical, the Israelites were familiar with this

punishment in Egypt. According to Josh. viii. 29, x. 26, 27, and
2 Sam. iv. 12, they inflicted this punishment from the beginning,

and throughout their national history. Is it reasonable to suppose

that an ordinance of this kind w^as first heard of in the days of

Josiah, or that the codifying of such a prescription was likely to

aid the reformation of that king? At that late date in the history

there was on hand something much more serious than the disposal

of the dead bodies of persons who had been hanged for their crimes.

The second punishment is that prescribed for the slandering of

a newly married maiden (xxii. 13-21). The case supposed is that

of a man who marries a maiden, and brings a charge against her

that she was not a maiden. If the charge was false the man was

to be chastised, to pay one hundred shekels to the father of the

falsely accused woman, and to retain her as his wife; if the charge

was made good, the punishment, in accordance with Oriental ideas,

was to be much more severe. The woman was to be stoned to

death at the door of her father’s house.

Such a law was well fitted to promote the purity of family and

social life, and to further the interests of an earnest attempt at

religious reformation, especially in the case of a people who were

set apart to be ’U to Jehovah. But when was such a law

likely to be prescribed to Israel? In the days of Josiah, with a

view to support his reformation, when the calamities which had to

be faced would almost certainly have prevented the kind of mis-

conduct dealt with, or at the time when Israel entered Canaan,

about to be exposed to the kind of sensuous life which the law

condemns ?

The third punishment is that of flogging (xxv. 1-3; cf. xxii. 18).

If any punishment was of early date, surely this was. The Israel-

ites were familiar with the bastinado in Egypt. This punishment

was a commonplace in the experience of the slaves of the Pharaohs.

Is it possible that it was first heard of in Israel in the days of Josiah?

Let it be noted that no crime is specified for which this punishment

is to be inflicted. The author of Deuteronomy, an inspired prophet,

issues this law of punishment in a book which is intended to save

Judah when salvation is scarcely possible, and he does not hint

at the kind of transgression for which the punishment is prescribed.

Very unlike a prophetic message of such a date.
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8. Modesty in the Sexes.

Two prescriptions are intended to promote modesty in the sexes

(xxii. 5, xxr\\ 11, 12). The former has been found necessary

among other peoples than the Semites. The latter deals with a case

not likely to occur so as to require legislation as a preventive, save

among Oriental peoples, where woman was regarded as little else

than a household chattel for the use of man. If the author of Deu-

teronomy wrote his book in the days of Manasseh or Josiah—in the

interest of a reformation of the life of Judah—some evidence should

be produced from the historical records of the period to show that

men were wont to masquerade in woman’s dress (or women in

man’s), and that women were so lost to all sense of shame as to

help their husbands in the manner suggested in chap. xxv. 11, 12.

Nor is that all that may fairly be asked. Higher critics press every

point that appears to favor their theory. And it is only to follow

in the footsteps of the critics to argue that, in order to vindicate

the promulgation of the laws under consideration, in the days of

Josiah, it should be shown that the indecent practices dealt with

w'ere so common as to constitute a danger to the safety of the State,

and to create a need for special legislation On the face of the

record, these ordinances appear to claim an early date. In chap,

xxv. 11, 12, the verbs are conditional, as in so many of these spe-

cial Deuteronomic laws, and the teaching of the book is thus out

of line with that of the prophets from the eighth centmy down-

ward. Oriental nations assign to woman a very different place

from that which she occupies among 'Western peoples. The Israel-

ites whom Moses led across the Red Sea had been brought up in

Egypt, and the morality of the Egyptians may be inferred from

the history of Joseph. On the other hand, Israel were to be

’1J1 to Jehovah. They were to keep themselves absolutely

free from the sensual practices of the tribes in the midst of whom

they were to be settled, some of these practices having a promi-

nent place in the worship of the Canaanites (cf. the and

rnjj'lp). If prescriptions intended to safeguard the purity of

Israel were to be issued at all, the proper time was the beginning

of the nation’s history among the sensual tribes of Canaan, not

when the last remnant of the nation was about to fall into the

hands of the Babylonians. The practical object is entirely want-

ing in the days of Josiah. The language of the text is equally

against the late date.

9. Miscellaneous Laws.

There remain nine laws which can scarcely be grouped. Some
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refer to agriculture, or life in the country
:
(a) The landmark is not

to be removed (chap. xix. 14; cf. chap, xxvii. 17) ;
(b) How a bird’s

nest may be robbed (chap. xxii. 6, 7); (c) How the produce of a

neighbor’s vineyard or field may be taken to supply need (chap,

xxiii. 25-6 [Heb.] [E.V., 24, 25]); (d) The ox not to be muzzled

when he treadeth out the corn (chap. xxv. 4) ;
(e) The tithe of the

third year with the accompanying form of thanksgiving (chap. xxvi.

12-15). The four laws which follow cannot be attached to any

group
:
(a) An ordinance regulating military service (chap. xx. 1-20;

cf. chap. xxiv. 5); (b) Purification for murder (chap. xxi. 1-9; cf.

chap. xix. 13); (c) Battlements to be erected for the safety of

those who may be on the roof of a house (chap. xxii. 8); (d)

Individual responsibility (chap. xxiv. 16).

Of most of these laws it is trite to observe that they are essen-

tially,archaic in character. What a wonderful man this must have

been who is credited with the production of Deuteronomy in the

last days of Manasseh, or the early years of Josiah! He writes

under the inspiration of the Divine Spirit. (This paper is intended

to apply to those who admit inspiration.) His soul burns within

him to save Judah, as Amos and Hosea longed to save Israel. Yet

he discourses to his countrymen, about to fall under the power of

Babylon, in the calmest manner, telling them how they may rob

birds’ nests; wdiat they may take of their neighbors’ crops as they

walk through his vineyards or fields; how the patient ox is to be

treated as he threshes out the grain; how a man enjoying the

evening on the flat roof of the house is to be saved from accident

or possible death, if he should, perchance, lose himself in an astro-

nomical speculation, etc.!

Conclusion.

Such are the laws which are found in Deuteronomy alone. If

the book was prepared as the program of the reforming party in

the days of Josiah, the laws peculiar to it should be reformatory in

character, and bear a distinct reference to the circumstances of

the Jews to whom the book was addressed. It can scarcely be

argued, with any show of reason, that anything distinctively re-

formatory attaches to many of these laws. In the case of such as

a reformatory character may be claimed for, there is nothing to

connect them specifically with the reformation under Josiah.

A suitable occasion must be found for the appearance of these

laws in the statute-book of the land. No such occasion is supplied

by the historical circumstances of Judah in the latter half of the
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seventh century. Many of these laws bear on their face the proof

of their archaic character. If they were to be codified at all, their

natural place is in the earliest legislation. That a book intended

to quicken the conscience of the Jews, and to promote a sweeping

reformation of religion, toward the close of the seventh century,

should have its pages loaded with prescriptions as to bird-nesting

and other matters having no bearing on the serious state of affairs

that had to be dealt with, creates a difficulty as perplexing as any

involved in the traditional view. It may be said that the intro-

duction of these archaic laws serv'es the purpose of giving an

aspect of verisimilitude to the narrative, as professing to belong

to the period of the Exodus, and shows the literary skill and

capacity of the author. If that is the explanation, the inspiration

and authority of Holy Scripture are involved, and not merely the

literary competence and ability of an unknown author in the days

of Josiah.

Aberdeen, Scotland. George G. Cameron.



VII.

SANCTIFYING THE PELAGIANS.

If it only could be done realiter, it surely would be worth while.

Pelagius’ own perfection seems to have been sadly marred by insuffi-

cient attention to exactitude of statement; and that of many of his

followers appears to be the result of an inability (certainly not confined

to Pelagians) “to notice” (as Harnack jDuts it) “any appreciable

difference between what they actually do and what they ought to do.”

Unfortunately, however, the sanctifying of the Pelagians that has been

thrust on our attention has always been merely nominaliter, ordinarily

even per accidens. It is not wholly unstudied, to be sure, when the

Rev. Dr. S. D. McConnell, in one of his deliciously wrong-headed books,

speaks smilingly of “that sweet saint, Pelagius.” The reader greets

the phrase with an answering smile and passes on with no desire to

deny to Dr. McConnell the universal right of creating our saints in

our own image. But we know it is only Homer nodding when we
read in Dr. Hodgkin’s Italy and Her Invaders (Ed. 1, Vol. II, p. 395)

that Avitus, “the forlorn Bishop-Emperor, fearful for his life, left

Italy by stealth to repair to the tomb of Saint Julianus of Eclana.”

The authority is, of course, Gregory of Tours; and Gregory of Tours,

equally of course, says nothing of “Saint Julianus of Eclana,” but

tells us instead that the wretched Avitus “fled with rich gifts to the

Basilica of Saint Julian, martyr of Auvergne.” Still equally of course,

Mr. Hodgkin has in his second edition corrected his mistake and now
(^^ol. II, p.392) tells us that Avitus’ purpose was “to repair to the tomb
of Juhan the martyr, an Arvernian saint.” So far as Mr. Hodgkin is

concerned, therefore, the canonization of Julian was only shortlived.

Indeed, even in his first edition he was as unkind to him in one place

as he was overkind in another—taking away with one hand, as it

were, while giving with the other. On p. 247, at least, he tells us

that Augustine was at Hippo, “busily employed adding a ‘Confutation

of the Emperor Julian’ to the vast library of books which akeady

owned him as author, when the news came of the Vandal invasion.”

Of course this also has been corrected in the second edition—and it

must be admitted with some vigor, as if Dr. Hodgkin were a Uttle spite-

ful against the man who had led him into such confusion with his

Julians. We now read that the great Bishop w'as “adding a Confu-

tation of Juhan of Eclana, the Pelagian heretic.” In the interests of
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historical accuracy thus, he who was “Saint Julianus” of the first

edition has reverted in the second into just “Julian the Pelagian

heretic.”

Julian did not have to wait for Dr. Hodgkin’s temporary’’ slip in his

behalf, however, to receive the doubtful honors of verbal sanctification.

If there were not many historians of Dr. Hodgkin’s quality, there were

many Pelagianizers of Dr. McConnell’s quality in the dark ages; and

they felt an equal desire with his to honor “their ovm.” Nor did they

lack the courage—if courage is what is required—to do so, each in

his own way. One instance is of sufficient inherent interest to merit

a brief account of it here. Readers of the article on Juhanus of Eclana

in Smith and Wace’s Dictionary of Christian Biography (III, p. 472a)

will have noticed the follovdng sentences toward the end:

“It is singular however that Petrus de Natalibus should devote a chapter of

his Catalogus Sanctorum to him, under the title of De Sancto Juliana confessore

(iii, 39). It is clear that he means Julianus of Eclana, as he quotes what
Gennadius saj’s of him, and refers to his having written four books ‘adversus

-\ugustinum ejus impugnatorem,’ whom however he strangely calls an ‘haeresi-

archus.’ Petrus also says, what does not appear elsewhere, that Julianus

wrote against others, as well as against Augustine.”

It is to this account of Julian by Petrus de Natalibus that we msh
to direct attention for a moment.

Petrus de Natalibus (or Petrus Equihnus as he is sometimes called)

was by birth a Venetian, who, after a service as parish priest in his

native city, became, in 1372, the twentieth bishop of Equilia or Jesola.

This episcopal town owed its foundation to the inhabitants of Oderzo

and Asolo who, fleeing from the Huns, were glad to take refuge at the

mouth of the Pia^'e, where they built a new city and called it *Equi-

lium. Ecclesiastically it belonged not to Aquileia but to Grado, and

received its first bishop in 876 : it was absorbed into the patriarchate

of Venice in 1466, soon after the death of its twenty-fourth bishop.

Its site is now marked only by the little \dllage of Jesoldistrutta (or

la Cava Zuccarina). The fame of its great bishop Peter rests on

two works in which he raised monuments to his patriotism with re-

spect at once to Church and State—our Catalogus Sanctorum, and a

corresponding Catalogus Venetorum senatorum et gestorum eorum,

printed at Vicenza in 1493.*

Our Catalogus Sanctorum also apparently was first printed at Vi-

cenza in 1493, from the press of Henry of Santorso. It was a folio

of 332 leaves. Its title-page reads as follows:

Omnipotent! Deo : Immacvlatse Sem-
|

Per Virgin! Mariae :

Vniver-
|

Sieqve Cselesti Cvrise
|

Splendor! : Et Anima-
|

Bvs

Nostris Vti-
|

Litati.
|1
Catalogvs S.'^nctorvm et Ge- ]Storvm

* A brief account of Petrus may be read conveniently in Zedler’s Universal-

Lexicon, sub. voc., “Natalibus”: a literature is given at the end of the article.

See also art. “lesolb,” in the same work.
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Eorvm Ex Diversis Vo-
|

Lvminibvs Collectvs Etlitvs A
|

Reverendissimo In Christo Pa-
|
Tre Domino Petro De Natali-

I

Bvs De Venetiis Dei Gratia Epi-
]

Scopo Eqvilino.
||
Antonii

Verli Vicentini ad lectorem endecasyllabon.

On the back of folio 326 stands the following

:

Catalogi sanctorum per reverendissimum
|

dominum petrum

de natalibus uenetum
]

episcopimi equilinum editi opus finit:

Vi-
I

centijE
|

per Henricum de sancto ursiu li-
|

brarium solerti

cura impressum : Augusti-
[

no Barbadico inclyto uenetiarum

Duce.
I

Anno salutis. M.CCCC.LXXXXIII. pri-
|

die idus de-

cerabris. Lavs Deo.
]

[Register. Printer's mark with initials

R.V.].

There followed in the early sixteenth centur}'- very numerous editions,

as, e.g., Lyons, 1500 ;
Nuremberg, 1501

;
Strassburg, 1503; Venice, 1506

;

Strassburg, 1513, 1514; Venice, 1516, and so on. Before the end of the

first quarter of this century even a French translation had appeared in

two folio volumes, the title of which is given by Graesse as follow’s:

“Le grand cathalogue des sainctz et sainctes nouvellement translate

de latin (du Pierre des Natalies) en francoys (par Guy Breslay). Paris

:

Galliot du Pre (1523-1524).” The book seems indeed almost to have

vied in popularity wdth the Legenda Aurea itself, and it appears to

have shared -with that book the fate of popular compilations and to

have been much corrupted in its several reproductions by large addi-

tions to its original text.*

We have not ourselves been able to see a copy of the book. But the

editions of 1506 and 1513 have been kindly examined for us at Berlin

by the Rev. F. W. Loetscher, B.D., from whose description we are

able to communicate the following facts. There are no less than twenty-

three Julian! enumerated in the catalogue. Ten of these, hov/ever,

are merely listed in the calendar of saints, their names and festal days

alone being given. Seven chapters of the third book are headed

“De sancto Juliano ” and of these three receive the adjunct “con-

fessore.” Of these, chapter 38 (not 39, as Smith and Wace say,

though, of course, the numeration may differ in different editions)

treats of Julian of Eclana. This chapter is verbatim identical in the

two editions examined, and runs as follows:

“There was another Julian the Confessor: concerning whom Gennadius, in his

work On Illustrious Men, says that he was of a vigorous character and eloquent;

* An account of the editions may be found in the ordinary sources of informa-

tion on such matters, Hain, Graesse, Brunet, Ebert, and especially Freytag:

Nachrichten von seltenen Buchern, T. I, p. 178. There is a copy of the first edition

in the University Library at Cambridge, England. We have copied the details

of the title-page, etc., however, from Voynich’s Third List of Books, London,

1901, p. 425.
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learned in the Di\-ine Scriptures
;
proficient in Greek and Latin and famous among

the doctors of the Church. He wrote four books against Augustine, his opponent,

and again eight books against other heresiarchs. There is extant also a quite

remarkable book of disputation between the two defending each his ot\ti side.

He was exceedingly liberal in alms-gi^ing. He died, however, in the time of the

Emperor ^'alentlnian, the son of Constantins.”

A glance is sufficient to show the accuracy of the account given by
Smith and Wace of Peter’s treatment of the subject, except that one

would scarcely infer from that account that Peter depends wholly

on Gennadius for his facts, and only bunglingly departs from him in

order to Pelagianize the statement. This, however, is true, and it is

to illustrate this that we have adverted to the matter at all.

Gennadius, it must be remembered, was himself of semi-Pelagian

prochvities. This is quite apparent from the eulogistic tone in which

he speaks of the semi-Pelagian leaders {e.g., Cassian and Faustus) and

not less from the perfunctory manner in which he deals with the Augus-

tinian leaders {e.g., Prosper), and even Augustine himself, and the

even inimical coloring of his chapters treating of them. Of the one

class of VTiters he speaks with unconcealed admiration; of the other

with scarcely concealed disUke. Gennadius’ book, it must be further

remembered, was propagated by Pelagianizing hands, and in its pas-

sage down the years gathered much Pelagianizing detritus. Most

of the relevant chapters have suffered more or less from this cause:

the chapter on Augustine perhaps most of aU. The editors in their

critical digests communicate from the MSS. a number of these additions,

and thus enable us to note their character and estimate their tendency.

We shall set down the chapter on Augustine as it is edited by Dr.

Richardson and the same chapter as it may be supposed to have been

read by those dependent only on the worser MSS.* From this the

reader may judge how the work of Gennadius may have been current,

say, in the fourteenth centurj'.

Gennadius as Presumably 'Written.
[

Augustine, of Africa, bishop of Hip-

poregensis, a man reno-wned through-

out the world for learning both sacred
i

and secular, unblemished in the faith, ;

pure in life, wrote works so many that '

they cannot all be gathered. For who
is there that can boast himself of hav-

ing aU his works, or who reads with

such diligence as to read all he has

i\Titten? As an old man even, he pub-

lished fifteen books On the Trinity

which he had begun as a young man.
In which, as Scripture says, brought

into the chamber of the King and

Gennadius as Presumably Read.

Augustine, of Africa, bishop of Hip-

poregensis, a man renowned through-

out the world for learning both sacred

and secular, unblemished in the faith,

pure in life, wrote works so many that

they cannot all be gathered. For who
is there that can boast himself of hav-

ing all his works, or who reads with such

diligence as to read all he has uTitten?

Wherefore, on account of his much
speaking, Solomon’s saying came true,

that Tn the multitude of words there

wanteth not sin.’ As an old man even,

he published fifteen booksOn the Trinity

* What we give as the text as presumably read, actually occurs in a North

Italian (Bobbin) MS', of the ninth century.
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which he had begun as a young man.
In which, as Scripture says, brought

into the chamber of the King and
adorned with the manifold garment of

the wisdom of God, he exhibited a

Church not having spot or wrinkle or

any such thing. In his work On the

Incarnation of the Lord also he mani-

fested a peculiar piety. On the resur-

rection of the dead he wrote with equal

sincerity, and left it to the less able

to raise doubts respecting abortions.

His error, however, contracted, as I

have said, from too much speaking,

though exaggerated* by the violence of

enemies, did not yet raise a question

of heresy.

The animus against Augustine, and much more against Augustinian-

ism, already apparent in Gennadius himself, may have thus been much
increased in the text as it came to Peter.

Nevertheless it must be admitted that the MSS. as reported by the

editors, do not seem to preserve any substantial variations in the text

of chapter 45 [46], wliich deals with Julian. In the recension given by
Fabricius (at least as reported in IMigne, CPL, Vol. 48, p. 1083), and that

given by Richardson, we have precisely the same text. Though the

possibility lies open, therefore, that Peter, at this point, substantially re-

peated the Gennadius he had, in an already Pelagianized text, it seems

more likely that he is himself responsible for its Pelagianization.* It

is a matter that must be left for special students of the textual history

of Gennadius to determine. In any event, the recension of Gennadius

given by Peter marks the extremity of its Pelagianizing. In Gen-

nadius, Pelagius is a heresiarch, once for all branded by the Church

a heretic; and Julian also, though admirable in character, taught

* Of course, before stress is laid on the “himself,” not only the MS. but also

the literary transmission of Gennadius’ account of Julian should be thoroughly

investigated. It does not look, however, as if Petrus had predecessors in this

special piece of Pelagianizing. Honorius, for example, retains the characterization

of Julian as a heretic, and Jacobus a Voragine, on whom Petrus leans heavily in

his accounts of other Julians, does not treat this Julian at all. The chapter in

Voragine De sancto Juliana (Graesse, ed. 3, pp. 140-145) enumerates five Julians:

(1) Julianus Cenomanensis episcopus, identified with Simon the leper: he is

treated by Peter, III, xxxv. (2) Julian the Martyr of Auvergne: he is not

treated by Peter, at least in this Third Book (see Smith and Wace, No. 94).

(3) Julian, the brother of Julius: he is treated by Peter, III, xxxvi (see Smith and

Wace, No. 71^). (4) The Julian who unwittingly slew his parents: he is treated

by Peter, III, cxvi. (5) Julian the apostate: “non quidem sanctus sed scelera-

tissimus,” says Voragine. The other Julians whose biographies are given by
Petrus in his Third Book, are: (1) Chap, xxxvii, “Julianus eremita cognomento

Sabba” (see Smith and Wace, No. 105). (2) Chap, cliii, the Julian who with

his minister, Eanius, was martyred at Alexandria. (3) Chap. cLxxxv, a Julian

who was one of forty martyrs in lesser Armenia.

adorned with the manifold garment of

the wisdom of God, he exhibited a

Church not having spot or wrinkle or

any such thing. In his work On the

Incarnation of the Lord also he mani-

fested a peculiar piety. On the resur-

rection of the dead he wrote with equal

sincerity, and left it to the less able to

raise doubts respecting abortions.
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heresy.* Even to the Pelagianizing glossators of Gennadius, Augus-

tine, though a wearisome chatterer who, by reason of his much speak-

ing, fell into error, j^et fairly escaped heresy. To Peter, Augustine

has become the heresiarch and Julian the saint. How much of this

is mere blundering; how much of it traditional error; how much of it

conscious polemics it is difficult to tell. We set down the Latin texts

of Gennadius and Petrus side by side that their relation to one another

may be made clear.

Gexxadius [ed. Richardson],

lulianus episcopus, ^dr acer ingenio,

in DiHnis Scripturis doctus, Graeca et

Latina lingua scholasticus, prius ergo

quam impietatem Pelagii in se aperiret

clarus in doctoribus ecclesise fuit.

Postea vero, hseresim Pelagii defendere

nisus, scripsit Adversum Augustinum,

impugnatorem illius, libros quattuor

et iterum libros octo. Est et liber

altercationis amborum partes suas

defendentium. Hie lulianus eleemo-

SA'nis tempore famis et angustise indi-

gentibus prorogatis multo^ misera-

tionis specie nobilium praecipueque

religiosorum inliciens haeresi suae socia-

vit. Moritur t'alentiniano, Constantii

filio, imperante.

Peter of Nat. [edd. 1506
,
1513].

lulianus alius confessor fuit: de quo
ait Gennadius de viris illustribus

;
quod

acer ingenio et facundia extitit: di^dnis

scripturis doctus
: graeca et latina

lingua scholasticus et inter doctores

ecclesie clarus.

Hie scripsit adversus Augustinum
eius impugnatorem libros quattuor

et iterum adversus alios heresiarchas

libros viii. Extat et liber altercationis

amborum partes suas defendentium

satis conspicuus. Hie fuit in eleemo-

synis liberalissimus.

Moritur autem I'alentiniani impera-

toris Constantii filii tempore.

The principle of the alteration seems to be primarily to strike out all

reference to Julian’s impheation in heresy. In the attempt to do so

the text is thrown into some confusion. The sentence that declares

Augustine to have been “his opponent” is eked out by a clause de-

claring that Julian’s eight books were written “against other heresi-

archs” than Augustine; and this leaves the reference of “amborum”
in the next clause hanging in the air. The grossness of all

this blimdering cannot, however, conceal the deliberateness of the

Pelagianization of the text.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

* The Semi-Pelagians, it must be remembered, had their own compelling

reasons for separating themselves sharply from the Pelagians, and spoke of

them always with strong reprobation. Thus to Vincent, of Lerins, Pelagius is

“that profane Pelagius,” and Ccelestius “his monstrous disciple,” and Julian

figures as one of those individualists who separated himself from the common
faith of Christians and so fell imder the Apostle’s curse {Common., chaps, xxiv

and xxvii). Cf. also John Cassian, Inst., XII, xviii, De Incarn., I, iii, et seq., V,

i et seq., VI, xiv, -\di, xxi.



VIII.

REVIEWS OF

RECENT LITERATURE.

I.—PHILOSOPHICAL LITERATURE.

The Varieties of Keligious Experience. A Study in Human
Nature. Being the Gifford Lectures on Natural Keligion at Edinburgh
in 1901-1902. By William James, LL.D., Professor of Philosophy at

Harvard University. New York: Longmans, Green & Co., 1902. 8vo,

pp. xii, 534.

The point of view of these lectures lends them an interest that is unique.

They undertake a psychological interpretation of religion. The lecturer is

an eminent empirical psychologist, and no man is more competent to do this

w'ork than is the versatile and accomplished Harvard professor.

His method is purely inductive. He gathers concrete facts from a wide

range of literature on the subject and then infers general principles. The
task is a delicate and difScult one. Of course, it contemplates religion only

as personal experience. The field of facts is inimitably vast and varied,

w'hile the specimens which can be gleaned are necessarily few in comparison

and, ipso facto, exceptional. Most men shrink from making an expose of

their personal religious experiences. When Prof. Starbuck, in collecting

data for his Psychology of Religion, interviewed by correspondence hundreds

of people, we may be pretty sure that as a rule the normal religionists con-

signed his questions to the waste basket, while it was the abnormals who
proceeded to introspect and analyze and report.

It is not without truth that Prof. James says, “ There can be no doubt that

as a matter of fact a religious life, exclusively pursued, does tend to make
the person exceptional and eccentric ” (p. 6) ; and he seems to lean toward

the view that religion, at any rate as he finds it in his field of literature, is in

great degree pathological. He insists that the “ neurological type ” of the

person has nothing to do with the real value of his religion. Saint Teresa

may have had “ the nervous system of the placidest cow ” or she may have

been highly •* hysterical and off her balance,” but the trial of her theology

must be by other criteria altogether. We believe that it is for the most part

only extremely pronounced cases that open themselves out to such inquiry

;

indeed, a normal subject would become abnormal just in so far as he turns

aside from the spontaneous activities of the religious life to take note of their

sources and moods and caprices.

The real task of the lecturer was that of description, pure and simple, and
we incline to believe that it would have been better if he had confined him-
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self to it. Psychology is nothing if not a descriptive science, and the lecturer

transcended his province when he proceeded io judge the value of religion.

His own distinction between “ existential judgments” and “ spiritual judg-

ments ”—that is, propositions of fact and propositions of value—opens up the

work of psychology and it belongs exclusively to the former. A.n expert in

psychology may be an amateur in philosophy, and the value of these lectures

grows out of the fact that Prof. James is a master of psychological science.

Psychology may give its interpretation of religious experience, but not a
valuation; or, at best, if it attempt the latter, it will be a very different sort

of valuation—following strictly psychological lines—from that which we find

in the last part of these lectures.

The lectures deal with states of mind. The religious state of mind does
not presuppose the divine, but only something which is considered as divine.

If there is no God, the religious attitude must have a substitute for God.
All religions have their saints, and for psychology saintliness is essentially

the same under all cults and creeds. The Christian reader is interested in

learning how psychology interprets the Christian experience. He brings

with him, to be sure, his belief that the Supernatural, the Holy Spirit, is effi-

cient in the initiation and in the up-keep of that experience; and he is curious

to see what descriptive psychology will do with this cardinal fact of his expe-

rience, this central truth of his faith.

Prof. James says there are many different kinds of regeneration ; from
religion to incredulity—“ counter-conversion ”—as well as from unbelief to

faith. “ In all these instances we have precisely the same psychological

form of event—a firmness, stability and equilibrium succeeding a period of

storm and stress and inconsistency ” (p. 176). Religious conversion is a
process by which a hitherto divided self becomes unified and happy by virtue

of its firmer grasp upon religious realities. Regeneration is a transmigration

of the habitual centre of personal energy, and violent emotional occasions

are most potent in precipitating such a change.

In interpreting conversion, psychology makes large use of the “ Subliminal

Self.” Prof. James thinks the discovery of this, made in 1886, is the most
important step forward in the science of psychology. We may let him
describe it in his own words

:

“ If the word ‘ subliminal ’ is offensive to any of you, as smelling too much
of psychical research or other aberrations, call it by any other name you
please to distinguish it from the level of full sunlit consciousness. Call this

latter the A-region of personality, if you care to, and call the other the

B-region. The B-region, then, is obviously the larger part of each of us
;
for

it is the abode of everything that is latent and the reservoir of everything

that passes unrecorded or unobserved. It contains, for example, such

things as all our momentarily inactive memories, and it harbors the springs

of all our obscurely motived passions, impulses, likes, dislikes and prejudices.

Our intuitions, hypotheses, superstitions, persuasions, convictions and in

general all our non-rational operations, come from it. It is the source of our

dreams, and apparently they may return to it
; .... it is also the fountain-

head of much that feeds our religion. In persons deep in religious life, as we
have now abundantly seen—and this is my conclusion—the door into this

region seems unusually wide open ; at any rate, experiences making their

entrance through that door have had emphatic influence in shaping religious

history ” (pp. 483, 4).

Incursions into the ordinary tracts of consciousness are often made from

this ultra-marginal region, and we are at a loss to know why they come or

how. We call them unaccountable impulses, obsessive ideas, hallucinations

of sight or sound. ' These “ up-rushes ” from the subliminal self—subliminal
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incubations, subconscious cerebrations or wliatever we may call them—are
grouped together, in the slang of the psychologists, under the general name
of “ automatisms.” Psychology traces regeneration back to automatisms,

although Prof. James admits that he has found “ occasional bursts into con-

sciousness, of results of which it is not easy to demonstrate any prolonged

subconscious incubation ” (p. 236, footnote). But the lecturer comes straight

to the point of interest in this fashion :
“ But if you, being orthodox Chris-

tians, ask me as a psychologist whether the reference of a phenomenon to a

subliminal self does not exclude the notion of the direct presence of the

Deity altogether, I have to say frankly that as a psychologist I do not see

wliy it necessarily should ” (p. 242). That is to say, translated back into the

language of theology, the subliminal self is just the self still, and the renew-

ing work of the Holy Spirit is done there.

Science admits that it is impotent to reduce the ultimate mystery of the

New Birth or of the Higher Life to its own cold categories. Psychology

does its best and concludes that the Divine Psychologist spoke a finality

when He said, “The wind blovveth where it listeth and thou hearest the

sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it cometh nor whither it goeth
;
so is

every one that is born of the Spirit.” Science may describe the phenomena,
but the secret source eludes its sharpest vision.

“ If the grace of God miraculously operates, it probably operates through

the subliminal door, then. But just how anythiug operates in this region is

still unexplained, and we shall do well to say good-bye to the inoress of

transformation altogether—leaving it, if you like, a good deal of a physco-

logical or theological mystery—and to turn our attention to the fruits of the

religious condition, no matter in what way they have been produced ” (p.

270, italics his). The forms and phenomena of the religious life, then, have
only a psychological interest, not a spiritual significance. The hour of quick-

ening, “the day of Ilis power,” no man can predict. This is not now
theology, but psychology. “Neither an outside observer nor the subject who
undergoes the process can explain fully how particular experiences are able

to change one’s centre of energy so decisively, or why they so often have to

bide their hour to do so. We have a thought or w'e perform an act

repeatedly, but on a certain day the real meaning of the thought peals

through us for the first time, or the act has suddenly turned into a moral
impossibility ” (pp. 196, 7).

Whether this critical automatism is self-initiated or is produced by a

power other than the human self depends., of course, upon what is the rela-

tion of the human self to the Divine. This is metaphysics, and Prof. James
hates metaphysics as cordially as he loves psychology. He tells us that

I'eligious experience has its roots in mystical slates of consciousness, and that

in these states we become one with the Absolute and are aware of that one-

ness.

“ In Hinduism, in Neoplatonism, in Sufism, in Christian Mysticism, in

Whitmanism, we find this same recurring note. So that there is about mys-
tical utterances an eternal unanimity which ought to make a critic stop and
think, and which brings it about that the mystical classics have, as has been

said, neither birthday nor native land ” (p. 419).

The individual identifies the higher part of himself with a Moke of the

same quality, with which it is “ conterminous and continuous ” and which
he can “ in a fashion get on board of and save himself when all his lower

being has gone to pieces in the wreck.” Prof. James finds it hard to say

much for Mysticism without falling into the speech of pantheism, but he
classifies himself rather as a pluralist; however, as he does not take himself

30
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very seriously in discussing metaphysics, we shall, doubtless, be wise to avoid

doing so too.

These lectures have rendered no mean service to Christian apologetics

—

which, by the way, he regards as in a sorry case—in this, namely, that empiri-

cal psychology has no word to utter which is not in perfect consistency with the

New Testament doctrine concerning regeneration and the life of grace. It

may coin learned words, but they only label its ignorance. It may talk

wisely of “ automatisms ” and “ photisms ” and “ unconscious incubations,”

but to find a name for a mystery is not to resolve it : the mystery is still there.

Prof. James is in danger of quitting his science and essaying metaphysics.

Ills “ pragmatism ” is as heavily loaded with presuppositions as is deliberate

Empiricism, which is too often only veneered Agnosticism. His argument
for the substitution of the Science of Religion ” for Systematic Theology

is the speech that bewrays him. His assumed distinction between the meta-

physical and the moral attributes of God shows that a master in psychology

may be as a beginner in philosophy. He reduces the intellectual content of

religion to two elements, namely, an uneasiness and its solution
;
and while

we have no quarrel with this reduction, yet we are at a loss to see why,
approached from the standpoint of the psychologist, it should be styled dis-

tinctively “ intellectual.” However, we find here the soteriological elements

of Evangelical Christianity : Sin and Salvation.

These lectures are valuable if they are taken for what they are, merely a

psychological study. They show off at its best the charm of Prof. James’

exceptionally brilliant thought and style. It is hard to be both brilliant and

accurate ; and when one is able to be the former, he may be tempted to sacri-

fice the latter. It would be easy to quot’e scintillating sentences from these

lectures which are neither very serious nor scientific. When the lecturer

says, “ To the man actively happy, from whatever cause, evil simply cannot

then and there be believed in ” (p. 88), he is giving us a mere opinion which

should hardly be expressed with dogmatic emphasis. He brings out very

clearly the difference between the dull and the light way of expressing the

truth that some men are born with a more cheerful temperament than others

when he says, “ There are men who seem to have started in life with a bottle

or two of champagne inscribed to their credit” (p. 135). There is just

enough possibility of truth to attract the attention of the reader in this

undeservedly generalized observation, “ When a religion has become an

orthodoxy, its day of inwardness is over” (p. 337); and there is so little

truth in this that we believe one would be nearer the accurate statement of

the truth if one should say that it is wholly false: “ Religion, in short, is a

monumental chapter in the history of human egotism ” (p. 491).

Prof. James promises another volume in which he will discuss questions

raised in this more philosophically, and he frankly tells us that for the present

he “ resigns himself to lying passive under the reproach of superficiality.”

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

II.—APOLOGETICAL THEOLOGY.
Reason, Faith and Authority in Christianity ;

Being the Paddock

Lectures for 1901-1902. Bj' Alfred Magill Randolph, D.D., LL.I).,

Bishop of Southern Virginia. New York : Thomas Whittaker. 8vo,

pp. 272.

These lectures were given by one who makes haste to disclaim any special

qualifications for k scholarly treatment of the important subject which he
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discusses. The disclaimer is perhaps not out of place, although to one who
reads them it may not be altogether necessary. The mode of treatment
is that of a busy man in touch with the people, rather than that of the

scholar who is widely read in the literature of the subject and thoroughly

equipped for a discriminating consideration of it. Clear-cut definitions are

lacking. There is a timely protest against pressing the distinction of the

faculties; for they are all enlisted and coordinated in the act or attitude of

faith. Reason is implicit in faith and faith is implicit in reason. Faith is

more than belief, just as reason is more than reasoning. In one of the

lectures, Mr. Balfour’s views of Authority rersus Reason are subjected to an
extended and a really vigorous and satisfactory criticism.

The argument that authority, rightly regarded, is but the expression of

the valuable testimony of the collective consciousness of the Church is

good
; the fundamental righteousness of Protestantism is affirmed, though

the Reform.ation swung too far around to individualism and, of course, took

its sanest and safest form in England
;
the doctrine of the Kenosis is stoutly

refuted
;
the cardinal truths of the Divinity and the Humanity of Christ are

uncompromisingly contended for
;
Revelation, qua Revelation, can never be

made to take a place under the category of naturalistic evolution ; and the

ethical attitude of a clergyman who retains his holding in the Protestant

Church and yet plays fast and loose with Protestant doctrines is very plainly

set forth.

On the other hand, Calvinism is incidentally misrepresented and the bless-

ings not only attending, but also caused by, its decline are gratefully men-
tioned : revealed religion is made to “ supersede ” natural religion in such a
way that Christianity “ does not know ” the Contriver and Governor of the

world : the “ conclusion ” is reached without being argued for that Christ is

“the seat of authority in Christianity” (p. 201); but the lecturer seems to

forget that to say that is to say nothing, for the reason that we are not told

how that authority residing in Christ becomes a really present and potent

factor in the Church and in the individual believer—whether immediately,

in the individualistic consciousness of the saint, or mediately, in the collective

consciousness of the Church, or more mediately still, in the objectively

revealed contents of Holy Scripture, or in all of these. The “ conclusion ”

is so broad and so true and so obvious that no Christian believer would dis-

pute it ; and yet it may cover a vast deal that is misleading and false.

The literary style of the lectures is so clumsy as, now and then, to be open

to severe criticism. We sometimes wonder whether it is the lecturer or

the printer who is to blame. What shall be said of such a sentence as this,

namely, “ They say what if it be true if (that ?) the Gospel records are of

uncertain origin V” We venture to quote another sentence as a fine speci-

men of the kind of writing that one should not imitate if he would save his

reader the task of weighing probabilities and indulging in guesses as to the

meaning: “The idea is that the very effort to construct a knowledge of

God upon the plane of our own wisdom is a denial of our relation to Him as

the author of that gift, and the writer of that evidence by which, in the con-

struction of our minds. He has made known His personal being. His intelli-

gence and His will in our own nature and in the world He has made for our

home, and His character and His purposes toward us in His revelations ”

(pp. 25, 26). We did our best and decided that the writer should have

inserted “as” after the first “and,” and which" after “world.” But
such a doubtful sentence should have been wholly recast in the interest of

clearness.

The subject of these lectures is very important. It involves a number of

the most difficult questions just now being discussed in the sphere of philo-
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sopliical theology ; and while their immediate effect upon the students

before whom they were delivered was, doubtless, stimulating and helpful, yet

it can hardly be said that, in the midst of the growing volume of literature

on the subject, they constitute a very valuable or permanent contribution.

Trenton. Henry Collin Minton.

Het Echt Mensciielyke. Door P. Biesterveld. Rotterdam : D. A.
Daamen, 1902.

A study of humanity. This little book of 177 pages is packed full of

good matter, presented in a popular and pleasing style. The author tells us

the book “ is the fruit of much study, but the endeavor has been to present

his views in a form which only faintly reminds the reader of the work of

the student.”

In the first chapter he treats of the strivings of heathendom. He gives a

btief but vivid and satisfactory review of Oriental religions : of Brahmin-
ism and Buddhism, both of which are laid bare in their Pantheistic nature

;

and of Confucianism and Mohammedanism, the first of which is described as

a religion without religion, depending on two eternal principles—original

force and original matter— ,
and the latter as the religion of violent passions.

All these religions failed to redeem humanity from its awful bondage.

The author then sketches a similar failure of religion among the cultured

nations of the West. Both Greece and Rome deified art and philosophy;

they apotheosized man, and pulled their gods down to his level
;

and,

together with the Orientals, they ended in an absolute spiritual bankruptcy,

a faith “ without comfort, morality, salvation or hope.”

In the second chapter the answer to the question contained in the title of

the book is sought from the standpoint of later philosophical systems. The
period of the French Revolution ushered in a tremendous change. Rousseau
sought the reply, both in his “ Contract Social ” and in his “ Emile,” in the

life of nature, in the return to primal conditions. Rationalism, in human
development, in the extension of knowledge and of aesthetics. There reason

utterly supplants revelation. God has become a mere philosophical abstrac-

tion, the mind of man is deified. On the other hand, it seeks the solution of

the riddle in Ethics severed from religion and decidedly anti-Christian in

its tendency. The pessimism of Schopenhauer and von Hartmann, with an

eye open to the accumulated misery of life, led to the abnegation of all moral

strength, to despair and to death. Positivism found the key in human experi-

ence : the duty of every individual lies in the direction of the common greatest

good. Materialism deified matter, with its unalterable laws and eternal

rotation. Physical observation alone supplies knowledge. The phenomena
are all, beyond them lies nothing. A soul cannot be conceived apart from the

body; God, eternity, morality—all these are associated ideas. Evolution

sweeps this matter in an endless cycle of development, in obedience to its

inherent impulse. Thus materialism leads to absolute Atheism ; it destroys

faith and robs us of all idealism. In a few telling paragraphs the author

shows how hopelessly deficient it is for the solution of the countless riddles

of life (pp. 73-76).

In the third chapter we are placed face to face with the solution offered by
Christianity. The Biblical view of creation and of the position of man in it

are reviewed
;
the fall and its consequences ; the Scriptural plan of salva

tion, accomplished not in the way of nature, nor of science, nor of aesthetics,

nor of philosophy—but in that of a simple faith in Christ, the new Adam.
This entire chapter thrills one by its deep conviction and simple statement.

The great mystery—man—is only solved by the Bible.
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In ihe chapter the author shows the bearing of the Christian Con-
fession on the totality of human life. It does not destroy man’s identity or

individuality, but it brings a new and inspiring principle into human life and
it lifts man to his true position in the world. It touclies and renovates the

family in all its relations, it regulates the education of the child and of the

man, it assigns to the master and the servant, to the ruler and the subject,

to the rich and the poor their true places. It demands the surrender of

science and art. Its claims are universal and it offers to man an ideal

which is as unique as it is imposing, an ideal which will be fully realized only

in the world to come.

Prof. Biesterveld has done a good work in the writing of this timely apology.

The style of the book is clear and forceful throughout, and the reader retains

a vivid impression of the clearly drawn ideal picture of the Christian man.
Holland, Mich. Henry E. Dosker.

The Spiritual Outlook. A Survey of the Religious Life of Our Time
as Related to Progress. By AVillard Chamberlain Selleck.
Boston : Little, Brown and Company, 1902. 8vo, pp. hi, 319. $1.00.

As its preface states, “ this book undertakes a study of some of the most
prominent religious aspects of modern progress. It seeks to discover and
appraise the vital spiritual values in our developing civilization.” These

“values” it finds in “ Roman Catholicism,” “Protestantism,” “Modern
Education,” “Theological Progress,” “Christian Missions,” “Christian

Science” (i.e.
,
what is popularly called mind-cure), “ Universalism and Uni-

tarianism,” “ Current Ethical Standards, and the Needed Moral Emphasis
in Religious Teaching,” the “ Spiritual Element in Social Service,” and the
“ New Alignment of the Churches.” The style is clear, graceful and often

vigorous. The spirit is kindly and catholic, and there is an evident endeavor

to be fair. We cannot speak so highly of the author’s judgment. Though
many of his estimates and especially cf his strictures are just, w'e cannot

agree with him that what he means by “Christian Science” is an element

of progress
;
or that “ no other change in the Christian Church since Luther’s

protest has been fraught with deeper lasting significance for the advance

of the kingdom of heaven than Universalism and Unitarianism ”; or that

“ the sway of the August inian Calvinistic theology has tended distinctly to

depreciate morality.” The whole work is characterized by a false optimism

which thinks that all is and must be well with the world, because it itself

overlooks or cannot appreciate the extent and the evil of sin. Hence, it has

no need of the power of the Cross
;
and it can see in it only “ foolishness,”

if not that which is worse.

Princeton. Wm. Brenton Greene, Jr.

God and Music. By Rev. John Harington Edwards, D.D. The
Baker and Taylor Co.

The human heart cries out for the living God. The Scriptures make a

clear answer to that cry by revealing a personal God, and the heart finds rest

in Him. The cry in individual cases is partially stifled by theological error,

false philosophies and indulgence in know'n sin
;
but through these and in

spite of these is often heard with more or less distinctness the plaintive

note, “ Oh, that I knew where I might find Him !’’ The Christian Tholuck

said to Charles Hodge :
“ I wish I could say Thou to God as you can.” He

could say it, but not with Charles Hodge’s fullness of meaning, because his

pre-Christian life had been clouded by pantheism. To say Thou to God is
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essential to Christian experience. The Bible is vividly theistic throughout,

and the experience which is founded upon it is sure to be theistic. Those who
have it know God to be the listening, loving Father ; yet auxiliary argu-

ments to prove His personality are welcomed even by them, and they are

familiar with those used by theologians as well as by inspired men. Every
science and art will in the right hands give its own contribution to the argu-

ment ; and their combined force may even affect the minds of atheists, who
have found out that the arguments that lie against theism are fewer and
less weighty than those that lie against atheism, even apart from revelation.

The book before us cites the science and art of music as evidence of the

being of God, and in a good degree of His character. Fragments of this

argument, broken off from their reading and feeling, are not unfamiliar to

sensitive thinkers, but those who have found them suggestive in their best

moments will be the most grateful to the author of this remarkable book
for bringing them together in logical coherence. Here is the old argument
from design raised to a new dignity and clothed with a new beauty. A
single creative mind is distinctly seen in musical law, and musical law is

illustrated from the marvels of modern science
;

first in the will to create

music, and then the actual creation of it in the wonders of vibrations,

mathematically determined for a definite end, the wonders of the air and ear

and sound. This argument, to those who can receive it, makes the absence

of a First Cause from the headship of second causes unthinkable. To tempt

readers to the riches of this book, the titles to its chapters are here given :

The Theme; What is Music y Music in Nature; Wherefore? Law in

Music
;

Correlations of Music
;
The Beautifier of Tone ;

The Power of

Music; Music—Therapy ; Design in Design ; The Altruistic Art
;
The Social

Art
; The Religious Art ; Music and Immortality

;
The God of Music.

After the demonstration of theism from music, the book’s main thesis, the

minor teachings of its function in social life and religious art are both

delightful and valuable. The author has read widely in all the sciences that

underlie the science of music, he has thought clearly, he has felt deeply ; and
to all who have found God and to all who are feeling after Him, if haply

they may find Him, he has rendered a service unique, original, striking.

The theme and its treatment make the book a fascinating one.

Hew York. W. C. Stitt.

III.—EXEGETICAL THEOLOGY.

Joseph and Moses, the Founders of Israel, being their Lives as Read in

the Light of the Oldest Prophetic Writings of the Bible. By the Rev.
Buchaxax Blake, B.D. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark, 1902. Svo, pp.

xxiv, 265.

The author of this volume is well-known to the public from his previous

work. How to Reod the Prophets, issued in five parts. The present work is

a continuation of the same scheme. He attempts to place the history of

Joseph and Moses before the reader in the plainest, popular form and at the

same time to throw upon it as much historical light as is helpful for pointing

its practical religious lessons. The similarity between the two publications

will spring into view, if it be observed that the author places the Scripture

account of the history of Joseph and Moses with which he deals entirelv

under the rubi ic of prophecy. Adopting the conclusions of modern criticism

as to the late origin of the stories in their written coherent form, he
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proposes, naturally enough, to widen the designation Prophetce Anteriorts

of the old Jewish canonists so as to make it cover these sections of the Pen
tateuch. Hence also he confines himself to J and E and leaves P entirely out

of account. This Judaean and this Israelitish narrator were to all intents

prophets, just as much as Amos and Ilosea; they wrote from a prophetic

point of view, and for a prophetic

—

i.e,, practically religious—purpose. And
the author works the favorite modern contention that the Bible gains

immensely in practical religious usefulness if treated in this way, for a,ll it

is worth. Here historical insight and pious appreciation can meet and kiss

each other. We cannot, however, shut our eyes to the fact that the recon-

ciliation is effected at the expense of making the writers of the prophetic

stories frankly indifferent as to the historical truth of the material they used

for the inculcation of their prophetic principles. AVe would like to ask

whether this is historically plausible. Does it not rather involve ascribing

to them a thoroughly modern attitude of mind ? Of course, no one denies

that the Bible narratives were written for a religious purpose, and not for the

purpose of teaching history as such. If such WTiters as J and E existed and
wrote, they also will have written not in the first place as mere historians

but as prophetic historians. But did they cease to be historians for that

reason in their own consciousness ? AVe think not. AVhatever opinion we
might hold as to the actual objective historicity of what they relate, we should

,

if we adopted J and E as real writers of the early prophetic period, still deem
it necessary to insist upon the fact that they wrote in the naive faith of the

historical character of the figures and events that move before us on their

pages. It seems to us that every other view does violence to the inimitable

simplicity of those stories. Of course, this criticism has a wide bearing

which touches very vitally the question at issue between the advocates of

the old and the modern critical views. If these prophetic writers mean to

give history, though it be history for a religious purpose, and if what they

give is not history in our modern judgment, what then remains of the con-

tention that the new interpretation and appreciation of their work brings us

closer to them than the old way of reading the Bible ? So far as we can see,

the only honest thing is to acknowledge that the modern critical attitude,

when it evaporates the historicity of the ancient narratives, is fundament-
ally different from the attitude in which the Biblical authors recorded them,
no matter whether the writers were J and E or Moses. To the inspired

writers these histories had a specific historico-religious value apart from all the

lessons they might teach in virtue of their moral or religious content. They
were of supreme importance because they spoke of acts objectively done by
God and experiences had by man, on which the whole structure of Israel’s

religious relation to God was built. It is the absence of this element, or at

least the greatly decreased emphasis on it in the book before us and in all

similar books, that most painfully affects us in reading them, notwithstand-

ing the many excellent features they may otherwise possess. AVe have no
doubt that the author posits a more or less substantial objective revelation

back of the popular stories which supplied the religious teachers with their

texts, and yet he constantly speaks as if the revelation value of the record

lay exclusively in the lesson which the history is made to teach, so that in the

last analysis it would not make any essential difference whether the state-

ments were history or legend or pure fiction. And with this is connected

still another feature frequently observable in modern literature of this type.

If the narrative is not and professes not to be a record of objective historical

facts, then the tendency will inevitably be to divest even the lefsons found

in it as much as possible of that specific evangelical soteriological char-

acter which requires for its indispensable background a supernatual history
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of redemption. The main stress is apt to be laid on general moral and relig-

ious principles, such as belong to the province of natural religion, rather

than on the distinctive truths of special revelation. It must be acknowledged
that in the author’s subject, so far as the history of Joseph is concerned, there

is a certain justification for this; but the same can hardly be said of the liistory

of Moses. Here we should have preferred a more positive insistence on the

principles of special revelation. And even in regard to the history of Joseph
one might feel inclined to say with Hengstenberg, that it cannot be appre-

hended in its true light if it be merely placed in the rubric of providence

and destiny of man. To this must be added that the author does not always
plainly indicate what constitutes for him the historical kernel in the stories

from which he makes the prophetic writers draw their lessons. Occasionally

he appears to waver between the personal and tribal interpretation of such

names as Judah and Joseph, or in an indistinct manner to combine the two
meanings. This cannot but be perplexing to the popular reader, and the

reader more initiated into the critical problems lying back of such statements

will feel that it is impossible at one and the same time to occupy both posi-

tions. We do not, however, wish these strictures, connected with the

critical standpoint of the author, to interfere with our expression of the

pleasure we have found in reading his instructive and always vivid exposi-

tion of the narrative. The list of words characteristic of each document, at

the end of the volume, would in our opinion have better been omitted, as it

is somewhat out of place in a book pursuing a popular and practical purpose.

Princeton. Geerhardtjs Vos.

Die Gedankeneiniieit des Ersten Briefes Petri. Ein Beitrag zur

neutestamentlichen Theologie von Lie. Dr. Julius K5gel. (fleft -5, 6

of Yol. vi. of BeituigezurEdrderung Christlicher Theologie.) Giitersloh

:

Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann. 8vo, pp. 198.

The Beitrcige, published under the editorship of Drs. Schlatter and

Cremer, have already during their six years of existence yielded many a valu-

able contribution to theological research. The installment before us is a fine

sample of the thorough work w'hich w’e have learned to expect from this

periodical, of which almost every number consists of a single treatise,

worked out with greater fullness of detail than would be possible in an

ordinary magazine article. The internal structure of the First Epistle of

Peter furnishes the subject for the present investigation. Commentators

have from the earliest times experienced dilBculty in tracing the progress of

thought in this epistle. To a certain extent its practical hortatory character

accounts for this. But even a production of the most pronounced practical

nature, if called forth by a definite historical occasion or situation, must

have a certain unity of thought and purpose. The author thinks that

hitherto expositors have not succeeded in discovering this practical organiz-

ing principle which holds together the several parts of the epistle. The
very fact that there is such a principle of coherency underlying the pareneti-

cal material has been denied, and denied in the interest of the view that

the letter is a late compilation, in which Pauline and other trains of thought

are mechanically joined together, so as to obliterate their original meaning and

connection. Dr. Kijgel clearly sees that the Petrine authorship can be satis-

factorily vindicated only w-hen this stigma is removed from the epistle, by it

being shown that here we have not a case of weak imitation but of spiritual

originality, which has left its impress upon every utterance of the waiter.

Of course, this does not involve the denial that the influence of Paul’s

teaching is clearly traceable. Dr. Kdgel believes that it was prob-
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ably addressed by the Apostle Peter to the largely Gentile Christian congre-
gations of Asia ilinor—not at a date before Paul had exercised hie missionary
activity in that region, as Weiss assumes, but afterward, yet not later than
the reign of Nero. This agrees with the position of Zahn in his Einleitnng,

but Dr. Kbgel throws new light upon this position and adds strength to it

by his inquiry into the fundamental thought of the epistle. In instituting

this inquiry he warns against seeking the desired unity in the dogmatic sys-

tern of the witer, and joins in the growing protest against treating the New
Testament epistles or groups of epistles as representing so many “ theolo-

gies.” Undoubtedly there are points of view from which this protest is justifi-

able. We have no right to assume that the New Testament writers brought
to each situation which confronted them an elaborate system of doctrine,

and that the internal proportions of this system as it stood abstractly before

their minds must consequently be reflected in every epistle. Neither have
we the right to infer from the absence of certain doctrinal trains of thought
in any one epistle, that these trains of thought were foreign to the writer’s

mind. On the other hand, there is danger that the reaction from the theolo-

gizing treatment of the past will land us into a method of dealing with the

New Testament which overlooks or underestimates the important part

played in its production by a pronounced doctrinal form of thinking.

Though it be true that the writer’s aim in most cases was purely practical,

yet the practical emergencies of the situation in themselves would tend to

develop a peculiar perspective of truth. As a matter of fact, the manner in

which Dr. Kbgel makes the writer of First Peter mould all his exhortations

into corollaries of the one idea that dominates his mind, the energy and
thoroughness with which he makes him pursue this idea into its most diverse

practical bearings, constitute ample warrant for our continuing to speak of a

Petrine Theology. That the theology was as much the result of the epistle

as the epistle the product of the theology cannot in the least alter the main
fact, that the theology is there.

The central thought to which reference has been made Dr. Kbgel finds in

the invisible form in which salvation is possessed by believers in the present

world. Of this the eUT/'f-idea, according to some writers the keynote of the

epistle, is only one form of expression. This is made clear in the opening

chapter of the discussion entitled, “ The Point of Departure,” pp. 1-30. The
author shows that fAir/f and Triaric are not as in Paul cobrdinated conceptions,

but that “ hope ” is according to our epistle a specific form of “ faith.” In

1,21, he advocates with much force the rendering “that your faith might be

also hope in God,” instead of “ that your faith and hope might be in God,”
viz., hope also in addition to the “ fear ” spoken of in p. 16 as constituting

the other important element in faith. According to I, 1, the D.-/f is the life-

principle of the Christian, because it is the aim of his regeneration. It is a
“ living hope,” however, because, far from being an idle outlook into the

future, it influences and shapes the present life. The idea of hope marks

in the writer’s view a peculiar interaction between future and present. A
dualism exists between what the believer is entitled to become and the outward

reality which surrounds him. This dualism, however, is made unavoidable,

and at the same time is in principle overcome by the invisible nature of the

Christian inheritance. This therefore, as Chap. I, emphasizes, is the prin-

ciple from which not only the prominence of “ hope ” but all other peculiari-

ties in the epistle must be explained.

In the second section, pp. 31-97, the author discusses the important

dogmatic conceptions of the epistles in the light of this principle. The
importance of the Word results from the fact that it can mediate a salva-

tion, which while real is yet invisible. Correctly we believe the regeneration
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of which the Word is the instrument is referred to the sphere of the spiritual

consciousness: it means the introduction into a world of new views and
hopes. When, however, in connection with this. Dr. Kiigel makes an
attack upon what he designates “ the physiological conception of regenera-

tion,” he seems to us to forget the caution so carefully laid down by himself,

viz., that the doctrinal ideas of the writer should not be explained as derived

from an antecedently existing complete system. The implication of the

attack clearly is that back of all the Xew Testament references to avayiwriatc

there lies a fixed dogmatic conception of regeneration such as is found in

theology. As a matter of fact the Xew Testament writers do not all under-

stand the same thing by this term, and the confusion of thought will not

cease until this is clearly recognized. I Peter i. 3, 23 cannot prove anything

against the “physiological” nature of what is described in John iii. 3, 5.

The author here walks in the footsteps of Cremer. Besides this he interprets

Peter as deriving all grace from the sole activity of the Word within which
the Spirit appears shut up, as it were. In the later discussion this is carried

through to the point of denial that any xopio/ia^a apart from the Word exist,

and in iv. 10 “ the manifold grace of God ” is accordingly understood of the

natural equipment possessed by the readers, to which the illumination of the

truth first imparts the character of grace. To us this seems a hyper-spirit-

ualization little in accord with the massive thinking of the Apostolic age.

While it is true that Christianity is in our epistle on the whole viewed as a

conscious spiritual possession, this should not be pressed so far as virtually

to exclude the deeper mystical aspect which it bears in Paul and John.

The invisible character of the present salvation thus having for its re-

sult the staking of everything uf on the Word, all contact with the truth

inevitably becomes of decisive importance. This idea is actually made very

prominent in the epistle, and Dr. Kogel points oirt the close correspondence

between I Peter and Hebrews in this respect, a correspondence most obvious

in this that both speak of the word as “ living.” Further, here, the author

believes, lies the source of the doctrine of Christ’s descent into Hades,

inasmuch as universal judgment requires universal contact with the Gospel.

In a very illuminating paragraph the epistle's conception of the difference

between the Old and the Xew Testament is unfolded as determined by the

manner in which under each dispensation the Word stands related to the

reality of salvation. Under the Old Testament it mediates an invisible sal-

vation existing only as yet in promise, under the Xew an invisible salvation

existing fully realized in heaven. We do not believe, however, that in I. 11,

in “ the Spirit of Christ ” which was in the prophets, the mere absence of the

article before xpiorov compels us to think of the historic Christ and exclude

the reference to the Spirit as sent forth by the preexistent Christ. Still Dr.

Kbgel does not mean to deny that the writer of the epistle believes in the

pieexistence of Christ, although even in connection with I, 20 he is willing

to speak of a probability only. Xext a careful inquiry is made into the

manner in w’hich the Spirit-bearing word enters into the heart of man, and

under this rubric the role played in the epistle of the contrast between

and -vevpa is discussed. Briefly stated the conclusion amounts to this : that

man is naturally both flesh and spirit; that the former is equivalent to his

externality and connects him with the visible sensual world, the world of

man, whence it also is the seat of suffering and sin, whereas the latter consti-

tutes his internal being, by which he is related to God and receptive to the

divine revelation. In other words, the underlyingprinciple of the distinction

is this, that the invisible internal is for the present state the sphere of the

believer’s true religious life. Christianity consists in exalting the hidden

inner life of the -Hvfia and suppressing the visible external life of the odpi
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(cfr. iii. 3). It is worth while to notice here how inevitably the view which

binds the operation of the Spirit absolutely to the Word is driven into

positing a better element in the natural man, to which this nol4ically opera-

ting Spirit can address or attach Himself. If the irvcn/xa in its contrast with

is thus psychologically conceived, why is it, we ask, that in ii. 11, “ the

fleshly lusts ” are opposed to “ the soul ” rather than to “ the Spirit ”? Tlie

explanation offered of this in the note on p. 66 is hardly satisfactory. But not

merely this contrast between adpi and TTviv/ia, also the epistle’s conception of

the grace of God is explained, it would seem to us somewhat artilicially,

from the central thought of invisibility :
“ God hides Himself .... behind

the heavy thundercloud of calamity and wrath. Over against this it is of

great importance to emphasize the divine grace.” Undoubtedly the empha-
sis placed on grace has something to do with the problem of the believer’s

suffering. But that the writer conceived of the connection in this round-

about, far-fetched way, we cannot bring ourselves to believe. Here Hr.

Kbgel has worked his discovery for more than it is worth. What is further

said by way of analysis of the Petrine conception of grace is very lucid and
valuable. The two elements distinguished are those of love and sovereignty.

The author observes that, in contrast with Paul, the reference of grace to

sin remains on the whole in the background, although it is not entirely over-

looked. The remarks about the sovereignty-element in grace are golden

words. In the last section of the dogmatic part the view-point of invisibility

is applied to the Christology of the epistle. Both the resurrection and the

second coming are regarded as outward manifestations of a power invisible in

itself, whence the latter is called by preference diroKdXvfi^, From the empha-
sis placed on the visibility in the resurrection Dr. Kogel draws an argument
in favor of Petrine authorship. Even the sufferings of Christ are repre-

sented as primarily, in the view of the epistle, a means for revealing the

concealed, invisible glory of His love. Here again, while it is perhaps quite

possible and legitimate to say that such is the dogmatic background which
would naturally belong to the statements in question, it is going too far to

attirm that the writer in framing them had this background consciously in

mind. This applies likewise to the attempt made to show that the doctrine

of the Person of Christ reveals the influence of the same idea. Here the

view above commented upon with regard to the contrast between and
TTvevpa is carried through in the exegesis of iii. 18, but we are not told clearly

whether the Trvevpa of Christ was a psychological or charismatic element in

Him.
The third chapter of the treatise deals with the parenetical material

which forms the main body of the epistle. In a very skillful manner it is

shown how the phraseology of i. 1 (e/cAe/^roZf, TtapeKidZ/poi^, dmaKopa^) is care-

fully chosen so as to bring out the ultimate ground of the practical difficulty

in which the readers found themselves. Their suffering results from the

fact that while yet in the world they are no longer of it. For this suffering,

to which the writer endeavors to reconcile them, was of a specific kind, viz.,

brought upon them by the enmity of the world. And it is an exceedingly

acute observation that the most aggravating element in this suffering must
have lain in the evil interpretation the world put upon their most sacred

solicitude and upon their best-meaning efforts to do it good. Here the

invisible, hidden character of their relation to God made itself felt painfully.

By way of consolation the apostle refers them to the testimony of conscience,

which accounts for the prominence of this conception in the epistle, and on
the other hand to the positive effect which such suffering, patiently endured,

cannot fail to have in the end upon those who inflict it, which accounts for

the typical light in which the passion of Christ is held up to the readers. 8o
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far as the believer himself is concerned the solution of the problem is found
in this, that the fact of suffering involves the assurance of his true union

with God (cfr. iv. 12-14). Still further, the suffering endured serves for the

suppression of the aap^ and in so far breaks the influence of sio, iv. J. It

also leads to the triumphant maintenance and strengthening and so to the

verifying of the genuine character of faitli in the last day, i. 7. Along each

of these lines it is the idea of the invisibleness of the present salvation which
illumines the problem of suffering. Especially with reference to the nexus
between faith and suffering the author shows this very convincingly. In

the more general discussion of faith the natural transition from -iaTic into

is explained from the provisional invisibility of the object, and Heb. xi.

1, quoted in confirmation. In conclusion, the manner in which faith, as the

means of appropriating the invisible, determines the Christian’s relation to

God, the brethren and the world is traced in detail. In this part of the dis-

cussion the remarks about the progress of thought in chap. i. 13-17, where
the idea of P/.~iCeiv leads on to the thought of letting one’s self be

dominated entirely by the holiness of God, and where the idea of holiness is

unfolded as, on the one hand, productive of trust through the fatherhood of

God, on the other hand, as productive of fear through his judgeship, are most

instructive. To ver. 17, as Dr. Kogel points out, Phil. ii. 12 furnishes a strik-

ing parallel. The inner connection between i'A-ig and holiness, in the sense

of separation from the world and dedication to God, appears also in iii. 5,

“ the holy women, who hoped in God.” In regard to the relation between

the brethren, the absence of every visible union is taken to explain the

emphasis which the epistle places upon the inner, spiritual coherence and

cooperation, an idea which finds classical expression in the figure of the

house built of living stones in chap. ii. 3-5. Finally, the epistle’s view' of the

Christian’s ideal relation toward the wmrld is briefly summed up in the

demand of inner separation from its lusts and the conviction that a whole-

some, persuasive influence cannot fail to be exerted upon it through this

very separation. The invisibility of the inner salvation requires, as it w'ere, a

provisional outward embodiment, a disclosure of its hidden power in the

Ka/.?i avacrpcxp// of believers in their ayaSo-oieiv, through which it will be enabled

to affect the w'orld even where the abstract truth as such is resisted.

The fourth chapter inquires on the basis of the foregoing into the plan and

structure of the epistle. The fifth is devoted to what the author calls

“ probabilia with reference to the author, the reader and the date of com-

position.” What these “ probabilia ” are has been indicated in the foregoing.

Particular attention may be called to the skillful way in which Dr. Kogel

turns his exegesis of the peculiar phraseology of the title, above commented
upon, against the hypothesis of Ilarnack and others, according to which this

title w'ould be a later addition to the epistle, so that originally it would not

have laid any claim to Petrine authorship. In our opinion he has shown
irrefutably that the terms employed, such as j/c/eKroif, 7zape-i6>/pui^

,
diaarropdc,

are a subtle prelude to and strike the keynote of the most characteristic

ideas in the body of the epistle. They must therefore be original. No on

else but the writer himself could have so delicately and suggestively intro-

duced his theme. In view of this the choice obviously lies between declar-

ing the epistle a pseudepigraphical product, deliberately sent out under the

forged name of Peter, or accepting it as the genuine work of the Apostle.

The more clearly this alternative is presented, the more firmly all lovers of

the Word of God will cling to the latter position. It is not the least merit

of Dr. Kbgel’s searching investigation that it thus simplifies and narrows

down the problem of authorship.

Princeton, Geerhardus Vos.
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A Harmony of the Gospels in the Revised Version, with new Helps

for Historical Study. By John A. Broadus, H.T)., LL.D. Revised

by Archibald Thomas Robertson, Professor of Interpretation of the

New Testament, Southern Baptist Theological Seminary, Louisville,

Ky. New seventh edition, revised and enlarged. New York; A. C.

Armstrong & Son, 1903. Sq. 8vo, pp. xvii, 290. Price, |1.50.

Notice of the second edition of Dr. Broadus’ Harmony was made in the

Presbyterian and R\formed Review in 1894 (Vol. V, p. 326). Since

then six editions have been issued without change. The new seventh edition

has, however, been revised and enlarged by Dr. Robertson, the revision being

directed chiefly to the notes at the end of the book originally contributed by
Dr. Robertson. In these he tells us some important changes have been

made; the enlargement consisting chiefly in the addition of some further

helps. “ An excellent map of Palestine is furnished and the analytical out-

line is put by itself in front as well as preserved in the body of the text
; the

cross references to similar incidents and sayings are added in a separate

appendix, besides being preserved in the text; Dr. Broadus’ ‘ Analysis and
Peculiarities of the Gospels ' is given in an appendix, besides new lists of

the Parables, Miracles, Old Testament Quotations, Uncanonical Sayings of

Jesus and a list of the chief Harmonies. References to the sections and

pages of the Harmony go witli these appendices. Tliere is added, moreover, a

full Index of Persons and Places which will be helpful.” From this it will

appear that the chief value of the new edition consists in the additions.

Some changes have been introduced in the notes, but not of such a nature as

to constitute a thorough revision. The more recent literature, with the

exception of Prof. Ramsay’s TFas Christ Horn in Bethlehem f is not men-
tioned; ^xnMh's Bible Dictionary is still cited, but no reference is made to

Hastings’ Dictionary (-f the Bible or to the Encyclopaedia Biblica. The stu-

dent will also miss the exact references in the patristic citations, though

these are generally given when Josephus is cited. As a Harmony based upon
the British Revbed Version, this new edition will continue to be of use for

those w'ho desire a good Harmony in the English Version. Dr. Robertson’s

notes are eminently sober and his discussion of difficult points in the chron-

ology of the life of Christ and the harmony of the Gospels is characterized

by conciseness and lucidity. His judgment will always command thought-

ful consideration.

Studies in the Apostolic Church. By Charles Herbert Morgan,
Thomas Eddy Taylor, S. Earl Taylor. Cincinnati : Jennings &
Pye ;

New York : Eaton & Mains. Pp. 226.

A thoroughly practical handbook for Bible classes and a good guide for

the study of Apostolic history based on the English Version. The
authors are well versed in the recent English and American literature of the

subject to which reference is made in a wisely selected bibliography in the

Introduction and throughout the discussion. The conclusions reached on
disputed points are generally satisfactory and will commend themselves for

their sanity. In the narrative of Paul’s life and work the authors follow

very closely the results of Ramsay and Bartlet, but usually desert them when
they can no longer be followed with safety, rejecting, for example, the

attempt of Bartlet to insert the pastoral epistles in the period of Paul’s life

previous to his release from his flrst Roman imprisonment (p. 167). In
regard to the Galatian question the authors have adopted Ramsay’s theory,

but do not attempt to adduce any new evidence in its favor. In placing the

controversy of Paul with Peter at Antioch before the Apostolic Council
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the order in Galatians is departed from, a view which seems to me tenable

only on the theory that Gal. ii. 1-10 does not refer to the Council (A.cts xv).

The epistle of James is da’ed early and Galatians is still classed among the

major Epistles. After the Pauline Epistles, which fall into the usual four

groups, the Catholic Epistles of Peter and Jude are discussed
;
then, Hebrews

and the Sjmoptie Gospels and Acts; lastly, the writings of the Apostle

John. The book is well printed and contains two maps. The following

errors have been noticed : P. 42 1. 11 read Mayor; p. 7.3, note 1, read Gala-

tians
; p. 78, note 2, read X. C. B.; p. 145, 1. 9, read Colosse.

Xew Light ox the Xew Testamext. By Parke P. Flourxoy, D.D ,

with an Introduction by Benj. B. Warfield, D D., LL.D. Philadelphia

:

The Westminster Press, 1903. Pp. xxi, 193. Price, 75 cts. net.

It is important that the significance of recent discoveries in the sphere of

Xew Testament criticism should be presented to the reading public, to those

who are not specialists but who are interested in the Xew Testament. This

is often lost in the conflicting opinions attendant on a discovery. He thus

renders a service to the cause of truth who, looking back over a period fruit-

ful in such discoveries, gathers up their positive results in a popular form
adapted for general and wide use. In order to do this successfully it is

necessary to point out two things ; the nature of the discovery with its con-

tribution to historical fact and its implications or its bearing on the Xew
Testament. Xow theXew Testament, like every historical document or group

of documents, demands of us some theory of explanation, some estimate,

some value judgment. The significance of any fact firmly established by a

discovery will be seen most clearly in the test to which our theory is thus

forced to submit. One theory will by it be tried and found wanting,

another will receive corroboration. Hence Dr. Flournoy begins his little

book with a chapter on “ False Lights that Lead Astray,” in which he indi-

cates to us that a particular theory once held by an influential school of

German thinkers can in the light of recent discoveries be regarded only as

false and misleading. For though the Tuebingen School of Criticism in

Germany has retreated from many of the positions held by Baur, the new edi-

tion of Supernatural Religion, the circulation among us of C. B. Waite’s The

History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200 and the startling assertions

of Haeckel have led Dr. Flournoy to treat more in detail the hearing of

recent discoveries on this theory of the ^>ew Testament and in particular

regarding the Gospels. Chapters II and III deal with the recovery of

Tatian’s Diatessaron and point out how this confirms the view that J ustin

Martyr used our four Gospels, thus rendering quite impossible any theory

which would assign our Gospels to the second century. Chapter IV tells us

of the discovery of Sinaitic Syriac Gospels by Mrs. Lewis and Mrs. Gibson,

witnessing with the Curetonian Syriac to their early use in Syria. Chapter

Y reviews what Eusebius tells us of the apologist Quadratus and discusses

the restoration of the Apology of Aristides. Chapter VI treats of the

discoveries in Egypt, especially the fragment of the Gospel of Peter and

small papyrus fragments of our Gospels and Romans. Chapter VII gives a

number of specific instances in which the geographical, historical and

political statements of the Xew Testament writers have been confirmed by

discoveries, thus revealing such an exact correspondence between the Xew
Testament and its environment that the theory which would assign it to the

second century becomes historically impossible. There are an Appendix con-

taining seven short notes and an Introduction by Dr. Warfield in which the

relative importance of such discoveries and the consequent necessity of
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right!}' estimating their value is discussed. The following typographical

errors have come to my notice : P. 5, Haeckel of Berlin for Haeckel of Jena;

p. 10, note 1, line 4, after “ and ” insert vol. II
; p. 23, line 5, for Bernhardt

read Bernhard; p. 71, note 1, line 2, for 55 read 155; p. 107, line 8, for

scholars read schools; p. 127, note 1, for Expository read Expositor’s Bible.

Princeton. W. P. Armstrong.

Der trinitarisciie Taufbefehl, Matth. xxviii. 19, nach seiner

unspriinglicheu Textgestalt und seiner Authentie untersucht, von Lie.

Eduard Riggend.^ch, a. o. Professor der Theologie in Basel. Giiters-

loh : C. Bertelsmann, 1903. 8vo, pp. 103.

It is Mr. F. C. Conybeare’s mare’s-nest of a pre-manuscript text of Matt,

xxviii. 19 attested by Eusebius, which has been the occasion of Lie. Riggen-

bach’s investigations. He has subjected the whole subject of the authentic-

ity of the baptismal formula given by our Lord to a careful study, and ends

by announcing its complete vindication. As to the text of Matt, xxviii. 19,

not only are there no variants in the entire text-transmission, but the

patristic evidence is solidly in its support. “ The witnesses for the Trini-

tarian baptismal formula in Matt, xxviii. 19, reach back to the beginning of

the second century : and on the other hand, it has been shown that no

variant reading can be pointed out from the second and third centuries ”

(p. 84). As to the alternative custom of baptizing simply “ in the name of

Jesus”—so far as it can be shown to have existed—it can by no means
weaken the overwhelming evidence that normal baptism has from the first

been in the name of the Trinity. The work undertaken by Lie. Riggenbach
has been carried through with thoroughness and has resulted in the complete

refutation of Mr. Conybeare’s contentions—although these offer the only

attempt hitherto made to put a critical basis beneath the widespread d priori

attack on the genuineness of this command of the Lord. If it be thought

hardly w'orth while to refute Mr. Conybeare’s contentions, the answer may
be found in a simple reference to the use that may be made of them, as, for

example, is indicated in the Encyclopaedia Bihlica, p. 4013, 3105.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

IV.—HISTORICAL THEOLOGY.

The Church and the Ministry in the Early Centuries. The
eighteenth series of the Cunningham Lectures. By Thomas M.
Lindsay, D.D., Principal of the Glasgow College. New York : A. C.

Armstrong & Son
,
1902.

This work is the fairest and most judicious statement of the early polity

of the Christian Church which has appeared for many a year. It shows an

adequate acquaintance with the recent literature, from Lightfoot’s Christian

Ministry of 1878 to the elaborate article of Schmiedel in Cheyne’s dictionary

on the Christian Ministry and the no less scholarly and far more sensible

articles of Gwatkin on Church and Bishop in Hastings’ dictionary. The
author is thoroughly familiar with the treatments of Hatch, Harnack,
Heinrici, in his Com. on I. Cor., Loenig, Loofs and Sohm. He shows no
concern about making a defense of the Presbyterian form of church govern-

ment and in fact refers to it by name only four or five limes and then for the

most part in notes, pp. 170, 198, 2.59, 330. He prefers the expression “ con-

ciliar ” to Presbyterian when speaking of the polity of the Reformed
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Churches. It is noticeable that the author refers to Calvin only once and
then ill a brief note, and he makes no reference to Hooker’s Ecclesiastical

Polity, revered book as it is.

Recent historical study and discoveries have thrown a flood of light upon
the early organization of the Church. The Teaching of the Tivelve stands in

the very front rank of present authorities and is strongly confirmatory of the

non-episcopal theory of the ministry. For this reason Dr. Gore in his

Church and Ministry minimizes the importance of the little document, while

Schmiedel, in the interest of the theory of a late origin of church organiza-

tion, puts it down to a late date or even suggests that it may have represented

a very contracted section of the church. The “gigantic figment of Apos-
tolical Succession,” p. 224, etc., crumbles away naturally before Dr. Lindsay’s

calm statement of historical authority. In placing the Acts before the year

80 the author takes away the foundation of a goodly number of the interpre-

tations of Harnack and others, as for example that tlie statement that Paul

and Barnabas ordained elders in every church is not true to fact. Acts xiv.

23.

The general conclusion to which Dr. Lindsay comes is, that there was no
uniformity of organization in the primitive Church

;
that there is a valid

ministry; and that the Church created its own ministry, not by imposition

from outside authority, but from a movement under the guidance of the

Spirit within the Church itself. “ The unvarying lesson,” he says, “ wiiich

the early docirments teach us is that there w’as anything but a monotonous
uniformity in the ecclesiastical organization of the churches of the early cen-

turies,” pp. 358, vii, 23, etc. If the Apostles had an ideal, it w'as worked out

partially and locally. The author lays prime stress upon the distinction of

the prophetic ministry, and he cannot emphasize too often that experience

and behavior were the source of original unity in the Church and not

doctrine, pp. vii, etc. lie also lays much stress upon the modern mission

field as illustrating wdiat was going on in the early Church, pp. xi, 86, 117,

140, 142, 162, etc. Though eighteen centuries lie betw’een the mission

churches of the first century and of these last days, both represent untrained

bodies of believers in the midst of hostile local environment finding their way
to organization. The author in all courtesy suggests that, if Prof. Harnack
w’ould acquaint himself with the mission field, he wmuld modify his

unhistorical theory of early Church organization, and Schmiedel would not

have produced some of his arguments for a late date for I Peter if he were

informed of the methods of foreign missionaries, p. 162.

The work opens w'ith Clirist’s words to Peter, Matt. xvi. 18, and closes

w’ith the firm establishment of the monarchical and sacerdotal episcopacy.

In defining the Church of the New' Testament (chap. I) its main function

is declared to have been “ to approach God. It is a society whose members
were all priests and its service all sacrifices,” p. 34. Five qualities belong to

it—fellowship, unity, visibility, authority and sacerdotalism. The fellow'ship

is based on experience and the unity can never be adequately represented in

any outw’ard polity, p. 14. The unity which filled Paul’s mind was spiritual.

Brotherhood alternates with the term ecclesia in the Apostolical Constitutions

as a designation for the body of believers. Unity and fellowship are not the

product of doctrine. The Church is a visible community, not “ by reason of

uniformity of external polity but by the manifestation of brotherly love.”

The emphasis upon religious experience can hardly be carried too far.

However, if the reader w'ere in a critical frame of mind he would be apt to

find a defect in the almost total silence w'ith which doctrine or teaching is

passed over. Dr. Lindsay accepts the genuineness of the Pastoral Epistles,

and they certainly lay stress upon sound teaching. Experience of grace is
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the chief thing, but it cannot be disassociated from right doctrine; and that

this was St. Paul’s view of the matter is evident, not only from tlie Pastoral

Epistles, but from Galatians and First Oorintliians, not to speak of other
Epistles.

The second chapter of the work is given up to a description of an apostolic

congregation, which Dr. Lindsay calls “a tiny island in the sea of surround-
ing Paganism,” an expression he shows his fondness for by using it no less

than tlu-ee times, pp. 41, 57, 155. The author finds fragments of definite

forms of service and hymns in the pages of the New Testament and feels

justified in distinguishing between three kinds of congregational meetings,

one of them purely for business.

The chapter on the prophetic ministry (HI) is one of the best in the book.
Dr. Lindsay, I think, says properly that the apostles, prophets and teachers

to whom St. Paul refers (I Cor. xii. 28) are not “ to be separated by any hard
and fast line,” p. 107 ;

and yet he does attempt to distinguish between their

functions. He does not bring in the “evangelists” mentioned with the

other three names in Eph. iv. 11 for special treatment. If exact lines are to

be drawn, it would seem as if they ought to be regarded as a fourth class.

The higher prerogatives of the narrower circle of the apo.stolate are fully

recognized, p. 84. The prophetic ministry was sent “ for the extension and
edification of the Church universal,” p. 73. It was the “ ministry of the

word ” to which the Didache refers when it demands respect for those “ who
speak the word of God.” These men, who were in no sense office-bearers in

the local church but itinerating ministers, depended for their power upon the

charismata. The Didache brings out clearly the distinction between this

itinerating ministry and the local officers, and yet Dr. Lindsay seems to have
passed by its statement that there were also stationary prophets. See

Schaff’s edition of the Didache, p. 205. Dr. Lindsay follows what is now the

custom when he represents the number as very large; and to them is given

the credit of largely preserving the unity of the Church, as by Dr. McGiffert,

Apos. Ch.,p. 641, whom Dr. Lindsay does not quote. There seems to be

danger of exaggerating these numbers. For, although Justin Martyr speaks

of the prophets as continuing in his day, yet the Didache limits their tarry-

ing in any place to two days. A comparatively small number would suffice,

if this was the general rule, to cover a large amount of territory in a given

time in their circuits. Important as the labors of this body of men were,

none of whose names are lett on record outside of the New Testament, it is

a mistake not to emphasize the preaching of the presbyters or bishops so

much referred to in the Pastoral Epistles
;
yet Dr. Lindsay does not do this,

and the impression might be easily gotten from his treatment that the

work of instruction and exhortation in the first century was confined to the

prophetic ministry.

The local and permanent church officers are treated in the fourth chapter,

entitled the “Church creating its Ministry.” The Church derived its

organization from four or five roots—the synagogue, the heathen confraterni-

ties, the family organization of the East and the organization of the Church
at Jerusalem as it is described in Acts vi. The family organization explains

how it was that Symeon, the nearest living relative of the Lord, followed

James in the presidency of the Church in Jerusalem. Neither was the

organization of the synagogue copied in its entirety by the Jewish Christian

congregations, nor the organization of the confraternities and burial clubs by
the Corinthian and other Gentile churches. Hatch, Heinrici, Schmiedel

and others have gone too far in making the confraternities models. AVhat

the churches and they had in common was what all organizations have in

common. In passing, it may be said, that the author holds to baptism and

31
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the Lord’s Supper as institutions of the Lord. While the Apostles “ pre-

scribe no deSnite form of church government,” p. 132, it is, nevertheless,

“remarkable that there seems to have been practical unanimity in the

appointment of two classes of officers in the churches, the presbyters and
deacons.” With Lightfoot and recently Gwatkin, and as against the unten-

able theories of Hatch and Harnack, the identity of presbyter and bishop is

emphasized. Clement of Rome can hardly be misinterpreted to mean any-

thing else. Jerome and other fathers bear witness to it and now the Bidache
distinctly speaks of two orders of local officers and stops there.

In the fifth chapter the author sets forth the reasons for the change from
the twofold local ministry which was universal in the first century to the

threefold ministry which was a fixed fact in the earliest years of the second

century. It is not a remakable thing that the change should have occurred

and the name bishop have been appropriated for the presiding officer among
the senate of elders. In every organization the tendency is to concentrate

the function of presidential administration in one official of superior ability

or chai’acter. A fine illustration of this is afforded by what has occurred in

our own Church of the Disciples, founded by Alexander Campbell.

The passing of the prophetic ministry and the change to the sacerdotal

ministry are set forth in two excellent chapters. The “ Church which in the

earlier days was a brotherhood of saints became a community over whom a

bishop presided, p. 266. Christianity came to mean a doctrine, to be

protected by a creed or a form more or less fixed of intellectual beliefs,” p.

270. But in ninety-nine cases out of every hundred, as the author thinks,

the bishop was the pastor of a single church, and nothing more. The
diocesan mode of episcopacy has much less resemblance to the organization

of the Church in the second century than have the Congregational and Pres-

byterian forms. It was due to the Roman lawyers who turned Christians

and became eminent as leaders of the Church that the change to an aristocratic

episcopate is due. The greatest name in the history of this change was
Cyprian, originally a lawyer. Legal training made the demand for a legal fic-

tion and this was met by the theory of Apostolical Succession. “ God speaks

through the bishop as he formerly spoke through the Apostles.” “ The
bishops are made by God, not by the election of the people.” “ The
Church is in the bishop and the bishop is in the Church.” These are some of

the strong expressions of the distinguished North African prelate. The

episcopate came to be regarded as the resid uary of doctrinal rectitude and

administrative supremacy. It is a distinct order. It is a sacerdotal class.

The people offer oblations, but the bishop offers sacrifices, p. 300.

Dr. Lindsay’s book will be regarded as the best statement we have of the

ministry of the early centuries and its functions, not because it announces

any new discoveries, but because it is judicious, clear, shows grasp of the

subject and is reverent. The evidence has been accumulating that the

government of the Church in early times was democratic and popular. This

view confirms the irenic tendency of the day which is inclined to look upon

Church polity as a matter of discretion to be determined by circumstances,

so only no class of men or officials claim for themselves aristocratic and

sacerdotal functions not shared in by the brotherhood of Christians as a

whole. There may still be Presbyterians who hold to the Jure divino theory

of presbytery in the sense that it is inculcated by the New Testament and

has exclusive right to be practiced. This was not the view of those who
formulated the adopting act of American Presbyterianism, 1729, and prob-

ably John Knox did not go so far. Modern^discussion seems to have made it

extremely probable that in the earliest times the churches in matters of gov-

ernment were feeling their way. In his first Epistle to the Thessalonians

Paul speaks of the proistamenoi, “those who have the rule over jou”
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(v. 12), and in the first Epistle to the Corinthians (xvi. 1-5) of those “who
help in the work

;
” but he does not mention elders or deacons in connection

with either church. It will not be forgotten, however, that at a later time

Phoebe of Cenchrsea, near Corinth, is called a diakonos, a helper or deacon-

ess (Rom. xvi. 1). Dr. Lindsay does not emphasize some of the passages,

often quoted by advocates of the Presbyterian form of polity, such as those

which speak of “ the laying on of the hands of the presbytery,” to which he

barely refers in a note, and “ the elders that rule well.” But he makes clear

what were the great principles underlying the ministry of the early Church.

As these are duly recognized, they will make for Christian unity and exalt

the supernatural life in the experience of believers as the thing of supreme

value. The hierarchial and sacerdotal notions of the ministry, which find

no expression in the New Testament, have the almost irresistible tendency of

substituting other tests of membership in the Christian ecclesia.

Lane Seminary. David S. Sciiaff.

A Manual of Church History. By Albert Henry Newman, D.D.,

LL.D , Prof, of Church History in Baylor University, Author of A
History of the Baptist Churches in the United States, History of Anti-

pedobaptism. Vol. I, Ancient and. Medieval Church History (to A.D.

1517); Vol. II, Modern Church History (A.D. 1517 to 1903). Phila-

delphia: American Baptist Publication Society, 1900-1903. Pp. xiv.

639, and xii, 724.

Between works on Clmrch history of the compass of Schaff’s, Neander’s,

Giesler’s, etc., on the one side, and the more compendious single volume
treatises of the size of Fisher’s (to speak of nothing more concise), there was
need for a type of work intermediate in scope and plan. Dr. Newman has

undertaken to supply this need ; and we may at once say that, as far as a
cursory examination may serve as a ground for judgment, he has success-

fully supplied it. The only work now in existence with which this can be

compared in the English language is the translation of Kurtz’s Church His-

tory ; and the peculiarities of that work, which made it so difficult to use,

are not found in this. Newman’s treatise comes in two fair-sized volumes
aggregating some 1360 closely printed pages. The first of these volumes
was completed in 1899, and covers the period preceding the Reformation.

The second, which has just come to hand, continues the story beginning

w'ith the opening of the Reformation and traces it to the present year. It is

a work primarily intended to serve as a text-book in theological semina-

ries and universities. The author very justly thinks that the study of

Church History is at least as pertinent to the university curriculum as the

history of philosophy, the various branches of political history, sociology,

etc. If the non-existence of a text-book of the right compass and type has

served in the past as an excuse for the neglect of the subject and its omission

from the college curriculum. Dr. Newman has certainly done the best that

could be done towards removing the difficulty.

The work is characterized chiefly by what we may call pragmatism. The
author has gone to infinite pains to gather and arrange the facts and state

them briefly and clearly, but adequately. The true historian must, of

course, also express his judgment on the meaning of these facts, and Dr.

Newman does not hesitate to do this; but he does it with moderation,

reserve and fairness. He always leaves ample room for the independent

interpretation of history by the teacher and student who are to use his books.

In the matter of arrangement, he departs from the conventional way of

breaking the period from the foundation of the Church to the Reformation
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into two sections—Ancient Times and Middle Ages. He retains, however,

the names ancient and mediteval in the title of his first volume. The jear

•590, which has been generally fixed upon as the marking point between

them, he ignores altogether. lie makes instead a subdivision which includes

the years 312 to 800 A.D. This is a long period, but it is outdone by the

next, covering 717 years (from SOO to 1517). Such long periods are unfortu-

nate. To the average student, they present too large a section of his subject

to grasp and understand in its various bearings and relations. He cannot

pass from the beginning to the end of these chronological divisions without

moving into entirely different conditions. Moreover, as he several times

retraces his course over the topical divisions made necessary by them, he

must suffer more or less the consequences of disjoining contemporaneous

events and personages, and losing their relations with one another. The
system is, to be sure, better than the arbitrary one of the Centuriators, but

it suffers somewhat from carrying the reaction to an extreme.

As to style, I)r. Newman knows how to interest his reader and will not be

justly accused of dullness. Tlie chapters and sections of the book are sup-

plied with references for further study and each volume is furnished with

an ample index.

Chicago. A. C. Zexos.

“The Testament of Our Lord.” Translated into English from the

Syriac, with Introduction and Notes, by James Cooper, D.D., Profes-

sor of Ecclesiastical History in the University of Glasgow, and Arthur
John Maclean, M.A., F.E.G.S., sometime Dean of Argyle and the

Isles. Edinburgh : T. & T. Clark. Imported by Scribners.

The document of which this work is a translation is, as we are informed

in the introduction, “ one of a series of writings, whereof the Didache or

Teaching of the Twelve Apostles is the first and the so-called Apostolic

Constitutions one of the last, whose aim seems to have been to provide the

clergy of the Eaily Church with a manual of their duties and especially with

diiectious for the proper fulfillment of the offices of Public Worship.”

Although the Testament is very likely Greek in origin, it is known only in

translations into Syriac, Eihiopic and Arabic. Selections from it were

first published by Lagarde, in the Syriac, from the Codex Sangermanensis,

38, and the same editor attempted a restoration of the underlying Greek of

those selections in 1853, in the Reliquioe Juris Ecclesiaslici Antiquissimce.

But although complete copies of the work were to be found in various

European libraries, no scholar seems to have thought it worth while to make
known the entire book.

The Syriac translation which makes the work known to us is, as the sub-

scription testifies, the work of James of Edessa, an illustrious Churchman
of the seventh century. (“ The Second Book of Clement, is ended, trans-

lated from the Gieek, to the Syrian language by James the poor, in the year

998 of the Greeks.”) The credit of publishing this interesting woik is due

to Mgr. Ignatius Ephraim Rahmani, the Uniat Syrian Patriarch of Antioch,

who published at Mainz in 1899 the full Syriac text of the Testament, along

with a Latin translation, and this edition has been made the basis of the

w'ork of Prof. Cooper and Canon Maclean. The editors state that the aim

of their work is “ to elucidate the meaning of the Testament and to investi-

gate the customs of the Early Church as they really were, without any con-

sideration of their bearing on modern controversies.”

ilgr. Kahmani’s work is based upon three Syriac manuscripts : (1) The

Codex of Bthnam, now in the library of the Uniat Metropolitan of Mosul.
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(2) A Codex, now in the Borgiaii >111560111 at Rome, Imt coniinpr originally

from Mount Lebanon, and dated A.D, 1576, (3) The St. Gennain manu-
script, used by Lagarde, This is referred to the eighth century and does

not contain the liturgical portions of the Testavient.

In addition to these manuscripts, Rahmani has also made use of a transla-

tion, made through Coptic into Arabic.

The present editors, besides the material used by Mgr. Rahmani, have
consulted a Cambridge manuscript of the Testament, which may represent

a translation later than that of James of Edessa.

The question of the date and place of composition of the Testament is one
that has been much discussed. Mgr. Rahmani considers that it belongs to

the age of Iremeus, the end of the second century
;
Dr. Zahn places it about

350 A.D.; Prof. Harnack and Bishop Wordsworth attribute it to about
400 A.D.; M. Batiffol, in the Revue Bibliqne Internationale, of the Domini-
can Convent of St. Stephen at Jerusalem, asserts that it is not earlier than
the fifth century. This question must be determined almost entirely by
internal evidence. Our editors are inclined to fix the date at about 356 A.D.,
although admitting the possibility of additions by James of Edessa. As
they point out, the Testament possesses an especial interest, from the fact

that its original production can be dated with reasonable certainty at the

point of the great transition in the Church’s fortunes from Imperial perse-

cution to Imperial favor, a change that was leading to “the transformation

of her buildings and her services to suit her altered circumstances.”

A clue as to the place of composition is obtained from the countries in

which the Testament exercised an influence. That influence has been chiefly

felt among the Monophysite Churches of West Syria and Abyssinia. Thus
the formulas of the Testament (I. 21) are almost identical with those used in

the modern West Syrian Ordinal, while there are distinct traces of the influ-

ence of the Testament upon the Abyssinian liturgy and the Litany. Our
editors give as their conclusion on this vexed question, “ that while Syria is

not an impossible country of origin, Asia Minor is the most probable coun-

try that has yet been suggested.” Theologically, the Testament makes a

strong protest against Arianism and undue subordinationism. “ It vibrates

with the pulsation of the great controversies through which the Church
was passing, or into whicti she was about to pass, Arian, Macedonian, Apol-

linarian.” Some features of the book have led to the conjecture that the

Testament was derived from a Montanist Church Order. Dom Morin of

Maresdous first called attention to this subject in the Revue Benedictine for

January, 1900.

Bishop Wordsworth in the Church Quarterlu Review for April, 1900, advo-

cated the view that the Testament sprang from the school of the famous
Appollinaris of Laodicea. In like manner, the ascetic tone of the book has

led to the conclusion that this was the work of a sect. The editors reject

this view and insist that, in spite of apparent Appollinariau leaning, no

actual heresy is exhibited. The title “ The Testament, or Words which our

Lord, when He rose from the dead, spake to the Holy Apostles and which

were written in eight books by Clement of Rome, the disciple of Peter,” is

startling to modern readers, but is evidently an attempt to emphasize the

living headship of Christ. To the men of the time, “ Our Lord is in point

of fact no mere figure of the past, but the Living Head of His Church,

from whom each of His ministers in succession derives his charge, in and by

whom alone he lives, and unto whom he must answer at the last.” By this

startling prelude, the compiler probably intended to claim for his work
“ the authority of an undefiled tradition, in which were gathered up those
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counsels of the Great Forty Days, during which the Risen Lord spake to

Ilis disciples, the things concerning the Kingdom of God ” (Acts i. 3).

The book professes to be the last Will or Testament of our Lord, and
final counsels intended to provide the disciples with rules for the conduct

of their work. The book after a Preface and Introduction gives an apoca-

lyptic discourse concerning the end of the world. Then follow four chap-

ters which connect that discourse with the Church Order which occupies the

remainder of the book. This “ Order ” contains the most minute regula-

tions in regard to the Church, its buildings and its organization, with ordi-

nation prayers and a complete Liturg}'. In fact, it was the original inten-

tion of the editors “ to render the prayers in such a manner as might most
easily be used for purposes of worship.” This Liturgy is in all essentials of

structure one with the Liturgies of other ancient “ Orders,” such as the Canon
of Hippolytus, the Egyptian Church Order, the Ethiopic Church Order, the

Arabic Didascalia, the Anaphora of the Abyssinian Church, the Apostolic

Constitutions, the Catechetical Lectures of St. Cyril of Jerusalem, the

Prayer Book of Serapion of Thumis and many others. To further elucidate

this point, the editors publish in the appendix to their work extracts from

the Arabic Didascalia and the Abyssinian Anaphora.

The construction and the internal arrangement of the Church buildings

are provided for in a careful and elaborate manner. Danger of persecu-

tion was not entirely gone, but the Church now might venture to order her

sanctuaries with care and dignity.” The Orientation of the Church, the

Baptistery, the Holy Table and the Sanctuary Veil are all provided for.

The Second Book deal.s first with Baptism and is entitled “ Commandments
and Rules and a Definition, which our Lord Jesus Christ laid down for the

order of those who are baptized. It decides who are to be admitted as cate-

chumens and who rejected
;

it gives rules for the instruction, exorcism, bap-

tism, confirmation and the communion of the candidates. It then passes to

the fast before and the various ceremonies of Easter, the Agape, offering of

first fruits, rules for burial and property, grace before meals, methods of

singing, hours of prayer, and closes with a return to the pretence of a Testa-

ment. “ John and Peter and Matthew wrote this Testament and sent it in

copies from Jerusalem, by Dositheus and Silas and Magnus and Aquila,

w'hom they chose to send to all dioceses. Amen.”

The book that is thus presented to our attention is more than an antiqua-

liau curiosity and is of the utmost value to the student of early Christian

worship and Church usages. It is, as the editors tell us, “ a veritable mine

at once of devotional expression and liturgical lore
;
while its witness to the

state of doctrine and the ecclesiastical order and organization in Eastern

Christendom, in the middle or third quarter of the fourth century, is of

surpassing value.” Tlie entire work has been done in a most scholarly man-

ner, and a body of notes of equal bulk with the text elucidates the importance

of the Testamient as a liturgical document and a compendium of Church

usages. The editors are men of ability in this department. Prof. Cooper is

a learned liturgiologist, while Canon Maclean brings to the w'ork the expe-

rience gathered by long residence in the East, upon the Archbishop’s Mission

to the xVssyrian Christians. The work is at once the most elaborate and

most learned account of one of the earliest of Church Orders and is a decided

credit to the scholarship of the Scottish Churches. It is a book that should

be neglected by no student of the Post-Constantinian period of Christian

history.

Scranton. IIakry A. Nye.
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The Anglican Episcopate and the American Colonies. By
Arthur Lyon Cross, Ph.D., Instructor in History in the University

of Michigan, sometime Assistant in American History in Harvard
University. New York : Longmans, Green & Co., 1902. 8vo, pp. ix,

368.

This history is the result of a study of the sources. Dr. Cross has been

thoroughgoing in his search for them and has evidently carefully examined
them. The fruit of his studies is an able, full and, on the whole, quite im-

partial narrative of an important and exciting movement in the history of

the American Clmrches. Whoever desires to know the facts about the

campaign on the one hand to introduce and on the other to prevent the

introduction of Anglican bishops into the American Colonies can go to Dr.

Cross’s book with confidence that he will find stated in it all the facts of first

importance, and that they have not been distorted in their statement by the

author’s personal feelings. But it should be added that in his presentation

of them there is nothing, like elevation or warmth or vividness of style,

which is likely to create an interest in the subject or even to deepen an

interest already felt. Nor are we made to feel an interest in the able and
vigorous men, like Johnson and Chandler on one side and Mayhew and
Chauncy on the other, who fought the fight for and against the introduc-

tion of the bishops. Admirable as the book is in most respects, yet

considering the possibilities of the subject, considering indeed how Dr.

Cross himself might have treated it, it is not so interesting a book as it

ought to have been. The book is a little dry, though its subject is not dry

at all. Certainly it was not thought to be, while the campaign was going

forward. We wish—and we are sure that the author could have done it

—

that Dr. Cross, without abating his fervor for sources, had reproduced in his

history the spirit of the conflict. He has undoubted historical ability. We
hope that he will hereafter write more like a literary histoiiographer.

The controversy, like many other controversies of the kind, was one in

which both sides were right. It is impossible not to sympathize with the

longing of the Episcopalian home missionaries and rectors for a bishop.

How could they advance the interests of their denomination when there

could be no confirmations and no ordinations? Nor is there any reason to

doubt the sinceiity of those who asserted that they wanted a bishop for

themselves only and not for the purpose of extending the sway of the Eng-
lish Establishment over the Colonies. On the other hand, the Congrega-

tional and Presbyterian Churches had a history which justified all the fears

they entertained. Dr. Charles A. Briggs ( Amer. Presbyterianism, p. 31-5) has

admirably stated their attitude in the following sentence :
“ It was not that

they would deprive the American Episcopalians of a bishopric, but that they

knew that the introduction of prelacy into America would throw a vast

political power into the scale against them, and that an effort would be made
to establish the Church of Eugland in all the Colonies and to treat all other

Churches as dissenting.” The controversy was ended by the War of Inde-

pendence. When the Colonies became the United States, no Church had

any right or any reason to oppose the introduction of a bishop for the

Episcopal communion. lie could be the bishop only of his own people.

The bibliography of the subject published at the end of the book, though
incomplete, is valuable

;
so are the appendices. The footnotes are abundant

and illuminating.

Princeton. John DeWitt.
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Die Neu-Irvingianer : oder die “APOSTOLiscnE Gemeinde.” Ihre

Geschicbte, Lehre und Verfassung, dargestellt von Karl Handt-
MAXN. Giiterslob: Druckerei und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann. 1903.

Barely have I read a little book so deeply interesting as this brief outline

of tbe bistory, organization, life and doctrines of tbe sect of tbe New-Irving-
ites, of wbicb we knew next to nothing before tbe appearance of this

mucb-needed brochure.

As we all know, the old Irvingites were founded by Rev. Edward Irving,

1792-1834, who in 1834 was expelled from tbe Scotch Presbyterian Church of

London, for propagating doctrines and practices antagonistic to the Re-
formed faith.

The earlier sect was noted for extravagant Chiliasm and for the effort of

restoring the old Apostolic Church, especially its offices and charismata.

Two years after Irving’s death, 1836, the Christian world was divided among
the Twelve Apostles, elected to re-evangelize it. Thus twelve provinces, or

apostolates, were created, in which the ruling apostle was to exercise abso-

lute ecclesiastical authority. In 1847 the Irvingites were fully organized,

as the “ Catholic Apostolic Church.” Several dates were set, with uniform

failure, for the personal advent of Christ ; but the sect survived all disap-

pointments and began to get a strong foothold on the Continent.

From this body the “ Neo-Irvingites ” seceded in 1862, under the leader-

ship of Geyer, an apostate apostle, and Schwartz, of Hamburg. And this

new sect, of which little is known, is described in the little volume before me.

The author first briefly outlines their history and phenomenal growtti since

1862. Their organs are the HeroJd and the Wdchterstimmen. In 1890 they

numbered, in Prussia alone, 16,081 adherents; in 1895, 22,610; in 1900,

32,215. An alarming sectarian growth !

Their leader is the crafty and intolerant apostle of “ the tribe of Ephraim,”
Fr. Krebs of Brunswick, who edits the Wdchterstimmen. The missionaries

of the sect are actively at work in every part of tbe world. Several times

advances were made for reunion with the older Irvingites, but without

effect. The history of this movement is a fine proof of the accumulative

heretical tendency of all sectarian life.

The author of the brochure gives us a glimpse of their fundamental doc-

trines, chief of which is faith, in the aposlolate, which they preach, with

blasphemous insolence, as the re-incarnation of the living Christ. The old

Irvingites, believing the Second Coming of Christ impending, did not elect

new apostles after the death of the original twelve, appointed in 1836. The
Neo-Irvingites appoint new apostles, whenever they are needed and to what-

ever number.
Faith in these apostles is necessary to salvation. The author carefully

weighs the Scriptural proof the sect advances for this heresy, and satis-

factorily disposes of it. Their whole exegesis is evidently a deliberate falsi-

fication of Scripture, for selfish ends. The four main “ offices ” of the

Neo-Irvingites are the apostleskip, typified by a lion; that of prophets, by an

eagle; of evangelists, by a man; of the pa.storate, hy an ox. Beside these

main offices they have elders, bishops, priests, deacons, deaconesses, etc.

The fourfold figure, above mentioned, is seen in every meeting place of the

sect. Their pastors are unsalaried men : their preaching is a mere harangue,

but extremely sectarian
; for without the “Apostolic Church” there is no

salvation. Women and men prophesy in the meetings. Tithes are not

exacted, as in the older sect, but free-will offerings are expected and freely

given. Extremely, interesting is the picture sketched by the author of one

of their religious services (39-45). They cling to the Sacraments of the
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Church, but use the Lord’s Supper twice every Sunday, with unleavened
bread and mixed wine. They baptize for ’• sealing ” and by it can assure
salvation to the dead, in literal application of 1 Cor. xv. 29. In 1901 alone
1115 deceased persons were thus sared. Tliey retain, at least in the main,
the Evangelical Lutheran offices of confirmation and marriage. They have
no burial service, as they have no Individual cemeteries.

Tliey retain the seven spiritual gifts mentioned in 1 Cor. xii—wa’sdom,
faith, healing, miracles, prophecy, the gift of proving spirits and tongues.
The author traces all these pretended “ gifts ” and clearly disproves their

existence. A legalistic tendency prevails : faith no longer saves, but life,

acts, doing.

The author finally outlines their eschatology, disproves their claims of

exemplary brotherly love and describes the attitude of the sect to the
Chinch, whose missionary and philanthropic work they bitterly villify or

haughtily ignore. The book is written in a judicial vein
;
and though, as is

natural, it is not free from bias, it honestly tries to minimize this defect.

The author has himself well in band and has written something which is

worthy of more than passing recognition. It is an actual contribution to

the science of Church history. Henry E. Dosker.

Weiiinaciiten in Kirche, Ktjnst und Volksleben. Von Prof.

Georg Hietschel. Mit 4 Kunstbeilagen und 152 Abbildungen.
Large 8vo, pp. 160. Bielefeld und Leipzig: Verlag von Velhagen und
Klasing, 1902.

This comprehensive treatise on “ Christmas,” beautifully illustrated with

a profusion of half-tone and colored plates, is the fifth volume of a “Samm-
lung iUustrierter Monographien herausgegebsn in Verbindung mit Anderen
von Ilanns von Zobelitz.” It is from the very competent pen of Prof.

Ilietscliel of Leipzig and gives a precis of the whole subject, drawn from the

best authorities. After a short introduction it treats in turn of the Christ-

mas Festival of the Church, Christmas and Pictorial Art, the Christmas

Grotto, Christmas Songs, Christmas Plays, Various Christmas Customs,
Christmas Presents and Christmas Markets, and the Christmas Tree. A use-

ful bibliography and an index close the volume. The illustrations are

numerous, well chosen and beautifully reproduced : they provide in them-

selves a pretty full history of Christmas ideas and usages as well as present-

ing a very rich series of reproductions of masterpieces of Christian art.

Prof. Rietschel tells us that no other Christian festival has so intimately

wedded itself with the family life and the life of the people as Christmas.

Nevertheless, for more than three hundred years the Church got along en-

tirely without it. The primitive Church did not even possess a distinctively

Christian Easter or Whitsunday. By the middle of the second century we
find, however, Easter celebrated and soon afterwards AVhitsuuday; and by

the end of tlve third century, or the beginning of the fourth, a third festival

begins to appear in the East by the side of tliese. But this third festival was
not Christmas but Epiphany

;
and it was celebrated on the sixth of January,

along with which there gradually came to be made remembrance of the

birth of Christ also. The idea that Clirist was born on the 25th of December
seems to appear first eaily in the third century as the result of a calculation

from the 25th of March, the New Year’s day of that time, which had come
to be looked upon as the anniversary of the Annunciation. But there is no
trace of the celebration of this day until the middle of the fourth century :

Prof. Rietschel thinks indeed that w'e can fix confidently on 354 (or possibly

353) as the exact year of its first celebration. This occurred at Rome
;
and
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thence the new festival spread—reaching Constantinople in 379, Cappadocia

in 382, Antioch in 388, Egypt in 432; but Palestine not until the seventh

century, while the great Armenian Church has resisted the innovation up
to our own day.

If the celebration of the twenty-fifth of December as the birthday of the

Lord dates thus only from the later Patristic age, the modes of its celebration

most common among us are of yet more recent origin. The custom of

giving presents upon Christmas Day is of mediaeval invention; the Christ-

mas-tree a modern extension. We first hear of Christmas-presents late in

the fourteenth century : and the usage made its way only slowly and against

much opposition. It was even made the subject of legal enactments
; and

as late as 1661 and indeed as 1735 the Saxon “ Policey-Ordnung ” sought to

regulate and provide against the abuses of this custom. The Christmas-

tree seems to have come in through a confusion of the festival of Christmas
with the observance of “ the day of Adam and Eve,” which fell on Decem-
ber 24th, and a feature of which was the erection of a “ Paradise,” in which
were planted the two trees of the Knowledge of Good and Evil and of Life.

We appear to hear of our distinctive “ Christmas-tree ” first at Strassburg,

at the opening of the seventeenth century. The “ burning Christmas-tree,”

that is the Christmas-tree adorned with candles, we meet with first about 1737.

It was not until the nineteenth century that it began to spread very widely

even in Germany. Neither in the North German States of Ilolstein, Meck-
lenburg, Pommerania and the Provinces of Prussia, nor in the Rhine-land in

the West, nor in Bavaria in the South, was it in use until towards the middle

of the nineteenth century. Outside of Germany it has appeared only as a

German importation. Oddly enough the first Christmas-tree was set up in

France and England in the same year, 1840, by the Mecklenburg Princess

Helen, Duchess of Orleans, in the former, and by the Saxe-Coburg Prince

Albert in the latter. “Thus the Christmas-tree,” smilingly remarks
Prof. Rietschel, “ has held its conquering way over the earth.”

It goes without saying that we have adverted only to a few of the numer-

ous interesting facts brought out in this wide survey of Christmas usages.

We have, indeed, confined ourselves to such as furnish a compressed account

of the origins of the customs now most common in American families.

The book is crammed full of other lines of investigation of equal inherent

interest. Even such as we have briefly reported may supply us, however,

with some food for thought. There is a certain passionate intensity in the

way in which Christmas is now celebrated among us. But after all, what

can be said for the customs to which we have committed ourselves ? There

is no reason to believe that our Lord wished His birthday to be celebrated

by His followers. There is no reason to believe that the day on which we
are celebrating it is His birthday. There is no reason to believe that the

way in which we currently celebrate it would meet His approval. Are we
not in some danger of making of what we fondly tell ourselves is a celebra-

tion of the Advent of our Lord, on the one side something much more like

the Saturnalia of old Rome than is becoming in a sober Christian life ; and,

on the other something much more like a shopkeeper’s carnival than can

comport with the dignity of even a sober secular life ?

Frinceton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Mary Griffin and Her Creed. By Egbert C. Smyth. From Pro-

ceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, at the Semi-Annual

Meeting held in Boston, April 30, 1902. Worcester, Mass. : Charles

Hamilton, 1902. 8vo, pp. IS.

On looking over certain extracts from the records of baptisms in the First
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Church of Christ in Bradford, Mass., Dr. Smyth met with the record that a

Mary Grifliii was received and baptized on the 27th of August, 1695, after

expressing her assent to the Apostles’ Creed as well as to the church covenant.

From this record he takes his text for an interesting discourse on the history

of the Apostles’ Creed among the Churches, and especially among the Con-
gregationalist Churches.

He considers such a use of this Creed as is here noted, in a New England
church of that date, something surprising. The early Independents of New
England do not seem, he tells us, to have taken much to the use of the

Apostles’ Creed. It was not used in public worship : the English liturgy

seems, for example, to have been first read in Boston on June 6, 1686. It

was not used in the well-practiced exercise of catechization : it is absent frwu
the more popular catechetical manuals and even the New England editions

of the Westminster Shorter Catechism appear to have omitted it. No
similar use of it to that noted in the case of Mary Griffin seems to have
turned up either in the church in Bradford or in any other of the early

churches of Massachusetts.

But the case of “ this mother in Israel ” he considers, on the other band, to

offer an admirable example to churches. He felicitates himself that the

Puritans never rejected the Apostles’ Creed ; and that from 1690, when it

was inserted in the New England Primer, they more and more took to it.

AVhy should it not grow even now into ever fuller use and greater usefulness

—this Baptismal Creed of the Roman Church to which so many other

Churches also give their affectionate reverence? Thus his historical

discourse finds a practical application for itself.

Incidentally we learn what Dr. Smyth thinks of Dr. McGiffert’s recent

work on the Creed. “ A recent writer,” he says, “ of a cultivated historical

spirit, has endeavored to explain its origin by a local controversy in lire

second century, and another early in the third—for two such issues, wide apart,

are employed to explain its simple beginnings. The attempt seems to me a
failure on critical grounds. But apart from this is the genius of the Creed.

One cannot explain a song by a syllogism, an Amen simply by a controversy,

a baptismal confession apart from the Name.” We are in full accord with

Dr. Symth in this judgment.
But we cannot go with Dr. Smyth in his notion that this KT/}/m kg ad is

enough of a possession to satisfy all the needs of Christian confession.

Christianity is no longer in its infancy : and the food that .sufficed it in its

puling days is not strong enough meat for its adult manhood. It has made
acquisitions since the second century in apprehending the truth of God
which it can never again forego confessing without grevious wrong. Augus-
tine, Anselm, Luther—to name no more—have not lived in vain. A creed

which knows nothing of the electing grace of God, of the atoning sacrifice of

Christ, of justification by faith, can never again be a sufficient Creed for a

truly Christian heart. The Apostles’ Creed is good, but he who would sat-

isfy himself with it must needs be addressed in the sorrowful words of the

Apostle: “ Ye were running well; who did hinder you that ye should not

obey the truth ?”

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Die Vergottijngsleure des Athanasius und Johannes Damas-
cenes. Ein Beitiiig zur Kritik A. Harnack’s Wesen des Christentums.

Von Lie. theol. K. Bornhauser, a. o. Professor an der Universiliit

Greifrwald. Die Grundwahrheiten der Christlichen Relig-
ion NACH D. R. Seeberg. Ein Bericht von D. II. Cremer. 8vo, pp.

118. Giitersloh : C. Bertelsmann, 1903.

The criticism which has been directed against Harnack’s misleading
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lectures on The Esset^ce of Ckristianity has hitherto dealt mainly with their

Biblico Critical positions and their conceptions of the doctrinal content of

Christianit}'. That they are equally vulnerable in their historical judgments
it is the purpose of Prof. Bornhauser in this pamphlet to illustrate, by the

adduction of a striking example. This example is drawn from the represen-

tation which Ilarnack gives of the fundamental characteristic of Greek
theology. This he finds in the notion of deification as the essence of

redemption, and that in a crass and physical sense. Prof. Bornhauser selects

Athanasius and John of Damascus as the fairest representatives of Greek
theology and draws out in detail their conceptions of Christianity as a

redemptive process. Ilis finding is that the representation given by
Ilarnack of the Greek doctrine of redemption is erroneous in every single

point of importance. As for the doctrine of physical deification as the

essence of salvation, it has no place in Anthanasius or John at all : what
they mean by “ deification ’’ is just communion with God through Christ in

the Holy Spirit. Prof. Bornhauser’s presentation of the doctrine of redemp-

tion as held by Athanasius and John is both careful and sympathetic and

has a value that goes far beyond its polemic purpose.

The last twenty pages of the pamphlet (which is the second part of the

seventh volume of the series of theological papers issued by Drs. Schlatter

and Ciemer under the general title of Beitruge zur Forderung Christlicher

Tlieologie) are occupied by a sharp but well-deserved criticism by Dr. Cremer
of the public lectures delivered (in a sort of imitation of Harnack’s course)

in 1901-02 by Prof. Seeberg on the “ Fundamental Truths of the Christian

Religion.” A couple of sentences will indicate Cremer’s judgment on See-

berg's performance. ” If there did not emerge in one single point a sharp

difference from Kaftan—which is grounded, however, in the greater energy

of Kaftan’s thought—and if there were not defended a psychology which I

cannot believe Kaftan can share, it might be conjectured that the author

was a pupil of Kaftan’s—always excepting the everywhere outbreaking

rhetoric and the attenuation of thought grounded in it” (p. 99). “That
the notions of Seeberg are not Lutheran remains certainly true, despite the

contradictory contention of the Evangelische Kirchenzeitung, the Kreuz-

zeitung, the Reichsboten 'and the like. They are just as little Reformed or

Pietistic; they are modern-enthusiastic and accordingly stand very near to

Ilarnack’s proclamations in The Essence of Christianity, to which they

supply the positive, not contrast but complement. Enthusiasm is, however,

the contradictory of the faith that binds itself to the Word and is bound by

the Word” (p. 118).

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

V.—SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGAC

The Death of Christ: Its Place and Interpretation in the Kew Testa-

ment. By James Dexney, D.D., Professor of New Testament Lan-

guage, Literature and Theology, United Free Church College, Glasgow.

New York : A. C. Armstrong & Son, MCMII. Pp. xix, 334.

In this book Dr. Denney has done a very valuable bit of work for the whole

evangelical Church. He has produced a modest monograph calling itself only

“ an examination of the New Testament teaching on the Death of Christ.”

Midway between Systematic Theology on the one side and Critical Exegesis

on the other, what we find is a pure exercise in Biblical Theology. How-
ever, the author does not magnify the distinction between Dogmatic and
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Biblical theology ; indeed, he does not regard the difference between theology

and religion, though valid enough, as either radical or absolute. The New
Testament writers cared nothing for these modern distinctions ; they cared

more for substance than for form, and for them, as it should be for us, the

great question was, Is it true f L)r. Denney does claim for what he has

written “a scientific character in the full serrse of the word.” His presup-

positions are reduced to the minimum. lie lets the New Testament speak

for itself. He makes no quarrel with the man who chooses to deny that

there is any New Testament, that is to say, who. affirms that its parts were
not produced with any view of their being related to each other. Neverthe-

less, as we have them they are bound together and it must be conceded that

they have some sort of unity of subject in this, that they are alt concerned

with Jesus Christ, and some sort of unity of authorship in this, that they are

all works of faith. The author examines first of all the Synoptic Gospels
;

then, in their order, the “ earliest Christian preaching ” in the Acts, Paul's

epistles, the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the wiitings of St. John; he then

concludes the book with a splendid chapter on “ The Importance of the

Death of Christ in Preaching and in Theology.” In his study of the Synoptics

Dr. Denney refutes the idea that our Lord’s death was in any sense to him an
afterthought. His baptism was unquestionably to him a great spiritual

experience of some sort and attention is carefully directed to the words
which were spoken at that time (Luke iii. 22). The obvious reference is

twofold, namely, to the Psalmist (Ps. ii. 7) and to the Prophet (Isaiah xlii.

1, ff.). The reigning king of the one was to be also the suffering servant of

the other. “ The Messianic consciousness of Jesus from the very beginning

was one with the consciousness of the servant of the Lord” (p. 14). This

view is confirmed by a study of our Lord’s temptation, having as it does a

most significant psychological connection with his baptism which it so closely

followed. Moreover, the meaning of His baptism is held to be consistent

only with this view. If it was a baptism of repentance, why should Jesus,

w'ho had no sin to repent of, submit to if:' Already was He “numbering
Himself with the transgressors,” identifying Himself with the sinful and
making their responsibilities His own. “ It was ‘ a great act of loving com-
munion with our misery ’ and in that hour, in the will and act of Jesus, the

work of atonement was begun ” (p. 21). There are not wanting indications

of this thought in His mind prior to the explicit predictions of His passion

after the incident at Cesarea Philippi : witness His references to the taking

away of the Bridegroom (Mark ii. 19) and to the sign of Jonas (Matt. xii. 40)

and others, but it was at that time that a new era opened up in His teaching

of the Twelve. He tells them that He must (4£i) go unto Jerusalem and

suffer and be killed (Mark viii. 31, ix. 31, x. 32 and parallels). The
evangelists are not thinking of the abstract metaphysical necessity of the

philosophers ;
but does Jei mean that He is helpless in the face of the physical

forces that are combining against Him? or does it mean that, unless all this

comes to pass. His mission would certainly fail ? The two are not incom-

patible, but it is clear that tlie latter was: foremost in His thought. His

death is not so much inevitable as indispensable. This position is abund-

antly supported and there follows a discussion of the Ransom saying (Mark

X. 45) and of the Lord’s Supper, which is very rich by reason of the author’s

evident familiarity with the objections, both critical and doctrinal, which are

urged to the contrary.

The second chapter is a study of the Acts and of the First Epistle of

Peter. The earliest preaching was in obedience to the Lord’s Great Com-
mission and we are shown how and why baptism and remission of sins arc

interrelated and are inseparably associated with the death of Christ—“a
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covenant-founding, sin-annulling death.” Indeed, Dr. Denney holds that the

sacrament of baptism implies the death of Christ as truly, if not quite so

directly, as does that of the Supper. With Paul, Christ’s death was the

burdeu not of his theology, but of his preaching. There can be no question

between the death and the resurrection of Christ as the supreme theme of

apostolic thought and proclamation, for each is incomplete without the

other. “ There can be no salvation from sin unless there is a living Saviour:

this explains the emphasis laid by the apostle on the resurrection. But the

Living One can only be a Saviour because He has diel: this explains the

emphasis Laid on the Cross” (p. 1‘23). The Epistle to the Hebrews
approaches the subject from another point of view. The author calls it the

most theological book in the Xew Testament. In choosing between those

who, with Westcott, make the Incarnation the starting-point in the argu-

ment and those who, with Seeberg, make the Priesthood the starting-point.

Dr. Denney goes decidedly with the laiter and he maintains that the whole
epistle is designed to show how Christ’s death, interpreted in connection

with priesthood as a sacrificial death, puts away sin and makes possible

fellowship of God and sinful men. It is because the thought in Hebrews is

ceremonial and Paul’s thought is ethical or spiritual that ayta:iHv in the

former is substantially equivalent to Paul’s diKaiovv. The one is discussing

status or relation ; the other is discussing character. There is no disagree-

ment between them if the viewpoint of each writer is borne in mind.

The Johannine writings are rich in references to the death of Christ, but

John speaks from another standpoint still. It is characteristic of him that

he presents the redemptive work almost exclusively in “ prophetic categor-

ies.” With Paul, revelation is through redemption ; with John, redemption

is through revelation. And yet John is no mere rationalist, removing the

atonement out of the sphere of the historical aud placing it only in the realm

of eternal truth. The author argues that in the Revelation xiii. 8, in which

reference is made to the “ Lamb’s Book of Life,” the wordsfrom the founda-
tion of the world are not to be construed with “ slain,” but with “ written.”

The meaning is that the names of the redeemed are written from eternity in

the Lamb’s Book of Life, not that the Lamb was slain from eternity. It is

contended that the death of Christ has a much larger place in the Fourth

Gospel than it is often said to have and the contention is supported by the

citation and examination of many passages.

The convictions of the author, ever cropping out between the lines, are a

constant tonic to the reader. He has no tone of compromise for the man
w’ho graciously magnifies the fact but minimizes the meaning of Christ’s

death
;
for he rightly declares that the former without the latter is of no

more value to the world than is the death of either the penitent or the

impenitent thief at His side. He believes in the substitutionary doctrine of

Christ’s atoning death and his reasons, gathered only from the New Testa-

ment itself, lead him to believe that if it has not a vicarious meaning, then

it has none. He spurns all views that make the atonement an incident of

the Incarnation; because they shift the centre of gravity of New' Testament

teaching, they proceed not on moral but on metaphysical grounds, and they

refine Christianity into a vapid sentimentality. He holds that Socinianism

or Unitarianism has always begun with denying not the Incarnation but the

Atonement, and he insists that, beginning thus, our logic will sooner or

later bring us to “put Christ out of the Christian religion altogether”

(p. 320). On the contrary, the death of Christ is the most central thing in

the New Testament and in New Testament Christianity. Where there

is no Atonement there is no Gospel, and the preacher who omits or blurs it is

no Gospel preacher. Paul told the Corinthians (I Cor. xv. 3) tlrat he deliv-
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ered to them, “ first of all,” ev-puTotc, that which he received, that Christ died

for their sins according to the Scriptures
;
and Dr. Denney takes these words

in a temporal sense. He insists that successful preaching must follow

Paul’s example and put not Clirist only but the atoning Christ in the fore-

ground, both in lime and in importance. He reminds us that the first Morav-
ian missionaries in Greenland, after twenty years of fruitless work in

indirect approaches to the savage mind, found a quick response to the appeal

of the Cross.

^Ve do not care to mention little critical objections to this book, although
the reader so disposed might find some. They are insignificant in compari-

son with the excellence of the impression which it makes upon the candid
reader. It is good devotional reading. It is as valuable for the preacher

whom it stimulates as for the student whom it instructs. It is a splendid

and timely treatise on an important subject ; and in the genial spirit of scien-

tific or inductive study of the New Testament itself, it gives us a sane and
scholarly presentation of the central truth of the Christian religion.

Trenton, N. J. Henry Collin Minton.

Geschichte der Dogmatik in russischer Darstelltjng. Nach den in

Russland Gebriiuchlichsten rechtglaubigen dogmatischen Lehrbiichern

deutsch wieder gegeben und mit einem bibliographischeu Register ver-

sehen. Von Mag. Theol. K. Konrad Grafs, Privatdocent in Dorpat.

8vo, pp. XV, 179. Giitersloh : C. Bertelsmann, 1902.

In this book Master Grafs takes a first step in a very praiseworthy under-

taking. This is none other than to make the theological thought of the

great Russian Church—a Church that embraces something like a hundred
millions of souls—better known to Western theologians. He naturally

begins his Preface, therefore, with remarks on the greatness of the mass of

Russian theological literature and the depths of the ignorance of it prevail-

ing in the West. “There is not merely much of a theological character

written in the Russian Church,” it seems, “ but what is written is very

widely read. Every book of any importance whatever quickly passes into

new editions ;
there is a great array of theological periodicals, and many

more which, while not purely theological, admit to their pages theologi-

cal discussions. The more important journals are usually of greater size

than is common in Germany and enjoy many more readers. The spiritual

level of this theology, moreover, leaves unjustified its relative neglect, in

comparison with the Roman Catholic, on the part of evangelical students

in the West.”
The impression made by these sentences is scarcely borne out, however,

at least in full measure, by the exhibition made in the following pages. A
list of over five hundred books that appeared in the nineteenth century

in the domain of systematic theology (inclusive of Apologetics and Ethics)

and a catalogue of about seventy-five theological journals are given: and

sketches of the history of dogmatics are offered, taken from the two chief

dogmatic text-books in use in the Russian divinity schools. The impres-

sion received from these exhibits is that there exists in Russia a great

meagreness of dogmatic literature. The systematic treatment of the

dogmatic material seems to have begun in the Russian Church only with the

nineteenth century ; and it appears to have been very languidly prosecuted.

Besides the two systems from which the sketches here printed are taken

—

those of Makari (first printed in 1819 and left unchanged since) and Silwestr

(1884-1897)—the author knows but two others that at all deserve to stand

by their side—those of Philaret and of Justin, Bishop of Tobolsk (1889-
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1887). He tells us that the reason of this is to be found in the fact that the

diligence of the Russian theologians has expended itself in monographs
rather than in systematic treatises. But this is scarcely borne out by the

meagre list of only some five hundred books in the domain of systematic

theology for the whole century, the most of which are, moreover, in the

departments of Apologetics and Ethics, leaving very few for purely dog-

matic investigations
;
and it is distinctly negatived by the very poor show-

ing made for Russian theological literature by its historians as here quoted.

The reader will certainly rise from reading these sketches with the very

strong impression that Russian dogmatic literature remains at present

relatively insigniticant.

This is not to say that it is not important to become acquainted with what
dogmatic material Russia has to offer us, or that we are not very grateful

to Master Grafs for what he has here given us, and for all that he promises

us for the future. What he gives us here, as has already been pointed out, is

two sketches of the history of dogmatics—the two most important sketches

of the history of dogmatics that exist in Russian literature. His idea is

that “ the spirit which animates the Russian Church of to-day will manifest

itself particularly plainly in the judgment it passes on its own and foreign

productions.” He himself characterizes the two .sketches thus: “ Makari
provides only the history of the dogmatics of the Greek-Orthodox Church.

Silwestr leans heavily on Makari’s narrative, and besides gives the history

of the dogmatics of the Roman Catholic and Protestant Churches. Unfor-

tunately the history of Russian dogmatics is only very briefly handled by

them both. This grows out of the fact that they have described exclusively

the comprehensive works and only touch lightly upon the monographs.”

Makari’s sketch occupies less than fifty pages: the portion of Silwestr’s that

covers the same ground not over sixty. To this Silwestr adds forty more on

Western theology. Perhaps the relative importance of Western and Eastern

theology (the adherents of the latter being themselves judges) is not inaptly

measured by Silwestr’s devotion of nine pages to the history of Eastern and

forty to that of Western dogmatics since the separation of the Churches
;
and

when we add that the forty pages are packed with names and the nine are
“ long drawn out,” the difference becomes more apparent.

The note of Silwestr’s treatment of Western thought is sharply polemic.

The Western Church has torn itself loose from the life-root of the Catholic

Church and must naturally exhibit all sorts of abnormal phenomena,

strange to the spirit of the Catholic Church. The Protestant Churches are

in this the worst sinners, and their theologizing presents the spectacle of a

ceaseless fluctuation, governed merely, in all its movements back and forth,

by its crass individualism and an inherent tendency to Rationalism. He who
casts his eye over the history of dogmatics in the West, we are told, cannot

escape the conviction that the false, unvitalized and unfruitful tendency of

Catholic dogmatics has its rooting in nothing other than its lack of reverence

for and forgetfulness of the proper inner historical connection of all religious

thought with the theology and religious consciousness and the spirit of the

old, universal Church
;
w'hile the cause of the all sorts of shortcomings and

of the astonishing extremes of the Protestant dogmatics lies in their complete

loss of this connection. It may not be comforting to be made thus to see our-

selves as others see us; but it may be useful. The comfort comes to us

Reformed Christians when we observe that it is the progress of Lutheran

dogmatics alone that Silwestr is surveying w'hen he speaks of Protestant

dogmatics. He does not seem to be at all aware that there is another

line of dogmatic development in Protestantism. There is not a word

about Calvin or the great Reformed systematizers of the seventeenth cen-
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tury. Only at the end of the sketch, where he comes to enumerate the

adherents of the Mediating School, along with the names of Ilase, Nitsch

and Twesten, that of Schweitzer occurs ; and among the confessional

theologians the name of Heppe is intruded into the list by the side of Phil-

ippi, Thomasius, Schmidt and Kahnis. We can scarcely cherish the hope
that had Silwestr “known Joseph” he might have judged better of the

whole family of his brethren; but that he does not “know Joseph” is

scarcely, on the other hand, a commendation to us of the competency of his

survey of Western theology, or an indication of the likelihood of our find-

ing in Russian theological literature much that will be helpful to us in

understanding ourselves.

What we have apparently to look for in a better knowledge of Russian
theology, therefore, appears to be merely help to a better understanding of

the point of view of the Russian Church. This is worth doing a good deal

to obtain. We are grateful for the help given us towards it in the present

book, and we shall be grateful for whatever further help towards it Master

Grafs may afford us hereafter. Meanwhile we have Makari’s treatise acces-

sible in a French translation and sundry catechisms in English, from which

we may learn the outlines and general tone of Russian theological construc-

tion.

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Theologischer Jahresbericht. Herausgegeben von Dr. G. Kruger
in Giessin und Lie. Dr. W. Koehler in Gie.ssiu. Einundzwanzigster
Band enthaltend die Literatur des Jahres, 1901. Fiinfte Abteilung :

Systematische Theologie bearbeitet von Arno Neumann, Max
ScHEiBE, Arthur Titius, Theodor Elsenhans. Berlin : C. A.
Schwetschke und Sohn, 1902; New York: Gustav E, Stechert. 8vo,

240.

This fifth part of the Theological Jahreshericht for the literature of 1901

is a comparatively large section of the whole. It contains two hundred and
fifty pages, while the former four parts contained together only eight hun-
dred and four. The parts on the “ Literature of Hitherc Asia and Extra-
Biblical History of Religion,” on “ The Literature of the Old Testament ”

and on “ The Literature of the New Testament,” were all indeed rather

small : that on Church History, on the contrary, very large. Let no one sup-

pose from this, however, that the department of dogmatic theology is com-
ing to its rights. In the nomenclature of the Jahreshericht, “ Systematic

Theology ” includes much more than Dogmatics. Four subjects are united,

indeed, under this designation: “Encyclopaedia, including the so-called
‘ Principial Theology,’ ” “ Philosophy of Religion, including Apologetics,”
“ Dogmatics ” and “ Ethics ”—Ethics being by no means confined to “ Chris-

tian Ethics.” To Dogmatics is given thus only about one hundred of these

two hundred and fifty pages, while Apologetics occupies about one hundred
mors of them and Ethics, most of the remaining fifty. It is hardly neces-

sary to [pause to say how little we like the encyclopaedia that is followed

in the Jahreshericht. By what principle the “ History of Religions ” can be
placed as a first section at the beginning of the whole schema and the “ Phi-

losophy of Religion ” as a subsection of “ Systematic Theology ” in the mid-
dle of it, to say nothing of the inclusion of Encyclopaedia itself and General

Ethics under the same category, passes our power to divine. We should
certainly arrange Encyclopaedia first as a preliminary section. Apologetics,

inclusive both of the History of Religions and the Philosophy of Religion,

next as the first section of the Encyclopaedia, followed by the Exegetical

32
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and Historical Disciplines, and then by Systematic Theology as the proper

title of Dogmatics, to close with Practical Theology—while General Ethics,

if included at all, should come last as an ancillary discipline. Thus some
order would be introduced into the material. Xow the title of “ Systematic

Theology ” seems to be treated only as a convenient receptacle into which
to cast w'hatever one hardly knows what else to do with : apparently every-

thing that has the smell of philosophy on it is relegated to it.

The writers to whose care the literature reviewed in this part has been

committed are four. Dr. Arno Neumann, pastor at Schwarbsdorf, near

Weimar, deals with the Encyclopaedic and part of the Apologetical Litera-

ture. The rest of the Apologetical Literature is treated by Lie. Dr. Max
Scheibe, pastor of the Deformed Church in Leipzig and privat-docent at

Halle. The Dogmatic Literature is reviewed by Dr, Arthur Titius, Profes-

sor at Kiel, and the Ethical, by Dr. Theodor Elsenhans, a privat-docent in

Philosophy at Heidelberg. The work appears to be done well in all depart-

ments, though, of course, the individual points of view of the several wri-

ters necessarily color their comments. It is impossible to go into details. A
multitude of books are passed under review and only a few words expended on
each. They vary naturally very much in interest and are treated with more
or less firmness of touch. The trail of controversies carried over from the

preceding year’s survey sometimes lies over the page. There is, for exam-
ple, that which was raised by the demand of Troltzsch that the faculties of

theology should be transformed into faculties of the history of religions.

Neumann is quite sharp in his criticism of the opponents of this proposal

—

of Harnack and Heinrici alike, the former of whom, he holds, speaks beside

the point and the latter has lost himself in vituperation. The controversy

roused by Haeckel’s absurd World-enigma also raged through 1901, and we
read with interest how theologians, historians, philosophers and scientists

alike are sure that Haeckel is not worth listening to—each in his special sphere

of investigation. It is doubtful whether he fares worst at the hands of Nip-

pold or Loofs, Paulsen or Dennert. We have been particularly impressed

with the fullness of Scheibe’s reviews and the care and accuracy of those

of Titius. But we must not trust ourselves to enter on examples. The
work remains an indispensable annual index to theological literature.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Rudolf Eucken’s Theologie mit ihren philosophischen Grundlagen dar-

gestellt von Dr. Hans POHLiiANN. 8vo, pp. 93. Berlin : Reutter und
Reichard, 1903.

A most interesting exposition of a great thinker’s system of religious phil-

osophy. A Christian theology, of course, Eucken was not able to form for

himself, with his anti-supernaturalistic outlook which could admit nothing

above the plane of nature even in the person of Christ itself : and when it is said

that the Kantian element in his thinking assimilates his religious system to

that of the older Ritschlian school, while its effort to attain unity of spiritual

life exhibits an aflSnity with the speculative-liberal theology, this is only

a condemnation passed upon the specifically Christian character of these

theological tendencies. Eucken stands fiat-footedly on nature, and was in a

position to give us nothing but a natural theology. This natural theology

is, however, an exceedingly attractive one—based on theism and finding a

place for Jesus as the best of men and greatest of religious teachers, in

whose personality came to full light all that was only obscurely present in

the previous development, and who thus constituted a, or rather even the,

turning point in the religious history of mankind. It is probably in the
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proper estimate of the great personalities that have arisen in tlie history of
religious thought that theologians have most, however, to learn from
Eucken. His great work. Die Lebensanschauungen der Grossen Denker is

full of historical judgments which are worthy of our closest attention—some
as certainly just, some as just as certainly unjust. Particularly striking is

his estimate of Augustine and of his influence on religious thought. We
translate the page in which Dr. Pdhlmann presents it

“ A central point in the whole history of Christianity is formed by Augus-
tine and his teaching : all the currents of the dying antiquity are once again
united in him, all the germs of the future lie potentially in him

; his influ-

ence is even to-day far from exhausted. The appreciation given to this
Church father in the Lebensanschauungen (p. 207 sq.) may well be reck-
oned among the best that have ever been drawn of this inconsistent and
enigmatical thinker. ‘ It is by no means easy to describe Augustine’s his-
torical position. He obviously forms the spiritual apex of ancient Christi-
anity and dominates the Middle Ages. But recent Christianity also has
unintermittently drawn upon him, and the Reformation appealed to him in
its chief matters

;
it is even perhaps no paradox to say that, if present day

thought desires to take up independently again theifundamental problems
of religion, it must go back for its historical orientation, not so much to
Schleiermacher and Kant, not even to Luther or Thomas Aquinas, but to
Augustine, as to the point in which alt that has come into being may be
found in its origin and therefore can be subjected in its rightness and un-
rightness to a critical examination. Even beyond the limits of religion the
modern world stands in manifold connection with him, if only it can pene-
trate behind the frequently alien covering to the kernel of the matter.
There are points in which Augustine in his world-moving subjectivity is

more modern than Hegel or Schopenhauer.’ ‘There is to be recognized in
him one of the few personalities on whom the ages draw, and by whom
they orient themselves with reference to eternal tasks, but who themselves
stand above the ages.’ ”

Princeton. Benjamin B. Warfield.

Kant’s Leiire vom Glauben. Eine Preisschrift der Krugstiftung der Uni-

versitat Halle-Wittenberg. Von Ernst Sanger, Doctor der Phil-

osophic. Mit einem Geleitwort von Professor Dr. Hans Vaihinger.

8vo, pp. xviii, 170. Leipzig : Verlag der Diirr’schen Buchhandlung, 1903.

The interest of this monograph turns on the importance of Kant for the

idea of “ Faith ” in Philosophy and the lack hitherto of any thorough inves-

tigation of the Kantian use of the term. It seems that it is due to Kant that

any place has been found in philosophy at all for “ Faith.” Prior to him,

the opposition “ Faith and Knowledge ” was universally understood as the

opposition of Theology, conceived as a revealed system, on the one hand, and
Philosophy, conceived as a rational system, on the other. Kant took
“ Faith ’’ up into philosophy, and within the limits of philosophy itself in-

stituted a contrast between “ Faith ” and “ Knowledge.” In this contrast,
” Knowledge ” is with him almost the equivalent of natural science while
“ Faith ” embraces a number of postulates assumed within the limits of

philosophy itself. Vaihinger even says that with Kant the relation of
“ Knowledge ” and “Faith ” is almost the relation between “ Science ” and
“ Philosophy ”—“ Philosophy ” being understood, of course, in the Kantian
sense as not merely epistemology but inclusive of moral philosophy. Since

Kant the purity of this usage has been lost : and only the theologians have
dealt seriously with the problems involved in the discussion of the true rela-
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tions between “Faith” and “Knowledge.” Nor has it been possible to

contend that Kant himself was entirely consistent in his use of the terms.

Nevertheless, until now no thorough investigation of his usage has been
made. This investigation has now been given us, however, by Dr. Sanger,

and he who wishes may now trace the invention of the new distinction by
Kant and his gradual subjection of himself to its employment. Dr. Sanger
finds that in the “ pre-Kritik ” writings the term “ Faith ” occurs only a single

time in the specifically Kantian sense ; in the “ Kritik ” writings the concep-

tions are carefully defined ; in the later writings there is more mixture, but
with the weight on the side of the new definitions. The w'hole material is

examined in the utmost detail and the work seems to have been done once
for all. At the end there is inserted a short but very helpful Appendix on
the “ Inflnence of the Critical Philosophy on Theology,” where the indebt-

edness of Ritschlism to Kant and the differences of the Ritschlian concep-

tions from Kant’s are briefly but clearly expounded.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Theologia or The Doctrine of God. Outline Notes based on Luthardt. By
Revere Franklin Weidner, D.D., LL.D., Professor of Theology
in the Chicago Lutheran Theological Seminary, etc. 8vo, pp. vi, 143.

Chicago, New York, Toronto : Fleming H. Revell Company [1902].

Dr. Weidner is accustomed to print full Syllabuses of his lectures and has

already given us quite a series of them. In this volume we have the Sylla-

bus of his lectures on the first division of Systematic Theology, commonly
called “Theology proper.” “Though professedly based upon Luthardt’s

Kompendium der Dogmatik (for his headings and his subdivisions are re-

tained and his presentation in general is followed),” we read in the Preface,
“ still this work cannot in any way be regarded as a translation, much less

an abridgment, for it is much fuller in many points—but rather as an
adaptation of his method of presentation to the needs of Protestantism in

this country.” Something of Apologetics has, we are told, been infused

into the dogmatic treatment, a measure of the distinctions of Biblical

theology has also been brought into it, and much stress has been laid on the

development of doctrine.

The system taught is, of course, the Lutheran ; and the topics have been

presented with clearness and with a wealth of illustrative material drawn
from standard writers. To each topic a bibliography has been appended for

the use of those who wish to prosecute its study further
; and works of all

schools of evangelical theology are admitted into this bibliography. By a

curious arrangement the moral attributes of God come up twice for treat-

ment—“ God as Holy Love,” including Goodness and Holiness and Love,

being apparently discussed as a part of the essence of God, and these same
perfections emerging again among the attributes. Of course, to a Calvinist

the topic of Predestination seems to be confusedly treated. Dr. Weidner
appears at one place (p. 62, Nos. 5 and 6) to wish to avoid saying that God’s

predestination to salvation is ex proevisa fide, and explains in a truly Lutheran

manner that it proceeds rather on “a foreknowledge that the grace of God
offered in Jesus Christ through the call would not be rejected”— which

to an uncircumcised ear seems much the same thing. Elsewhere,

{e.g., p. 72, No. 35, andp. 78, No. 21) he appears to be willing to adopt the

formula ex proevisa fide frankly. Doubtless, there is an explanation of the

apparent inconsistencies, and this would emerge probably on a fuller state-

ment of Dr. Weidner’s views or a more careful study of them.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.
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VI.—PRACTICAL THEOLOGY.

The Early Editions of Doctor Watts’ Hymns. By Louis E.

Benson. Philadelphia: The Presbyterian Historical Society, 1902.

8vo, pp. 15.

The Evolution of a Great Hymn. By Louis F. Benson. Phila-

delphia : The Presbyterian Historical Society, 1902. 8vo, pp. 15.

In these two interesting essays (which are reprinted from the Journal of

the Presbyterian Historical Society) the learned author gives the public the

results of some of his studies in the archaeology of Hymnology. Both are con-

cerned with Dr. Watts’ hymns. The former is bibliological and describes in

sufficient detail and with admirable care those early editions of Dr. Watts’
hymns which seemed only a little while ago hopelessly lost. The latter is a

textual study and makes known to us the stages through which the great

hymn beginning with “ Before Jehovah’s awful throne ” has reached its

present form.

Even the British Museum, it seems, has no earlier edition of Watts’

hymns than the fifth, of 1716. Dr. Benson has brought together copies of the

first four editions and gives us here a most interesting account of them, illus-

trated with fac-similes of the title-pages of the first two. The first edition

appeared in 1707, the second in 1709, the third in 1712 and the fourth in 1714,

and so on, fourteen editions appearing before the author’s death, although he

made no alterations in the text after the second edition of 1709, and (as

Dr. Benson conclusively shows) had no intention of making any at the time

of his death. Dr. Benson gives a full history of the early editions and
marks the changes made from edition to ediJon.

It has been common to say that “ Before Jehovah’s awful throne ” first

appears in Watts’ Psalms of David of 1719. Dr. Benson points out that it is

found in a crude form in the first edition of the Horce Lyricce of 1706 (issued

in December, 1705), and that it is only the final form given it by its author

that appears first in the Psalms of David of 1719. The noble first verse of

the current text was the composition of Wesley, who, however, omitted the

fourth verse. This verse was afterward restored by Barlow, in 1785. And
in this its perfected form the hymn has become one of the classical hymns
of the English-speaking Churches. The whole history is set down by Dr.

Benson in an intensely interesting narrative, marked at once by scrupulous

accuracy and keen sympathy.

Princeton. Benj. B. Warfield.

The Sinless Christ. By George Tybout Purves, D.D., LL.D. Philadelphia:

Presbyterian Board of Publication. Pp. 160. 75 cents.—The many who
enjoyed Dr. Purves’ preaching will rejoice in the publication of these

sermons. In rhetorical excellence they are quite up to the high standard

of those published in the previous volume (Faith and Life). In popular

attractiveness, in spirituality and evangelical fervor, they are even higher.

They have to a remarkable degree the tone and spirit of the ambassa-

dor for Christ, entreating and beseeching men on His behalf to be recon-

ciled to God.
Princeton. S. A. Martin.

The Religion of the Mature Mind. By George Albert Coe, Ph.D. Chicago

:

Fleming H. Revell Company. Pp. 450. Price, $1.35.—These essays are,

on the whole, thoughtful and judicious discussions of great religious

questions viewed from the standpoint of higher criticism. The substance
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of most of them was prepared for students under Prof. Coe’s instruction,

and this gives them a somewhat didactic form, but makes them none the

less effective. Many of his readers, probably his most sympathetic readers,

will regret that the author has fallen into a manner of controversy that

is exceedingly distasteful to all who love the amenities of debate. We
mean the habit of scornful invective against the beliefs alleged to be held by

the Church, and exaggerated representations of their defects. Like too

many of our recent writers, he seems to assume that because he loves the

Church, and to a certain degree speaks in the name of the Church, and is on
the whole most loyal to the Church, he has a right to say all manner of

unkind and disagreeable things about it. These pages abound with flings of

this kind, e.g., “ This blowing hot and cold has made the Bible unreal to the

intellect of our times, for it has necessitated modes of interpretation possible

only to the unthinking and to those who are trained in doctrinal acrobatics.

.... If we find apparent errors in the authoritative words, we must show
that they are not errors. This task is prescribed to us by our doctrine of

Scriptural authority. We have no alternative but to fit the facts to our pre-

established theory. We are in the predicament of the boy who declared he

must get the woodchuck, because the minister was coming to dinner and
there wasn’t any meat in the house. He simply has to drag out of the facts

what has been promised.”

This is said of a doctrine of Scriptural authority which is held by nine-

tenths of the Christian Church to this day. They may be in error, but they

are entitled to the amenities of Christian debate.

Again he says, ” There is a chasm between what a scholar knows and
what the people are oflicially taught. Outgrown views of Scripture are

constantly assumed and upheld in the ministrations 'of the clergy. . . .

Something must be done soon, or we shall be in the scandalous evil of

believing one thing and teaching another.” And further, “ This now neces-

sitates a reconstruction of the basis of Biblical teaching in the Church. We
cannot bind the new scholarship to the old method of instruction.” Again,
” It is not too much to say that the Church of our day resembles the monk
of Longfellow’s Legend Beautiful. We seem to be called upon to turn our

backs upon the heavenly visions in order that we may minister to the things

of men.”
Such utterances concerning an individual minister or teacher would be

simply libelous. When said of the Church they are, at the very best, carica-

tures, and in most cases they are simply misrepresentations. Now the days

when men of dignity and scholarship could berate one another, as John
Wesley and Augustus Toplady used to do, and still retain the respect of the

community, is gone, we trust, forever
;
but we shall not have gained much

if, instead of personal abuse, we are to have such unseemly invectives as

these against the party that does not agree with our views. There are many
things imperfect in. our Church, and, doubtless, much that we shall out-

grow in our present conceptions of the Christian life, and every man who
has a criticism to offer or a new view to propose should be heard, and
generally is heard both with patience and courtesy. There is, therefore, no
occasion and no excuse for a man who thinks that he has a new message,

but can only make it seem new by caricaturing the older view.

Princeton. S. A. Martix.

Electricity and its Similitudes. By Charles H. Tyndall, Ph.D., S.T.D,

Fleming H. Revell Company. Pp. 220. $1 net.—This is practically a book

of parables. A great variety of electrical phenomena are set forth and
made the symbols of religious truth. The work is skillful and even
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ingenious. The phenomena are exhibited in a clear and interesting

manner. The general reader will find an abundance of instruction both

in science and religion, and the minister will find a rich collection of good
illustrations, and perhaps the more valuable boon of being made able

to see for himself beautiful analogies between things of earth and things of

heaven. The Healing of Souls. A Series of Revival Sermons. By Rev.
Louis Albert Banks, D.D. Eaton & Mains.—These sermons are popular

and evangelical. They are interesting reading, and no doubt wei-e much
more attractive when they were spoken. As models of fervent preaching of

the Gospel to sinners converted and unconverted, they are admirable.

Books by the Traveler's Way. By J. H. Jowett, M.A. Armstrong & Son.

Pp. 220.—This is practically a volume of condensed sermons. They are not

mere outlines, however, but rather the message of each text reduced to its

lowest terms and applied to the heart. As the title implies, they are re-

freshing, comforting, delightful. Presbyterian Christian Endeavor Man-
ual for 1903. By J. R. Miller, D.D., and Priscilla Leonard. Philadelphia:

The Westminster Press.—This little Manual gives the subjects for Christian

Endeavor meetings for the year, with two pages of fact, comment and illus-

tration on each subject. It is exceedingly well done. Every member of the

Christian Endeavor Society should have it, and others will find it both
useful and interesting.

Princeton. S. A. Martin.

The Glory and Joy of the Resurrection. By James Paton, D.D. New
York: American Tract Society, 1902. 8vo, pp. 227. $1. —“We set our-

selves to inquire what was the place and value of the Resurrection in the

life and teaching of apostolic men and apostolic days. We shall trace this

theme through Gospels, Acts and Epistles, and we trust that the glory and
joy of the Resurrection may enter as fully into our souls as into theirs.”

Thus the author, who is a Glasgow minister and editor of the life of his

brother, John G. Paton, defines the plan and purpose of his book. The im-
portance of the Resurrection in doctrine and life is impressively exliibited.

The book is marred by an excess of fervid rhetoric. The Bane and the

Antidote, and Other Sermons. By Rev. W. L. Watkinson. New York,
Chicago and Toronto : Fleming H. Revell Company, 1902. 8vo, pp. 301. $1

net.—The sermons of this English preacher are characterized by depth and
seriousness, especially in their emphasis upon sin and its antidote in the sal-

vation wrought by Christ ; by a large view of the Gospel in its relation to

life and thought; and by an unusual type of apt illustration from the realm

of nature and science.

Princeton. Paul Martin.

ViER Leichenreden.—Nebst einem Vortrag fiber innere Mission. Von
Wilhelm Lohe. Gfitersloh, Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann.

1903. Preis, 80 Pfennige.

Die Missionstexte des Neuem Testaments in Meditationen und
Predigtdispositionen. Ein Handbuch ffir Geistliche, Missionare

und Missionsfreunde von Lie. Gottlob Mayer, Pastor in Jfiterbog.

Gfitersloh: Druck und Verlag von C. Bertelsmann, 1903. Zweites

Heft. Preis, 1 Mark.

The two publications mentioned above 'are fine specimens of the art of

preaching. The four funeral addresses of Wilhelm Lohe are very instruc-

tive. They are short and to the point and must have gone to the hearts of

the mourners as a balm to heal their wounds. Lohe was a preacher full of
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sympathy and tenderness. He could thunder as an Elijah or a John the

Baptist when he addressed a mixed multitude, but at the grave he under-

stood the art of consolation to a high degree. The addresses published in

the little pamphlet before me manifest this quality in a marked manner. To
be a Christ-like comforter of the bereaved is one of the necessary qualifica*

tions of a pastor. If any one desires to listen to the words of an experienced

guide, let him by all means buy and study these simple effusions of a heart

filled with the love of Christ, and he will be well paid for the small outlay

and all his trouble. Of course, they are models, but not for slavish imita-

tion. The address on “Innere Mission,’’ w’hich is the German equivalent

for the philanthropic work of the Church, is not yet antiquated, although it

was delivered as early as 1850. The position of the writer is Lutheran to

the core ; his productions breathe the spirit of the great reformer.

Mayer’s Hhsionstexte des Neuen Testaments deserve hearty recommenda-
tion. He views the texts of the Bible in the light of Foreign Missions,

and it is astonishing to see how full the Xew Testament really is of Mis-

sions. We have no lack of missionary topics for the prayer meeting ; but a

manual of Missionary Homiletics, if I inay use such an expression for mis-

sionary themes and topics for the pulpit, such as Dr. Mayer is now publishing,

is something entirely new, as far at least as I am acquainted with our homi-

letical literature. Mayer’s inventive genius is wonderful. In the words

which Simeon uttered when he held the Christ-babe in his arms, he finds

the first missionary hymn in Christendom, and he draws from this text

three themes. 1. Blessed are the eyes which see what Simeon saw: a. He
saw in Christ his Saviour ; and b. he saw iu his Saviour the Saviour of the

whole world. 2. Simeon’s testimony to Missions : Salvation is prepared for

all nations : a. Eyes of faith are necessary to know this ; b. he who learns to

know it has the missionary spirit ; c. he who works in the missionary cause

experiences the glorious truth of this testimony. 3. The splendor in this

dark cave fioods the whole world : a. Thus it is prophesied ; b. Thus it has

been often realized
; c. Thus it will be fully consummated in the future.

Ex ungue leonem. The manual , when it is completed—the second part only lies

before me—will be a volume of more than 700 pages, replete with fresh and

stimulating thoughts and new aspects of truth. The Old Testament too

ought to be viewed in this light, and I am sure a competent writer would be

able to give new interest, homiletically considered, to Moses and the

prophets.

Dubuque, Iowa. N. M. Steffeks.

VII._GEXEEAL literature.

My Life-Work. With Portrait and Illustrations. By Sastcel Sjiith,

M.P. London : Hodder & Stoughton, 1902. Svo, pp. xii, 630.

We are indebted partly to the author’s temporary ill health and partly to

the suggestion of his friend, the Rev. Dr. J. Murray Mitchell, for this valu-

able and interesting volume of reminiscences. The readers of Mr. Samuel

Smith’s speeches on the hustings and in Parliament must have been struck

with his lucid style. He has unfolded a good many subjects, either com-

plex in themselves or unfamiliar to his audience, and he usually leaves the

impression on the reader, not only that he carefully studied his subject before

speaking, but that' he really put his hearers in possession of it. Better than
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this, he talks temperately and with the seriousness of a man of conviction.
These traits give its distinctive quality to this story of Mr. Smith’s life.

And as his life has been active and influential, he has given us, as we have
said, a valuable and interesting book.
An autobiography is a perilous book to write. It is especially perilous to

publish it during the author’s life. To be sure, autobiographies are usually
interesting, but accompanying the interest they awaken there is quite often
a feeling of revolt against the uninvited bringing forward in print of the
self who is already here in person. Mr. Smith, we think, need not appre-
hend this kind of revulsion. His public life has been long enough and
influential enough to justify the record of it. And in recording it, while he
had to bring himself forward, his sincerity, his high aims in political and
social reform, his good sense, his active interest in men and measures, and
his intelligence, make his book a chapter in contemporary history rather than
a record of himself. The proportion of what is of purely personal compared
with what is of general interest in the book is small, and this is due to the
honorable fact that Mr. Smith has given his energies patriotically and
religiously to the well-being of his fellows.

It is pleasant to find how close and sympathetic a student of American
society and political institutions Mr. Smith has been. His attitude toward
the United States is as friendly as that of Mr. James Bryce, whose work
on the American Commonwealth he mentions more than once in terms of
high praise. He has visited this country four times, at intervals sufficiently

wide to enable him to note the changes wrought by time, by great convul-
sions like the civil war and by our rapid subdual of nature to our use.

Americans may profitably read what this sincere and intelligent friend has
to say about them. The only point at which he falls into a style not quite

worthy of him is when he discusses the Venezuela crisis, brought about by
the failure of Lord Salisbury’s government to give effect to its promises to

arbitrate questions in dispute between Great Britain and Venezuela, and
the message which, in consequence of this failure, the President, Mr. Cleve-

land, felt it his duty to send to the Congress of the United States. It may
be that the repeated omission of “Mr.” before the name of the President

and the employment of it in the same paragraph when designating his suc-

cessor was undesigned and is not to be explained by temper. But the omis-

sion is notable and ought to be pointed out.

It would require more space than we can afford in order to note all the

admirable things in the book. The story of the charitable and religious

work in which Mr. Smith has been engaged could not have been omitted,

and it is told with reserve and modesty. The journals and letters written

during his abundant travels are pleasant reading ; and so are the occasional

views of a delightful private life, which has been chastened and elevated by

great sorrows. But on the whole, Mr. Smith is at his best when speaking to

his constituents or the House of Commons. Whether one agrees with him or

not, one recognizes that his style as a speaker has distinction
; the distinc-

tion given to it by high character, clear speech and the judicial temper.

Mr. Samuel Smith is a liberally educated man who went into business.

Having succeeded in it, and having during his business career labored hard

to do good in his Church and his city, he was called by his fellow-citizens

to stand as a candidate for a seat in the House of Commons. For more than

a score of years he has been a member of Parliament. He is a good example

of a high type of public men. “ May his tribe increase,” in both Great

Britain and the United States

!

Princeton. John He Witt.
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Addresses on War. By Charles Sumner, With au Introduction by
Edwin D. Mead. 8vo, pp. xxvii, 319. Published for the International

Union. Boston : Ginn & Company, 1902. The Future of War in

Its Technical, Economic and Political Relations, By Jean DeBloch.
Translated by R. C. Long, and with a conversation with the Author by
W. T. Stead, and an introduction by Edwin D. Mead. 8vo, pp.

Ixxix, 380. Published for the International Union. Boston: Ginn &
Company, 1902.

These two volumes have been brought out in the most attractive style and
are to be sold at the lowest cost in the interest of universal peace.

The first volume contains three addresses by Charles Sumner: one on
“ The True Grandeur of Nations,’’ delivered “ before the Authorities of the

City of Boston, July 4, 1815 the second on “ The War System of the Com-
monwealth of Nations,” delivered “before the American Peace Society, at

its Anniversary Meeting in the Park St. Church, Boston, May 28, 1849

the third on “ The Duel between France and Germany,” delivered “ in the

Music Hall, Boston, October 26, 1870.” Whatever view one may take of the

argument of these orations, he must be impressed by their superb literary

quality. There is a wealth of historical and particularly of classical allu-

sion, as well as a purity and elegance of style, that are so exceptional as to

be noteworthy, at least outside of New England, and to be met even there in

recent years only very occasionally. One cannot help asking, whether after

all there may not be some connection between classical studies and fine

writing; whether the inferior places to which almost all of our universities,

and those of New England as much as any, have, with the introduction of the
“ elective system,” relegated Latin and Greek, has not had something to

do with the fact that style like Sumner’s has become almost a “ lost art.”

Mr. Sumner’s aim in these three addresses is to prepare the way for

universal peace by exhibiting the immorality of war. It is so evil_that

^bitration ought to be substituted for it—such is his argument. ( Of the

essential evil of war he presents two proofs. The first is the waste and

suffering that it necessarily entails. This, however, is not in itself a proof

of moral evil unless the position, in our view untenable, be adopted that

happiness is the basis of morals and that, consequently, whatever is against

happiness is sinful. Indeed, most of us can remember the time in our own
experience when property and comfort had to be sacrificed to duty

;
and if

this be so in the case of the individual, we do not see why it might not be so

in that of the nation. Especially must this be granted in view of our

author’s second proof of the immorality of war. This is that, as the individ-

ual may not appeal to force for the settlement of private grievances; so

neither may the nation, for one law binds both. Is this, however, always

so ? Is it not rather so only when the circumstances are the same ? And
are they not essentially different in the case under consideration ? The
reason why the individual man may not resort to arms in defense of his rights

is that he is a member of a nation organized for the enforcement of rights and

able to enforce them. But this is not the situation as regards the individual

nations. Doubtless, the realization of the kingdom of God implies a

commonwealth of nations, but the full establishment of it is in the future.

At present, therefore, w’hile the Court of Arbitration at The Hague may
adjudicate national rights, it has not the power to enforce them. We cannot

see, therefore, how the appeal to arms can be summarily ruled out of order.

To do so under existing conditions would virtually be to say that national

rights were of less consequence than the prosperity of individuals.

Of course, we are in fullest sympathy with what we conceive to be our
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author’s real contention. War decides only which is the stronger of two
nations ; its arbitrament does not touch the question as to right or wrong.
Hence, the trial by battle is as absurd as it is wicked. War is never justifi-

able save in the vindication of ascertained rights, and then only when all

other lawful means have failed. Too much also cannot be said against the
exaltation of military glory. The triumphs of peace are incomparably
grander than those of war and ought to be so presented and regarded. It is /
only with such unqualified assertions as that “ there can be no peace that is

not honorable, and no war that is not dishonorable ” (p. 239 ) that we take
issue. War cannot be dishonorable when God commands it, as He has*'

often done
; and peace must be dishonorable when it is persisted in under such

circumstances. It is in the interest of universal peace that we take this >

position. It can be established only when “ the kingdoms of the world have
become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ and we know that the
coming of His kingdom is to be hastened, not by preferring peace to war,
but by standing for the right though it should have to be at the cost of v

peace.

The second volume is a very remarkable as well as an exceedingly awful
one. “ It is scarcely too much to say that M. Bloch was the most thorough
and important student of war in all its details and upon its many sides who
has ever lived and it is not likely that any book ever written in the cause
of the peace and order of the world, save Hugo Grotius’ great work, has
rendered or is likely to render such influential practical service as Bloch’s
Future of War. It is of this monumental work in six volumes that the
book under review is the epitome and conclusion.

Its argument against war is based not on its immorality, but on its impos-

sibility. That is, to quote M. Bloch himself, “ it is impossible for the

modern State to carry on war under the modern conditions with any prospect

of being able to carry that war to a conclusion by defeating its adversary by
force of arms on the battlefield. No decisive war is possible. Neither is

any war possible that will not entail, even upon the victorious Power, the

destruction of its resources and the break-up of society. War, therefore, has

become impossible except at the price of suicide.” Why, then, should the

nations persist in exhausting themselves by their preparations for it ? At
best, it must issue in the ruin of all the contestants. Such is the argument.

The situation just described is being brought about by three factors. One
is the improvement in modern firearms. The result of this is to increase

terribly the loss of life in war. The second factor is the introduction of

smokeless and comparatively noiseless powder. The consequence of this is

to augment greatly the strain on the nerves of the combatants. The third

factor is the enormous and enormously advancing size of armies. Because

of this they will come to be composed preponderatingly of untrained levies

and to be commanded, especially as any given war continues, by uninstructed

officers. The two results of this will be that, instead of armies, we shall

have mobs more dangerous to themselves than to others
;
and that, all the

workers of the countries involved in war being in the field, famine and

financial ruin will ensue.

It is uot for a layman to pass on these conclusions. Only rbilitary experts

may do that. We must admit that the facts on which they are based are

sufficiently numerous and sufficiently awful to warrant almost any conclu-

sion. One cannot read M. Bloch’s cold recital of the actualities of modern war-

fare and not wonder how such things could be possible, to say nothing of

their continuing possible. And yet it must be remembered that logic and*^

reality are not always the same and that this would seem to have been

peculiarly the case in military affairs. The introduction and especially the
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improvement of firearms should have greatly increased the loss of life in

battle. Yet M. Bloch himself says (p. xv), “The slaughter which took

place in the old wars between barbarians, or between the Komans and the

barbarian tribes on their frontiers, was simply appalling. There is nothing

like it in modern warfare.” It would seem as if there could be no survivors

after a combat between modern battleships. Yet the American fleet

destroyed the Spanish navy, and it cost them the loss of only one man
;
and

Admiral Dewey did not lose even one in the overwhelming victory of

Manila Bay. Raw levies must, it would appear, lack nerve and, if drawn
from the cities, fail in endurance. Yet in our Civil War our volunteers

fought like veterans, their officers often held their own with West Pointers,

and our city troops outmarched the countrymen. These are only a few
examples of the surprises of war. The inferences based on economical con-

siderations are probably more trustworthy. Yet even here advance in

science may make the impossible possible.

J These criticisms, however, are not intended to indicate any lack of

sympathy with the purpose of these volumes. By every right means the day
should be hastened when “ the nations shall not learn war any more and
of all such means among the most effective will be the dissemination of

literature which shall exhibit, as does that under review, the uniquely awful
and necessarily increasing waste and misery of war. Were these appreciated,

it could not be entered on w'rongly.

Princeton. W. Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Sailor's Magazine and Seamen’s Friend. For the year end-

ing December, 1902. Vol. LXXIV. 8vo, pp. 384. New York : Ameri-
can Seamen’s Friend Society, 76 Wall St.

The interests which this magazine represents are so important, and it

itself is so instructive, so entertaining, and in all respects so ably edited, that

it ought to be circulated widely throughout our churches. We are thankful

that so great and yet so generally overlooked a cause as that of the sailors

has an organ at once so wise, so winning, so thoroughly evangelical. May
it secure for them the Christian sympathy and care which they so much
need and which the advancement of the kingdom of Christ so urgently

requires that they should have. Let a sailor be converted and he must

become a missionary.

Princeton. W. Brenton Greene, Jr.

The Light of China. The Tao Teh King of Lao Tsze, 604-504 B.C.

An accurate metrical rendering, translated directly from the Chinese

Text and critically compared with the standard translations, the ancient

and modern Chinese commentaries and all accessible authorities.

With preface, analytical index and full list of important words, and

their radical significations. By 1. W. Heysinger, M.A., M.D., Author
of Solar Energy, Its Source and Mode Throughout the Universe, etc.,

etc. 8vo, pp. 165. Research Publishing Co. Peter Reilly, Agent, 133

N. Thirteenth St., Philadelphia, 1903.

This title-page is the sufficient description of the book. It is interesting

and instructive, and we doubt not that the rendering is as accurate and as

metrical as it could be. There are a few views that are elevating and many
more that are vague. The sense could be helped by more exact punctua-

tion ; but a commentary, as the author himself intimates, is greatly needed.

Princeton. i W. Brenton Greene, Jr.
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Nova Solyma
; the Ideal City; Or, Jeuusaleji Regained. Trans-

lated and Edited by Rev. Walter Begley. 2 Vols. London and
New York : Charles Scribner’s Sons.

To this caption the fuller title adds :
“ An Anonymous Romance Written

in the Time of Charles I, Now First Drawn from Obscurity and Attributed
to the Illustrious John Milton.”
In addition to the translation proper the editor gives us an historical intro-

duction, a number of essays at the close of each of the two volumes, and a
helpful Bibliography of Romance. The work is divided into six books, with
their respective chapters. Its first issue, in 1648, was followed by a second
issue in 1649, with the further explanatory title. Nova Solyma sive Institu-
tio ChrisHani. The original form of this work in Latin reminds the reader
of Milton’s posthumous treatise, De Doctrina Christia.na, edited from the
manuscript in 1825 by Bishop Sumner, the Nova Solyma being found in
print and now translated more than two centuries and a half after its first

appearance in 1648-9.

That such a work so long concealed should be attributed to Milton is the
first fact that arrests our attention, so that the question of authority becomes
almost as important as that of the subject-matter itself.

Uf this the editor has no doubt whatever, and it must be conceded that
the proofs adduced are apparently confirming, so much so as to make any
other authority highly improbable.
The more important of these proofs are as follows : The emphasis in it of

Milton’s well-known Pythagorean principles, in the line of a severe absti-

nence so germane to a poet’s life and work
;
the dominance of the idealistic

type of character and thinking
;
the praise of music as an art and a personal

pleasure
;
the frequent discussion of educational methods and problems

;

the points of resemblance between the Nova Solyma and his Christian
Doctrine, both as to accepted and erratic theological views

; the simi-

larity of teaching between this treatise and his Tractate on Education,
issued in 1644 ; the notable omissions of Nova Solyma and the subjective

argument of composition and style. These and other considerations may be
said to form such a cumulative body of evidence, that the position assumed
is quite unassailable. In not a few instances, moreover, Milton unwittingly

reveals himself to the careful observer, so that the biographical or autobio-

graphical data are not difficult to detect.

That little or no notice was taken of this important work at the time it

was first issued seems equally easy of explanation on the part of the editor,

in the light of the intense political excitement of the period, and the fact

that the volume appeared anonymously.

As to its place among literary compositions, the editor would seem justi-

fied in calling it “ a didactic romance,” wherein instruction is given in sym-
bolic form somewhat after the manner of More’s Utopia and Bacon’s Nova
Atlantis.

When we examine the Romance more carefully as to its contents, we
notice that it contains both prose and verse ; that its governing topics are

Education, Love, Literature, especially on the side of Poetry; Religion,

both doctrinal and practical; and Adventure, the educational and religious

features being the most conspicuous and suggestive. A distinct semi-dra-

matic cast is also visible in the characters and scenes of the Romance, in

such central personages as Joseph, the hero ; the two Cambridge students,

Eugenius and Politian
;
Jacob, the father of Joseph ; the brothers of Joseph,

Auximus and Augentius ; his sisters Anna and Joanna ; Apollos, the tutor

;

Theophrastus, Lucas, Angelas, Alcimus and others, together forming a
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kind of Dramatis Personae and lending histrionic effect to the narrative.

In such descriptions, moreover, as that of the citj’ itself, Nova Solyma
;
in

the perilous adventures of Alcymus; of the view of the world from the

high tower where the guests are assembled
; in what are called The Tower

Dialogues, on the creation and kindred topics
;
in the representation of the

colleges of the ideal city, and in the scene, near the end of the Romance

—

the marriage of the sisters and the wedding festivities connected therewith

—in all this there is a kind of scenic cast and coloring that adds to the

impressiveness of the narrative and confirms its idealistic type.

To students of Milton with special reference to his educational and theo-

logical views there are manifold topics of interest—the training of children,

moral, mental and physical, and their duties to their parents; the best

methods and courses of study at school and college
;
the high themes of

creation and providence and sin and redemption ; of prayer and preaching

and the Sabbath and the sacraments
;

poetry and philosophy, and such
practical themes as athletics and the use of money. In these and similar

subjects, we note the undoubted hand of the author of the Tractate and
Christian Doctrine, the uniform presence of the old Puritan character of

the days of the Commonwealth. The closing chapter of the Romance,
entitled The Bridal Song of Heavenly Love—a Divine Pastoral Drama, is

a fitting illustration of the poetic excellence of the Romance and of the lofty

Christian spirit that pervades it.

In so far as the purely intellectual and literary quality of the work is con-

cerned, it must be admitted that it cannot be said to add to Milton’s reputa-

tion, either in the line of original suggestion or classical style
;
the instances

not being infrequent when the allegory usurps the place of sober teaching

and the author is somewhat at war with himself as to his meaning and
message. This conceded, however, the Nova Solyma, mainly by reason of

its alleged and substantiated Miltonic authorship, is fraught with keenest

interest to every student of Milton and of English Letters, and, as such,

may be said to present its claims to an impartial examination.

Princeton. Theodore W. Hunt.

Under Calvin’s Spell. A Tale of the Heroic Times in Old Geneva.

By Deborah Alcock, author of The Spanish Brothers, etc. New
York, Chicago and Toronto: Fleming H. Revell Co. [1902]. 8vo, pp.

365. Illustrated with fifteen full-page plates.

Miss Deborah Alcock has long been known as the author of a series of

admirable stories, the scenes of which are cast in stirring periods of religious

history, and the religious tone of which is not only sane and true but especi-

ally tender and moving. The best of them is probably The Spanish

Brothers, the scene of which is cast in Reformation Spain: it has been

translated into most of the European languages and has had a wide influ-

ence for good. Worthy of a place by its side, however, are several others,

such as Crushed Yet Conquering, a tale of Hus and the council of Con-

stance ; Doctor Adriayi, a Dutch story ; The Czar; Under the Southern Cross

;

Genevieve; The King's Service. Miss Alcock was bred under the influences

that grew out of the great Evangelical revival, her father, the Rev. John
Alcock, afterwards Archdeacon of Waterford, being one of those Irish

clei’gymen who partook in the highest degree of the new life infused into the

Irish Church by that great movement. The story of his faithful and beau-

tiful life has been told by his daughter in Walking with God: a Memoir of

the Feaera5le Jo/in Aicocfc (Hodder & Houghton). Under his tutelage and

example her own religious life blossomed out into abundant evangelistic and
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charitable labors, among the products of which is to be counted this series

of uplifting religious tales.

Under the Spell of Calvin can scarcely be said to be one of Miss Alcock’s
best stories. It was written in the midst of many distractions and through
many interruptions, when the author was suffering from both physical and
mental weariness—as she herself explains in an interview published in Sun-
day at Borne for July, 1901. It is, nevertheless, a good story for which no
such apologies are needed. Taken in hand in 1896 it was not finished until

the autumn of 1899. It was published serially in Sxmday at Home during
the year 1902, at the close of which it has been issued in the goodly book form
that lies before us.

The action takes place in Geneva during the closing years of Calvin’s life,

when the city was at the heiglit of its own internal attainment and external
influence. Calvin himself is not a principal character in its drama but is

incidentally brought in repeatedly. His figure is drawn and his character
painted, not with the deepest sympathy nor yet with the exactest knowl-
edge, but, nevertheless, with an obvious desire to do him not only justice but
credit. It is the Calvin of ecclesiastical tradition in evangelical Anglican
circles that is given us, a somewhat fearsome figure of superfluous rigor and
vigor, but a true son of God striving only to subserve His glory and in large

measure succeeding in doing so. The author writes of him apparently with
a strong fear of her local Mrs. Grundy before her eyes : here is a personage,

obviously to be admired by those who know all, but w’ho must be brought
somewhat apologetically before our audience, with the gradual approach of

faint praise, lest both he and our story itself be at once rejected with loud
reprobation. Clearly Miss Alcock needs to know Calvin better as he was
rather than as he has been held to be, that she may be able to do justice

even, let alone credit, to that at once majestic and gracious figure—at once
the most forceful man and (as Renan puts it) the best Christian of his day.

The real action of the story does not, however, concern Calvin directly,

though his form lurks ever in the backgiound : but the everyday life of the

Genevans, living under his spell. Specimens of every class are brought

before us, and the author seeks to depict the inner life of each sympathet-

ically. Indeed, one of the chief features of the story is its endeavor to find the

element of good in the several varieties of faith and unfaith alike that

flourished side by side in that period of ferment. Perhaps the most genially

drawn of all the characters is that of the skeptical patriot, who from a “ liber-

tine ” beginning only slowly flnds his way to faith. And it is a distinct pur-

pose of the presentation to carry home to the reader the conviction that a true

religious faith might be and was nourished under the old religion as well as

under the new, and that, indeed, human virtue could flourish under no religion

as truly if by no means so richly as under the best. This is probably over-

done
;
but it is saved from the taint of indifferentism by having thrown out

against it as a background the purifying effects of religious faith and the

ennobling effects of the “ true Protestant religion ” as taught in Geneva.

The chief characters of the book are all fervent Calvinists—evangelists,

martyrs, humble believers—and it is obviously the author’s wish that we
should see in them the height of human and Christian attainment and should

understand that this at least is unattainable save along the pathway of faith.

The general effect is, therefore, only to make it clear to the reader that it

is religion that is the main thing and the import of the story is distinctly

wholesome and uplifting. It may be confidently recommended as a “ profit-

able tale ” which should find a conspicuous place in our Sabbath-school

libraries. It will be strange if young people reading it should not come to

love both Geneva end Geneva’s religion.

Princeton. Benj. B. Warfield.
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The Right Princess. By Clara Louise Burnham. ]2mo, pp. 361.

Boston and New York : Houghton, Mifflin & Company, 1902.

If any one wishes to see in how genial and winning a form the vagaries of
“ Christian Science ” can be presented, let him by all means read this de-

lightful story. The adjective “ Christian ” is so emphasized in the presen-

tation here given that the substantive “ Science ” is in danger of being lost

sight of by the reader : but it is all there, every bit of it, only one has to

catch hold of himself and watch with both eyes to see it plainly and see it

whole. And with it, all its inconsistencies are there too : and its plausible

sinuosities in explaining its inconsistencies away. “ Science ” can cure a

headache, it seems, but not a heartache : it can secure against breaking bones
but not against bruising shoulders ; it can banish the “ illusion ” of bodily

pains but not the “ illusion ” of bodily needs and delights. This paragon of

heroines here depicted for us can enjoy a good dinner and all the joys of love

as bravely as though body was something after all. But one scarcely feels

like criticising strictly a theory inculcated so pleasantly and so obviously

on its highest levels. Let us only say that if any one wonders how and in

what form the absurdities of “ Christian Science ” take hold on the liigher

class of minds, they may find out by reading this book, and every step of

their inquiry will be made a pleasure to them.

Princeton. B. B. Warfield.

Glengarry School Days. By Ralph Connor. Fleming H. Revell

Co. Pp. 310. $1.25.

Ralph Connor has won a good place in our hearts and a high position

among writers of fiction. His stories are wholesome. They have the vigor

and freshness of the northern woods, which they depict so well. His char-

acters have an honest, homelike quality, which is very refreshing. We feel

better for having made their acquaintance. There is a strong family resem-

blance between Ralph Connor’s characters in his various books, but they

are all strong, and real people. All his books are religious, without being

weak artistically : spiritual, but thoroughly manly. They are straight and

true and clean. Glengarry School Days is, perhaps, not so strong a book as

Black Rock, but it is very good.
S. A. Martin.

The Angel of His Presence. By Grace Livingston Hill. Gabriel the

Acadian. By Edith M. Nicholl Bowyer. In one volume. American Bap-

tist Publication Society, Philadelphia. Pp. 80 and 130.—The old-fashioned

Sunday-school book, where good has an easy victory and virtue reaps an

early harvest, was, perhaps, always deserving of the contempt which has

fallen upon it, for it was not true. It was overdone. Still it had its good

points, and if properly corrected will always have its place. This little

story. The Angel of His Presence, is a good book of its type. Things go

right in the story with more promptness than is common in real life, but it

is pleasant to see them go right somewhere. Gabriel the Acadian has more

adventure, and some good historic incidents, and.is very well told.

Princeton. Paul Martin.
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